


The Bridge Router can
hold all the electronics you'll
need for a small console: I/O
cards, mix engines, and DSP
processors. Naturally it can
also have automatic fail -over
DSP and CPU cards to keep

you on -air. You can expand the
system with a simple cage -to -

cage interconnect.

It's not just a Digital Console,
IT'S AN ENTIRE Auoio INFRASTRUCTURE

You CAN START with a simple AES router with analog and digital inputs and
outputs. From there you can add logic I/O cards and scheduling software; you can

link multiple master bridge cages together to achieve thousands and thousands of
I/O ports; you can create a custom system that includes multiple smaller remote

satellite cages- with everything interconnected via CATS or fiberoptic links.
BUT THAT'S JUST THE BEGINNING: you can also add mix engine cards, interface

to your automation system; you can choose from two different WHEATSTONE series
control surfaces (D-5.1 or ID -9) , each specially configured for production room, on -

air or remote truck applications. We also provide a full complement of Ethernet
protocol remote router control panels, as well as a complete family of plug-in

modules that interface the routing system to existing Wheatstone
digital and analog standalone consoles.

The D-9 is
Compact yet Powerful:
It can route, generate and monitor 5.1
surround signals and produce simultaneous 5.1 and
stereo master signals for your dual broadcast chain.
The console also provides extensive, rapid communication
paths throughout your entire Bridge system. Motorized
faders and control setting storage and recall make show -
to -show transitions fast, easy and accurate.

V1//--)c)Lx-tcDr-)

Wheatstone Knows Live Audio. The D-5.1 is loaded with
MXMs, foldbacks, and clear easy -to -read displays. You'll have all
the power you need when the news breaks! Its intuitive layout
helps your operators work error -free, and it can handle and

generate all the 5.1 content and simultaneous stereo
capability any large or medium market station could need.

the digital acidic) leaders
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA 28562
tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-635-4857 / sales@wheatstone.com
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Congratulations
Ira Goldstone
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for your
Television Engineering

Achievement Award.

Your friends at Harris

www.broadcast.harris.com tptIZR1.5
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ThE numbErs arE in.
In an industry where numbers mean everything, Avid has delivered

more all -digital, end -to -end news production systems than all of its

competitors combined. Avid helps broadcasters improve the number

that matters most - the bottom line.

Networks. Affiliates. Cable. Large, medium, and small markets.

Around the world, more and more broadcasters are turning to

Avsol for a competitive advantage through integrated media asset

management, editing, storage, and newsroom solutions.

- Designed to deliver true, real-time collaboration through

seamless connectivity

- Integrated through an open. high-performance

media network architecture

Trusted by the people who make news happen

- Available today, engineered for tomorrow

- Find out more at w w w.avid.zom/broadcast

make manage MOVE I media - Avid
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62 HDTV displays: How good do they

need to be?
By Jukka Hamalaien
A look at the factors to consider when determining how
good to make the broadcast signal.

70 Genset maintenance
By Rolin Lintag
Preventive maintenance for generator set (genset)
systems is an integral part of operating a station.

81 Special Report: PSIP by the numbers
By Jim Boston and Mark Brown
Explore the architecture of PSIP and find out how it affects
the way your station represents itself to the viewer.

88 Product highlights
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More new products to be unveiled at NAB2004
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Blues Brothers
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ON THE COVER:
Solid State Logic's

C100 digital broadcast
audio console is the

centerpiece of NBAE's
new networked audio
suite. It handles both

stereo and live
5.1 Dolby Digital AC -3

mix, from the same
interface. Photo

courtesy Dave King/
NBAE/Getty Images.

(continued on page 8)
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ho High Definition.

Higher Standards.
Highest Performance.

As hi-def takes over the field, one media company is prepared to exceed your needs. At Maxell,

we set a higher standard. Thus, each and every Maxell hi-def produ-,t, from D-5 to HD Dam, incorporates

the most advanced technologies and manufactunig techniques to deliver the highest performance possible.

To learn more about Maxell Professional Media, call 800-533-2836 or visit www.maxell.com.

25S'PamcJ,,IE nit maxell
Expanding Memory & Mobility

Recordable Media Data Storage Portable Energy Technological Partnerships
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What's this

Pick Hit?

BROaDCaST
enGineeninG

NAB convention replay

EN
111111Z1,11,

In 1992, a handtool was
selected as a Pick Hit. It has
remained a common item in
almost every video

engineer's toolbox. What
was it? Entries must provide
the brand and tool name.
Correct entries will be
eligible for a drawing of
Broadcast Engineering T-
shirts. Enter by e-mail. Title
your entry "Freezeframe-
April" in the subject field
and send it to:
bdick@primediabusiness.com.

Correct answers received by
June 1, 2004, are eligible to
win.
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Chang
normals... easy... upfront

I Jr% NV% 0 /NIP: O.

For the first time, termination and normalling are
made easy in a patchbay designed to save you
time and money.

With just a standard screwdriver from your toolbox, you can
have a 96 point Bantam H bay programmed to your specific
needs in a matter of seconds.

This on the fly programming capability is possible while it's
loaded in the rack and while you a -e standing in font of it.
Simply remove the center strip and -wist away.

If you need to swap the bay out, sin ply unplug the jack and
reset it to your new suite's required normal configuration. The
EZ Norm is available in multiple bac-< panel interconnects as
well as three heights.

Visit www.switchcraft.com for deteiled information on the
new EZ Norm Patchbay.

www.switchcraft.com
5555 N. Elston Ave.  Chicago, IL  60630

ph: 773.792.2700  fx: 773.792.2129
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let's edit!
IT -based News Gathering has arrived with

Panasonic DVCPRO P2 Series products.

Transform your news operations with
blazing -fast IT -based data transfer,

non-linear editing and file -based storage.

It starts with highly reliable, media -less

and low -maintenance acquisition with the

AJ-SPX800 Camputer-camcorder,
featuring instant IT connectivity via

DVCPRO P2 cards

to DVCPRO P2

decks and drives,

laptop PCs, and NLE

systems. Access,

playback and transfer data like never

before - no digitizing, no consumed
media, no moving parts. The best of the
ENG and the IT worlds come together to

deliver a revolutionary improvement in
electronic news workflow. Find out today
how DVCPRO P2 can make your news

organization faster, more efficient and
more productive while saving money. For
more info visit www.panasonic.com/p2
or call 1-800-528-8601.

044.0%,,r

Panaf'°'"c
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AJ-SPD850 Studio Recorder

AJ-PCD10 External/Internal Drive

-07-*

Viewing, data transfer or non-linear
editing via properly equipped
notebook PCs

Panasonic ideas for e

2004 Panasonic Broadcast
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Beware
the female binky

Today, it seems everyone (except me) has a cell
phone. I was in the hardware store last night
and noticed a father and his young daugh-

ter. As the child walked through the store, she was hold-
ing her personal cell phone in her left hand. After a
while, she began trying to put the phone in her overall
pockets. Despite the micro -sized phone, her pockets
were too small.

After a few frustrating attempts, she said, "Daddy,
my cell phone won't fit in my pocket." He replied,
"Well, just carry it honey." Little did he know he was
setting the stage for a lifetime of handicapped living
for his little girl. She was becoming one of the mil-
lions of one -handed women.

Next time you're out, look around and observe
what's most often in a woman's left hand. It's her cell
phone. Women almost always carry their cell phones
in their left hands. Today, the modern, small cell
phone has become the adult female's version of a
"binky." You know, like a child's pacifier. They just
can't let go of the darn things.

You will see women in airports, overloaded with a
purse, briefcase and luggage - carrying everything

their right hand. Why? Because their left hand is car-
rying a cell phone. That cell phone may be plastered
against their left ear because they are talking to some-
one, but it's always in their left hand.

Men, on the other hand, carry their cell phones on
their belts. You don't see men running through air-
ports with their briefcase, laptop and luggage all held
in one hand so their other hand can embrace their cell
phone. No. Men don't have this need to caress cell
phones like women do.

Women, on the other hand, build an intimate rela-
tionship with their cell phone - never wanting to
break that contact. It's almost as if the phone might
run away if they ever let go of it.
After giving this matter some thought, I believe I've

discovered the underlying reason for women's passion-
ate love affair with their cell phones.

I think it's a plot. Women are really using their phones
as an exercise device. They hold the cell phone to
strengthen their left hand. And once their hands are
stronger, they plan to take away guys' TV remotes. Then
they will control the TV channels.

Oh no, perish the thought. Can you imagine watch-
ing as your TV surfs between "Trading Spaces," soap
operas, Lifetime, Style and WE? That's too horrifying
to even imagine. Men unite - before we lose control!

Meanwhile, "Barbara, hand me the remote, get me a
beer and what channel is wrestling on?"

editorial director

BE

Send comments to:  editor@orimediabusiness.com  www.broadcastengineering.com
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MULTI -CHANNEL MASTER CONTROL SWITCHER

HD/SD switching & branding. Made easy.
Miranda's affordable PresStation panel really simplifies multi -channel
master control switching and channel branding.

Its easy to use interface provides instant access to advanced graphics
capabilities, including clip playout, dual 3D-DVEs, automated character
generation, and multi -layer animation/clock insertion.

And PresStation's powerful multi -group audio mixing also simplifies 5.1 and
multi-lingual broadcasts.

So, if you're looking at new master control solutions, talk to Miranda.

Miranda Technologies
tel.: 973.683.0800 - ussales@miranda.com



Piping plover
To the editor:
I am writing in defense of the piping

plover, an innocent creature that you
somehow parsed into the villain behind
the massive power outage last year. Your
thought process intrigues me.

It seems to me that it is man and his
unquenchable and ever-growing de-
mand for resources that led to our power
problems. The "main man" being Dick
Cheney, current vice president of the
United States.

Do you remember Mr. Cheney's press
conference when he said, "... conser-
vation will play no role in the energy
policy of this administration?" It is easy
for one of this "feather" to blame an
innocent and endangered bird for
man's troubles and not the other way
around. It's called denial. Denial is an
amazing human attribute, especially if
you want to keep that glass tower of
yours at a comfortable 68 degrees in-
stead of a "beastly" 75. It is EASY for
one so SELFISH to put out of his mind
that the piping plover is on the verge
of extinction, and we all have had a part
in it. Go ahead Mr. Dick and turn down
the temperature another notch and pull
the trigger on the plovers that inhabit
the Missouri river sandbars ... the little
crappers ... ha ha ha! Now that they're
gone (according to you) our energy
problems are all solved. Do you really
believe this?

Do me a favor would you? When the
power goes out again this summer be-
,. ause of our ancient and deregulated
grid, or when the price of gas goes over
$2.50 and we are hit with another
"warmest year on record" report, please
come up with another endangered spe-
cies whose extinction will help solve
our country's energy problems.

JACQUES MERSEREAU

Old news?
Did you know there was a company

showing hydrogen fuel -cell camera
batteries at NAB2001? Powertek won
several industry awards for this prod-
uct line, (which I thought was very
slick). For some reason, I never saw
them again and none of the conven-
tional battery people I asked were
aware of them. Yet they still exist and

erate HD locally. Since the announce-
ment of digital HDTV and the birth
of multicast and datacast, I have won-
dered why broadcasters are interested
in the concepts. While working at a
number three -ranked commercial sta-
tion in the late 1990s, I remember be-
ing part of a conversation about
multicasting as an idea for what we
should do with our digital spectrum.
I quipped back, "Great! Now we can
be number three through seven:' The
comment generated a few hard looks
from my peers, but it also brought up
the discussion that the future was not
based on more channels of poor pro-
gramming but focused on doing what
we do better than our competitors.
The other comment I heard at that
meeting was that our local program-
ming didn't really merit the expense

The future is not based on more channels of poor

programming.

are apparently selling this product
(www. powertek- internatio nal. com)
Why am I bothering to write this? I

guess it just ticks me off that another
company is getting the press now when
what they are doing is not really new!

ERIC WENOCUR

Editor's note: This reader response is
to an article entitled "Fuel cell technol-
ogy, the new power behind ENG at
Sinclair Broadcast" in the News Tech-
nology Update newsletter.

HDTV toy store
To the editor:
I too was at the CES show and I have

to agree with you that HD is finally
being recognized as the killer app, at
least by the CE manufacturing sector.
But it is still a big struggle at the sta-
tion end to convince owners and fi-
nance people that the future depends
on investing in the technology to gen-

of HD. At a number three -ranked sta-
tion, you could make the argument
that our programming didn't merit
color or a square picture tube.

The other technology that I have
heard discussed is datacasting. Most
of the commercial broadcasters that I
have spoken with about this are think-
ing that they would do an SD channel
to meet the FCC requirements and
then lease their remaining data capac-
ity to others. I am perplexed at this
concept, since being a data carrier
doesn't seem to have particularly high
profit potential unless you have huge
quantities of capacity. And, for all of
its spaciousness, the SMPTE 310M
stream is not that large a pipe com-
pared to SBC or Qwest.

I would encourage you to keep on
touting HD as the killer app. I just
hope a lot more broadcasters embrace
the idea.

WILLIAM T. lAYES
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AFFORDABILITY THROUGH INNOVATION

I need a Digital Video Recorder that

If your VTR only had a brain.

MR ite.rder 0 vt abwr 0 k+: Net crder C

010,213
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Integrated software
applications that go beyond
traditional VTR functions.

has 2 record, and 2 playback channels

has media networking

imports and ex3orts Final Cut Pro ,
Adobe Premiere. , or other NLE
video clips

is as easy to us.e as a VTR

gives me a cho ce of digital or
analog audio

stores 64 hours of DV material

trims clips and creates playlists

supports removable media

plays back in slow motion

ih

The M -Series iVDR (or intelligent video digital recorder)

is much more than a VTR replacement.

With a familiar interface, removable media, and multi-
channel playout and record capabilities, our M -Series

iVDR does the work of multiple VTRs-but it also does
things a VTR can't. Like trim and create video clips.
Or build playlists. Or a choice of analog, AES/EBU discrete

digital audio, or embedded SDI digital audio. And with up

to 50 Mb/s videc compression, you can create the best
possible material for air. And it fits right into your existing
facility and workflow-just plug it in, turn it on, and go.

To review all the technical details, please visit
www.thomsongrassyE Iley.com/M3/. Or contact your
local Grass Valley sales representative.

Final Cut Pro is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.. Adobe Premiere
is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc., Grass Valley and M -Series are

trademarks of Thomson aroadcasi & Media Solutions.

A THOMSON BRAND

G,:grass val ley
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A future
so bright
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

How well do you know the
viewers who watch your
channels?

Channel, rather than station. Not all
broadcasters work for a local station
- you might work for a network, or
a broadcast competitor -a channel
that is not available to the antenna -
impaired.

For local broadcasters, the channel
number on each of the cable systems
carrying their content is probably
more important to their viewers than
the one they were assigned by the FCC.

Chances are pretty good that you
know a fair amount about your view-
ers - their age groups and gender,
and approximately how many in each
group watch the programs broadcast.
You might even have some detailed
demographic information about the
homes in each of the neighborhoods
you serve, but probably not how this
correlates with ratings data.

But how much do you know about
the family that lives at 2006 Main

0 tin  for stock

Street? The gender and age of each
member of the family? Their annual
income? Where they shop and what
they buy? Most importantly, how
much they watch your channel, and
which shows they watch?

correct, and come down on both sides
of an issue for a change.

Talk about a challenge!
But, believe it or not, broadcasters

have plenty to be optimistic about!
The U.S. population has doubled dur-

Believe it or not, broadcasters have plenty to be

optimistic about!
Your digital competitors do, and

they are getting ready to change the
face of TV advertising ... one com-
mercial at a time.

Going positive
Some might say that I have been "go-

ing negative" on broadcasters for
years. I prefer to think of it as an ef-
fort to enable a brighter future for our
industry. I recognize, however, that
many broadcasters are uncomfortable
with my vision.

Recently, someone pointed out that
perhaps I should be more politically

Stock footage can be a production tool
 Licensed use III Royalty free III Stock film footage

Broadcast/cable ii.im,iiiiiimiimolommoromo.
studios imiorsosiok

Production
companies

Post -production
facilities

I
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SOURCE: Trend Watch

Percent of U.S. studios/facilities
planning to purchase in 2004

34%

35% 40%

www. Trend Watch. corn

ing the time since TV broadcasting
came into America's homes. And lo-
cal broadcasters still play an important
role in a growing $40 billion business.

They still enjoy some of the highest
profit margins among U.S. businesses.
And thanks to the democratization of
the tools for content creation, the cost
of creating content that may be of in-
terest to today's fragmented audiences
has plummeted.

The big media conglomerates are on
the defensive, and the politicians are be-
ginning to listen to the complaints from
affiliates about the indecent way they
are being treated by their networks.

Speaking of politicians, broadcasters
are trying to figure out how they can
find space for a bumper crop of ads,
as the politicians once again spend
more money than in the previous elec-
tion cycle. This time the haul for tele-
vision and radio advertising is ex-
pected to be about $2 billion.

Things are looking even brighter for
digital broadcasting. As reported here
last month, U.S. Digital Television
(USDTV) is launching an affordable
multichannel alternative to cable and
DBS. The service already has about 800
subscribers in Salt Lake City. For a $99
investment in an HD -capable set -top
box, and a one-year $19.95/month
commitment, viewers get all local DTV
channels and 12 of the most popular
cable channels. Service will begin soon

16 broadcastengineering.com APRIL 2004



Scalable Performance.

ROFIDE&SCHWARZ ovm 410 DIGITAL VUO MEASUREMENT SYS IEM

The portable DVM 400

High performance and flexibility for MPEG2
transport stream analysis.
The new DVM family of MPEG 2 instru-

ments lets you know exactly what's going

on, with powerful analysis capabilities.

It gives you:

- Real-time monitoring

- In-depth analysis

- Networkability (SNMP)

- Scalability up to 20 signals

It's also a very flexible family that lets

you get the configuration you need,

and then add to it as your needs grow.

We even offer a portable version.

ROHDE&SCHWARZ

So don't spend time puzzling over your

MPEG2 transport streams. Ask us about

the DVM family - with the performance

you need, and the scalability you've

been looking for.

.

Ili
The DVMDVM 100/120 monitoring system

The single/dual-stream DVM 50

8661-A Robert Fulton Drive Columbia, Maryland 21046 1 -888 -TEST -RSA  www.rohde-schwarz.com
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in Albuquerque, NM, and Las Vegas,
and may reach more than 20 markets
within the next year.

Whether the service succeeds or not,
it is working to enable many changes
to the current broadcast model. It is
creating important infrastructures
that broadcasters will need to remain
competitive in the emerging multi-
channel digital world. Broadcasters are
going to learn a great deal about what
will be needed to create a compelling
and competitive multichannel service.

USDTV provides the subscriber with
support and billing infrastructures
that broadcasters lack. It is testing re-
ception in the markets it is preparing
to serve and pre -qualifying the neigh-
borhoods where it should be easy to
establish reliable service (see the link
"USDTV Availability - Reception
Maps," in the "Web Links" sidebar).

Similar to other multichannel ser-
vices, USDTV subsidizes the cost of
HD -capable receivers and installs the
receiver(s)/antenna needed to receive
DTV broadcasts.

In February 2004, the service pro-
vider announced a strategic partner-
ship with Dotcast and Winegard to de-
velop a compact indoor/outdoor an-
tenna, which they expect will signifi-
cantly improve digital and high -defi-
nition over -the -air reception. Based
on Dotcast's low -noise amplifier sys-
tem technology, the companies claim
that the antenna will provide omni-
directional reception for markets with
geographically separated transmitter
sites, yet provide automated direc-
tional capability for difficult coverage
areas. The new antenna will be manu-
factured by Winegard; it will be avail-
able to service subscribers as a com-
pact, 22 -inch tube that can be

wim. Web links

unobtrusively mounted on a TV set
or placed along a windowsill, balcony
railing or edge of a roof.

USDTV provides the integration
necessary to transform stations that
once were competing with each other
into a service that competes with cable
and DBS. It's converting anonymous
viewers into subscribers.

Is video the next print?
Recently the On -Demand and AIIM

Conferences and Exposition was held
in New York, March 8-10 for mem-
bers of the digital printing business.
These folks have been on the endan-

personalization of direct mail adver-
tising: "Craig, you may already have
won ..."

AIIM provides tools to many com-
panies for document management
and production within corporations,
including on -demand printing of
manuals and other product collateral.
These tools are among those that were
supposed to have resulted in a
paperless world by now...
The amount of printed paper con-

sumed in the United States actually
declined for the first time last year. Tra-
ditional printing will never go away, but
it is fair to say that this is no longer a

growth market. Product
packaging continues to
be one of the biggest
uses of printed paper.
This article might reach
readers as an HTML or
PDF file, rather than the
printed version. In a few
years, the printed ver-
sion may be delivered to
a flexible display screen
that readers can fold up
and take with them. And
the newspaper boy may
be a local TV station.

The Digital Market-
ing Symposium was
created to expose

people in the on -demand print busi-
ness to new opportunities to improve
the way the world communicates
with digital media. My panel sessions
at the conference explored the
changes that are taking place with TV
advertising as the industry moves
from viewers to subscribers, and the
possibility that new forms of digital
media - including DTV broadcasts
- may soon begin to replace tradi-
tional printed media.

At the last minute, I added a presen-
tation from Visible World that ex-
plored changes to TV advertising.

The presentation and demonstration
about Visible World's IntelliSpot prod-
ucts opened many eyes in the audi-
ence. IntelliSpot offers a migration
strategy from the old analog - every
viewer sees the same ad - mind -set,

!riteIltSpot Process

Ad Manning Ad Creanon Assembly

0 Brand

o Relevant Benefits

o Prtxtuct(sl

o Offers

o Montt Groups

Multiple Profiles

Customer Omit

0 Ad Dehver)

Comet
Gentler,

VW SembeereTemelso

1^111g1
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Figure 1. Visible World provides the software tools
and physical infrastructure to develop multiple ver-
sions of ads that are created on the fly and deliv-
ered to targeted demographics.

gered species list for almost 20 years.
But this year's conference offered in-
teresting new visions for the future of
television advertising.

On -Demand addresses the needs of
companies that provide tools for on -
demand printing - the subject of
those TV advertisements talking
about how anyone can be published
today. The technology is now being
used for massive localization and

U.S. Digital Television
www. usdtv. com/
USDTV Availability - Reception Maps
www.usdtv.com/why usdtv-reception_maps.php
www.show.digitalmarketing2004.com/dmsymposium/V40/index.cvn
Visible World
www.visibleworld.com/
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The clear presence
in broadcast

The DPA 4071 Miniature Microphone: designed for clarity and articulation. A soft
presence boost of 5c113 at 4- oki iz ensures absolute intelligibility, clarity and definition.
Chest -worn and extraordinarily compact, the 4071 is Idea for all ENG/EFP applications. As

part of the comprehensive EMK4O71 ENG/EFP microphone kit, the 4071 is versatile and

feature -rich. The DAD 6024 XLR adapter with midrange attenuation allows program
material to be broadcast or recorded directly, with no editing required.

DPA 4071
Speech clarity,
presence and definition
in a low profile chest -worn mic

DPA-

For more information call 1.866.DPA.MICS or visit www.dpamicrophones.com.
DPA Microphones, Inc. info-usa@dpamicrophones.com

MICROPHONES
JUST ADD TALENT
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IVN YOUR WAY TO
VIDEO NETWORKING

Discover the Intelligent
Video Networking (IVN"'')

end -to -end system concept

for digital video delivery over
Cable. Now you can deliver

opt rnized triple play services to become a true MSP.
Bes: of all, IVN's distributed architecture ensures efficient
corg.ent management. The IVN system concept is based
on ;copus products and technologies for: video rowing, rat.
shaping & multiplexing, efficient encoding and professiona
reciption. Now's the time to head for IVN''.

NtrA
May 2-5, 2004

Booth 2764

scopous
Network

Scopus
Broadening Your Scope
www.scopus.net E-mail:info@scopus.net

Download

to on -the -fly customization of ads for
targeted sub -markets and even indi-
vidual subscribers. (See Figure 1 on
page 18.) The company has integrated
the tools used to produce linear tele-
vision ads with the tools needed to cre-
ate and manage multiple versions of
an ad driven by metadata about the

I just stuck my neck out

and discovered that

things look a lot

brighter than they

moo nave for years.

target audiences. The technology is
working with both analog and digital
cable channels today, and is ready for
use in true broadcast applications.

Imagine broadcasting a single MPEG-
2 transport stream with multiple PIDs
that contain elements of an ad, and the
metadata needed to put together dif-
ferent versions of the ad with custom-
ized text and graphics. Now imagine a
set -top box that can put the right ver-
sion of an ad together in real time based
on the demographics of the viewer. It's
all working today.

For the past few years I've been keep-
ing a low profile, watching and waiting
for broadcasters to start thinking about
the future. I just stuck my neck out and
discovered that things look a lot brighter
than they have for years. It's time for
broadcasters to do the same. BE

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube Labs, and hosts and moderates
the Open DTV Forum.

Send questions and comments to:

cbirkmaier@primediabusiness.com

Visit
www.broadcastengineering.com to

find out how
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New tower
notification system
in place
BY HARRY C. MARTIN

The FCC has adopted a tower
construction notification
system, which is intended to

help guide broadcasters through the
ofttimes difficult process of determin-
ing whether the site they have selected
for a new tower is, in fact, taboo be-
cause of any number of historic, cul-
tural or Indian tribal considerations.

The voluntary system is designed to
facilitate review of proposed tower sites
and to alert new tower proponents if
their proposed construction might be
affected by the site's proximity to site(s)
of historic, cultural or Indian tribal re-
ligious significance. The new system is
not intended to supplant the govern-
ment -to -government consultation
process with federally recognized
tribes. The National Historic Preserva-
tion Act (NHPA) mandates that pro-
cess. Nor does the new process alter the
FCC's antenna structure registration
process. Rather, the new process pro-
vides a tool to assist tower companies
(and others, including broadcasters
who find themselves involved in the
tower construction process) in ensur-
ing that their proposed construction
complies with all applicable federal,
state, local and tribal rules. The FCC
reviews proposed tower construction
under the NHPA.

l
41ereciiii6Kkalithil TriNfa Mind,

Virginia Washington, DC, and West;
Virginia must file their renewal
applications with the FCC on June 1,
2004. Renewals must include an
ownership report (Form 323 or 323-E),
and an EEO program report (FCC
Form 396).

Also on June 1, stations in North
and South Carolina must begin their
pre -filing renewal announcements.

The system allows anyone proposing
to build a tower to submit an electronic
notification to the commission about
the proposed construction. The com-
mission will then provide this informa-
tion to the relevant entities on a weekly
(by e-mail) or monthly (by postal mail)
basis. Those entities may then submit
responses back to the commission, and

proposed site. The FCC's new clearing-
house method should reduce the time
committed to review, and broadcasters
may therefore reduce the time, effort
and money invested in a tower con-
struction project.

Note that this new system is voluntary.
You are not required to submit notifi-
cation of a proposed tower if you don't

The system allows anyone proposing to build a
tower to submit an electronic notification to the

commission about the proposed construction.

the commission will forward those re-
sponses back to the notifier. Informa-
tion regarding any proposed tower
construction site nationwide will be
sent to every tribe unless a tribe asks
the FCC to limit notifications to a spe-
cific geographic area. Each state historic
preservation office will receive notifi-
cations relating to proposed tower con-
struction at locations in their own state
and any adjacent states.

Despite the fact that the FCC is add-
ing - rather than cutting -a middle-
man, the new system (in theory) should
help abbreviate the often -lengthy his-
toric preservation review process. The
system streamlines the process, provid-
ing a kind of "one -stop shopping" for
tower proponents: they provide the
FCC with the notification, and the
commission then handles the dissemi-
nation of that information to organi-
zations that might be affected by the
proposed construction. This replaces
the alternative hit-and-miss system, in
which would-be tower builders attempt
to identify and contact all parties that
might hold a vested interest in the his-
toric, religious or cultural value of its

want to. But whether or not you do pro-
vide a notification, you will in any event
be required to comply with the NHPA,
even if you are not aware of any sites
near the proposed tower that might be
of any historic, cultural or tribal religious
significance. So while the new system is
not a free pass around the statutory ob-
ligations relating to protection of cer-
tain culturally significant sites, it may
help unsuspecting tower proponents
avoid the unpleasant surprise of learn-
ing at the last minute that their construc-
tion cannot proceed as planned because
of NHPA-related concerns.

If you wish to use the notification sys-
tem, go to www.wirelessftc.govioutreach/
notificationfindex.html and click on the
"notify" button. You will then be
prompted to provide an FCC registra-
tion number (FRN) and associated pass-
word, after which you will be required
to provide information about yourself
and your proposed construction. BE

Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher,
Heald & Hildreth PLC, Arlington, VA.

Send questions and comments to:

harry_martin@primediabusiness.com
SEND
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0 Revisiting
Shannon
BY MICHAEL ROBIN

he year was 1948, 20 years
after Harry Nyquist wrote
his article "Certain Topics in

Telegraph Transmission Theory," in
l which the Nyquist sampling principles

were first presented. During this period
(1928 to 1948) broadcast engineers
built a countrywide network of analog
audio AM transmitters, developed the
concept of analog audio FM transmis-
sion and, in 1941, came out with the
first high -definition television standard
(NTSC 525/60).

By 1948, the FCC had finally (or so it
seemed) frozen FM (88MHz to
108MHz) and TV (channels 2 to 13)
channel allocations, allowing for an en-
ergetic and speedy development of FM
and TV broadcasting. Bell Laboratories
was preoccupied, as usual, with the effi-
cient (bandwidth -saving) transmission
of low -noise telephone conversations.
All these analog systems suffered from
the less than ideal performance of the

FRAME RAB

transmission link between the signal
source (microphone or TV camera) and
reproducer (loudspeaker or CRT). Ana-
log signal distribution link impairments

digital world, the cumulative electri-
cal signal impairments have no effect
on the reproduced sound or picture
up to a point (the cliff effect) when

In a digital world, the electrical signal impairments

have no effect on the reproduced sound or picture

up to a point when the system suddenly fails.

were studied at long length and fall in
three distinct categories:
 Linear distortions (frequency and
group delay response)
 Nonlinear distortions (harmonic and
intermodulation distortions)
 Noise (random and coherent)

In an analog world, all these un-
avoidable and cumulative impair-
ments of the electrical signal (audio
or video) shape have a direct effect on
the quality (or lack thereof) of the
reproduced sound and picture. In a
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the system suddenly fails.
It is at this moment in time, July 1948,

that the Bell System Technical Journal
published Claude Shannon's article "A
Mathematical Theory of Communica-
tions." A conclusion of this article ap-
peared in October 1948. This article
created the concept of information
theory, with its main application in
communication engineering.

Shannon's communication
system

A communication system consists of
several parts:
 An information source. It produces a
message to be communicated to the
receiving terminal.
 A transmitter. It operates on the mes-
sage in some way to produce a signal
suitable for transmission over the
channel.
 The channel. The medium used to
transmit the signal from transmitter
to receiver.
 The receiver. Performs the inverse
operation of that done by the
transmitter.
 The destination. The person or the
equipment for whom the message is
intended.

Figure 1 on page 26 shows the block
diagram of a typical digital video com-
munication system as found in con-
temporary digital video studios. The
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Analog video
signals in

Y

B -Y

R -Y

Bit -parallel
digital video

signal

Source
encoder

Transmitted Received
bit -serial bit -serial

digital video digital video
signal signal

Channel
encoder Medium

Receiver
thermal

noise

Bit -parallel
digital video

signal

Receiver Signalchannel decoder
decoder

Analog video
signals out

- y

- B -Y

R -Y

Figure 1. A typical digital video communication system

source encoder is the conventional set
of three (Y, B -Y, R -Y) A/D converters
followed by a time division data mul-
tiplexer. The output of the multiplexer
is a sequence of CB, Y, CB parallel

Figure 2. Spectrum of 270Mb/s 4:2:2
component digital bit -serial signal

10 -bit words. The channel encoder
transforms the bit -parallel digital sig-
nal into a bit -serial digital signal suit-
able for transmission via the chosen
medium (coaxial cable). The signal is
corrupted by thermal noise, which in
a studio environment is contributed
by the receiver input stage. The re-
ceiver channel decoder deserializes the
received bit -serial signal and recovers
the bit -parallel digital video signal.
Poor signal -to -thermal -noise ratio at
the receiver input may affect the ca-
pability of reconstructing the original
signal, resulting in bits in error or
missing altogether. The output of the
receiver channel decoder is the origi-
nal sequence of CB, Y, CR. The signal
decoder is the conventional demul-
tiplexer, followed by a set of three (Y,
B -Y, R -Y) D/A converters recovering
the original analog component video
signals.

The bit -serial data rate is given by:

Bit -serial rate (Mb/s) = parallel
word rate (Mwords/s) x num-
ber of bits per word

The SDTV 4:2:2 bit -serial rate is
equal to:

Bit -serial rate = 27 Mwords/s x
10 bits/word = 270Mb/s

The normalized HDTV bit -serial
rate based on 60 fields/s is equal to:

Bit -serial rate = 148.5 Mwords/s
x 10 bits/word = 1.485Gb/s

The 59.94 fields/s data rate is equal
to 1.485Gb/s/1.001.

Shannon's communication
channel capacity

According to Shannon, a noisy com-
munication channel has a specific

Figure 3. Sequential display of V. PB,
PR 100 percent color bars signals

capacity measured in bits per second.
The channel capacity is given by the
formula:

C(b/s) = B log2 [1+(S/N)]

Where:
B = the channel bandwidth (Hz)
S = the received signal power (W)
N = the accompanying noise power
(W)

Shannon's theorem
states that it is theoreti-
cally possible to transmit
information with a low
probability of error
through a channel hav-
ing a specific capacity,
provided that the trans-
mission rate is lower
than the channel capacity.
Shannon does not specify
the means of obtaining an

error -free transmission over a specific
transmission channel but simply states
that there are means of achieving it.

Each method results in a specific
channel coding. The channel coding
describes the manner in which the is
and the Os of the datastream are rep-
resented on the transmission path.
There are many channel coding stan-
dards, and they all aim at optimizing
some aspect of the bit -serial digital sig-
nal, such as the spectrum distribution,
the DC content and the clock recov-
ery method. The SDTV and HDTV
bit -serial channel coding uses the
Non Return to Zero Invert (NRZI)
scrambled method. The result is an
increase in the number of 0 to 1 tran-
sitions and the randomization of their
occurrence to aid in the recovery of
the clock in the receiver. A detailed de-
scription of this method is beyond the
scope of this article.

Practical applications
in a studio environment

Figure 2 shows the spectrum of
the 4:2:2 SDTV NRZI scrambled
bit -serial digital signals with markers

Figure 4. Eye diagram of the SDI
signal at the output of the channel
encoder
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Figure 5. SDI signal after passing
through a 200 -meter coaxial cable

at 270MHz, 540MHz and 810MHz.
The bulk of the energy is below
135MHz. The spectrum is typical of
a suppressed -carrier pulse ampli-
tude modulation (PAM) with nulls
at the sampling frequency and its
multiples. The distribution of this
type of signal requires wide band-
widths on the order of half the clock
frequency, in this case 135MHz.
This requirement can be easily ac-
commodated in a studio environ-
ment given adequate hardware

the ls are clearly identifiable, and the
decoded signal would look like Fig-
ure 3.

The distribution of the bit -serial
digital video signals over landlines,
on -air transmitters or by satellite re-
quires a reduction of the bit rate to
match the existing standard commu-
nication channel capacity. BE

Michael Robin, a fellow of the SMPTE and
former engineer with the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.'s engineering headquar-
ters, is an independent broadcast consult-
ant located in Montreal, Canada. He is co-
author of DigitalTelevision Fundamentals,
published by McGraw-Hill, and recently
translated in to Chinese and Japanese.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

michael_robin@primediabusiness.com
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technology. Figure 3 on page 26
shows the sequential display of the
Y, Pb, P, signals for a 100 percent color
bars signal, the "message." Figure 4
on page 26 shows the eye diagram of
the SDI signal at the output of the
channel encoder. Figure 5 shows the
same signal at the output of a 200 -
meter coaxial cable. Note that the sig-
nal is buried in noise. Figure 6 shows
the signal of Figure 5 passed through
an equalizing network with a peak
at 135MHz. Note that the Os and

Figure 6. SDI signal output of 200 -
meter cable after equalization
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Network
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origination to satellite services,
our experience in program
delivery is unparalleled in the
industry.

Network Program Origination
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See our web page at
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The "accidental"
system administrator
BY BRAD GILMER

It is interesting how one becomes
a system administrator. In my
case, it sort of snuck up on me. A

new piece of equipment arrived, and it
required a user name for anyone who
was going to use it. Since I was the one
in charge of installing the equipment,
it was natural for me to start issuing
user names. A short time later, another
project came up that involved install-
ing a computer network and a server.
Because of my previous experience, I
was tapped for the project. Before long,
I was involved in all sorts of tasks -
from backing up the server, to remov-
ing users who no longer needed to ac-
cess the system, to connecting the
server and network to other networks
in the company. Almost overnight, I
had become responsible for many of
the tasks required to keep our critical
computer infrastructure up and oper-
ating. In the end, I was asked to take

my sleep (see figure 1.)
I became a system administrator by

accident. Certainly I did not have any
formal education in the field; I was an
engineer, not an IT person. And yet, I
ended up performing all of the tasks
normally assigned to a system adminis-
trator. I suspect I am not the only per-
son this has happened to, so I thought I

there have established you as a system
administrator.

So, how do you know if you are a
system administrator? Here are some
signs. You have so many username or
password combinations on different
systems that you cannot remember
them all. You find yourself dreaming
about firewall configurations. You

Almost overnight I had become responsible for

many of the tasks required to keep our critical
computer infrastructure up and operating.

would explore the topic of system ad-
ministration in this month's column,
with the goal of helping others who may
find themselves in a similar position.

Many system administrators in the
post and broadcast space started out
doing other things. In my case, I was

the engineer who was inter-
ested in computer -related
projects. In many cases, you
have other work to do, so the
system administrator tasks
get put on the stack with all
the other engineering duties.
This can cause problems as
you're pulled in several di-
rections. If you are lucky,
your organization will real-
ize that it has grown to the
point that it needs someone
to devote dedicated time
each day to system adminis-
tration tasks. This will give
you the time you need to
perform the necessary "care
and feeding" that any com-

puter or network installation requires.
Even if you are not given dedicated
time, it may help you to recognize that
simple networking projects here and

a - ez, fr0/.

dna. b ...wt.

Figure 1. The Computer Management Console
is a program many Windows system adminis-
trators will learn well. It is one of the tools an
administrator can use to create and manage
user accounts.

care of a large number of MAC, Novell,
UNIX, DEC and Windows servers on
several different networks. I found I
could use system management tools in

wish there was someone else who
could help you with all the adminis-
tration tasks you are doing, but you
do not have time to train them. No one
can assign an IP address on your net-
work without consulting you. You
have had to come in to work on two
of the last four weekends for at least
15 minutes to deal with a computer
problem. While the symptoms may
seem humorous, they may be indica-
tive of a problem. You are in a posi-
tion of growing responsibility and
need proper planning and support.

There are several things you can do.
The first is to recognize that you are a
system administrator. Once you rec-
ognize that you have made this tran-
sition, several other things will become
clear. For example, you will probably
need training. You may have gotten
some training on the equipment you
are responsible for when it was deliv-
ered, but I would venture that you
have not received any education in
system administration. One of the first
things you should do is get training
on the operating systems you support.
The training should be specific to sys-
tem administration if possible. You
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should also get training on network-
ing fundamentals. You should read ev-

O erything you can get your hands on.
CO There are many books specifically tar-

C1 geted at the job of system administra-
Z tion. Usually these are written with a

specific operating system in mind.

(7

check Internet auction sites. Powells
Books in Portland, OR, is another
valuable resource for used technical
books (www.powells.com).

Next, you should learn about the
many automated tools that are available
to help you perform routine tasks. (See

# crontab -1

7 0-23 * /usr/sbin/ntpdate 62.202.14.109 >/dev/null
17 5 * /usr/local/bin/supsource

Figure 2. System administrators should learn to make use of automated
features of any systems they administer. In UNIX, Cron is a utility that
automatically runs commands contained in the crontab file. Here, the first
command sets the system clock.The second command updates source code
files. The numbers and stars to the left of the commands are instructions
on when to run the commands.

Every operating system has specific
administrative commands and main-
tenance tasks, and these differ from OS
to OS. Because computer books are
frequently expensive, I suggest you

Figure 2.) You should specifically find
information about schedulers (called
CRON in UNIX), scripts and scripting
languages. These will help you auto-
mate repetitive tasks.

Once you gain some knowledge, I
strongly advise you to share it with oth-
ers. See if you can find someone else in
your organization that is technically
inclined. Share everything with them.
Once you start trying to teach some-
one else, you will find out just how
much more you need to learn. In the
process of sharing your knowledge, you
will establish a partnership with an-
other person in your organization who
can help you with administrative tasks.
Contrary to what you might think, you
will not be working yourself out of a
job. In fact, it is likely that your organi-
zation will only acquire more IT -related
television technology as time goes on.
By getting someone else up on the
learning curve, you will be helping
yourself to deal with what will inevita-
bly be an increasing workload.

Find a mentor - you will need one.
This person does not need to be in the
same company. One of the best ways

SYNAPSE: HD/SD
When it comes to digital infrastructure:

choose from our growing
family of over 90 hot swappable cards.

www.axon.tv
flXr N

E-mail: info-usa@axon.tv, PHONE: (408) 450-7973 Digital Design
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processor and control panel options. Multi -channel, multi -
format and centralcasting operations benefit from the
modular nature of the MCLite, allowing each channel to
be fitted with just the appropriate amount of processing
power. Multiple processors and control panels can be
arranged any combination, with up to 16 channels
being contolled all from a single control panel or from
station automation.

FEATURES
 Multi -Channel SDTV Operation
 Compact AlE3 Mix -Effects Processor
 Four Keying Layers
 Logo Kepler with Internal Storage
 Extensive Logo Management Software
 Ootional DVE Squeezeback
 AES and Embedded Audio Processing
 Automat on and GPIO Interfaces
 Relay Bypass Protection

11111C="111111111 NOW
*Ns 0.11l ON 4. Se

April 19 - 22, 2004
Las Vegas Cony. Center
Booth # SU9530

Contact Your
Local PESA Sales Rep. for More Information

PESA
A

Systems

35 Pinelawn Road

Suite 99E

Melville, NY 11747 USA

Tel: +1 (631) 845-5020

(800) 328-1008

Fax: +1 (631) 845-5023
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to find a mentor is to regularly read
one of the Internet newsgroups asso-
ciated with the operating systems you
maintain. (To search these groups go
to www.google.com, select "groups" and
then look under comp.os. You will find
groups dedicated to almost every op-
erating system known to man.) Make
note of someone who contributes to

the group on a regular basis and writes
in a way that you can understand. The
next time you get stuck with a prob-
lem, send them a short e-mail asking
if they would mind helping out with
your problem. In almost every case,
these people are extremely eager to
share their knowledge.

As you move into your new role as a

MEASURING THE DIFFERENCE
n Video Cable

Design...

All Reels 100%
Swept Test & Certified

Test Report Shipped with
Each Reel

 3 GHz Bandwidth for HDTV

 Gas-lnjected,Crush
Resistant Dielectric

 Zero Center
Conductor Migration

 Exceeds SMPTE
Specifications

OdB

-10dB

-20dB

-30dB

-40dB

-50dB
100kHz

The innovator and leader in

video coax technology,
Gepco continually

advances and develops
high -resolution video

coaxial cables that
ensure optimal

picture quality and

reliability in today's

demanding High
Definition, multimedia

and broadcast video
applications.
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system administrator, there are a couple
of pitfalls you should look out for. The
first is that you may get caught between
those who create company policies and
the employees who must follow them.
For example, you may be required to
disable Internet access to some com-
puters in an area because the employer
has found that people were using the
Internet in inappropriate ways. In a
healthy organization, management will
convey this information directly to the
employees before you go in and shut-
down Internet access. Sometimes this
does not happen. You should be aware
that this might put you in a difficult
position. Try hard to get management
to separate policy decisions from your
tasks as a system administrator.

The second and perhaps most impor-
tant pitfall you should avoid is that of
becoming a jerk. You probably have
heard the saying, "Power tends to cor-
rupt and absolute power corrupts ab-
solutely?' I have observed several times
that perfectly reasonable and pleasant
people become difficult to deal with
when they become system administra-
tors. As a system administrator, you will
find yourself as a gatekeeper for many
activities. People will need to get infor-
mation from you. They will need to
have users added, they will need ports
opened on firewalls, and they will need
to have deleted e-mail recovered. As you
move into this new role, you must re-
alin that you are there to serve others.
Your main job is to make the technol-
ogy serve the company and the others
who work there. If you hold back in-
formation - if you are unresponsive
to requests from others - you may
find yourself up to your elbows in min-
eral oil changing rectifier stacks at the
transmitter, rather than taking care of
the core IT systems that will support
your organization for the future. BE

Brad Gilmer is executive director of the
AAF Association, executive director of the
Video Services Forum, and president of
Gilmer & Associates.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

brad_gilmer@primediabusiness.com
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Signal Acquisition Solution

For inco r

SERIES

Hite feeds, ingest areas and remote trucks

Video Processing Frame Syncs:
7500 - HD SDI I/O
8400 - SD SDI I/O
8500 - SD SDI and Analog I/O

Frame Sync

Proc Amp & Legalizer

Noise Reducer

Control Panel with Dedicated Knobs
for Video, Chroma, Pedestal, Hue

SNMP Monitoring

Tracking Audio Delay

Embedded Audio Processing

4 or 8 Channel Audio Handling

Signal
Integration

System

Tel +1 530.478, '830 A Fax +1 530.478,1832
PO Box 993 Grass Valley CA 9545 USA

www.ensembledesigrs com A info@ences.com



Signal Acquisition Solution

8500
Video
Audio

Processor

ENSEMBLE

()Input

3 Ref

ECH Err

3 Embed

3 AES In 1/2

3 AES 3/4

Remote

Local

"--.SOVAnalog
CpstrOAV

o Bem/SMPTE
TBC

Legalizer

DNR
AnIg/Dig

AES/Embed

Run 0

O

8500 VAP

AES 3/4 Out

SDI Out

O AES 1/2 Out

CPst/SDI Out

Qp AES 3/4 In

Cost/Y/Pb In

O AES 1/21n

C/Pr In

Ref In

SDVY In

Analog Audio

For inco I

Input Flexibility
Composite and S -Video
Component
SDI

Cpst/Pb/Y try

Pr/C In

Y/SDI Input

Master Reference

SERIES

gest areas and remote trucks

Image Quality
12 bit Analog to Digital Conversion
4 Times Oversampling

12 Bit
Analog

to Digital
Conversion

4x
Oversampling

SDI

Receiver

8520 DNR

8500 Video Processor Module

Adaptive
Comb Filter

Decoder

Reference

External Reference ( Genlock44.

Input

4 or 8 Channels
Sub module
Choices for 4 or 8
Channel Processing

8510 Audio Processor Option

AES Input CH 1/2 (4

AES Input CH 3/4 (4.

Analog Audio I/O

Analog Flexibility
User Configurable as:

4 Balanced Inputs
4 balanced Outputs
or 2 Inputs and 2 Outputs

Frame
Store

Memory

4

TBC/
Frame Sync

Control

Adjustable
Timing

Audio
Disembed Sigra

;R---zr

Source Selection
Level Adjust
Swap & Shuffle
Channel Mixing

Sound Quality

24 Bit Conversion and Processing
for Fidelity and Accuracy

Input Flexibility
Balanced Analog
Digital AES
Embedded Inputs

Video Processing Frame Syncs Audio Sub Module Options

7500 - HD SDI I/O
8400 - SD SDI I/O
8500 - SD SDI and Analog I/O

8410 - 4 channel embedded audio handling and AES I/O
8415 - 8 channel embedded audio handling and AES I/O
8510 - 4 channel embedded audio handling and AES I/O and



Avenue 8500 Video and Audio Processor

Auto
Tireshold

Motion
Cetection

& Adoption

Video Processing
Amplifi

 Gair s  Legalizer
 Feiesbal  White Clip
 HLe  BEck Clip
 Detcil  Cvoma Clip

 Selective Blcnkinc
 Black Bolan :e

Thresiold

Recursive
Frame
Buffer

12 bit
D to A

& Encoder

N7

Module Control
uProc

tital
'rotes sing

Auto
Tracking
Audio
Delay

Ou-put
Roiling

Audio
Embed

4 Channel
24 Bit
DAC

Analog and Dgital Inputs
Analog and Dgital Outputs

Image Quality
MPEG Preprocessing
Image Cleanup

Output Flexibility
Simultaneous Digital
and Analog Outputs

Audio Horsepower
Control All Levels
Mix, Swap ar d Shuffle
any nput to any output

TBC/Fxsine Sync
Digital Proc Amp
Digital Noise seducer

CorTrr_osite or SDI Output

Timed Outputs

Fully Timed Outputs
Composite Out is ScH Phased

Express Panel
Adjust Any Parameter
Dedicated Knobs for
Proc Adjustmen-s

AES Output Ch 1 /2

fr) AES Output Ch 3/4

Perfect Lip Sync

Automctically Tracks the Delay
imposed by Video Frame Sync

Noise Reducer Option

8520 - Dig tal Noise Reducer

nalog

Embedded Audio Processing
4 or 8 filcnnels
Tracking Audio Delay

Signal
Integration

System

ENS MBLEDESIGNS
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PO Box 993 Grass Valley CA 95945 USA
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Signal Acquisition Solution

For inco

Total Flexibility

SERIES

areas and remote trucks

The Signal Acquisition Solution series works for you in SD and HD, and supports digital or analog signals. And if you
need to handle embedded audio, AES or analog audio, there are options for 4 channel or 8 channel audio processing.
All three of the Signal Acquisition Solution modules, 7500, 8400, and 8500, cleanly accepts switched digital inputs.
If there is a loss of input, the module can freeze on the last good frame of video or mute to black.

8500 - The SD Solution for Analog and Digital
The flexible architecture of the 8500 makes it a multi -purpose, "Do Anything" module, with uncompromising attention
to image quality and fidelity. With both SDI and 12 bit analog inputs (composite, component, or S -Video (Y/C) formats),
the 8500 is ready to take on any signal acquisition challenge. And you can deliver that signal simultaneously in both
SDI digital component and 12 bit analog composite. In between those inputs and outputs lie a rugged frame synchro-
nizer and a powerful proc amp. An infinitely adjustable timing system genlocks to your house reference. An optional
audio processor with analog and digital I/O, and an optional Digital Noise Reducer round out the 8500 Series-it's
the total solution to signal acquisition and handling. No matter what sources you have - now, or in the future -
the 8500 is ready.

Rock Steady TBC/Frame Synchronizer
Input video is synchronized to your house reference by an agile TBC/Frame Synchronizer. Even noisy and jittery
analog sources are faithfully tracked to provide a steady, genlocked output. Robust signal handling ensures proper
time base correction for virtually any source, even a consumer VHS machine. Select the SDI input and the 8500 is
a serial digital frame sync.

8400 - The SD Solution for Digital Only
For facilities that are strictly digital, the 8400 provides all of the functionality of the 8500, without the analog I/O.
Adjusting levels and synchronizing SDI signals is easy. Audio tracking delay and audio adjustments can be done
through one of the sub module options, no need to take up an extra slot in the frame.

7500 - The HD Solution
If you need to synchronize HD signals and adjust video levels, the 7500 is the answer. Adjusting proc levels
and synchronizing HD to house is made simple. HD formats supported include 720p, 1080i, 1080p and 1080sF.
The 7500 can lock to analog reference or tri-level sync. Audio is handled by the optional 8415 sub module.

Audio - 4 or 8 Channels Handled Flawlessly
Embedding, disembedding or adjustments to audio that is already embedded is accomplished with sub module choices.
Sub modules fit on the main processing module and do not take up a slot in the frame. There are three different
audio sub modules available for use with the Signal Acquisition Solution modules. The 8510 sub module offers AES
and analog I/O, handles adjustment for embedded audio, and provides tracking delay. The 8410 is similar, but does
not have analog I/O. They can be used with either the 8500 or 8400 modules. The 8415 handles 8 channels of
audio. It can be used with any of the Signal Acquisition Solution modules - 7500, 8400, and 8500. All audio processing
is performed at 24 bits of resolution. All audio sub modules also provide a full -featured, audio mixer. Assignment of
input channel to output channel is completely flexible, making it possible to swap any input to any output, or produce
a mix of any input combination on any output.

10 Channels Per Frame
Ten Signal Acquisition Solution modules - any combination of 7500s, 8400s, and 8500s, including both the Audio and
DNR Options, can be accommodated by the Avenue 3RU Frame. Now that's an efficient use of real estate!



Signal Integration

Avenue is a tray based signal integration system housed
in a 3RU or 1 RU frame. Avenue allows you to populate

any combination of HD, SD, DVB-ASI, analog video and
audio processing modules in the same frame. The 3RU

frame holds ter modules and has optional redundant
power, while the 1 RU frame holds 3 modules.

Frames are 1.5 Gb/s capable.

Powerful Control System

Built in networking lets you tie your Avenue system together, streamlining control and monitoring.
All frames and modules in the system can be accessed from multiple

locations in a facility,
including remote locations via the internet. Any number of 1 RU and

Express Proc Adjustments

3RU frames can be connected together through the AveNet intraframe
LAN bus to create art Avenue network. These networks can
then communicate over Ethernet using the AveNet Over IP

feature (AVIP). Avenue PC software gives you control of all module
parameters and alarms. Modules settings can be easily saved and

restored through Avenue PCs elegant user interface.
SNMP monitoring can also be used to check module and signal health.

Comprehensive management and control is achieved by using any
combination of Touch Screens, Express Panels and/or Avenue PC

software. Front edge controls are also available for each module.

The new Express Panel is one of the control surfaces available in the
Avenue system. It nas been designed specifically for signal acquisi-
tion applications and has dedicated knobs for video, chroma,
pedestal and hue. Its intuitive interface with both dedicated knobs
and a soft menu area make
it a perfect fit for ingest and
QC applications. In addition
to proc controls, all modules
parameters, such as timing and user levels, car be easily accessed
through the Express Panel.

immermaisa den innnals
001310t1

Other Modules in the Avenue System:
 Video and Audio Converters

 Proc Amps

 Test Signal Generators

 Sync Pulse Generators

 ASI Modules

 Embecders
 Protection Switches

 Logo Inserters

 Noise Reducers

Signal
Integration

System

EN MBLEDESIGNS
Tel +1 530.478.1830 A Fax +1 530.478.1832

PO Box 993 Grass Valley CA 95945 USA
www.ensembledesigns.com A info@endes.com



BrightE

Video, Audio and Optical Converters

The BrightEye line of compact video converters from Ensemble Designs is a complete
conversion solution. These self-contained converters interface to the full range of stan-
dard definition video formats: SDI, analog component, analog composite, and Y/C (S -
Video). Audio converters, embedders and disembedders offer solutions for desktop and
broadcast facilities. Additionally, with fiber optic I/O choices, BrightEye can take you far-
ther than any ordinary converter.

Whether you're connecting a tape deck to a non-linear editor, digitizing a wild camera
feed on a remote truck, or converting SDI to analog component to drive a video projector,
BrightEye is there to help. With their multi -format inputs and outputs, BrightEye converters
are the flexible answer to any conversion requirement. BrightEye's easy configuration
interface and signal status indicators make it simple to install and troubleshoot a system.
Their compact size lets you put conversion where it is needed: at a monitor, work station,
or VTR. 525 (NTSC) and 625 (PAL) line standards are supported with automatic input
sensing and switching.

BrightEye may offer the world's smallest TBC/Frame Synchronizer, but the features,
specifications, and performance are far from tiny. All analog I/O is performed at 12 bits of
resolution. Composite decoding incorporates sophisticated comb filters, and all internal
processing meets or exceeds ITU-R601 specifications. BrightEye converters provide
superb video quality where fine detail and subtle shading are faithfully reproduced.

Rackmounting BrightEye converters is easy. With an optional mounting kit, you can install
6 converters in just 1 rack unit. Since BrightEye converters are less than 6" deep, you can
even rack them behind other equipment when space is at a premium.

When distances take you beyond the reach of ordinary copper cable, look to BrightEye's
fiber optic interfaces. With both laser diode fiber drivers and photodiode receivers,
BrightEye can handle both ends of a fiber optic link. Fully compliant with SMPTE 297M,
BrightEye's optical interfaces operate at a wavelength of 1310 nm. Integral SC
type connectors make it easy to connect into fiber infrastructure.

6 BrightEye Units in 1RU

4

is



r
BrightEye 1

)i

Type
Impedance
Return Loss
Output DC

Optical Output
Type

Wavelength
Power
Budget
Maximum length
Fiber Type
Connector

I

I

Analog/SDI to SDI/Optical Converter with TBC and Frame Sync
BrightELK1

BrightEye 1 is a comprehensive solution to signal acquisition. With analog component,
analog composite S -Video (Y/C), and SDI video inputs, it can take on any video source.
The built-in Time Base Corrector/ Frame Synchronizer provides a rock steady output -
even with marginal inputs. The reference input is used to genlock the converter output to
house reference such as color black. Front panel controls select input source and format
and adjust video gain. Simultaneous SDI (electrical) and Optical outputs are provided, so
you can deliver the signal just about anywhere. Both Color Bars and the SDI Checkfield
(Pathological) test patterns are included to facilitate transmission path testing.

ox-- Specifications

Serial Digital Input
Signal Type SMPTE 259M
Impedance 75 S2, BNC
Return Loss > 15 dB
Max Cable Length 300 meters

Analog Input
Type

Impedance
Return Loss
Input DC
Input Hum

Beta/SMPTE, Y, Pr, Pb
NTSC. PAL Composite
NTSC, PAL S -Video
75 SI, BNC
> 40 dB
+/- 1 volt DC
< 100 mV

Serial Digital Output
SMPTE 259M
75 S2 BNC
> 15 dB
None (AC coupled)

SMPTE 297M
(Optical equivalent of 259M)
1310 nm
- 7 dBm
11 dB
20km
Multi or Single Mode
SC

Analog to SDI Performance
Bit Resolution

Signal to Noise
Minimum Delay

12 bit lnput quantization
4 X oversampling
> 62 dB, weighted
90 psec

Frequency Response
Composite and Y ± 0.1 dB , 0 to 5.5 MHz
Pr, Pb ± 0.1 dB , 0 to 2.75 MHz

Reference Input
Type

Impedance
Return Loss

1 V p -p Composite Video,
PAL or NTSC
75 SI BNC
> 40 ca

General Specifications
Size 5.625" W x 0.8 " H x 5.5" D

(143 mm x 20 mm x 140 mm)
including connectors

Power 12 volts, 7 watts
(100-230 VAC modular power
supply provided)

Temperature Range 0 to 40° C ambient
Relative Humidity 0 to 95' (noncondensing)

ENSEMBLE
DE SIGNS

www.ensembledesigns.com tel 530.478.1830 fax 530.478.1832



BriqhtEqcTM
Video, Audio and Optical Converters

BrightEye 1
Analog/SDI to SDI/Optical Converter with TBC and Frame Sync

 BrightEye 2
Analog to SDI Converter

BrightEye 3
Analog to SDI Converter with TBC and Frame Sync

BrightEye 4
SDI Electrical to Optical Converter

 BrightEye 10
Optical/SDI to Analog/SDI Converter

BrightEye 11
SDI to Analog Converter

BrightEye 12
Optical to SDI Electrical Converter

BrightEye 20
Analog 8c AES Embedder or Disembedder

BrightEye 21
AES/SDI Audio Embedder

BrightEye 22
SDI/AES Disembedder

BrightEye 23
Analog Audio/SDI Embedder

BrightEye 24
SDI to Analog Converter and Disembedder

BrightEye 30
Audio ADC and DAC, Bi-directional

BrightEye 54
Sync Generator and Test Signal Generator

BrightEye PC can control a single BrightEye unit or any number of units connected
to a USB hub. Additionally, BrightEye PC can be used to upgrade BrightEye units
as new software versions become available.

Irixt r

ICanpoule

Gen

Default I # # 100 X

Chorea

Default I # # F00

Setup Vert Morticing,

On

ENSEMBLEDESIGNS
www.ensembledesigns.com tel 530.478.1830 fax 530.478.1832



Local weather
networks
BY ILEANA ENDOM AND JAMES AMAN

COne of the best ways to con-

nect with the viewer is to
provide accurate local

weather forecasts and conditions.
While it sounds simple, it's actually
quite complex. Local weather informa-

Weather stations

Internet

Distributed measurements
To accurately and effectively provide

hyper -local weather data, more than
100 broadcast meteorologists use a
new approach to build their own lo-
cal forecasts by monitoring weather at

Internet

Weather network control

Computer

Figure 1. A network of 6000 local sen-
sors allow the weather presenter to
assemble data for any group of sen-
sors over a defined area.This informa-
tion can be combined with prepack-
aged data assembled by meteorolo-
gists at the network.

tion can only come from local weather
sensors. To get accurate information
from a variety of locations, stations
need remote sensors throughout the
communities they serve.

One solution to gathering weather
data throughout a station's service
area is to rely on the resources of the
weather services located at airports.
While there's nothing inherently
wrong with this approach, there may
not be airports at all the locations for
which a station would like to report
weather information.

Broadcast station

Viewers

Television

the micro -climate level. At the same
time, they can tap into a shared na-
tionwide network of more than 6000
weather stations. In the United States,
this network is owned and operated
by WeatherBug Media Services in part-

nership with local TV stations.
There are three key compo-

gents b this all -digital network.
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O
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0
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They include the indi-
vidual weather stations, a
network center to collect
and parse the data, and
the local TV station's pre-
sentation. (See Figure 1 on
page 43.)

Approximately 6000
weather stations are lo-
cated throughout the
United States. They pro-
vide pinpoint -accurate
data on weather condi-
tions at each location. A
centralized network con-
trol center gathers and parses the data
from these weather stations for use

Figure 2.The key school installation consists of a PC, master
control unit and remote display of weather parameters.

by the local TV station meteorolo-
gists. This data can be used as a re-

source for forecasting or
for on -air presentations
and streaming real-time
data.

The weather
station
Each weather station

houses a variety of me-
teorological equipment
and consists of both out-
door and indoor compo-
nents. (See Figure 2.) Key
equipment includes a
thermometer, hygrom-

eter, dew point and barometric pres-
sure sensors, anemometer and wind
vane, a rainfall sensor, and cameras.
In addition to the regular meteoro-
logical equipment, the system pro-
vides A/D converters and an Internet
interface so the data can be easily ac-
cessed via TCP/IP. Cameras installed in
some stations allow live images to be
broadcast from those sites.

A streaming server provides the real-
time weather data to the Internet and
simultaneously to the remote com-
puter. The weather stations with cam-
eras have images transmitted to the
weather network control center every
five minutes.

The entire system is self-contained
and operates 24 hours a day, provid-
ing real-time, up -to -the -second
weather observations. Most of the
network's weather stations are based
at local schools that subscribe to an in -
classroom curriculum program called
WeatherBug Achieve.

The first consideration is where to
locate the outdoor weather station
instruments. (See Figure 3 on page
46.) Consider that these systems are
not like antennas and should not be
mounted multi -stories above ground
or on high structures. When possible,
they should be located at ground level
because that's the environment that
viewers experience. Look for an
open area clear of wind obstruc-
tions that is far away from ventila-
tion and heat sources. They should
be safe from vandalism and far
away from large asphalt or concrete

44 broadcastengineering.com APRIL 2004
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26 x7.8AIF Tele Super Zoom

TL Mobile Television, Inc.
Springfield, MO

26 x 7.8AIF.HR Tele Super Zoom
26 x 7.8AIF.HD Tele Super Zoom

angenieux

We own two Thales

Angenieux 26 X Telephoto

Zoom lenses (along with five

other lenses from Thales

Angenieux) that we started

using in June of 2003

after consulting with

industry peers and

comparing glass

from competitive

manufacturers.

We found Thales Angenieux

lenses to be just as good, if

not better than competitive

brands - and their prices

were very attractive - which

provides a significant cost -

performance advantage,.)

*Our clients love the quality,

and our operators have found

the 26X Thales Angenieux

lenses great for handheld

camera work because they

deliver the extra range we

want for sports coverage

while providing that extra

degree of mobility

THALES
or more ormation call 973-812-3858,

e-mail angenieux@tccus.com or visit www.angenieux.com

ip.Pk. Wind sensor
11.1 .01!

1

Sensor shelter,
r

Rain gauge

Mast s

1111111111I11111111111

Cable and
conduit

Mounting
brackets

Ground 4.

Figure 3. The outdoor sensors
should be mounted at ground
level if possible, away from heat
sources or large heat re-reradiat-
ing surfaces.

parking lots or
building walls be-
cause these surfaces
re -radiate heat.

If the system is lo-
cated near a school,
an optional set of
classroom equip-
ment can be in-
stalled. This consists
of a PC connected
via cable to the re-
mote station and its
sensors. The PC sta-
tion also houses in-
door barometric
pressure, tempera-
ture and auxiliary
temperature sen-
sors. An optional
LED display is con-
tinually updated
with daily tempera-
ture highs, lows and
rates of change.

The local
perspective

Supported by the
network of weather
stations and the data

provided by the company's meteorologists, broadcasters
can develop compelling weather presentations at the mi-
cro -local level. Broadcasters with the Zoom product can
create presentations that include real-time weather data
combined with time-lapse image loops. Presenters also can
combine time-lapse images with associated weather data
onto one map background and then zoom into each one
for detailed, real-time weather information. The software
relies on a simple -to -learn layout, complete with pre-
defined templates, and it is highly configurable for lo-
cal applications.
As television stations better understand the benefits

from an emphasized local presence, new tools such as cus-
tomized local weather will become even more important.
This approach to gathering local weather data for on -air
presentation is simple, versatile and applicable around
the world.

Weather is a common human interest. When stations add
this level of localism to their weathercasts, they can begin to
build an even stronger attachment with viewers. BE

lleana Endom is a product manager and James Aman is a
meteorologist with WeatherBug Media Services.
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Keeping On -Air Transmissions

With Active Power's Battery -Free Energy Solutions

No Place for Batteries here...
Telemundo's multiple transmitters at
the top of the Empire State Building

are protected by Active Power's
CleanSource technology.

FROST & SULLIVAN

Market Engineering Award Recipient
duct Line Strategy

Dead air is no longer a problem when Active Power's

innovative CleanSource'® Energy Storage systems are

protecting your broadcast networks, transmitters and

microwave uplinks.

Today, having a generator for back-up power is not

enough to keep your operations on-line. When a

power interruption hits, crucial unprotected seconds

mean broadcast interruptions and potential dead air

before the facility's generator kicks in.

CleanSource from Active Power is the ideal solution to

protect against power outages and damaging voltage

fluctuations. With power ratings from 65 kVA to 3600

kVA, the battery -free CleanSource Flywheel UPS
meets the quality demands cf today's broadcasting

and transmitting facilities and eliminates the need for

bulky, high maintenance battery -based systems.

Visit our website at www.activepower.com/a1130 to

learn why major U.S. and i iternational television

networks depend on Active Power's AC and DC

solutions to keep broadcast stations on-line and

transmissions live.

See us at NAB, Booth # C1217

Active Power®
www.activepower.com/a1130
email: a1130@activepower.com
Toll -Free: 1 -877 -FLYWHEEL
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The NBAE's recently upgraded production and broadcast facilities in
Secaucus, NJ, ara now able to accommodate high -definition production,
enabling the channel to produce around 50 games in the 1080i HDTV
format tt is season. Photos courtesy Dave King/NBAE/Getty Images.

APRIL 2004

BY MICHAEL GROTTICELLI

n today's crowded field of sports
broadcasting, it's not easy to
stand out. But, with a series of

significant carriage deals on direct -
broadcast satellite and cable television,
Ind some shrewd technology choices,
the National Basketball Association
Entertainment (NBAE)'s NBA TV
channel has managed to do just that.

NBA TV recently upgraded the
NBAE's existing production and
broadcast facilities in Secaucus, NJ, to
accommodate high -definition pro-
duction. The channel now reaches
over 45 million households and will
produce roughly 50 games in the 1080i
HDTV format this season. Many of
the game telecasts will include Dolby
Digital multichannel audio. The 24 -
hour sports channel will produce 95
regular -season NBA games and select
NBA playoff games in 2003-2004.

NBA TV was launched on Nov. 2,
1999, and transmitted its first digital
HD telecast, a game between the New
York Knicks and Los Angeles Lakers,
in January 2003. As a league that has
always recognized the value of new
technology for its sports production,
the NBA produced its first analog HD
game in 1992 (using the 1125 -line sys-
tem, in tandem with Japanese broad-
caster NHK) for the All -Star game in
Charlotte, NC.

Yet, HDTV is more than just great
pictures. Mike Rokosa, senior director
of engineering at NBAE, said that, be-
sides the pristine images the NBAE
wants to give the fans at home the en-
tire experience, including the sights
and sounds, of sitting courtside. He
said, that even for those consumers
who don't have surround sound sys-
tems or digital TV sets, paying atten-
tion to the outgoing audio signal
makes a difference to the analog ex-
perience as well.

That's why the NBAE has installed a
Solid State Logic (SSL) C100 digital
broadcast audio console as the center-
piece of a new networked audio suite
that can handle both stereo and a live
5.1 Dolby Digital AC -3 mix from the
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The centerpiece of NBAE's new networked audio suite is Solid State Logic'>
C100 digital broadcast audio console. It is configured with 96 channels and
48 faders, and can handle both a stereo and live 5.1 Dolby Digital AC -3 mix
from the same interface.

same interface. Rokosa said the SSL
C100 has streamlined audio produc-
tion and made program and live game
setup fast and easy. The board's redun-
dant features and digital audio signal -

routing capabilities have also helped
move signals around more reliably
than the NBA ever could before. It in-
cludes built-in mix -minus features,
eight audio subgroups, two program
outs (for second -language program-
ming), clean -feed buses, 24 auxiliary
sends and metering for every input
and bus output.

The console's audio metering uses
high -resolution TFT displays instead
of traditional bar graphs, allowing the
NBA audio engineers to monitor
closely the incoming and outgoing

audio levels during a live game broad-
cast. There are also redundant power
supplies throughout the board and a
self -healing DSP function to ensure
against on -air failure.

The NBAE completed the renovations
and transition of the entire facility from

can now handle virtually every analog
and digital signal - audio and video
- that comes into the building. Dur-
ing construction, the channel's Secaucus
facility was off the air a total of three days
(when it operated off servers located in
the NBA's master -control facility in
Stamford, CT).

Constantly in a state of frenetic ac-
tivity, the new facility supports NBA
TV productions, other NBAE produc-
tions and programs produced for
other networks, such as "Inside Stuff"
for ABC, "Matchup" on ESPN, "NBA
Action" on FOX Sports Net (seen in
more than 100 countries) and "NBA
Jam," a youth -oriented program dis-
tributed internationally. The facility
produces video news releases for out-
side corporate clients as well.

The NBAE facility is also responsible
for content flowing through the NBA's
online properties, including its popu-
lar NBA.com Web site. On most game
nights, video highlights, box scores
and player statistics are available on
the Web site within 15 minutes of (and
sometimes immediately after) their
live occurrence on the court. In addi-
tion to sharing information, the TV
and Web groups at NBA TV have ad-
joining newsrooms that allow report-
ers to collaborate on breaking news
and programs.

The HD facility upgrade included
new plant routing, miles of super-
wideband-capacity fiber cabling, a
new production -control room, a new
digital audio suite and new Sony
HDC900 studio and HDC950 por-
table HDCAM cameras.

The production studio control room
features a Sony MVS-8000 HD

The NBAE completed the renovations and transition of

the entire facility from mo analog to standard-
definition digital (and H ) equipment last fall.

mostly analog to standard -definition
digital (and HD) equipment last fall.
Rokosa supervised the move to an ex-
panded and completely restructured sig-
nal -distribution infrastructure, which

switcher, an NVISION wideband
router, a Solid State Logic C100 digi-
tal audio broadcast console and
an adjoining "game room" based
around a Leitch Technology Opus
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"Dielectric
quality"
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this tower.

Literally.

"From base to beacon" -
that's the scope of products and services

we provide at Dielectric. It's also the

primary reason why we are the worid

leader in Digital Broadcast Technology.
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resources to do it right, and the experience

to complete it on -time and on -budget. Put

Dielectric to work on your next project and

experience excellence from base to

beacon...and everywhere in between.

1 -866 -DIELECTRIC  www.dielectric.com
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master -control switcher
that handles live game co-

ordination. One operator
handles both the SD and HD

game broadcasts from a single Leitch
control panel.

Because of the efficiency and reliabil-
ity of the equipment, staffing is kept
to a minimum. Besides the on -site
production crew, a producer, graph-
ics operator and master -control op-
erator in Secaucus produce each NBA
TV program. When the NBA partners
with another broadcaster, as it does
regularly with FOX Sports Net and
other locals on game coverage, all the
NBA will send is an associate producer
to coordinate the production.

The on -site truck sends live feeds
from particular games back to the
game room in Secaucus through sat-
ellite backhaul transmission. The

graphics operator in Secaucus pro-
duces player titles and other graphics
for the games on both SD and HD
Chyron Duet systems, and the mas-
ter -control operator inserts them into

IP transmission. Within seconds of
their input, the statistics appear on
viewers' screens through pre -designed
templates inside the Duet systems.
There's virtually no human interven-

Because of the efficiency and reliability of the
equipment, staffing is kept to a minimum.

the appropriate feed there prior to
each broadcast. A special software in-
terface (designed by the NBA) syn-
chronizes the two Chyron graphics
platforms. The software automatically
receives statistical data from each
game in the league and displays it ei-
ther as a lower -third key or as a full
page such as a box score.

Courtside NBA statisticians generate
the game/player stats, key in the data
and send it back to Secaucus through

tion. Both Duet systems are set to
"Auto Reveal" mode to make it hap-
pen immediately.

Because of the Duet systems in place,
the NBA TV does not need to send
graphics people to each game, saving
time, money and valuable resources.
The strategy also provides NBA TV art
designers with more creative control,
according to Rokosa, and a consistent
graphics look for all NBA TV games.

Game -clock, shot -clock and

This shot of NBATV's equipment room shows Panasonic
AJ-HD150 DVCPRO HD machines and AJ-FRC27 frame
rate converters in the first rack and Sony HDW500s in
the second rack.the third rack has a Sony HDWM2100
machine. The rest of the racks, for the most part, hold
standard BM and DVW tape machines.
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TITAN
Gigantic Power Comes in Small Packages

The newest Anton/Bauer series of chargers and power supplies combines
the power of InterActive charging with compact size, versatility,

features and economy only a TITAN could match.

TITAN 70
 On camera no -noise 70 watt power supply
 Doubles as a single position InterActive charger
 Unplug -and -go handheld feature
 All travel power needs in a 1 lb (450 grams) package

TITAN T2 NEW!
 2 simultaneous independent

charge channels
 70 watt DC output for camera power
 Charge and camera power at the

same time
 Fastest two position charger available

TITAN TWIN
 2 position simultaneous charging
 Super -lightweight (480g)
 Economical travel/backup charger
 Perfect starter charger

TITAN TWQ NEW!
 Simultaneous InterActive charging
 Any combination of 4 batteries
 Addresses all Anton/Bauer batteries
 Perfect for larger operations

Mar The worldwide standard

The power behind the best cameras capturing the best images in the world.s"

For information contact Anton/Bauer or any Anton/Batter dealer or distribuor worPiwide.
Anton/Bauer, Inc. 14 Progress Drive, Shelton, Connectia. t 06484 USA  (203) 92S-1100  Fax (203) 925 4988  www.antonbauer.com

Anton/Bauer Europe, B.V. Eirode Business Center, Eurode-Park 1, 6461 KB Kerkrade, The Netherlands  (+31) <-5 5639220  Fax (+31) 45 5639222
Singapore Office - Anton/Bauer 6 New Industrial Road, # 02-02 Hoe Huat Ind. Bld., Singapore 536199  (6E) 62975784  Fax (65) 62625235



scoreboard information
from each arena is also dis-

played in real time, thanks to
a hardware/software system co -

designed by Leitch engineers and
the NBA.

Making the pictures
sound good

Wherever possible, NBA TV sends a
5.1 Dolby Digital AC -3 mix with the
HD broadcast, using the new SSL
C100 audio console that's configured
with 96 channels and 48 faders. Oth-
erwise, the games air in stereo. In some
cities, depending upon truck capabil-
ity and availability of local HDTV
feeds, the NBA has partnered with a

Desi n team

local digital broadcaster to present the
full HD experience. NBA TV employs
Dolby E technology to transmit the
multichannel audio with the video
back to Secaucus.

NBAE uses the SSL C100 console to
handle a discrete mix of the game
with studio elements and distributes
it throughout the facility to the ap-
propriate person for finishing before
re -encoding it for the 5.1 broadcast.
SSL recently released a new software
upgrade (V1.5) that offers new
console -redundancy, control -man-
agement and third -party router -in-
tegration features.

Equipment in the new NBAE audio
suite includes a Telos Systems crew -

Mike Rokosa, senior director of engineering, NBAE
Andy Surfer and Takashi Kohiyama, senior systems engineers, NBAE
CBS Engineering and Construction, New York City

 LB  ment list
Solid State Logic C100 broadcast audio console
Thomson Grass Valley

PVS-3000 HD servers
NewEdit live editing

Sony

900 and 950 HDCAM cameras
MVS-8000 HD production switcher
SRW-5000 HDCAM VTRs
CRT monitors

Pinnacle Liquid post -production editing
Chyron Duet system (both SD and HD)
Hammerhead Graphics (clock and score bug)
QuanteliG HD video editing
Leitch

Opus master control
LogoMotion (both HD and SD)
NEO modular products

Fairlight Dream post sweetening system
Evertz upconverters and sync generators
Panasonic format converters
NVISION routing switcher
Philips plasma monitors
Dolby E, Dolby D (AC -3) and Dolby Pro logic encoders and processors
Motorola MPEG encoders
Rorke Data storage -area network
mSoft music server
Bitree patchbays
Belden cable

communication system, a Telex
ADAM digital intercom system, a 360
Systems Instant Replay audio -clip
server and a digital cartridge ma-
chine. The suite is tied into a large
audio -clips server that holds over
300,000 music and audio titles used
to drive the NBA's productions. The
NBA developed the music -clips sys-

tem using an IBM server running
MSoft software to locate and retrieve
specific clips instantly.

Fiber optics completely connect the
audio -production area to the rest of
the facility. For example, it seamlessly
links the console to the Sony produc-
tion switcher and NVISION router,
allowing the console to handle a vari-
ety of productions with a few button
pushes (salvos) that call up stored au-
dio presets. With the C100 console,
NBA TV can produce an SD studio
show in the morning, mix an HDTV
game in the evening, then go back to
a SD highlights show at night. The
console also instantly converts audio
from stereo to multichannel and back.
Rokosa said, that during a four-hour
programming block of game coverage
they sometimes switch between for-
mats during commercial breaks.

Andy Surfer, senior systems engineer
at NBAE, likes the fact that the SSL
C100's TFT monitors display a wide
range of information and use a mini-
mal amount of buttons to reveal sys-
tem subgroups and features. He can
configure the monitors in a number
of ways to control individual features.
In addition, these preset salvos make
it easy for freelancers to work the con-
sole, as is often the case at the Secaucus
facility. The board's power supplies
and faders are hot-swappable,
enabling NBA engineers to change
components while the board contin-
ues to operate. On -site training from
SSL and Sony has helped keep the
gear productive.

HD video provides a
competitive advantage

The video -production division at
the NBAE facility includes 14 non-
linear -edit rooms with Thomson
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Everyone's waiting to see it.
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Grass Valley Profile serv-
ers feeding Grass Valley

NewsEdit and Pinnacle Sys-
tems' nonlinear editing systems,

all tied into a 7TB shared storage-

area network. This allows editors to
share graphics, media clips and data,
and to collaborate on program files.
They use the Profile and NewsEdit
rooms for fast turnaround, highlight
programs and live production; they
use the Pinnacle rooms, with Liquid
silver systems, to post -produce pro-
grams with longer lead times.

Desktop browsing with a Virage low -
resolution file system allows produc-
ers and reporters to preview incom-
ing video feeds and make basic edit
decision lists at their desktops. The fi-
nal step in the building's transition,
according to Rokosa, is to create an
asset -management system with hier-
archical storage to be used by both the
facility and other NBA facilities

around the country that will share the
material on demand.

The NBAE's video library is probably
its most valuable asset, Rokosa said. It
offers game footage that dates back to
the start of the league in 1946 up to
the present. Video footage is currently
archived on digital Betacam or

introduce Dolby Surround sound to
live sports during the Super Bowl.
He's quick to stress the importance
of a good audio feed to the home.
The choice of equipment, Rokosa
said, was critical to the league's vi-
sion (and sound).

So, the next time you're watching a

The NBAE's video library is probably its most

valuable asset

HDCAM videotape in an archaic da-
tabase -library system. NBA statisti-
cians log in games, with individual
plays assigned specific time -code
numbers, which makes them easy to
locate and retrieve at a later date when
building highlight reels.

Although he's responsible for the
entire facility, Rokosa is sensitive to
the audio complement of the NBA
TV's feed. Back in 1987, he helped

professional basketball game on NBA
TV, close your eyes for a moment and
listen to the surround -sound mix. It
brings the game into your living room.
The NBA thinks that's a good way to
beat the competition. BE

Michael Groticelli regularly reports on the
professional video and broadcast
technology industry.

Newsrooms
Still Using Tape
Will Get Left In
The Digital Dirt

New Open -Architecture
Design Provides First

Affordable, All Digital
Tapeless Newsroom

Don't Believe?

Come SEE!

Booth C9125

Central Hall

NAB2004

VIDEO
TECHNICS

I

FLOW'

WORKS AS FAST
AS YOUR NEWS

Full -Featured Ingest/Edit/Playout
End -to -End Solution

Instant Access to Hundreds of Hours
of DV and MPEG Networked Storage

Automated Ingest of SAT Feeds and
Faster than Real -Time Batch Digitizing

 Low -Resolution, Frame Accurate Proxy
Editing Running Inside Newsroom
Automation Software

 DV Studio Pro Editor with Real -Time
Effects and No Transcoding

Fully MOS and VDCP Compliant for
Broadcast Environments

4,SCIPRICO 141
'''''""*"'""*. Adobe

www.newsflow.tv
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ANTON BAUER° OR IDX!
ONLY THE AZDEN 1000 SERIES UHF RECEIVER

IS DESIGNED AS AN INTEGRATED PACKAGE!

The Azden 1000 Receiver can be purchased integrated into the Anton

Bauer® "Gold Mount" (1000URX/AB), or the IDX "V" Mount (1000UDX)VM)

for use with any V -Mount battery system, for easy and secure mounting

to your camera. Designed specifically for broadcast ENG, the 1000 is

a true diversity system with 2 complete front ends, and offers

121 user -selectable UHF channels in the 723-735MHz range.

Here's what Buck McNeely, of the TV Show

"THE OUTDOORSMAN WITH BUCK MCNEELY"

has to say about the 1000:

"My choice of wireless microphones is the

AZDEN 1000 series. I can mount up to 2
receivers in line between the camera body
and the battery on the gold mount adapter
and it's powered by the attached battery
with little noticeable extra drain. We have
hundreds of channel options and appreciate

the clear reception and range these Azden

units deliver"

Craig Caples of Caples Productions

in Las Vegas says
"When shooting at the Las Vegas Motor Speedway

and televising UNLV games at Sam Boyd Stadium
we use the Azden 1000 series, the Anton Bauer'
unit and both the 1000BT beltpack and 1000XT
plug-in transmitter. We've used it for about 2
years in almost every condition and environment,
getting a strong clear signal, without any problems,

including on the ski slopes of Utah. Caples
Productions is proud to use Azden."

Azden has been selected by both
Ikegami and Panasonic for their
"Slot -In" cameras (model 1000URX-Si).

For complete features and specifications
visit our website: www.azdencorp.com.

AZDEN
P.O. Box 10, Franklin Square, NY 11010  (516) 328-7500  FAX: (516) 328-7506

E -Mail - azdenus@azdencorp.com

Bodypack transmitter (1000BT) with reduced
current -drain for improved battery life, is available
with Azden EX-503HI, Sony ECM -44H.

Plug-in XLR transmitter
(1000XT) works with
dynamic mics.
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Television
antennaantenna systems
BY DON MARKLEY

In the past few months, this col-
umn has discussed many issues
involved with propagation. But

it might be helpful to look at a broad
overview of television transmitting
antennas in general. This might ben-
efit those who have recently entered
the broadcast field or those who are
being driven to move from VHF to
UHF by DTV.

No magic stick
The first thing that the newcomer to

the television RF business should re-
alize is that there is no magic radiat-
ing stick that will cure all the station's
ills, including its advertising rates. Sec-
ond, there are usually several anten-
nas available that will do a decent job
of serving a market, especially when
you are considering simple,
nondirectional systems. In fact, there
are only a few antenna combinations
that you should avoid.

VHF batwing antennas
For the VHF band, the old tried-and-

true standby is the batwing, or
superturnstile, antenna. It uses broad-
band radiators mounted around a pole.
At each level on the pole, the batwing

radiators are arranged in two pairs.
Each radiator in a pair works with its
counterpart on the opposite side of the
pole. Each pair of radiators is fed a sig-
nal that is 90° out of phase with the
other pair at that level, generating a
fairly omnidirectional, horizontally
polarized signal. The four radiators at
each level constitute what is usually

will need to replace the feedlines and
maybe the power dividers.
The batwing is primarily a

nondirectional antenna. But broad-
casters can achieve some directional
patterns by varying the power -divi-
sion scheme and/or the phase of the
power to the elements. These meth-
ods are commonly used, although ob-

A big advantage to batwing antennas is that
you can manipulate the power and phase

of individual elements,

called a bay. In other words, if there are
four levels of batwing -radiating ele-
ments, the system is called a four -bay
batwing or superturnstile. The advan-
tages of this type of antenna are good
bandwidth, simple design, good long-
term stability and relatively low cost.
The disadvantage is that there are nu-
merous pieces involved. Power divid-
ers send cables to each radiator. A six -
bay batwing needs 24 radiators, 24
transmission lines cut to exact length,
at least two power dividers (probably
four) and at least two fine matchers. In
time, the owner of this type of antenna

: A
le

DTV in the sk
Sale of DBS receivers on the rise, prices dropping

Unit sales Dollar sales Average
(thousands) (millions) unit price

2002 6906 $1116 $162

2003e 7344 $1021 $139

2004p 7873 $1001 $127

e = estimated; p = predicted

SOURCE: Consumer Electronics Association www.ce.org

taining varying amounts of beam tilt
and null fill is common and easily at-
tainable. Remember, think of the
batwing as an antenna with a parallel
feed - that is, the power is divided
down until each radiator gets its own
feedline. A big advantage to antennas
of that type is that they allow broad-
casters to manipulate the power and
phase of individual elements - al-
most like an AM array - to get the
desired pattern and performance.

VHF panel antennas
VHF TV stations also use panels of

one type or another. These are usu-
ally wrapped around the tower and
may have three, four or five panels at
each level. Individual radiators are
mounted in front of the panel. The
radiators can be simple dipoles,
crossed dipoles for circular polariza-
tion, cavity -backed radiators, or other
configurations for horizontal, ellipti-
cal or circular polarization. As with the
batwing, the power is divided down
until the radiator on each panel re-
ceives its signal from its own transmis-
sion line. These usually employ only
one radiator per panel because of the
relatively large wavelengths involved.
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Make HDTV more than
just another pretty picture

Dolby' Digital 5.1 on DTV and HDTV services transforms TV viewers

from spectators to participants, turning ordinary television into

a total entertainment experience.

At NAB, we'll demonstrate the difference Dolby Digital 5.1 makes-

and how you can add spectacular surround sound to your DIV and HDTV

programming. Additionally, we'll be demonstrating Dolby Pro Logic" II,

for delivering exciting surround sound via conventional stereo

broadcast services.

To learn more, and to get a sneak peek at how Dolby is developing

innovative solutions for the delivery of surround sound in future

broadcast environments, visit us at NAB 2004. Hear how your

TV service can become more than just another pretty picture.

NAB 20011, APRIL 19-22, LVCC SOUTH HALL,
UPPER LEVEL, BOOTH SU104143

Dolby, Pro Logic, and the double -A symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories.
CO :won Dolby Laboratories, Inc. All rights reserved. Soy/rhoty

www.dolby.com/events/nab
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At UHF frequencies, the smaller wave-
lengths allow antennas to have one or
several smaller radiators mounted on
each panel.

VHF dipole antennas
Finally, some VHF stations

use large dipole arrays
mounted around a mast. Usu-
ally, they do this to achieve di-
rectionality, circular polariza-
tion or both. The dipoles may
be fed either in parallel or in
series like an FM antenna.
Some VHF stations use large,
traveling -wave antennas that
have excellent bandwidth and
stability. Such antennas can
have good life expectancy with
only minimal maintenance.
The only drawback is that they
are a bit heavy. But, if the tower
can support the weight, they provide
the ability to be directionalized and of-
fer great performance.

UHF slot antennas
Now let's consider UHF antennas.

Here, the odds-on favorite configura-
tion is a slot. These antennas use ei-
ther a cylinder or panels with an open-
ing cut in them that will radiate well
at the desired frequency. The signals
feed the slots either in an end -feed or
center -feed configuration. Conven-
tion attendees often hear arguments
that favor one configuration or the
other. Suffice it to say that both con-
figurations work - period.

Slot antennas offer some big ad-
vantages. They have good band-
width over a single channel, al-
though some are usable over several
channels. Generally speaking, their
power -handling capacity is limited
only by what the feed system will
handle. They are normally stable and
require little maintenance. They are
available in a broad range of power -
handling capacities, from small
types such as the Scala SL -8 up to
models that will handle over 300kW
input power. Much to the favor of
the front -office suits, both models -
nondirectional or directional - are

relatively inexpensive.
Some antennas use slot radiators

mounted in sections, which are then
fed RF power individually. The trans -

A crane lifts a superturnstile antenna for installa-
tion atop a DTV-panel antenna at KUAT-TV inTuc-
son, AZ.The three levels of batwing -shaped radia-
tors identify the antenna as a three -bay
superturnstile.

mission lines run from power divid-
ers that are either internal to the cyl-
inder or mounted below the tower
top with multiple feedlines coming
out of the antenna. This configura-
tion makes it a little easier to get
broad bandwidth. Several versions of
this antenna are available, from LPTV
to high power. Some of the LPTV
configurations use a few slots
mounted in a bay fed by a single
transmission line. This enables the
broadcaster to stack several bays for
added gain.

Caveat engineer
Now let's look at what to avoid. First,

avoid any antenna whose maker
claims it has enormous gain coupled
with small physical size. Manufactur-
ers of such antennas are conjuring the
gain from either snake oil or magic
because they sure won't find it in
physics. An antenna's gain is always
going to be a function of its size in
wavelength. Lest the author be ac-
cused of heresy, the reader is advised
to check any text on antennas and/or
antenna design. The size of the aper-
ture in wavelength is always involved
in gain. For a given pattern, the an-
tenna has to be longer to offer more
gain. It is possible to increase gain in

one or more directions by reducing
the gain in others, but the RMS value
of that pattern remains a function of
aperture length.

Next, retreat post haste from
anyone who claims that one or
more components on the an-
tenna aren't critical or sensitive
to antenna performance. In the
process of adjusting an an-
tenna for a return loss of 30dB
or more all the way across a
6MHz channel, everything be-
comes critical and touchy. To
keep VSWR down around
1.05, every adjustment has to
be within that last little RCH
(referring to the Red Chaffrich,
an often loud and rather abra-
sive South American bird). If
the manufacturer isn't touchy
about the antenna's handled,

tuned and installed, it probably isn't
worth the copper he wasted making
it.

In a nutshell
So, for VHF, the most common an-

tennas use batwing or dipole radia-
tors, either mounted around a mast
or in front of panels that are around
a pole or tower. For UHF, the most
common antenna is a slot -type radia-
tor. The slots may be cut in a cylin-
der and fed by a coaxial scheme, cut
into small panels fed by multiple
lines, constructed two or more to a
small antenna with several such an-
tennas stacked, or simply cut into the
sides of a circular waveguide. Some
UHF antennas use other radiator
types, but their use is often special-
ized for a unique set of requirements.
Before buying any antenna, check
carefully with the consulting engi-
neer. Usually, he will be experienced
in selecting transmitting antennas to
meet the station's general or special-
ized needs. BE

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley
and Associates, Peoria, IL.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

don_markley@primediabusiness.com
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This latest Time Base Corrector/Video
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 Freeze Fl, F2 or frame.
 NTSC or PAL.
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HD/SD Standards
Converters
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Video Delay
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By Jukka Hamalaien
milust as color TV technology
did some 50 years ago, digi-
tal HDTV is finally begin-

ning to enter American homes. Un-
fortunately, for a time, the limited
amount of programming and high
cost of the HD sets crealtda roadblock
to widespread and rapid adoption.
The situation is changing now as a re-
sult of the FCC mandate requiring TV
broadcast receivers to include DTV

reception capability in large -screen
receivers beginning this year, and for
all TV reception equipment starting
July 2007. Combined with these fac-
tors are exciting new display technolo-
gies and lower set prices, which have
helped to finally launch HD as the
standard by which viewers will de-
scribe their video experience.

The question for display quality
then becomes "How good is good

enough?" Broadcast professionals are
expected to be the experts on this
question. And the image quality
viewers expect to see on their own TV
sets will affect the equipment, pro-
gramming and even creative deci-
sions made in stations and produc-
tion houses.

As price and technical capability
merge, what should consumers expect
from the new display technology, and
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Figure 1. Comparison between analog CRT (left) and today's digital displays
(right).The three -level flat or projected displays afford vastly improved resolu-
tion, in part because of the closer spacing between picture elements - pixels.

how should performance be evalu-
ated? This discussion covers high -
quality display technology for home
entertainment, information and edu-
cation applications.

First, keep in mind that the images
television provides are primarily mov-
ing. Still shots are shown only for short
periods. Second, the viewer has little
control over those images. The pro-
gram director, producer and editors
decide what is seen. Viewers don't walk
closer to the TV screen in order to see
details. If the producer decides that the
viewer needs details, he provides a
close-up. This means that the viewer
has little choice in where his attention
is directed. At best, all he can do is
move his attention from one area of
the screen to another.

Crucial to this discussion is that dis-
plays talk to viewers through the eyes.
It is therefore useless to display any-

thing on the screen that a viewer's
eyes cannot perceive. Finally, what-
ever information is presented on the
screen should not strain the eyes. The
goal is for the viewer to be relaxed

enough scan lines. While 525 lines
(NTSC) or 625 lines (PAL) are the
standards, useful display area is lim-
ited to about 400 lines for NTSC and
500 lines for PAL. An obvious major
disadvantage of these old systems is
that the line structure is too visible.
One solution often used on high -end
home theater projector displays is line
doubling. While not HD quality, it's a

step in the right direction. And, in fact,
that's just what the new HD standards
do, double the vertical resolution.

A major change, common to all new
displays, is that images are no longer
scanned line -by-line. The new displays
address the screen as a matrix of rows
and columns, much like random ad-
dress memories. Screens are in fact
RAMs. For short periods, the desired
brightness values are stored in

The displays talk to viewers through the eyes;

therefore it is useless to put anything on the
screen that a viewer's eyes cannot perceive.

and enjoy the entertainment and per-
formances. All this means is that the
quality of the display should approxi-
mately equal the needs and capabil-
ity of the human eye.

Display technology
Let's first look back at old-style video

display screens. Perhaps the biggest
problem with older (and most cur-
rent) displays is that they don't have

Subframe 1

Subframe 2

Subframe 3

Subframe 4

(.4 c, 4:r Lc,

CD CD 6.) CU CUXX X X X

U
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CD

CD 0.--C) CD 0

Subframe signals

0001 ti

0010

0100 j
1000-i

Figure 2. Digital displays typically rely on an eight -bit architecture. This
produces 256 levels of gray or more than 16 million colors. A four -bit
example is shown above.

memory cells called pixels. Thus,
screens don't have lines any more, only
rows or columns of pixels. Each pixel
is composed of three -color sub -pix-
els. (See Figure 1.)

While conventional analog CRTs rely
on the electron beam scanning the
screen surface, where it is amplitude
(or intensity) modulated, new displays
use different methods of presenting
the digital data. These methods vary
from pulse width modulation (PWM)
to displaying the binary digits directly.
(See Figure 2.)

In an eight -bit digital system, each pixel
has to be addressed eight times (once
for each bit) to define the brightness of
each pixel on the screen. This means that
each video frame becomes eight
subframes. In case of the PWM, the first
subframe carries the least significant bit
value (0 or 1) of each pixel with the
shortest exposure time. The next bit (0
or 1) is written during the second
subframe and exposed longer.

All of this would be worthless were
it not for the eye's ability to "store" in -
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Figure 3. Snellen eye chart. A person with 20/20 vision should be able to
see an image with a height of five minutes of arc at 20 feet.

formation. Areas at the back of the eye
are covered with what are called
`cones." They are photosensors with
the ability to remember. Thus, it's

So, how good is good enough? To
answer that question, let's first exam-
ine the visual accuracy of the human
eye. The familiar Snellen eye chart is

Humans really use only the fovea centralis of the
eye, the area of best visual acuity,

possible to have a pixel change val-
ues rapidly and these subframes add
within the eye to provide the correct
brightness value for each pixel. The
value of each bit (0 or 1) is transmit-
ted sequentially, relying on the
memory of cones in the eye to com-
bine the pulses into a single image.

An eight -bit digital system can display
up to 256 levels of gray, which is more
than the eye can perceive. Considering
that display systems rely on three eight -
bit colors, combining them in all pos-
sible ways creates the familiar palette
of 16 million -plus colors often men-
tioned in display panel advertisements.

So how good should a TV
display be?

The next question should be "So how
good does a TV display really need to
be?" The answer is that it does not need
to be any better than what the viewer's
eye can interpret. It makes no economic
sense to create products that are capable
of producing image quality that the hu-
man eye cannot perceive.

shown in Figure 3. Perfect vision is
normally identified as 20/20.

A person with 20/20 vision should
be able to just decipher a letter that
creates an image corresponding an
angle of 5/60° or five minutes of arc
in the fovea (the center part of the eye/
retina). The Snellen letters in the chart
are constructed so that the size of the
critical detail is one -fifth of the total
height of the letter.

In terms of the eye chart, each let-
ter can be created with five vertical
and horizontal pixels; therefore, one
criteria for high -quality video dis-
plays is that a pixel should correspond
to 1' of arc (in square) or less.

The human visual acuity is 20/20 at
any distance if the height of the rec-
ognized letter or object is such that
the visual angle is five minutes of arc
or 0.0833°. The visual angle is one of
the most practical ways of expressing
the quality of human vision. An in-
teresting side note is that, although
the total visual perimeter of the eye
is approximately 140°, humans really

use only the fovea centralis of the eye,
the area of best visual acuity. This
represents less than 1°, or about 60
minutes of arc. To maximize the eye's
perceived resolution, the eye remains
in constant motion, bringing the part
of visual interest to the fovea.

Normal printed text is typically
printed larger than the minimum size
specified by 20/20 vision. For example,
a common newspaper or magazine
article utilizes letters sized about
2.5mm (1/10 inch). This represents a
visual angle of 0.31° or 18.8 minutes
of arc if the reading distance is 18
inches or 45.72cm.
The above angle corresponds to a

vision acuity of about 20/55. However,
this text size is more comfortable for
the reader. Under these conditions,
8x8 pixels are typically used for letters.
The letter size for 20/20 vision at this
distance would be 0.66 mm or 0.033
inches, same or less than the fine print
in many sales ads and contracts. Try
reading that size text for 10 minutes!

In television, text or subtitles are

Improving display technology, and
lower set costs, give viewers in-
creased access to the high -quality
images broadcasters produce. Pic-
tured: RCA's HD44LPW163
widescreen HDTV.
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normally about one twentieth of the
picture height, or 40 to 50 pixels. Video
displays must be designed for average
viewers' vision acuity, and a relaxed
viewing experience, even though many
people have better than 20/20 vision.

ND standards and
differences

The U.S. HDTV standard has 18 dif-
ferent formats, but let's focus only on
key display issues, primarily the num-
ber of vertical pixels. Here the stan-
dards specify 720 or 1080 pixels verti-
cally. Let's compare these display stan-
dards with normal human vision.

In the case of 720p, allowing for 20
percent spacing between pixels, this
creates a vertical 14.4° viewing angle.
Based on this, the "critical 20/20

display images. (See Figure 4.)
These numbers correspond with the

traditional recommendation for the
typical viewing distance
of four to five times the
picture height. However,
a 16:9 widescreen aspect
ratio screen might push
the viewer a foot or two
further away from the
screen.

As a result, it is proper
to conclude that both
U.S. HDTV standards
meet the requirements
based on this criteria and
human visual acuity.

In the case of home the-
aters, the viewer is normally closer to
the screen than in a movie theater,

Simply put producers must generate high quality
1. images from the get -go.

viewing distance" becomes approxi-
mately four times the height of the
display panel.

In the case of the 1080i HD standard,
to create 1° of arc, the screen must be
brought closer because the pixels are
smaller. The viewing angle now be-
comes 18° plus a manufacturing

typically about two to three times the
picture height. However, remember, in
these environments, the viewers are
now seeing images on screens that dis-
play almost seamless filmlike images,
with no visible spacing between pix-
els. The reality is that display resolu-
tion, or picture sharpness, is an im-

12.0 + 2.4°

tan 7.2° = H/2D = 0.126

Vertical pixels

1.0'

0.2'

l00%
20%

4

Figure 4. Critical viewing distances for both 720 and 1080 displays is four
to five times the picture height. For widescreen displays, the viewer may
choose to be about a foot closer.

guardband corresponding to a criti-
cal viewing distance of 2.62H, in the
case of progressively scanned images.
Including the interlace effect, the criti-
cal viewing distance becomes 3.74H,
which approximates value for 720p

portant but sometimes overrated pa-
rameter. There are other factors that
affect the picture quality as well.

Display quality factors
Other factors that affect perceived

image quality include color fidelity,
brightness, contrast ratio, gray scale
and the frame rate. Many of these are

Viewing distance in a home theater setting can
be closer than in a movie theater (typically two
to three times the picture height), because im-
ages are almost seamless, with no visible spac-
ing between pixels. Image courtesy RCA.

interactive. The best example of this
effect is brightness. The brighter the
image, the more flicker becomes no-
ticeable, whether it is frame flicker or
caused by interlace. Films typically use
a frame rate of 48fps (24fps with a
double shutter). Computers use 72fps
or higher to reduce the eyestrain.

If high brightness or contrast ratio
can be tolerated, say in a bright im-
age, each step of the gray scale can be
seen better, and the image is perceived
as sharper.

Ultimate quality
When it comes to answering this

question, the answer in reference to
the home viewer is fairly straightfor-
ward. Simply put, producers must
generate high -quality images from the
get -go. This means that both resolu-
tion and the bit depth (10 to 12 bits
instead of the transmitted eight bits)
should be used for acquisition and
post production. This will provide the
needed headroom for editing and
other processing, which affect the fi-
nal product's image quality.

Broadcasters have had the digital
tools to create high -quality images for
several years. Now consumers have
access to cost-effective and high -
quality displays to enjoy the products
produced by broadcasters. BE

Jukka Hamalaien is a consumer display
consultant based in New Jersey.
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Genset
maintenance

Right: Ice shield protecting the pip-
ing and gauges of the propane tank '
need to be inspected before winter
comes. Note the yellow banded pole
that protects the tank from vehicle
damage.

Left: Genset housing showing intake
air louver in front and the exhaust on
the right. Note the ice shield protect-
ing the propane piping at the lower
right side of the structure.

BY ROLIN LINTAG basic checks to ensure proper genset
preventive maintenance for operation. The worst thing for a sta-
generator set (genset) sys- tion is to discover that the genset does
tems is an integral part of not work when it's needed most.

station operation. Engineers should do Figure 1 shows a functional block
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Figure 1. Some elements of preventive genset maintenance include check-
ing for free airflow into the genset building, and maintaining engine oil
levels and battery condition.

diagram of a typical genset system
for reference in this discussion of pre-
ventive maintenance.

Functionally, a genset is mainly
composed of a dynamo and its prime
mover, an engine. The engine sup-
plies the mechanical energy, and the
dynamo turns it into electricity.
Maintaining the engine is similar to
maintaining that of a vehicle, while
maintenance of the dynamo is the
same as for an electric motor.

The battery
The battery provides power to the

engine starter. It should be checked at
least weekly for its capability to run

mechanical and electrical connection
to the starter and the charger. Main-
tenance -free sealed batteries are the
best to use, but lead -acid batteries can
do the job at a lower cost. Just be sure
to check the electrolyte levels of the
lead -acid type on a monthly basis.

Coolant water
The coolant is usually composed of

automotive -grade glycol to prevent
freezing during winter. Check the
level on the radiator on a regular ba-
sis, similar to what would normally
be done on a car. Use a temperature
gauge to ensure that the freezing
point of the glycol mixture is much
lower than what is required in the
genset's location. Also, check the wa-
ter hoses used on the engine for wear
and cracks. Hoses can be deformed
by old age and overheating, and they
may need to be replaced before any

Inspect to ensure that clean air gets into the engine

through the air filter.

the starter. Check the battery termi-
nals to ensure that they make a good

Battery terminals and connections need to be tight. Wires going to the
charger and the starter should be properly sized and in good condition.

serious leaks occur.

Clean air
Inspect to ensure that clean air gets into

the engine through the air filter. If the
genset housing has a window with a lou-
ver intake, make sure that this louver
opens when the genset is operating. The
mechanical arm can sometimes be-
come so stiff that there is not enough
air coming into the genset building. Also,
a screen should be installed to prevent
the intake window from being clogged
by insects. This screen should be in-
spected regularly to ensure free airflow.

Engine oil
Preserve the genset engine by keep-

ing an eye on its engine oil. Use the
right grade and check regularly for the
proper oil level. The oil filter should
be checked and replaced at the same
time as the oil is changed. The engine
manufacturer should have recommen-
dations as to how often the oil and fil-
ter need to be replaced. Ensure that the
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cap of the dipstick is properly replaced
after every inspection to prevent spill-
age during operation.

The fuel
Depending on location, diesel is eco-

nomical in the long run for big gen-
erator sets, while propane provides
longer hours for smaller gensets. The
hours of genset operation need to be
logged at least weekly and the tank res-
ervoir inspected. If using propane,
check for leaks with soapy water and
a sprayer at least weekly. Ensure that
ice shields for any exposed part of the
fuel piping are intact and can bear the
brunt of ice storms in the area.

The engine
Have a genset dealer or

representative do a load
bank testing of the genset
once a year. This may also
include compression and
timing tests to ensure that
the engine is operating at
optimum performance.

The AN
Mechanical parts of the

ATS have a tendency to
get stuck if not used regu-
larly. Activate the auto-
matic transfer switch
(ATS) during a mainte- Check glycol level and the integrity of the hoses.

Weekly

 Check battery connections for signs of corrosion, looseness
or leaks. Tighten or take appropriate action as necessary.

 Record front -panel readings, especially hours of operation.
If genset has been used extensively, check fuel level in
reservoir tank.

 Check coolant water/glycol and add more as needed.

 Check engine oil for level and leaks. Add oil as necessary

 Check for proper operation of the battery charger.

 Clean the genset building as necessary.

 Check air filter and replace as needed. Check all air intak3
louvers for proper operation. Fix as needed.

 Test operate the genset system on load. Inspect and
operate the ATS to ensure proper operation.

 Take corrective action as needed.

 Check electrical connections in fuse panels and ATS box,
exercising extreme caution.

 Disengage power to the box before proceeding with
any maintenance.

 Replace engine oil and filter as needed.

 Check water hoses for leaks or deformation due to old age
or extensive use. Replace or fix as needed.

Annually

 Implement a load bank test on the genset.

 Implement compression testing and timing as needed.

Table 1.This suggested maintenance schedule for genset systems is divided
into frequency of implementation, which may vary according to factors in-
cluding the size and age of the genset.

nance night to exercise it. Refer to the
manufacturer's recommendations for
proper lubrication of any moving
parts. Use a laser -operated pyrometer
to test connector temperature. This
is particularly useful for determining
if bolted connections for wires car-
rying high current are overheating.
It enables the engineer to determine
if the connection is overheating with-
out making any physical contact with
it, thereby making it a safe procedure.

The maintenance schedule
Table 1 is a suggested genset mainte-

nance schedule. It is divided into fre-
quency of implementation (weekly,
monthly and annually). These frequen-
cies may vary according to specific needs
such as the age and size of the genset,
its site location and available man-
power. Develop a schedule that ensures
optimum genset performance. BE

Rolin Lintag is an RF engineer in Little
Rock, AR.
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A With the WFM700 Series' efficient mufti -mode display, you

save time by viewing a wide variety of displays two at a time.

Patented Diamond, Split Diamond and Arrowhead displays

means efficient monitoring of gamut compliance.
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-

The WFM700 Family of Waveform Monitors offers fully diyita The WVR600 Series provides FlexVuTm display for unique,
processing for accurate, repeatable, drift free operation. flexible tiling for true "four instruments in one" capability.

High: 021.0mV
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A, With analog, digital and embedded audio options, you

can get critical summary statistics with a gamut display

The WVR600 Series of Rasterizers offers high -resolution

XGA output for crisp, easy -to -read displays.

World -Class Solutions with the Reliability and Expandability
Broadcast and Video Pros Count On.

It's a digital, analog, some soon -to -be -announced other video format world. And while no one
knows for sure what standard will evolve in the next month or year, experienced video and
broadcasting engineers know one thing is for certain. Your video measurement tools better be
flexible. Make that FLEXIBLE!

Enter Tektronix. For more than 56 years, broadcasters and production houses have expected
nothing less than high-performance and ultimate flexibility from our world -class solutions.

WFM700 Series of Waveform Monitors, multi -format, multi -standard:
Can you say high-performance flexibility?

Need highly -reliable monitoring and measurement capabilities for production, post -production,
distribution and transmission of high -definition (HD) and standard -definition (SD) digital video
content? Meet the WFM700 Family.

It combines the best elements of traditional waveform monitors with the advantages of
digital technology.

Which means full digital processing to provide accurate and repeatable measurements of
SD and HD signals with eye pattern and jitter displays, as well as defacto standard Arrowhead,
Diamond and Bowtie displays. Thanks to its flexible, multifunction design, you can easily
incorporate future updates with additional modules or software downloads.

The WVR600 Series: Digital and Composite Waveform Rasterizers
with display flexibility to meet your customized needs.

Now you'll find support for SD -SDI and hybrid SD-SDI/Composition applications in a convenient 1 RU form

factor. Presenting the WVR600 Series, with analog, digital or embedded audio monitoring options.

As for flexibility, tiled display design enables customized presentation of information for
each operation you'll perform. Waveform, vector, gamut, audio (optional) status and picture
monitor displays can be combined with line select, gain and magnification in nearly unlimited
combinations. Choose from a number of displays to speed and simplify your monitoring and
measurement tasks.

World -class support from the true leader in video production and broadcasting
means complete confidence in your facility's instruments.

Of course, you'll find flexible purchase or lease options. The same can be said for service
options that meet your technical and budgetary requirements.

Reply today for more information about the premiere name in production and
broadcasting, and we'll send you our new Color Applications note, filled with useful reference
standards and troubleshooting tips.

Act now in one of three flexible ways to get your Free Color Correction Application Note.

YES!
Tektronix
Enabling Innovation

Please send me my
Color Correction Application Note.

For fastest delivery and instant downloads,
visit us at http://www.tek.com/5023e, or return
the pre -paid reply card below.

Please send me information on the Color Correction
Application Note

Send me information on:

WFM700 Series Waveform Monitors

WVR600 Series Waveform Rasterizers

Which answer best describes your current status?

I plan to purchase test and measurement equipment
within six months.

I plan to begin evaluating test and measurement
equipment within six months.

I am interested in literature only.

n Please have my account manager contact me.

Telephone

Email me relevant measurement information n Yes o No

Email Address

Name

Title

Company

Address

City/State/Zip

Priority Code

300016X310013
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5-2

7-1

12-4

12-5

12-8

10:00 pm 11:00 pm

The Practice
News at Ten

Blues Brothers
Mars Attacks
Gossip Show

Teens

ER

Sports Report

Planet of Apes
Fashion

Do It Yourself

bBY

the numbers
JIM BOSTOND MARK BROWN

By now, most broadcasters
are probably aware of the
Program and System In-

formation Protocol, better known as
PSIP. And some may be implement-
ing it in one form or another. This ar-
ticle explores the architecture of PSIP,

covers some of the "gotchas," and in-
vestigates a few of the issues that may
affect the way a station represents it-
self to the viewer through PSIP.

In brief, PSIP helps viewers receive
programs and helps broadcasters
represent themselves to the viewers.

PSIP displays program information,
station branding and program
promotional information on an
electronic program guide (EPG)
generated by the viewer's set -top box
(STB). A good working knowledge of
PSIP is essential for a station to stand
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Hour 0-3
PID A

RRT

DCCT

DCCSCT

Hour 3-6
PID B

Event 5

Event 6

Event 7

Hour 6-9
PID C

EIT-2

Event 7

Event 8

ETT

Event 7

Event 8

ETT

Hour 9-12
PID D

Figure 1. Much like MPEG, the PSIP stream is built around information organized as
tables. The Master Guide Table (MGT) indicates the IDs of the other tables that com-
prise the guide. Images courtesyTriveni Digital.

out from the plethora of available
ATSC services, and to control the
description of its programming.

PSIP is a collection of nine tables that
allows the DTV transport stream to
provide information about a station's
services and programming. These
tables are:

 Master Guide Table (MGT)
 System Time Table (STT)
 Virtual Channel Table (VCT)
 Rating Region Table (RRT)
 Event Information Table (EIT)
 Extended Text Table (ETT)
 Data Event Table (DET)
 Directed Channel Change Table

(DCCT)
 DCC Selected Code Change Table

(DCCSDT)
Figure 1 shows how these tables relate

to each other in a typical application. A
station may use some or all of these
tables, depending on its ATSC service
offerings and capabilities.

At the top of the table structure is
the Master Guide Table (MGT). The
MGT is the roadmap to PSIP tables in
the ATSC transport stream. In
addition, the MGT provides program -
identification (PID) locations so a
receiver can find the other tables, and
informs the receiver of changes or
table updates.

The System Time Table (STT)

allows a broadcaster to present GPS
time and daylight -savings time
indicators to the consumer's STB so
that the STB has the same notion of
"now" as the broadcaster.

Branding
PSIP provides three important

services for the broadcaster as well as
the viewer. First, it preserves a station's
branding in the transition from NTSC
to ATSC. One of the tables in PSIP is
the Virtual Channel Table (VCT).
Similar to the MPEG-2 Program
Association Table (PAT) and Program
Map Table (PMT), the VCT identifies
associated major and minor channel
numbers, tells the receiver whether a
broadcaster is broadcasting multiple
program channels and, if so, how to
find them. In addition to listing virtual
channels, the VCT provides a link to
the DTV channel's analog equivalent.
The purpose of the VCT linkage is to
translate a station's branding from the
analog RF channel to the digital
spectrum. This helps a station preserve
its investment in channel branding
because it allows DTV receivers to
electronically associate the two
channels. This allows the viewer,
through the STB, to easily navigate
between a station's current analog
channel and its associated DTV

channels or services.
Branding over
cable

It goes without saying
that maintaining channel
branding over cable
distribution is important
for broadcasters. The
existence of differing
cable -channel lineups is
causing concern among
many broadcasters
because it implies that
cable will be tearing apart
terrestrial multichannel
ATSC streams and
reassembling them based
on the cable operator's
agenda or channel plan.
But the FCC considers
PSIP information to be

related to the primary digital video
signal, and has ordered cable operators
to pass this information through their
systems. The NCTA and CEA agreed
in February 2000 that cable operators
will pass most PSIP tables (STT, MGT,
VCT, and EIT-0 through EIT-3) when
they appear in the stream (subject to
fairly stringent bandwidth limits).
But this set of tables doesn't include
all the tables typically needed to build
a robust program guide, since the
NCTA exempted higher -level Event
Information Tables (EITs) or
Extended Text Tables (ETTs) from the
agreement. Of course, broadcasters
would like cable companies to allow
all the PSIP tables in the broadcast
stream to pass through, so they must
sort out obvious issues with cable
companies. Finally, if the FCC orders
cable operators to carry all digital
video channels broadcast to the
general public, it stands to reason that
it will require cable operators to pass
channel -mapping PSIP information
for these channels as well.

Program -specific
information

A second service that PSIP brings to
DTV is program -specific information
for viewers as they scroll through the
EPG (see Figure 2 on page 84). At least
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A new neration of in s that
just made your life a whole lot easier!

Introducing the advanced digital matrix intercom
that offers up to 208 communications ports in 6RU-
the highest port density of any existing system-PLUS
intelligent linking; expandable system architecture;
modular, configurable stations; and powerful, transparent interfacing.

See us at NAB, Booth # C740

www.clearcom.
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Figure 2. Products that provide dynamic PSIP usu-
ally present easy -to -use GUIs that mask the com-
plexity of PSIP data tables and their programming
and channel information.

four EITs and associated ETTs provide
these program -information data. The
EITs, which are associated to a specific
virtual channel in the VCT, contain TV
program (event) information such as
event ID, start time, duration (in
seconds) and event titles, and point to
the location of extended text in the
ETT. As previously noted, the EIT also
supports associated metadata such as
closed -caption, content -advisory,
broadcast -flag and AC -3 audio
descriptors. The EIT allows the
broadcaster to control the description
of his programming as he chooses.

The ETT is fundamentally responsible
for providing broadcasters the ability to
support extended program -description
information in the EPG. The EIT carries
the name of the program, while the ETTs
carry longer text messages for describing
events and virtual channels. Each EIT
entry has a pointer to allow connection
to the appropriate ETT, as does the VCT.
In addition, the ETT can support
descriptions in multiple languages. To
reduce bandwidth, text strings in the
ETT may use Huffman coding. The
MGT defines sizes, PIDs and version
numbers for all of the EITs and
associated ETTs.

There can be as many
as 128 EITs. Each table
describes the events for
a three-hour interval.
Thus, the station can
send as many as 16 days
of programming in
advance. At minimum,
every transport stream
must include the first
four EITs, and the
station should include
at least 24 EITs (about
three days' worth). As
mentioned earlier, the
cable operators have
only ensured that they
will pass four EITs.
Each EIT representing
a time slot can have
multiple instances -
one for each virtual
channel.

Enhanced services
Finally, let's take a quick look at the

remaining PSIP tables: the Data Event
Table (DET), Directed Channel
Change Table (DCCT) and DCC
Selected Code Change Table
(DCCSDT). Currently, these tables are

for sports programming or Web -page
content to supplement the audio and
video streams. Additionally, PSIP can
announce the existence of stand-alone
data, either related to programming or
totally divorced from it, such as
computer software or media files like
AVI files. In the future, it is quite
possible that broadcasters, instead of
transmitting many real-time program
streams, will send some combination
of real-time and non -real-time files.
The STB could then stream out the
multimedia files at the viewer's request.
The DCCT instructs the receiver to

change channels based on viewer
preferences, demographics or
geographical location. This table
from the broadcaster works in
conjunction with a DCCSDT in the
STB. The table defines the
classification scheme that viewers use
to express preferences during receiver
setup. This feature could become
important if HD channels are
brought up while SD channels are
temporarily dropped.

Doing it right
Correct implementation of PSIP is

essential. Some broadcasters have

Broadcasters would like cable companies to

allow all the PSIP tables in the broadcast

stream to pass through.

not in wide use, but stations will likely
make more use of them as the ATSC
market matures.
The DET announces the data

portion of a video/audio/data event
when the data event doesn't exactly
match the video/audio event in
duration (in which case, the EIT
carries information about the data).
This is an important factor in
datacasting applications and advanced
STB applications. Essentially, the DET
allows the station to announce data-

enhanced services. This allows a
viewer looking at the program guide
to see which DTV program streams
carry enhanced data such as statistics

already found that incorrect
implementation of PSIP can render
some or all of their NTSC and DTV
services unavailable to DTV receivers.
In ATSC's infancy, the mis-
programming of PSIP data allowed
DTV stations to "hijack" other DTV
stations' virtual channels inadvertently
through the STB. PSIP has been
designed to allow broadcasters to take
advantage of new digital -transmission
capabilities. Along those lines, an
interesting ability of PSIP is to tie the
virtual channels of separate physical
DTV channels together. In the DTV
realm, duopolies will be able to
combine the two stations seamlessly
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ASM-100 - Audio Signal Monitor

TELEVISION

The elegant solution for audio test, measurement, and monitoring.
The ASM-100, Multi -format Audio Test Instrument is equipped with all the innovative features necessary to main-ain high
quality audio in today's environments: sound studios, production audio suites, telecom, broadcast, DMX prov ders and
surround sound applications.

The ASM-100's XGA, high resolution 1024x76E output, provides a sophisticated solution for monitoring up to eight channels of
analog or AES/EBU audio program material on any PC monitor. Options include de -embedding ED and HD/SDI inputs. Dolbr Digital

and Dolby E decoding and monitoring optiors are also available. With FREE enhancements anc our unconditional Rye -Year
Warranty, Videotek remains FIVE TIMES BETTER than the competition!

FREE

Year Warranty

 Lissajous Patterns for Proper
Phase Monitoring

 Trending Graph for Loudness,
Peak and Phase

 Unique CinePhaseTM Display

 Metadata Readout

 Unique CineTone'm Test Tone
Option

 Record Average Level Over
Time

CineSouni' is a registered trademark of Videotek Inc
CineTcne is a trademark of Videotek Inc

CinePhase" is a trademark of Videotek Inc.

Dolby Dgital and Dolby E are the registered

trademarks of Dolby Laboratories.

 Customizable Scales and
Meter Ballistics

Built in On -screen Alarms for
Out of Tolerance Conditions

Lip Eync Error Detectior,
Per Channel

 Simultaneously View Mixed
Forrr ats

 Ethernet Port with
SNMP Agent

Audio, like it's never been seen before.
Call Videotek today!

=VIDEOTEK
Imin A Zero Defects Company

Toll Free: 80J-800-5719 www.videotek.con
Direct: 610-:.:27-2252



under a single brand.
Reducing static
PSIP, although not currently

explicitly required by the FCC, is an
ATSC requirement. Many DTV
stations to date still use only static PSIP
produced by the encoder/mux. At this
most simple operational level, the
station manually enters the VCT and
MGT tables, along with four
(generally blank) EIT tables, into the
ATSC mux (the mux must
dynamically generate the STT). This
minimum implementation does not
support audio language selection,
closed -caption selection, broadcast
flag, V -chip or program guide. The
broadcaster also gives up PSIP's
promotional capabilities.

If STBs are ever to build worthwhile
electronic program guides, then
broadcasters will have to fill all the
aforementioned tables and do so at an
ever-changing rate. Dynamic PSIP

as the PBS National Database (NOLA),
and from traffic and even automation
systems. A station can generate
dynamic PSIP without human
intervention by taking advantage of
information updates from systems they
already use (see Figure 3).

must have closed captioning. And, by
2008, 75 percent of pre -rule
programming must also have closed
captioning. There are several
exemptions, including programs
created before 1996 that do not have
contractual obligation to provide

By the time NTSC is currently scheduled to go

dark, 100 percent of all new non-exempt

programming must have closed captioning.

Some PSIP generators can even
synchronize with encoder/mux
configurations, dramatically easing
transitions from a single HD virtual
channel to/from multiple SD virtual
channels. Static PSIP will certainly
have become dynamic before the FCC
decides to clamp down on ATSC
broadcasts in the areas of closed
captioning and the broadcast flag so

widely discussed today.
It is known as the
redistribution -control
descriptor, and the
broadcast flag's purpose
is to signal to the STB
whether or not it should
allow the viewer to
record a particular
program. Dynamic PSIP
indicates the presence of
closed captioning and
the broadcast flag.

In static PSIP
environments, closed -
caption data are often
flagged as available. The
problem with marking
every program as having
captioning service
available, whether or not
it is actually available, is
that some STBs have

been known to crash occasionally and
require resetting. As for the
redistribution -control descriptor, it
will need to be set on a show -by -show
basis based on contractual agreements.

By the time NTSC is currently
scheduled to go dark, 100 percent of
all new non-exempt programming

Traffic/program
system

Remote
GUlls)

Automation
system

Listing
service

PSIP
generator

Figure 3. Dynamic PSIP can be considered an addi-
tional service, much like additional programming
is an additional service, except that it is in the form
of information about the bundle of services. As
such, it draws from a number of sources to present
its data for multiplexing into the ATSC stream.

requires a separate subsystem - either
a separate stand-alone box or modules
added to a vendor's mux that accept a
constantly updated datastream - to
continually update the PSIP tables.
Updated tables are available from
companies such as Tribune Media
Services, Scout, or organizations such

closed captioning, any program whose
provider can convince the FCC that
captioning presents too great a
burden, programming done in any
language other than English or
Spanish, programs having lengths of
less than 10 minutes, and local
programs that have no repeat
broadcast value. Other exemptions
include startup broadcasters (with a
four-year grace period) and extremely
small broadcasters. In all, the
commission has 13 items that can
exempt captioning. But, for the
average broadcaster, most will never
apply. Since many STBs require the
presence of the closed -caption
descriptor in PSIP to decode the
closed -caption data, using dynamic
PSIP is the only way to completely
comply with the FCC's mandates for
end -to -end closed captioning.

Implement PSIP now
As the ATSC market continues to

mature now and in the future, one
thing is sure: Competitive and
legislative pressures will affect how
broadcasters continue to support PSIP.
Be prepared. It is in a station's best
interest to adopt dynamic PSIP.
Alternative systems that take away the
broadcaster's control of branding and
promotion are showing up in the
marketplace. As the old saying goes:
"Use it or lose it." BE

Jim Boston is senior director of technology
and Mark Brown is chief technology officer
for SignaSys.
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The UTAH-4o0 High-Density
already the world's mos

yang. ,

now offers even more:

Automatic crosspoint redu ncy in all matrix s
The UTAI4-400 allows you to protect your critical signal paths
against interruption with AUTOWIC* internal redundancy.

Three Frame Sizes -- 64x64, 144x144, and 288x288
You can use the UTAH -400 fo any digital router application
from the smallest utility roux io the largest central matrix.

In any size, all UTAH -400 systems offer the same set of

world -class features -- and the industry's lowest prices:

Full time InpA I Output Signal Monitoring

Reduced Power Consumption and Rack Space Requirements

SIYHD Compatibility
ts.

See Us at NAB m1-1 Mirlar7T/F/C
Booth C-5912 New Directions in Digital Switching

4750 Wiley 3cst Way. Suite 150 Salt Lake City. U- 84116 USA
Ph: 801 575.8801 Fax 8C" 53: 309S E -nail. sales@utahscientific.com
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In hope of fLrthering your luck at
NAB2004, Broadcast Engineering's
staff his compiled a second install-

ment of new prod icts for you to browse
through. We hope this guide will provide
you with encugh information to find the
technology you're looking for in the short-
est amcunt o1 time possible. Our manual is
a step in the right direction for leaving the
show floor w th a winning hand!

You'll find over 100 new product listings
complete witk photos, descriptions, contact
information and booth numbers. We've
made one -stop shopping for your facility
easier than ewer. Issue advertisers are indi-
cated by colored listings.
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Product Highlights

FLYWHEEL UPS

Active Power CleanSource
65- to 4000kVA systems protect broadcast networks,
transmitters and microwave uplinks from power distur-
bances; stored energy is instantly converted to electricity
for powering the critical load during short power fluctua-
tions; UPS transfers to a stand-by generator for continuous
power during prolonged outages; shields transmitter tubes
against faulty power and automatically switches to bypass
during "crowbar" events.

512-836-6464; www.activepowercom
Booth: C1217

CONNECTOR

ADC Telecommunications
format -reversible ProAx
Comes in U.S. and four European (Fischer and Lemo 4A,
3T and 4E) versions for remote trucks and internationally
televised events; connectors can be format reversed
between U.S. and global formats in seconds; fits standard
U.S. triax cables, as well as global metric 8mm, 11mm and
14mm cables; like other ProAx connectors, features a field -
repairable center conductor to eliminate the need to restrip
o -rings that protect the signal path against moisture.

952-917-0231; www.adc.com
Booth: C6413

Best Broadcast Equipment

for Signal Ingest and Acquisition
 SD Frarr 3 sync and proc amp, for video & audio, digital & analog

 Bright Eye cool 5.5" converters with audio, video and fiber 1/0
Proc Co Aro! Panel for quick level adjustments

 8 channel audio handler and mux
 HD Frame Sync and proc amp

 SNMP monitoring

NAB Booth
SU 11919

South Hall Upper Level

ENSEMBLE
Tel +1 530.478.1830 A Fax +1 530.478.1832

wwiy.lansemb edesigns.com A info@endes.com
PC) Box 993 Grass Valley CA 95945 USA



TOTAL SOLUTION
TOTAL COMMITMENT

ZETA
C3C3

A DIGITAL CONSOLE FOR LOCAL TV AND RADIO PRODUCTION
As a broadcaster you can't afford to compromise. With the Zeta 100, you don't have to. Based on Calrec's field -proven Alpha 3-chitecture, the Zeta 100

provides exactly the same broadcast -specific features as our larger Sigma and Alpha 100 consoles. Over 30 years of broadcast experience in a console

designed for local TV and radio production. No compromise, no problem, Just sound broadcast sense.

Intuitive control surface designed for
on -air operation

 Compact - up to 48 faders/88 signal
paths, configured as 32 stereo and 24
mono channels

 Hot swappable cards and panels
throughout

Interrogation facility on every buss

2 stereo / 5.1 Surround Main Outputs

8 stereo/mono audio sub -groups

8 auxes, 16 Multitrack/IFB outputs

 Comprehensive Mix-minus/Direct
Output per channe;

Powerful relay system

 Automatic redundancy on power
supplies, DSP and control processors

 Power up and operation independent
of the on -board PC

 Comprehensive buss structure.
No restrictive buss allocations

SEE US AT NAB, BOOTH #N1012

The Sigma 100 medium format
digital production console

The Alpha 100 large format
digtal production console

CALREC AUDIO LTD, NUTCLOUGH MILL, HEBDEN BRIDGE, WEST YORKSHIRE, HX1 8E1, UK TEL: 01144 1422 842159 EMAIL: enquiries©calrec.com WEB

South and Mid West States - TEL: (615) 871 0094 EMAIL: ericji§redwoodweb.com

North East States and Canada - TEL: (212) 586 1316 EMAIL dsimon©studioconsultants corn

Western States - TEL: (818) 841 3000 EMAIL: jschaller©audiospec.com

ww calrec.com



Product Highlights
FIBER PANEL
ADC Telecommunications
Fiber Normal Through Panel
New fiber panel is designed to provide patch by exception
and normal through functionality, similar to copper -based
patch panels; rather than requiring a fiber jumper to be in
place at all times, all fiber "in" and "out" connections are
on the rear of the panel, with a normal through connection
between the "in" and "out" ports; patch and monitoring
capabilities are accessed on the front of the panel; 3RU
panel provides 24 "in" and "out" fiber pairs.

952-917-0231; www.adc.com

Booth: C6413

CG

Broadcast Software Solutions CGXPress+
Features Xpress animation; performs quick crawls, continu-
ous crawls, time and temperature, logos and EAS; provides
the ability to network and animate logos, all in a 1RU chassis.

800-273-4033; www. broadcastsoftware.tv

Booth: SU7173

\1IXHD

LAYERING MIXER
Chyron C -Mix HD
Features simultaneous SD and HD outputs; includes four
SD video and key inputs as well as a background layer, an
SD mixer and an HD upconverter, the four video and key
sources can come from a Chyron product or any other
device with SD outputs, when used with Lyric software, the
mix information becomes part of the CG message timeline.

631-845-2000; wwwchyron.com

Booth: C4742

NEWS PRODUCTION SYSTEM
DaletPlus News Suite
Provides real-time access to and editing of video, audio,
wires, stills, feeds and CGs over a standard IT network;
supports MPEG-2, DV and DVCPRO; controls CGs,
teleprompters, video servers and other newsroom devices;
users can edit, write scripts and manage rundowns from
their desktop; built-in newsroom workflow provides
controlled access and task assignment functionality.

212-825-3322; www.dalet com

Booth: SL3842

MICROPHONE

DPA Microphones 4071 -BM
Body -worn microphone has a maximum sound pressure
level (SPL) of 144dB before clipping; can be used with the
DAD6024 adapter and DAK4071-F accessory kit for
miniature microphones; omnidirectional microphone
inherently cuts down wind and pop noise, keeping the
proximity effect low; features a fixed soft boost grid, giving
the microphone a 5dB boost between 4kHz to 6kHz.

+45 4814 2828; www.dpamicrophones.com
Booth: N2536

BROADCAST CONSOLE

Euphonix System 5-B
Flexible, modular surface and I/O design; multiple -CPU-
based system runs low-level VX Works OS for reliability;
features eight knobs and 100mm touch sensitive moving
fader per channel; TFT displays are located at the top of
each channel for metering, EQ dynamics, and pan graphs
and routing, features SnapShot Recall of all console
settings; has 48 layouts for different surface configurations.

650-855-0400; www.euphonix.com

Booth: N3616

SCALABLE TDM DIGITAL AUDIO ROUTER
NVISION NV7512
Supports analog as well as digital audio signals; is linearly
expandable to offer 2048x2048 channels; MADI-format
multichannel digital I/O also is featured; analog inputs and
outputs are converted to and from digital using high-
performance 24 -bit converters; ideal for broadcasters and
post facilities that need to manage large numbers of
mixed -format audio signals.

530-265-1000; www.nvisionl.com

Booth: SU7552

92 broadcastengineering.com
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Belden Delivers Flexibility To Your
Audio and Video Digital Conversion.

Analog, Digital or Data -
More Broadcast Engineers
Choose Belden Than Any Other
Brand of Cabling Products.

Why? Because t roadcast engineers know that

Belden has an ertansive line-up of digital cabling

products - inclining data cables - and the

quality to match.

Whether you're installing cable in a television or

radio studio, a video post -production facility, an

indoor or outdoor sports arena, a film production

studio, a church, a government chamber, or an

entertainment vorole - any area where a high

quality signal is important - Belden has the

digital cable to meet your needs.

BRILLIANCE -

To make your selec- on process easier, we're

offering a 3rd Editior of our "Digital Studio cable

Guide:' This Guide will help your understanding of

digital cables, SDI 3nd AES/EBU specifications,

HD Radio concerns key electrical/distance

parameters, and whw Installable

Performance'' is in )ortant to

cable performance.

Look to the leader. Call 1-800-BELDEN-4

and get a free copy if the definitive

"Digital Studio Cable Guide." Or download

a copy from Belden's Web site at:

www.belden.com/t165.pdf.

Belden
Performance Delivers The Future

2003 Belden Inc



Product Highlights

DIGITAL BROADCAST CONSOLE

Solid State Logic C100
Designed for on -air and live -to -tape production applications;
both the console operation and underlying technology have
been designed for freelance -friendly, reliable operation.

212-315-1111; www.solidstatelogic.com

Booth: N2412

BOX LENSES

Thales Angenieux 70X HD
New series of box -type lenses, including 70X HD remote
broadcast/sports lens, features a unique advanced display
system.

973-812-3858; wwwangenieux.com
Booth: C5412

OUT WHICH ROUTE TO TAKE?

JETOUR

r

WEST -rol PROBLEM SOLVED
90 ri-75-61

96(

!ANALOG

It's hard to know what your future routing
needs will be, but whichever direction you
choose, SIRIUS can take you there.

Built-in analog & digital conversion for audio Er video signals
Mix & match different formats in the same chassis including HD
Modular architecture for up to 256 x 256 in blocks of 8

www.pro-bel.com

94 broadcastengineering.com

E US AT NAB, BOOTH C8123
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)(elusive Test Instruments F
our MPEG and HDTV Needs

 MPEG-2, ATSC, and DVB Monitoring
 Remote Monitoring
 Logging and file capturing

 Multiple Stream Playout
 Supports Multiple Standards
 Remote Controllable

 Real Time Monitoring
 Data Logging
 Portable, Battery Operated

 Full Spectral Display
 Measures Analog and Digital
 BER and MER levels

Stop By Our Booths At NAB ( SU11011 and 010343) To See What's New
Call (736-2673) or Visit



HDTV Ready?
The viewers at home sure are.

Broadcasters now face the daunting

challenge of modernizing their b-oadcast-

ing infrastructure to deliver digital.

One design, consulting and integration

firm is leading the way. Venue SHvices

Group's roster of top broadcast

engineering orofessionals are experts in

HD integration and infrastructure,

delivering everything from the first

all -HDTV sports broadcast to the wolild's

first native 720p mobile truck.

When your organization is ready for

HDTV modernization, call on the l?ackers

with real HDTV experience since 1198.

RECENT PROJECTS
HD 4 Mobile Unit (NMT) used for ABCs

Monday Night Football

Fox Sports Net New England control room
and studio

HDTV Retrofit Cabling Infrastructure --
Fenway Park

Technology Consultant for the NFL

Venue Services Group

914-682-2111 www.vsg.tv

VSG is a wholly owned subsidiary of National Mobile Television.
2004 Venue Services firont,

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION SERVICES
A.F. Associates (AFA)
Services include design and integra-
tion of turnkey systems for broadcast,
cable and satellite clients; able to offer
expanded technology resources
through the acquisition of the former
Sony Systems Integration Center; the
Systems and Technology organization
offers complete design and construc-
tion services and support, as well as
mission -critical field service and
network management.

201-767-1200; www.afassoc.com

Booth: C4722

EDITING SYSTEMS
Avid film/video post
production
Will introduce enhancements to all
products in the DNA family; new
editing features and expanded
networking and workflow capabilities
for next -generation Avid DS Nitris,
Media Composer Adrenaline and
Avid Xpress Pro with Mojo systems;
HD option for the Media Composer
Adrenaline system will allow it, Avid
DS Nitris systems and Avid Unity
Media Network to share high -quality
HD media in post production.

978-640-6789; www.avid.com

Booth: SL4761

GRAPHICS SYSTEM
Barco iPresent
Capable of showing a multitude of
video and graphical windows;
produces smooth transitions from one
display wall layout into another;
projection modules support 3200K
color temperature to match studio
lighting; offers wide viewing angles
for maximum flexibility of camera
positions; controller optimized to
support dynamic moving and scaling
of windows.

770-218-3211; www.barco.com

Booth: SL3936

SIGNAL INTEGRITY MONITOR
Axon Digital Design SIMI°
Designed for the Synapse modular
range; checks the integrity of the SDI
signal and gives a monitor output that
shows any reported errors, as well as
indication of several metadata values;
the four reclocked outputs make the
card an ideal input card to a central
router with direct connection to a
routed monitor wall.

+31 1351 166 66; www.axon.tv

Booth: SU7548

UHF ANTENNA

Dielectric TFU-WB
Designed for bandwidth requirements
of up to 30 channels; typical configu-
ration is a directional array with a
directivity of 1.9 times; available in
high -power (20- to 80kW) and low -
power (5- to 20kW) with configura-
tions of eight to 32 bays; is supplied
with a full radome and can be used in
top- or side -mounted configurations.

207-655-4555; www.dielectric.com

Booth: C7806

POWERED SPEAKER SYSTEM
Azden APS 25
Features two audio inputs for modular,
user -installable, wireless mic receivers -
VHF (30 channels available), UHF (63 -
channel switchable) or infrared (two
channels available); two other inputs
for a wired microphone and a wired
line output device such as a CD player.

516-328-7500; wwwazdencorp.com
Booth: N4016

Color indicates advertiser
96 broadcastengineering.com APRIL 2004



See us at NAB

Booth SL 3842
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News Ingest

Automated ingest scheduling, manual recording, flexible logging and multi -resolution recording

r-
6 Basket

c.c0:t
w Channels

OiR161

Qii1112121111

L

Browsing and
Logging

Select shots,
arrange a shot list
and repackage
material quickly.

DaletPlus News Suite supports multiple ingest
workflows and resolutions. Any authorized user can
schedule recordings. Recordings can be continuous,
scheduled days, weeks, and even months in advance or
manually controlled for crash recordings.

DaletPlus News Suite manages routers and VTRs,
allocating them to available recording channels.

40°
VTR

ISat

Studio

Routing
Matrix

Feeds and events can be scheduled in advance and
recorded automatically in multiple resolutions
including MPEG-2, DV, DVCPRO and Windows Media.
Without altering the original feed, multiple users can
simultaneously preview ingest channels and log and
track clips while recording is in progress. For breaking
news, crash recordings can be initiated by pressing a
single button.

Elm M

.:, ,,CI

0 000
0041440

.2Al2.1'

I
4/11111131=11

In, VTR, I/I /.411

Ideas Sim

or MI*

1.6.1.9M11111.1/ 0...M1M211.

i-rom their desktops, users can simultaneously preview several
ingest channels and start crash recordings by pressing one button.

Fast Editing
Fast desktop news editing with logging, titling, voiceover capabilities.



Canal Sur

The Canal Sur installation in Spain is one of Dalet's largest television
and radio newsroom endeavors. DaletPlus is installed on 800
workstations. It facilitates the production of 30 television shows and
70 news radio spots per day. Through DaletPlus, Canal Sur television
and radio journalists have shared and immediate access to centrally
stored news materials and stories.

Fashion Shore Media Network

Fashion Show Media Network has implemented
DaletPlus to manage media content and campaigns
for its fashion retail complex, The Fashion Show,
located on the world-famous Las Vegas Strip.
DaletPlus simultaneously schedules, choreographs,
and synchronizes multi -channel playout, video signal
routing, audio, projection, lighting, and more.

Weather Channel

The Weather Channel has chosen Dalet to power an Internet -based
distribution system that allows affiliates to view customized weather
updates and download broadcast quality audio weather forecasts.

XM Satellite Radio

XM Satellite Radio is the first commercial digital satellite radio
service offering 100 digital channels of music, news, and talk
programming across the US. To take on the Herculean task of
managing over 2 million titles, more than 250 Dalet workstations are
simultaneously producing, scheduling and playing out content.

About Met
Operating worldwide, Dalet solutions are used in over 50 countries by 1,700 customers

including ABC, ARD, BBC, Cadena Ser, Canadian Broadcasting Corp, Catalunya Radio,

Deutsche VVelle, EMAP, Emmis, Entercom, ITN, Journal, Lagardere Media, Macquarie

University, MBC, Mediaset, National Public Radio (NPR), NDR, Radio France, Radio France

International, South Africa Broadcast Corp, SWR, The United States Senate, Voice of

America, Washington and Lee University, WDR, Weather Channel and XM Satellite Radio.

dalet
aniadaletcom Digital Media Sastems



News Connect

Link multiple stations and remote journalists to video, rundowns, feeds and archive material

Expert Asset Management > Faster Retrieval

DaletPlus is a media asset manager that centralizes and catalogs all
content: text, audio, graphics, and video. DaletPlus asset manager
forms can be easily customized to capture any detail such as name, air
date, shot sheets, and licensing information. These forms can also
associate various media materials into a single asset for easy search
and retrieval of packages. Media metadata can be entered at any time.
Regardless of where media is stored - online, near online or offline -
metadata remains online and searchable at all times. Search and
retrieval of media is incredibly fast and easy.

Site A

Dalet

Content DaletPlus
Catalogue Servers

Site B

Dalet

Content DaletPlus
Catalogue Servers

Request

User from Site D orders
in Central Site, material
from Site A.
Central Site transmits to
Site A transfer request.

 

Central Site

Repository of proxies and their
metadata for all shared material

Transfer   
Broadcast quality clip is - 
transfered from Site A  
to Site D.

Site C

r);--oet flab

Content DaletPlus
Catalogue Servers

Daletgleifie
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6
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Search
Search and browse material
throught MS Internet Explorer in
Central Site. Low resolution
proxies are available for browing
for material stored in all sites.

Site D

Dalete

Content DaletPlus
Catalogue Servers

Extending the Newsroom > Remote Personnel a Multi -location Production

DaletPlus enables collaborative news production and
media sharing across multiple stations and remote

14, locations. Broadcast assets can be viewed securely
".:' across a standard WAN connection. Browser based::..\

# tools allow remote journalists to access and edit
feeds, wires, media, rundowns and archived materials
from any location. DaletPlus automatically provides

low-res versions for quick browsing. Full resolution
media can be downloaded if needed.

DaletS

4.t:tsztitz,.."

Users in all sites can search and
browse all material from a web
browser.



News Archive

The first media asset Nommen

- 7
Satellite

Satellite
Raw
Materia

sustem built soecificallu for nein

Edit

Archive is
used on edits

DaletPlus Media Librar
Transparent Access to Storage

Online HSM
Tapes

Optical
Media

Many systems in today's newsrooms create and store
news content in individual systems - valuable log and
asset information is then lost. The resulting search
and retrieval of video archives becomes highly
inefficient, costing broadcasters both time and money.

Intelligent Storage

Eliminate expensive tape handling
costs by digitally archiving content
on hard -disk storage, tape libraries,

and removable optical media.
The mission critical production material can be kept
online and protected using replication, backup or
mirroring. Automate the migration of the original
content to a less costly near -online or offline storage
management systems.

On Air

nished
ideo

Archive is
used on
playlists

One -Click Record
and Archive "

New stories are trimme
as separate clips and
archived with metadata.

DaletPlus News Suite is the first asset management
system designed specifically for archiving and fast
retrieval of news content. Customizable fields enable
the cataloguing of news -specific content. Metadata is
tracked throughout the entire production process,
from the assignment desk through feeds, scripts and
rundowns. Integrated speech -to -text allows for
superfast archiving of legacy material. Regardless of
where media is stored - online, near online or offline
- metadata remains online and searchable at all times.
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DaletPlus Media Asset
Management centralizes text,
audio, graphics and video.



DaleteNelus Suite
End -to -end solution for managing television news

DaletPlus News Suite is a new line of innovative 1T -balled
software modules for fast and reliable digital news
production. Designed for broadcasters seeking an alternative
to expensive, proprietary systems, DaletPlus News Suite

delivers a complete set of open and affordable solutions for ingest, newsroom
alma t ant, news editing, playout and media asset mapa merit.

Central Storage ID Ingest

Application Servers

News Playout

 A/B rol
 Real time live u )JA ec

from Rt.rd)wn

011,1.loo
----

Ado Journalist Journalist
Workstation Workstation

DaletPlus InterWeb

Remote Locations

Multichannel Ingest

"Irir
Device Integration
 P-ompter
 External CG

!ige
NI .1.

Irrtg-c )(r and video

pridt.dial, :earth and retrieval in 4W1-11

Newsroom Computer System Desktop Editing

Integrated Text/Video

(on: l)

And now It time for thi
garden show, .gain.
5

( (Off: ) )

Mrs Grimes Is a regular on
ant

Browse Editing

DaletPlus News Suite's modular design meets the most
demanding broadcast workflow requirements.
Tailor and scale Dalet's open 1T -based solutions to your specific
newsroom environment. Get the freedom to integrate what you
need and nothing more.
DaletPlus News Suite unique approach integrates standard 1T-
based equipment with industry -leading video servers from
Omneon, Thomson Grass Valley, Quantel, Leitch or Pinnacle.
DaletPlus manages media storage allocation allowing users to
automate the transfer of material from online to more cost
effective offline systems.

a common over interface.

Rundowns Playout



MONITORING AND CONTROL SOFTWARE
BBC Technology Colledia Control 4.5
Allows a single operator to remotely manage broadcast
equipment; provides manufacturer -agnostic support while
retaining consistent user interface.

800 -BBC -3820; www.bbctechnology.com

Booth: SU8469

RADIO FREQUENCY (RF) CGAXIAL CABLES
Belden RF500 and RF600 cables
5041 coaxial cables are ideal for use as antenna jumper
cable assemblies and short antenna feeder runs in wireless
communication systems such as Wireless Local Loop
(WLL), Land Mobile Radio (LMR), PCS and cellular; can
also be deployed in in -building wireless applications such
as internal communications systems and wireless LANs
(WLANs/Wi-Fi); PE jackets include a water -blocking gel
embedded in the shield for additional protection in wet
environments; and with flame-retardant PVC jackets and a
UL listing for interior riser applications; fully compatible
with industry standard connectors, tools and accessories.

800-BELDEN-4; www.belden.com
Booth: C3351

The Right Stuff. The Right Price.
360 Systems' Image Server 2000

5:1)*:/,------"---17.1AGES(liViR 2 0 0 0

WHEN THE VIDEO SERVER
SALES GUY COMES CALLING,
it seems there's always an
Elephant in the room: You know
storage should cost less now than
ever before, but truth is, 90's -era
servers can't make the change.

Which is why 360 Systems' Image
Server employs a smart, next -gen-
eration design that delivers every-
thing but the elephant -size price.

The Image Serve- 2000 is perfect
for tape replacement, satellite
ingest, graphics & animations,

or as a full-time play -to -air server.
Of course it's fully compatible with
most automation systems and
desk -top controllers. Using FTP,
you'll be able to move program
content over Gigabit Ethernet, and
share files with other MXF enabled
products.

For just $13,000, the Image Server
2000 delivers three video channels,
impeccable images, great specs, and
it also makes excellent business
sense. Isn't it time to rethink what
you're paying for video storage?

Check out .he Image Server 2000
at www.3613 systems.com, and
download the new user manual
while you're there. Or call us
direct to ar-ange a demonstration
at your plate.

On Air Cont-to-Coast
-11 H31t)

servers,14360systems.com

Color indicates advertiser
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Product Highlights

DIGITAL MATRIX SYSTEM
Clear-Com Eclipse
6RU frame holds up to 208 ports; can connect up to four
frames into one 832 -port system; features intelligent
linking between systems, dual redundant processors, 24 -bit
resolution with audio frequency response of 30Hz to
22kHz (+/-3dB), individual crosspoint level adjustment in
0.5dB increments, and eight GPI inputs and relays.

510-496-6666; www.clearcom.com

smoke

NONLINEAR EDITING AND FINISHING SYSTEM
Discreet smoke 6 SD for IBM Linux
Works with Linux operating system; offers advanced
conforming and 3D capabilities; features OpenGL
graphics, uncompressed SD video I/O, and a choice of
Discreet's stone Fibre Channel storage arrays; offers the
option for fully redundant hardware RAID 5 solutions;
features multiformat capture and playback including PAL
and NTSC, real-time 4:4:4 editing, and unlimited vertical
timeline editing

514-393-1616; www.discreet.com

Booth: SL3547

VIDEO SERVER
Doremi Labs MCS-HD
HD video server has four independent, shared -storage
channels; two play channels, two record channels; select-
able compression rates; VTR -like front panel.

818-562-1101; www.doremilabs.com
Booth: C2529

SIGNAL INTEGRATION SYSTEM
Ensemble Designs Avenue
1RU or 3RU frame; allows any combination of HD video,
SD video, DVB-ASI and audio modules in the same frame;
modules include embedders, synchronizers, converters,
routers, sync gens and protection switches.

530-478-1830; www.ensembledesigns.com
Booth: SU11919

EMBEDDED ACCESS -CONTROL SYSTEM
Irdeto Access Irdeto Inside
_Mlows both enforced collection of subscriber access fees
or, in the case of free -to -air services, geographical restric-
tion of content distribution in order to comply with
content -licensing agreements; is easily upgradeable to full
conditional access at a later date through the addition of a
smart card.

858-668-4800; www.irdetoaccess.com

Booth: SU10106

HD MON TOR

ERG Ventures HDM-EV8OD
8.4 -inch, rack -mounted HD monitor offers enhanced color
and gamma adjustment functions, additional framing
markers and a memory preset function; HD/SD inputs
can be intermingled; offers four input options and a DC
output to simplify wiring two monitors consecutively from
one DC unit; features front -panel volume adjustment.

+81 3376 081 61; wwwerg-ventures.co.jp/e
Booth: SU10609

1 04 broadcastengineering.com
Color indicates advertiser
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Inter BEE 2004
International Broadcast Equipment Exhibition 2004

November 17-19, 2004 Nippon Convention Center(Makuhari Messe)

nternationA 1>r,,,Licast Equipment Exhibition 4
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The Big Picture of Broadcasting

What does the future hold for broadcast communications? Professionals in
broadcast, video, and audio technology can encounter the latest trends at this
year's International Broadcast Equipment Exhibition (Inter BEE 2004).

One of the most important events of the year, Inter BEE 2004 promises to
attract a larger turnout than ever before, with more than 600 exhibitors and
30,000 visitors from around the world. Symposiums and seminars by
prominent producers, systems hardware developers and broadcasters,
as well as opportunities for marketing and networking, make this an essential
forum for the interchange of new ideas.

See where you fit into the changing future of broadcasting, and bring your
message and image to the world. Join Inter BEE 2004 and assure your
position in the big picture of opportunity.

For more information on Inter BEE 2004, contact:
Japan Electronics Show Association
Sumitomo Shibadaimon Bldg. 2 Gokan, 1-12-16, Shibadaimon, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-0012, Japan

Fax.: +81-3-5402-7605 E-mail: bee.info@jesa.or.jp URL: http://bee.jesa.or.jp/

,sv,CAST

-z Inter BEE .

ko, /7-19 -0°'

Exhibition Categories
*Audio Equipment *Cameras and Related Equipment

*Recording Equipment

*Editing and Production Equipment

*Electronic Displays *System Conversion Equipment

*Output Systems *Relay Systems

*Transmission Systems *Lighting Equipment

*Measuring Equipment *Transmission Cables

*Electric Power Units *HDTV Systems

*Satellite Broadcasting Systems *Virtual Systems

ECG Production Systems ODVD Systems

*Multimedia Systems *Software

*Multiplex Broadcasting Systems *Others



Product Highlights

AUDIO MIXER
Evertz 7720AM-AES4
Accepts four AES/EBU digital stereo audio inputs and
routes them to any of four AES outputs; does channel
swapping, over mixes, mix downs and on -air breakaways.

905-335-3700; www.evertz.com

Booth: SU11827

HD/SD MONITOR
Hamlet Flexiscope
HD capability; has a flexible architecture with low -power
consumption; includes a high -quality 3.5-inchTFT display.

+44 1494 729 728; www.hamlet.co.uk

Booth: C3243

888.638. 45 I

MPEG-2 ENCODER

Harmonic DiviCom MV 100
Ultra -low bit -rate compression; multi -pass "Look Ahead"
CBR/VBR encoding; advanced filtering and processing;
supports DiviTrackXE statistical multiplexing.

800-828-5521; wwwharmonicinc.com
Booth: SU11006

NETWORKING SYSTEM
Harris NetVX
New Gigabit Ethernet interface capable of high-speed file
transfer and transporting 64 real-time bidirectional video
service; features packet -based architecture; allows video,
audio and data to be transported over ATM or IP net-
works, including E-3 and DS -3 microwave networks,
simultaneously; upgradeable system supports standard
telecommunications protocols.

513-459-3400; www.broadcast.harris.corn

Booth: C1906

Introducing

The Signal Processing Router
Multi -format Routing plus optional plug -ins

Initial plug-in functions indude

 Channel Branding

 Master Control

 Embedded Audio Processing

See Xenon at NAB
Booth # SU9812

salesAquartzus.com I www.qualzus.com
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When a world audience is watching a unique event, there's no chance for a 'take two'.

For almost 30 years, the world's largest broadcast organisations have trusted SSL console;

to cover events of this importance and scale.

SSL's latest digital broadcast console, the C100, is designed to comfortably meet the
needs of surround production and interactive programming. Secur ty and
performance are built in, with a host of redundancy and tail -safe features
such as Self -Healing DSP.

The Cl 00's freelance -friendly control surface makes for
a short learning curve, and the ability to scale consoles
also helps to meet your budget.

The C100 is already the first choice for respected
broadcasters worldwide, including: NBA -TV  The Golf Channel
Disney Broadcasting  Danish Radio & TV  NHK  Seoul Broadcasting.

Find out how the C100 can help achieve your audio goals.

www.ssl-broadcast.com

Solid State Logic
(I_3ROADCAST AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

Begbroke, Oxford OX5 1RU, England. Tel: +44 (0)1860 842300 Fax: +44 (0)18b5 842118 Email: salesesolid-state-ogic.con- e.m.solid-slaledc gic.con)

NEW YORK LOS ANGELES TOKYO PARIS MILAN

Tel: +1 (1)212 315 1111 Tel: +1 (1)323 483 4444 Tel: +81 (0)3 5474 1144 Tel: +:=3 (0)1 ILO 4=366. Tel: 4.3 3 03) 2128 994



Product Highlights
HD NONLINEAR EDITING SYSTEM
Leitch VelocityHD
Features an enhanced version of the
same intuitive software interface as its
multi -stream standard -definition
VelocityQ NLE.

859-371-5533; www.leitch.com

Booth: SU9868

AUDIO ANALYZER

Rohde & Schwarz UVP
Digital audio interfaces up to a
192kHz sampling rate; features
expanded measurement bandwidths;
can perform several measurement
functions simultaneously.

800-833-9200; www.rsd.de
Booth: C2532

Trying to Juggle
Multiple Broadcasts?

tSUNDOt

ANCEDIGIT AL

TITAN"' is perfect for
large scale, multi-

channel, server -based
broadcast facilities.

TITAN can control a large number
of automated play -out channels or
manage locations spread over a
large geographic area.

...',..-t

Sundance Digital, Inc.
972-444-8442

sales@sundig.com
www.SundanceDigital.com loth}Larchversary

GRAPHICS SYSTEM
Inscriber Inca Studio
Provides multiple layers of indepen-
dently controlled graphics, clocks,
logos, real-time element transitions,
real-time organic dissolves, and page -
formatted rolls and crawls; multichan-
nel effects are achieved on a single
channel, freeing switcher rails once
occupied by numerous CGs, DDRs,
logo generators and other equipment.

519-570-9111; www.inscriber.com
Booth: SL4718

MULTI -STREAM NLE
Leitch VelocityQ 2x4
Combines Velocity software interface
with the Quattrus multi -stream real-time
hardware, for an integrated, advanced
multi -layer NLE solution; both models
feature real-time playback of four
streams of video in any combination of
compressed or uncompressed and up to
six graphics streams; features Q3DX2
dual -channel 3D DVE.

859-371-5533; www.leitch.com

Booth: SU9868

VIDEO DELIVERY NETWORK
Intelsat all -digital fiber -
based video delivery
network
Intelsat Video PoPs in New York, Los
Angeles, Washington D.C., Denver and
San Francisco, with fiber interconnects
into additional North American
destinations, will enable sports program-
mers to order delivery of the coverage
of a sports event - be it in NIPEG-2
SDTV or HDTV - from the sports
venue, all the way to its headquarters in
full digital transmission, without once
having to be decoded.

202-944-8223; www.intelsat.com
Booth: C11539

Color indicates advertiser
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Managed monitoring for
broadcast and distribution

Efficient solution to display analog, digital Er High Definition video, audio,
alarms, network load and computer generated data.

Autonomous or multi -screen display to monitor up to 60 windows
simultaneously.

Perfect control room design offering the best possible combination of
display technology, hardware and software for 24/7 operation.

Barco Cpntrol Rooms

Noordlaan 5, 68520 Kuume - Belgium

Phone: +32 56 36 82 11  Fax: +32 56 36 82 48
email: sales.bcd@barco.com

Barco Projef lion Systems

3240 Town Point ()nye, Kennesaw, Georgia 30144 - :kited States

Phone: +1 770 2183200  Fax: +1 770 2183250

email: bpsmarketing@barco.com

BARCO

Visibly yours



Product Highlights

LIGHTING
Kino Flo ParaBeam
24 -inch by 24 -inch ParaBeam can light a four -person news
desk from approximately 15 feet away; sweeps back the
darkness in the foreground without washing out the
background on the set; with a simple rotation of the
fixture, it can focus on just one of the four subjects.

818-767-6528; www.kinoflo.com

Booth: C9139

CONTENT MANAGEMENT APPLICATION
Leitch MediaNet
Fully integrated content management application that
provides a unified view of server content whether on the local
or a remote server system; equipped with powerful search and
sort tools; allows users to execute smart asset mining of
content and metadata; provides heightened security and
content management across multiple NEXIO server domains.

859-371-5533; www.leitch.corn

Booth: SU9868

DIGITAL MASTER CONTROL SWITCHER
Leitch Opus
Feature -rich in a multi -channel, multiformat SD/HD
environment; provides dual -channel effects/squeezes,
audio processing capabilities, keys, audio overs and quick
selects, and supports both HD and SD signals.

859-371-5533; wwwleitch.com

Booth: SU9868

CHANNEL BRANDING PROCESSOR
Miranda Imagestore HDTV
Has an integrated automated character generator plus easy-

to -use gallery graphics preparation and data interfacing
software; expandable HD processor that provides capabili-
ties ranging from logo insertion to fully featured master
control switching and channel branding graphics.

514-333-1772; www.miranda.com

Booth: SU10129

Flexiscope...
HD/SDI
SD/SDI

193 02481

HD and SD waveform, vector and audio, measurement
and monitoring
using Patented all digital processing - ALL in the
PALM of your hand!

IT'S ALL YOU EVER WANTED!
Covers ALL HD, SD, SDI standards, plus CAV, Composite, YC and DV
with plug in options.

See it on the Hamlet Booth at NAB2004, Booth number 03243.

iss an Exceed your Expectations

TEL: (949) 916-1070 TOLLFREE: 866 -4 -HAMLET E -Mail: sales@hamlet.us.com
Web site: www.hamlet.us.com

UK Tel: +44 (0) 1494 729 728 Freephone (UK): 0500 625 525 E -Mail: sales@hamlet.co.uk
Web site: www.hamlet.co.uk

HAMLET
EXCELLENCE IN VISION
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THE MANFROTTO SERIES OF REMOTE CONTROLS NOW COME

IN THREE VERSIONS WITH A VARIETY OF FUNCTIONS TO MEET

YOUR BASIC TO MOST ADVANCED NEEDS ON ANY LAND

ENABLED SONY & CANON CAMERA OR PANASONIC DVX100

(OR DVC80) CAMERAS.

521 SERIES

BASIC UNIVERSAL REMOTE

(Canon, Sony & Panasonic)

522 SERIES 523 SERIES

PROFESSIONAL REMOTE

(Canon, Sony & Panasonic)

PRO UNIVERSAL REMOTE

(Canon & Sony)

Manfrotto

VIDEO CAMERA

REMOTE CONTROLS

411'

C.> ./ ..j14...., .

INCORPORATED TELESCOPIC PAN

BAR FOR COMFORT, EASE OF USE

AND FLEXIBILITY.

I0

alet woe

MANFROTTO'S PROFESSIONAL CAMERA CONTROLS TAILORED

"WHEEL" ZOOM GIVES YOU FINER TO DIFFERENT CAMERAS: SONY,

ADJUSTMENT AND SMOOTHER CANON AND PANASONIC.

MOVEMENT.

Andra° distributed by Bogen Imaging Inc. 201 818 9500 www.bogenimaging.us info@bogenimaging.com



Product Highlights

TRANSMISSION SERVER
Leitch NEXIO NXMTS
Supports multiple SD/HD compression formats, as well as
an ASI interface; provides the ability to record, process and
play back MPEG transport streams; the transmission
server can be integrated with the shared storage system or
used as an edge server in a remote location; offers applica-
tions such as ingest, clipsync, delay and playlist; can be
integrated with third -party automation.

859-371-5533; www.Ieitch.com

Booth: SU9868

VIDEO AND DATA STORAGE APPLICATION
Maxell DVD-R Plus series
Has a 4.7GB capacity; supports 8X write speeds; has a pre-
recorded shelf and archival life of more than 50 years;
discs are write -compatible with almost any manufacturer's
general-purpose DVD-R drives and recorders; after
recording, the discs are read -compatible with DVD-ROM,
DVD-Video and DVD-Audio players.

858- 503-3300; www.maxell.com

Booth: C8228

HD MONITOR

Marshall Electronics V-R65P-HD
Portable 6.5 -inch monitor weighs less than 2lbs.; offers a
flexible input configuration without the need for special
adapter boxes; standard inputs include active loop -through
on each connection for HD-SDI/SDI (SMPTE 259M,
SMPTE 292M) and composite video with PAL/NTSC
automatic recognition; features a multiformat connector
for HD or SD analog component signals (SMPTE 274M).

800-800-6608; wwwIcdracks.com
Booth: SU11614

PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLER
MicroFirst MPC-3200
Has a real-time, multi -tasking preemptive operating system
(the WmMOS) that mimics WIN32 API calls; features
include onboard input and control facilities, with a 20 -line by
24 -character backlit LCD display and a 15 -key sealed -

membrane keypad; can execute downloaded event schedules.
201-651-9300; www.microfirst.com

Booth: SU7828

network
t h e in n rIv a t o r

gm=
Contact Network Electronics
Phone: 800 420-5909

ussales@network-electronics.com

11075 South State Street, Suite 27

Salt Lake City, Utah 84070

LATEST TECHNOLOGY

It's a competitive world. You need the latest and the
best technology to stay at the top of your game. Our
MTBF numbers are industry leading and will give you
peace of mind.

QUICKEST DELIVERY

No more waiting! Our huge inventory guarantees
speedy deliveries. 50-100 small routers usually ship in
5 working days; 10 routers or less can ship the same
day.

FASTEST SERVICE

Through our Advanced Replacement Policy you will
receive a new unit BEFORE you send the old one back
- no questions asked!

ROUTERS FIBER OPTIC TRA

HIGHEST INNOVATION
Need space? Need flexibility? Need expandability?
Our compact routers, signal processing products and
optical modules address every format in the most
configurations available today.

3 YEAR WARRANTY

Worry free! Stress free! Our extensive warranty gives
you peace of mind for 3 years. And if you want even
more ask about our NET -CARE system that extends
your coverage to 5 years or longer.

TOTAL PICTURE

A full range of products to accommodate every need,
every format, every budget. Our TSS (Technical
System Sales) Group is ready to design your system
to suit your requirements at prices you can afford.

NSPORT  SIGNAL PROCESSING
www.network-electronics.com
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Colledia"

Conceived by a leading broadcaster

Too big to keep to themselves
CollediaTN. The first truly

comprehensive software tool for

the entire media production process.

Enabling BBC News to migrate to a fully

integrated news production environment.

Ready to be your media creation and

broadcast management solution.

Open. Collaborative. Now.
Technology

US: + 1 888 222 3820 UK: + 44 20 7765 4748
e-mail: bbctechnology-sales@bbc.co.uk

www.bbctechnology.com
Experience CollediaTM at NAB:

SU8469 LVCC South Hall Upper Level

B



Product Highlights
MULTI -IMAGE DISPLAY PROCESSOR
Miranda Kaleido-Alto
Designed for simpler and smaller monitoring environ-
ments requiring fewer inputs; uses the same high -quality
image display technology as the Kaleido-K2 processor,
features auto -sensing SDI/analog inputs and display
clocks/timers, UMDs, tallies, and audio metering

514-333-1772; www.miranda.com

Booth: SU10129

HD/SD MASTER CONTROL SWITCHER PANEL
Miranda PresStation
Multichannel HD/SD master control switcher panel
operates with Miranda's Oxtel series Imagestore channel
branding processors to provide channel branding graphics
capabilities; can control clip playout, dual 3-D DVEs,
automated character generation and four layers of
animation/clock insertion.

514-333-1772; www.miranda.com

Booth: SU10129

Download FASTtrack

for your PDA.Vistt

www.broadcastenginering.com

for more information.

FIBER OPTIC TRANSPORT SYSTEM
Multidyne RGB-5000
Provides a long -haul, transport solution for high -resolution
RGB or VGA video sources via one fiber; provides the
capability for the separation of a video signal source and
the monitor, systems are available to transport RGB video
as well as audio, keyboard and mouse control; provides a
total analog bandwidth of up to 500MHz.

516-671-7278; www.multidyne.com

Booth: C3151

MOBILE PRODUCTION UNIT
National Mobile Television HD4
NMT's first true multiformat HD facility; interior square
footage in excess of 640 square feet; designed to eliminate
jamming and the need for the trailer to be on a completely
level surface; side of the trailer is expanded and retracted
by use of actuators mounted below the expansion to push
and pull the side; equipment in use includes Thomson
Grass Valley and Solid State Logic.

914-682-2111; www.nmtv.com

Booth: C1906

"Omneon is the one server that fits our tight
budget, meets all our requirements today

and supports us as our needs change."

Helge Blucher
Vice President

Detroit Public Television

With Omneon SPECTRUM'. media servers, Detroit Public 1V
implemented a solution that works across their entire operation,

was configured precisely to their needs, and can expand in
smart manageable increments-all without replacing the original

system and in many cases, without taking the system off-line.

To learn more about the unique advantages of an Omneon
SPECTRUM media server system visit

Its not just
what you serve.

It's who.

r°7 -11b

OMNEON
VIDEONETWORKS

Visit Booth SU7466 at NAB



-Engineering the Future of Television"

A.F. Associates is now the most compreher sive turnkey
systems integration organization in the industry. With our
recent acquisition of Sony's Systems Integration Center in San

Jose, CA, combined with the global reach and resources of
parent company Ascent Media Group, we ire unusually
positioned to address your technology requirements, from
concept to on -air. With services that cover an exoansive spec-

trum of options - from content creation and sophisticated
asset management to a variety of delivery platfcrms suited to

your distribution requirements, AFA brings experience,
strength, and diversity to every project. With a clear focus on

your business needs, AFA provides the most cost-effective
turnkey solutions to assure your next project's success.

APR
pr An Ascent Media Compary

Northvale, NJ

201-767-1200

www.afassoc.com
afa@ascentmedia.com

San Jose, CA

408-955-6677

Visit us at NAB booth K4722
Learn more about Vow your
company can -eap the berefts
of our resource -rice and
customer -conscious services
organization.



Product Highlights
UHF GYSEL POWER COMBINER
MYAT iDT Star
Integrated system offers substantial advantages over
hybrid power combiners by eliminating expensive phased
lines and complex switching schemes needed to maintain
output during faults; substantially better fault tolerance
than hybrids, allows users to maintain greater signal
strength and often perform on -air maintenance if a
transmission component fails.

201-767-5380; www.myat com

Booth: C1415

MICROWAVE TRANSCEIVER
Nucomm Channel Master
Dual -band portable microwave transmitter/receiver; offers
MPEG-2/COFDM and analog modulation in a lightweight
case; switchable between 2- and 7GHz bands.

908-852-3700; www.nucomm.com
Booth: C1425

HD FORMAT SUPPORT
Omneon SPECTRUM
Capable of supporting multiple HD formats simulta-
neously, including MPEG, HDCAM, and DVCPRO100;
allows broadcasters to deploy a server infrastructure for
HD and SD playback and gain the flexibility to add
channels or services; current Omneon customers can add
new HD services, including DVCPRO100, to their existing
media server implementations.

866-861-5690; www.omneon.com
Booth: SU7466

CONTROL PANELS

Network Electronics CP-MDP
Provide TCP/IP interconnectivity to allow control over the
Internet; incorporates the Expandable Panel Concept and
customized surface design; features 64 configurable tri-
color buttons with easy exchangeable labels; features
320x240 QVGA display capable of black -and -white or
color, 16 GPI ports/16 GPO ports.

800-420-5909; www.network-electronics.com
Booth: SU11606

--"11111111111111111111
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MULTI -SLOT P2 DRIVE

Panasonic AJ-PCD1 0
Developed for rapid ingest of DVCPRO or DVCPR050
resolution video into NLE or server systems; enables
direct access to the content in the P2 cards; material can
be accessed almost instantaneously; fits in a standard PC-
type 5.25 -inch bay drive enclosure; supports five P2 card
slots; offers high-speed USB 2.0 interface to connect to
the host computer.

201-392-4127; www.panasonic.com/broadcast
Booth: C3811

RECORDER

Panasonic AJ-SPD850
Part of the DVCPRO P2 series; features five P2 card slots;
provides up to 80 minutes record capacity at DVCPRO
resolution with 4G P2 cards, and at DVCPRO50 studio
quality provides 40 minutes record capacity on five 4G P2
cards; features USB 2.0 and Ethernet ports; offers IEEE
1394 and SDI with embedded audio as system options.

201-392-4127; wwwpanasonic.com/broadcest
Booth: C3811

VIDEO ROUTING SWITCHER
PESA Premiere
Small, expandable switcher available in matrix sizes based
on 8x4, 12x8, 16x8 and 16x16; accommodates composite,
Y/C, RGB and RGBHV video, and stereo audio.

800-328-1008; www.pesa.com
Booth: SU9530
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40k+ attendees from Europe
and 120 countries worldwide

1,000 exhibitors including al
the key technology suppliers

The world's best electronic
media conference

Exhibition 10 - 14 September
Conference 9 - 13 September
RAI Amsterdam

www.ibc.org
IBC Aldwych House 81 Aldwych London WC2B 4EL United Kingdom Tel: +44 (0) 20 7611 7500 Fax: +44 (0) 20 7611 7530 Email: show@ibc.org



Product Highlights
MULTIFORMAT DIGITAL VTR
Panasonic AJ-SD93
Facilitates 4:2:2 quality video transfers at 50Mb/s over
IEEE 1394 to NLEs; has optional analog and SDI inputs
and outputs; can record onto small, medium or large
DVCPRO cassettes; has a maximum record time of 184
minutes; can play back DV and DVCAM tapes; features
on -screen display setup menu, and video monitor and
audio monitor outputs.

201-392-4127; www.panasonic.com/broadcast
Booth: C3811

CHARACTER GENERATOR
Pixel Power Clarity family
Extended to include a multichannel CG combined with
integrated still store and clip player; features up to four
output channels; includes keyframeable animation,
integrated multichannel video and audio clip player, and
four live DVE inputs; available in a single- or dual -channel
HD configuration, or a single HD channel can be com-
bined with dual SD channels.

954-943-2026; wwwpixelpowercom
Booth: C5442

AUDIO/VIDEO DELAY
Prime Image D1 Pipeline
Features up to 10 -second variable delay standard with up
to 20 seconds additional delay available; has 10 -bit video
processing; primary and auxiliary/alternate video inputs
and 24 -bit audio processing; has AES/EBU audio, digital
or analog; includes four auxiliary/alternate audio inputs;
audio can be switched with or independent of video; fits in
standard 2U -high rack space; has a built-in synchronizer.

408- 867-6519; wwwprimeimageinc.com
Booth: C5634

VIDEO ROUTERS
Quartz Electronics Topaz
Family of compact, low-cost routers in 16x16 and 32x32
sizes; handles SDI, HD -SDI as well as analog video and
audio; can stand alone or integrate into larger system.

888-638-8745; www.quartzus.com
Booth: SU9812

/NJ Iq(()li

Booth C4742

Don't miiitrilron at NAB 2004! From bold new HD products to streamlined workflow enhancements,

Chyron gives you the tools to empower your vision in a totally open, shared environment.

www.chyron.co
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Multi -Image Video Processor

11:20:15 00:00:00

Experience the Dawn of Evertz MVPTM...The One to Watch!

The Most Advanced and Comprehensive Multi -Image Display System Today!

NAB2004 - Booth #SU11827

Tel: 1-905-335-3700 Toll Free 1-877-995-3700 www.evertz.com



Product Highlights
HDTV ENCODER

Tiernan Radyne-Com Stream THE15A
Provides compliant ATSC or MPEG-2 transport streams;
when operating under the MPEG-2 profile, transport
stream rates of up to 108Mb/s are available; supports one
HDTV service in 1080i, 720p or 480p; video input is a
1.5Gb/s SD, per SMPTE 292M; video encoding process
provides motion estimation across all picture areas; factory
configurable for 4:2:2/4:2:0.

602-437-9620; www. radynecomstream. corn

Booth: SU11300

CAMERA -STABILIZATION SYSTEM
Sachtler Artemis
Artemis SDI Pro's connection cable is able to handle high-

data transfer, offers dual -dynamic balance, including a third
battery that can be independently adjusted; focus remote
receivers can be mounted on both sides to improve the
camera's center -of -gravity balance; Artemis Cine/HD
system (shown above) features three video lines so operators
can use HD RGB video cameras without downconverters.

516-867-4900; www.sachtlercom

Booth: C7628

ENCODER

Scopus CODICO E-1800
HD encoder provides multiformat, 1080i, 720p and
480p support; 4:2:2 and 4:2:0 encoding at up to 45Mb/s;
audio multiplexing and MPEG-2 and Dolby Digital
(AC -3) encoding.

609-987-8090; www.scopus.net

Booth: SU11814

PROGRAM INSERTION MONITOR
Sencore DPI montior
Provides an analysis of each ad message sent and received;
provides SCTE 35 message syntax analysis, in detail, for
each DPI message sent, monitors up to eight ASI transport
streams simultaneously, and logs SCTE 3 activities for 25
programs per transport stream; displays, in real time, the
bit rates of the different components (PIDs) present in the
MPEG-2 transport stream.

800-SENCORE; www.sencore.com

Booths: SU11011, C10343

HEADPHONES

Sennheiser HD650
Combines flat frequency response (10Hz to 39,500Hz/-
10dB) with natural dynamics; includes an upgraded cable;
offers reduced distortion in the high frequencies; features
hand -selected, matched transducers with tight tolerances
(+/1 dB); computer -optimized magnet systems for
minimizing harmonic and intermodulation distortion;
neodymium ferrous magnet systems for high efficiency.

860-434-9190; www.sennheiserusa.com

Booth: N2812

REMOTE MONITORING SOFTWARE
Thomson Grass Valley NetCentral IV
Upgraded software uses SNMP and Syslog, links any
electronic document with device alerts; "agents" run
monitored products, "manager" monitors products.

530-478-3000; www.thomsongrassyalley.com

Booth: SU8076

PATCHBAY

Switchcraft EZ Norm Patchbay
Change the nonnalling configuration of an audio patchbay
by turning a cam mechanism with a standard screwdriver;
normals can be changed from full to half to none in one
process; opaque designation strips allow the cam to be
hidden from view; backpanel options include PPT punch
downs, EDAC style connectors and three -pin style.

773-792-2700; wwwswitchcraft.com

Booth: C3322
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What can you REALLY do with

19.39 Mbps?

Harmonic
SEE HARMONIC'S BROADCAST SOLUTIONS AT NAB 2004, BOOTH SU11006. _ill



A lot. And, you can make changes
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from time to time.
AI Harmonic
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Delivering More Content with the fA

Highest Picture Quality Per Bit.

Harmonic
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DiviCom® MV 100
 Highest performing standard definition (SD) encoder in the

industry delivers beautiful digital video at ultra low bit -rates.

 Advanced noise reduction technology improves picture quality

and further reduces bit -rate.

 Platform for the future supporting MPEG-2 as well as

MPEG-4/AVC arid Windows Media 9 (VC9).

DiviCom MV 450
 Flexible, low bit -rate, high definition (HD) digital video encoder

delivers an exceptional HD experience.

 Provides standards -based HD digital program insertion (DPI).

 Supports up to two Dolby E passthroughs and 4:2:2.

DiviTrackXE"
 Third generation closed -loop statistical multiplexer maximizes

channel carrying capacity while preserving picture quality.

 Supports a mix of SD and HD VBR and CBR encoders along

with data in the same pool.

 Offers a variety of input/output options to integrate with

virtually any environment.

Broadcast Network Gateway (BNG)
 Gigabit Ethernet output enables efficient IP-based transport

of HD and SD digital video to carrier headends.

NMX Digital Service ManagerTM
 Manages video infrastructure as a series of services rather

than discrete hardware and software components.

 Enables seamless change in system mode according to

time -of -day and day -of -week.

 Interfaces with third party conditional access, PSI/SI and

automation systems.

 Supports a wide range of redundancy designs and automatically

reprovisions the infrastructure, ensuring the highest levels of

service reliability and availability.

 Permits centralized and distributed service management.

Harmonic Inc.  549 Baltic Way  Sunnyvale, CA 94089  Tel: 1.800.828.5521 or +1.408.542.2559  Fax: +1.408.490.6001
c 2004 Harmonic Inc All nons reamed



NETWORK -MONITORING SYSTEM
TANDBERG Television nCompass 3.0
Software monitors the health of MPEG services across a
video network; inspects actual service at probe points and
compares with required transmission.

407-380-7055; www.tandbergtv.com

Booth: SU8755

HD PRODUCTION PACKAGE
Thomson Grass Valley
HD production kit package
Includes LDK 6000 km II camera, Kayak HD 1-M/E
switcher, Concerto series router, Kameleon media process-
ing system and PVS 3000 Profile XP Media Platform.

530-478-3000; wwwthomsongrassvalley.corn
Booth: SU8076

WAVEFORM RASTERIZER
Tektronix WVR600
Supports mixed analog and digital, video and audio; fitted
with alarm and logging capabilities; uses Flex Vu technol-
ogy and comprehensive error alarms and logging.

800-426-2200; wwwtektronix.com
Booth: C7128

Color indicates advertiser
APRIL 2004

STUDIO CONSOLE

TBC Consoles "Bone"
Desktop height adjustable from 25 -5/8 -inch to 39 -1/8 -
inch; recessed monitor platform supports three-inch by 21 -
inch monitors; two -bay base cabinet, 10RU/bay, open
back, laminate riser.

888-266-7653; www.tbcconsoles.com
Booth: SU8068

MSDC-IOT UHF DIGITAL TRANSMITTER
Thales Broadcast & Multimedia
DCX Paragon
Available in oil- and liquid -cooled versions for both NTSC
and DTV operation; for high -power UHF stations; can be
twice as efficient as a conventional IOT and four times as
efficient as a solid-state transmitter; has increased reliability
because it uses Soft Arc Technology instead of a crowbar.

413-998-1116; wwwthales-bm.com
Booth: C4709

HD SWITCHER
Thomson Grass Valley
1-M/E Kayak HD
Compact, 3RU-high switcher supports 1080i and 720p HD
native productions; 16 inputs, four keyers, 10 auxiliary
busses; switchable to SDI 525 (NTSC) and 625 (PAL).

530-478-3000 wwwthomsongrassvalley.com
Booth: SU8076
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Product Highlights
BRANDING AND
FRASIER CONTROL

Thomson Grass Valley Maestro
Includes SD and HD Maestro MC modules, touch -screen
control panel, Kameleon media processing system frame, PVS
3000 Profile XP Media Platform; supports SD, HD, AES,
embedded audio, analog audio and Dolby E; stores hundreds

of logos, animations and audio clips; up to eight audio channels; flexible keying
530-478-3000; www.thomsongrassvalley.com

Booth: SU8076

How smart
can you get?
Got a virtual studio? Yn/ provide the camera
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L<EY211
Use ot.s versatile digital linear keyer to add
caotioos, graphics or logos to your virtual
sadiocutput.

SW808
Use cur modular
8 x 8 routing
switch to select
the virtual
background you
need.

Flip
Use the Aloric 's only scan reverser to provide
a mirror imae on your picture mon tor - it
makes I mu-_-"i easier for your presenter to
match hs movements to the virtual graphics.

ig all fivo of these modules tcuether into our 1 RU frame.
nterfaa modules for a tn. ly i-tegrated and flexible system.
at NA:22304 or contact us sow :o discuss how to turn your

virtual studio into a reel4

Crystal ,_:Vision
wati!

1010 Nest Mcilab Road Pomparo Beach FL 33069.
Tel: 95L1788-3334 Fax 9141 943-2035

E-mail: as es@crystalvision.tr www.crystatvision.tv

THE WORLD'S LARGEST
ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

AWN /7-22. 9004  Las Vases. NV
L See us on Booth C7143

FILM SCANNER AND DATACINE
Thomson Grass Valley
Spirit 4K
Supports 35mm, Academy 35mm,
three-perf, four-perf, eight-perf
(VistaVision), standard and Super
16mm; native 2K scanning in real
time, true 4K scanning at up to 7.5fps.

530-478-3000
www. thomsongrassvalley. corn

Booth: SU8076
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ANALOG I/O OPTION

Utah Scientific UTAH -400
All UTAH -400 switchers now can be
ordered with analog I/O modules; the
eight -channel option modules are fully
compatible with the other SD, HD
and AES I/O options for the UTAH -
400, allowing the analog ports to be
freely added to any UTAH -400 digital
routing switcher.

801-575-8801; wwwutahscientific.com
Booth: C5912

DIGITAL VIDEO/AUDIO MONITOR
Videoframe A/V VNODE
Monitonng and I/O device with a
wide range of software interfacing
options, implemented protocols and
100Base-T Ethernet; integrates into
SNMP-based systems.

530-477-2000;
www.videoframesystems.com

Booth: SU8648
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DIGITAL TAPELESS NEWSROOM
Video Technics VT NewsFlow
Incorporates automated ingest/playout servers, NLE
studio editors, low-res media browsers and editors, and
centralized media storage for instant accessibility of media
anywhere on a network; users can work simultaneously
from a common pool of digital media; browse, log or edit
material in real time even as it is being captured.

404-327-8300; www.newsflow.tv

Booth: C9125

MONITORING MODULE
Zandar StudioPro
Can be combined with the FusionPro 3RU modular rack to
provide an integrated and intuitive interface for the setup,
operation and maintenance of the virtual monitor wall;
enables graphically enhanced displays, the inclusion of
logo or bitrnap files, and the display of clocks; generates
alerts to connected users via SNNIP of alarm conditions,
which are also logged to file and visually indicated.

321-939-0457; www.zandarcorn

Booth: SU9915

NEItAL413 / HD from Marshall Electronics
The World's Most Affordable Portable HD Monitor
HD/SD/ Analo /Di ital Included
WO Screen Formats Signal Formats

1080-60/50i
 720P-24/25/30/60
PAL or NTSC
 480P-24/25/30/60
 1080 30/24/25P

HDSDI (Digital)
SDI (Digital)
 Y-Pb-Pr (Analog)
 RGB/RGBHV (Analog)
Composite (Analog)
 XGA

Introducing the worid's most affordable portable 6.5 -inch Wide Screen HD monitor.
The V -R65 -HD is compact and lightweight, can be camera mounted and accepts any

type of HDSDI/SDI or Analog HD/SD signal.

 Operates on 12-17 Volt D.C.
 Bright -380 nit High Resolution Display
 6 Frame marker overlays
 Zoom for focus function
 Monochrome function
 Direct access for all adjustments
 Three LED tally
 110-220V power supply included
 Optional Battery Pack $3799

The World's Lightest Wide Screen 17" HO Monitor

Occupying only 6 SRU and weighing just 12 pounds, the V-R171P-HD features a
17" High Resolution LCD Display and includes our universal input configuration.

 Accepts all HDSDI/SDI and analog HD/SD signals
 Direct access for all adjustments
 CRT style 170° viewing angles
 XGA with automatic scaling
 6 Frame marker overlays
 Three LED tally
 Zoom for focus function
 Rackmount or Desktop Configurations
 Monochrome function
 110-220V power supply included

We offer over 50 models of LCD monitors designed to meet virtually any application

Tel.: 800-800-6608  Fax: 310-333-0688 SEE US at NABO BOOTH SU11614

Si nal Formats

525-(NVSC)59.94i, 60i
625 (Pal) 50i,
640 x130-59.9Li, 60i,

30P 2.E97P, 59.94P 60P
 640 x E75 -50i, 25P 50P
 1280 x M0-23.9719 24112511,

29.97112011 59.96P 60P
 1920 x1080 - 23.97P,

24P RP, 29.979 30P
50i, 5E 94i, 60i

HDSDI (Digital)
SDI (Digital)
Y-Pb-Pr (Analog)
RGB/RGBHV (Analog)
Composite (Analog)
Y/C-S-Video (Analog)
 XGA

LCDPACKS.COM
Color indicates advertiser
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Product Highlights
DIGITAL AUDIO MIXING CONSOLE
Wheatstone D-9
Features 5.1 digital surround, a host of mix -
minus clean feed outputs, individual channel
bus -minus outputs, six -band digital equalization,
digital dynamic processing and integrated routing 25 inches
front to back, making it ideal for remote truck installations.

252-638-7000; www.wheatstone,com
Booth: N2802

Must-Have W re ess. Sennheiser 3000 &
5000 Series In Real Life, there are no second
takes. That's why you need Sennheiser 3003
and 5000 Series systems and components.
Our benchmark products have garnered praise
from every corner of the indusfry and an
Academy Award® for our wireless technology.
We've brought you such innovations as the
Neumann KK105 vocal capsule and the SKS012
- the world 's smallest professional bodypack.
But more than that, Sennheiser gives you the
best RF link and the most durable, dependabl
gear on the planet. When your life depends of
reliable wireless, choose Sennheiser.

Sennheiser Electronic Corp., 1 Enterprise Drive, Old Lyme, CT 06371 USA  Tel: 860-434-9190  Fax: 860-434-1759
Mexico: Tel: (525) 639-0956  Fax: (525) 639-9482  Canada: Tel: 514-426-3013 Fax: 514.426-3953

DIGITAL BATTERY
Anton/Bauer Dionic
Weighs 1.71bs; can be safely added to
any inventory of existing Anton/
Bauer batteries; can be charged on any
Interactive 2000 or TITAN series
charger; automatically compensates
for load and environmental condi-
tions; time and state of charge
indications are integrated into a single,
full-time display.

203-929-1100; www.antonbauercorn

Booth: C3806

AUDIO OPTION FOR VTM SERIES
Videotek VTM Option 9
Provides integrated audio monitoring
and analysis on a high -resolution
XGA output for use with a standard
PC monitor; features four analog
stereo inputs, four AES/EBU inputs
and 16 channels of embedded audio
as well as Dolby E and AC -3 inputs
for both HD and SD video.

610-327-2292; wwwvideotek.com
Booth: C4717

PORTABLE MODULE FOR VIDEO
CAMERAS

BMS Carry -Coder II
Performs wireless digital transmission
of audio and video signals; offers
4:2:2/4:2:0 MPEG-2 encoding, and a
low -delay, COFDM digital demodula-
tion, as well as RF amplification in a
compact package; can be used in a
backpack configuration or plugged
directly on to the back of most
professional video cameras.

800-669-966; www.bms-inc.com
Booth: C1406
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LOUDNESS METER UPGRADE

Dolby LM100
Upgrade includes enhanced loudness measurement,
logging features and error reporting; event log monitors
several input statuses, alarms and error conditions.

415-558-0200; www.dolbycorn

Booth: SU10443

GRAIN REDUCTION

Cintel Grace -in -a -box
Works in all resolutions, from SD through to 2k and 4k
data; is film gauge and image format independent; is fully
programmable; can provide grain reduction without the
need for recursive filtering and additional frame stores.

+44 1920 463939; www.cintel.co.uk

Booth C11506

DIMMER MICRO -FILL KIT WITH COMBO ACCESSORY
Frezzi Dimmer MicroFill Kit
Instantly provides more diffusion with flip -up frosted
glass; both dichroic and diffusion filter can flip into
position instantly with further control provided by side
barn doors; includes the Frezzi FNP-1S 30 Watt Hour
battery, FTC-NP1 trickle charger, Dimmer Micro -Fill with
NP connector and NP1 Pouch; features all light heads
include all necessary mounting hardware for any video
camera, runs a 35 watt bulb for 45 minutes and a 20 watt
bulb for 75 minutes at maximum brightness (longer run-
times are achieved at lower intensities); compact, light-
weight, and reliable camera top lighting, full kits available
with batteries; advanced pulse width modulation variable
control emits no interference with video signal.

800-345-1030; www.Frezzi.com

Booth SU10512

forIVAI3
NEW

V-R25P-SDI
Ten 2.5" displays in 3U. Ready to mount in 19' rack.

Each display accepts an SDI (ITU-R601) signal ($4599)

SEE US at NAB ® BOOTH SU11614

V-R191P-SDI
V-R171P-SDI 19" LCC screen with 170° viewing angle. Standard inputs for

17" wide LCD scree' with 170° viewing angle. Standard inputs for composite, Y/C, and SDI plus SXGA with automatic scaling.
composite, Y/C and SDI plus XGA with automatic scaling ($3499) Weighs 14.6 lbs. Only SU high. ($4599)
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go with Marshall Electronics

BC -0103-10
Precision Analog Video to SDI Converter. ($499)

BC -0301-13
Precision SDI b Analog Video Converter (1379)

BD -0914-D
HDSDI / SDI Distribution Amp. ($699)

Marshall Electronics Tel.: 800-800-6608  Fax 310-333-0688 LCDPACKS.COM
Color indicates advertiser
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Product Highlights

DIGITAL ASSET -MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Konan DigitalArchive
Creates an accelerated and efficient workflow process;
integrates legacy systems such as audio archive systems, MIS
and tape -management systems; open architecture offers
flexibility and scalability; transforms what was previously a
linear production workflow into a networked system where
many users can simultaneously access, search, edit and use
content once it's ingested into the archive.

+822 3489 1000; www.konantech.co.kr

Booth: SL2159

MASTER CONTROL SYSTEM
Pro -Bel TX500
Provides solutions from a simple mixer to a multichannel
master control system with multi -level audio support for
surround sound.

631-549-5159: wwwpro-bel.com

Booth: C8123

It doesn't show but reveals.
See what's been hidden with ERG's new ultra -high resolution 6" diagonal HDIV-EV3OD HD monitor.
To further improve your view, it offers enhanced color and gamma adjustment functions, adjustable
framing markers, and a convenient memory preset function. In addition, its rugged, compact design
and low power consumption make it ideal for location shooting. All of which can help you look more
closely. Find the new ERG HDM-EV3OD at NAB 2004, Booth #SU10609.

erg-ventures.com, erg@erg-ventures.co.jp, U.S.: +1-949-263-1630, Japan: +81-3-3760-8161

HD Monitors

130 broadcastengineering.com
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AUTOMATION SYSTEM
Pro -Bel Morpheus
Manages systems from single channels
up to the most complex multichannel
environments; features the MediaBall
concept, which provides a way to
handle secondary events such as
interactive TV

631-549-5159; www.pro-belcom
Booth: C8123

PLAY -TO -AIR SYSTEM

SeaChange Broadcast
MediaLibrary
Embodies the Broadcast
MediaCluster; scales to 24TB of
centralized storage that supports any
media file format, as well as devices
(editors, VTRs, servers, etc.) through-
out television operations.

978-897-0100; www.schange.com
Booth: SU9661

PLUG -INS

VDS GenArts Sapphire
plug -ins
VDS' plug-in product, Synapse, is
designed to support After Effects plug -
ins on Quantel's generationQ range;
Sapphire plug -ins offer a collection of
more than 175 image processing and
synthesis effects, are resolution -
independent and include multi-
processor support for faster rendering.

631-249-4399;
www.videodesignsoftware.com

Booth: C6748
Color indicates advertiser
APRIL 2004
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TRANSMITTER/RECEVIER
MRC STRATA
Digital COFDM microwave transmit-
ters and receivers are configurable for
analog, digital or switchable analog/
digital service; can also be swapped
between ENG, mobile, airborne or
fixed applications; includes the TXU
transmitter unit, TCU control unit and
HPU high power unit; can save several
system configurations, which is
helpful for setting either analog or
digital configurations, frequency,
channel offset, and modulation
schemes.

978-671-5700; www. mrcbroadcast com
Booth: C3206

COLOR CORRECTOR AND
LEGALIZER

Crystal Vision CoCo104
Features an auxiliary output that can
be connected to a monitor to allow
previews of any adjustments; can
wipe horizontally or vertically
between the processed and unproc-
essed signal; overall gamma is used to
lighten or darken the picture without
crushing the blacks or the whites; also
allows independent adjustment of red,
green and blue gamma.

+44 1223 497 049; www. crysta/vision. tv

Booth: C7143

Clarity
Calling Clarity
a Character
Generator is

very misleading.

Fast, multi -channel CG
with SDI previews

2 streams of uncompressed
video clips with key

2 live inputs with dual
2D DVE per channel

Unlimited layers of
text, stills, clips and

animation in each channel

Dual downstream keyers with
fault sensing relay bypass

Interfaces with all common
automation systems

PixelPow
..

111 .......
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HD ENG/EFP ZOOM LENS
Fujinon
HA18x7.6BERM/BERD
Designed to complement 2/3 -inch
high -definition video cameras; works
well for handheld HD production; has
improved optical characteristics, such
as reduced chromatic aberrations,
minimized flare and minimized focus
breathing; equipped with exclusive
GO- Technology that enables the
optimization of all optical compo-
nents in the composition of the lens.

847-945-8923; www.fujinon.com
Booth: SU11542

DELIVERY INTERFACE
Sundance Digital Pathfire
Content Manager
Interfaces with Pathfire's Automation
Connect gateway to manage the
transfer of new media from Pathfire's
cache server to the facility's transmis-
sion server, also updates the Sundance
media database with the metadata
available from Pathfire, including
frame -accurate segment timings.
972-444-8442; www.sundancedigital.com

Booth: SU7470

ENCODER

Dolby DP563
Encodes up to five channels of
program material within the digital
domain; left total/right total (Lt/Rt)
used for two -channel analog and
digital applications.

415-558-0200; www.dolby.com
Booth: SU10443

VIDEOTAPE

Sony DigitalMaster DVCAM
Reduces the rate of dropouts by 50
percent or more and causes 90
percent fewer errors compared to
MiniDV tape; features a dual layer of
100 percent magnetic material to
deliver a 2dB increase in the carrier -
to -noise ratio, and 30 percent more
DLC coating; comes in a variety of
lengths, including 32-, 40-, 64-, 124
and 184 -minute cassettes.

800 -686 -SONY;
www.sony.com/professional
Booths: SU11051

FLEX CONTROL
NETWORK MODULES

DNF Controls VTR Control and
Clip Control
VTR Control module features record,
play, stop, rewind, fast -forward, jog,
shuttle, slo-mo, loop play and search -
to -time; the Clip Control module
allows Flex Control users to load and
play video clips on video servers and
DDRs easily within Flex's Ethernet -
based, distributed control environment.

818-898-3380; www.dnfcontrols.com
Booth: SU8965

BROADCAST VIDEO SERVER
360 Systems
Image Server 2000
Provides NIXF support; offers frame -
accurate head and tail trimming, with
time code windows for in and out
points; can also be used to segment
long -form program material; can rapidly
build, edit, name and save playlists;
protocols that work with the server
include VDCP, "P2" and Odetics.

818-991-0360; www.360systems.com
Booth: C9606
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Introducing The New

Fischer HDTV Fiber Optic Connector

connectors

Triax
fiber optic

series 1051

series 1052
series 1053

Fcrhprr
1735 Founders Park ay
Alpharetta, GA 30004
Tel: 800-551-0121
Tel: 678-393-5400
Fax: 678-393-5401
www.fischerconnectors.com



Product Highlights
MEDIA INTEROPERABILITY
Sony XDCAM interoperability
Content captured on Sony's XDCAM professional disc
system will now be compatible with Avid's native MPEG
IMX (30-, 40- and 50N1b/s) and DVCAM nonlinear editing
systems, including NewsCutter and Media Composer, initial
support for XDCAM content will allow users to transfer
high -resolution A/V clips across IP networks at high speed;
metadata compatibility will also be provided through Sony's
and Avid's support of MXF media file format.

Sony: 800 -686 -SONY; www.sony.com/professional
Avid: 978-640-6789; www.avid.com

Booths: SU11051 (Sony); SL4761 (Avid)

FIELD EDITOR
Sony XPRI Mobile
Windows -based nonlinear field editing software application
runs on most laptop PCs, and can be used with the XDCAM
professional disc system to create an end -to -end production
chain; transfers proxy data captured by the XDCAM system at
20x real time; compatible with the XPRI MetaStation desktop
editor, edits high -resolution DVCAM and MPEG IMX
content from the XDCAM system at 30Mb/s.

800 -686 -SONY; www.sony.com/professional

Booths: SU11051
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CONTENT CREATION TOOL

Video Design Software Twister
A complete paint; graphics content creation and I/O
solution; runs as a stand-alone application, or as a plug-in
for content creation, editing, management and display
systems; can operate in any resolution and is available with
real-time paint I/O in a variety of SD and HD formats;
includes the ability to capture on the fly, and get a real-time
view of work in progress on an SD or HD monitor.

631-249-4399; www.videodesignsoftware.com

Booth: C6748

Frezzi's award winning
performance, for all your
power & lighting needs

2000 Emmy
Award Winner

rezzi HMI IVIini-Sun Guns

immer on -off / HMI

Frezzi M2100A Advanced &
4Battery Management System BP -1M

:ff.x2411)9P rib JINTA radgrrnip PS

Frezzi 200W HMI
Super -Sun Gun

ENERGY SYST

5 Valley Street
Hawthorne, NJ 07506

(973) 427-1160 Fax (973) 427-0934
http://www.frozzloom

rwirements (WM) 345-1034
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DESKTOP EDITOR
Sony XPRI MetaStation
Compatible with XPRI Mobile field
editing software application; enables
engineers in the studio to reproduce
timelines created in the field by
importing a compatible EDL, includ-
ing effects and titles; can be used with
the XDCAM professional disc system
for improved production workflow;
transfers proxy data captured by the
XDCAM system at 50x real time; edits
high -resolution DWANE and MPEG
INIX content from the XDCAM
system at 30-, 40- and 50Mb/s.

800 -686 -SONY;
www.sony.com/professional
Booths: SU11051

ENG/EFP ZOOM LENS
Fujinon
Al 8x7.6BERM/BERD
Features a wide angle of 60 ° at
7.6mm, focal length range of 7.6- to
137mm and 18x magnification; lens
complements a 2/3 -inch camera;
offers easily programmable digital
features, allowing the operator to
customize the lenses to their prefer-
ence; the lens can be controlled
remotely via a PC's RS -232 control
port; inner focus, a servo module with
Digi Power, quick zoom, one-shot
preset, cruise zoom and RS -232
control ports are standard features.

847-945-8923; www.fujinon.com

Booth: SU11542

DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER
Sonifex RB-DDA6W
DA distributes a master BNC TTL
world clock source to up to six pieces
of BNC equipment that need to be
synchronized from the master.

207-773-2424; www.sonifex.co.uk

Booth: C5236

SNMP MONITORING PACKAGE
Sundance Digital Sentinel
For Sundance installations; designed to
provide a single interface to back -room
software modules; gives engineering
staffs the ability to monitor the health
of various Sundance components
within their systems from a single,
easy -to -use interface.
972-444-8442; www.sundancedigital.com

Booth: SU7470

AUDIO CONSOLE
Calrec Sigma 100
Compact console available in four
processing/input configurations, three
frame sizes and a variety of optional
input and output interfaces.

+44142 284 2159; wwwcalrec.com
Booth: N1012

TRANSMISSION AUTOMATION
SYSTEM
OmniBus Systems TxPlay
Transmission automation system based
on G3 technology; scalable system for
facilities operating from one to eight
channels; complements OmniBus
Colossus large-scale multichannel
transmission automation.

704-319-2231; wwwomnibus.tv
Booth: C7634

Wireless Headsets
for your Wired Intercom

TD 901 INT One Person Setup
2 TD 900 Radios, Wired Interface

Assembly Proline Headset

$585

j1.3=M
www.eartec.com

800-399-5994

Color indicates advertiser
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Product Highlights

ZOOM LENS

Canon XJ100x9.3B IE-D
Triple -digit zoom lens; allows users to customize useful
digital tools to enhance production; is required equipment
on almost all HD trucks being built.

516-328-5000; www.canonbroadcastcom
Booth: SU9649

CONTROL PANEL

Radamec (see Vinten/Radamec) Enhanced
Linux-based touch control panel
Numerous enhancements include a robotic digital key
frame control mode that memorizes the camera's position
and orientation as the operator moves it; allows robotically
controlled cameras to achieve creative shots previously
only accomplished by manual control.
845-268-0100; www.vinten.corn; www.radamecbroadcast.co.uk

Booth: SU9643
1

Weatherproof
Camera Systems
Completely sealed from rain and dust in compact, standard
and large size housings.

 Controlled environment for broadcast quality cameras
and lenses.

 Heater with thermostat control, sun shield, fan and
window wiper

 Serial control of camera, pan/tilt, lens and housing features.

 Single coax cable Video/Controls Multiplex Option

Telemetrics Inc.
CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEMS

www.telemetricsinc.com

POWER/LIGHT CONTROLLER
Sonifex RB-LC3
Three-way power/light controller has been designed
specifically for TV studio light signalling, so that "on -air"
and "mic/live" signs can be powered and controlled
remotely from a mixing console; features three mains
outputs, which can be independently controlled; telephony
input allows the lights to react from a telephone call.

207-773-2424; www.sonifex.co.uk

Booth: C5236

TWO -CHANNEL CHARGER

PAG Freelancer
Similar ui size to a PAG L95 battery; will fit into a camera bag;
will sequentially charge all PAGlok batteries; can be powered
from almost any AC power supply worldwide, or from a
vehicle battery with a PAG AC/DC adaptor, designed as an
economical travel or backup charger, incorporating PAG ACS
software capable of extending battery life.

818-760-8265; www.pagusa.com
Booth: C8235

NETWORK -CONTROLLABLE
PAN/TILT/ZOOM SYSTEM
Canon NU -700N
Ideal for everything from traffic management to high -end
security, weather observation and remote city views;
combines Canon 3-CCD camera electronics with a Canon
20x lens under a weatherproof housing fully controllable
via either a Web browser with Canon's camera server
software, or a remote control panel; provides a conve-
niently complete network -controllable P/T/Z system, for a
wide range of applications from broadcast to pro video.

516-328-5000; www.canonbroadcast.com
Booth: SU9649
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CAMERA
Ikegami HL -60W
SD camera combines newly developed
DSP features with compact size and
low power consumption; three 520k -
pixel CCDs; switchable between 16:9
and 4:3.

201-368-9171; wwwikegami.com
Booth: C6428

GRAPHICS SYSTEM
vizrt viz artist
Real-time 2-D and 3-D presentation
of live -to -air graphics; extended plug-
in API; script -language support,
advanced animation editor, font -style
editor, remote control.

212-560-0708; wwwvizrt.com
Booth: SL3436

CHARACTER GENERATOR
Compix Media Multiple CG
Two full -complement character
generators in one workstation; allows
simultaneous frozen background and
crawls, or multiple crawls.

310-320-8937; www.compixmedia.com
Booth: SL5521

HD/SD DDR
Accom WSD/HDe
Based on Accom's WSD platform,
WSD/HDe is targeted at long -form
applications such as telecine, digital
film, DVD encoding, post production,
broadcast playout, stage presentation
and scientific visualization.

650-328-3818; www.accom.com
Booth: SU8058

Color indicates advertiser

LI-ION BATTERY ALTERNATIVE
PAG L95 Power Circle
Has a capacity of 95 watt-hours and weighs only 1.671bs.; two L95
batteries provide enough power for a day's shooting with most
camera and lit, ring setups; the battery incorporates a micro -driven
coulemetric capacity indicator, which displays charge status in terms
of percentage.

818-760-8265; wwwpagusa.com
Booth: C8235

TECHNOLOGIES

Zanda offer a wide range of proven MultiViewer solutions, with
numerous input forincts, out -3A display resolutions, and control oo ions.

Thirk Zanda- for:
« Command & Control
 Master Control Roons
 Broadcast

& auJio mcn Loring

IREIAND:
frioTecl- House, Abbey Road,
Dealsg-ange, Co. Dublin. retard
Tel +35-3 1 280 8945
Fox +3.53 1 280 8556
E-mail salesgzancicr corn

t,V Presentations

 oideaconferencing
Chcnnels

 Security & Surveillance

USA
197U E Osceola Parkway, No. 330,
K ssinfiree, FL 34743, USA.
Tel: 321 939 0457
Fax: 321 939 0458
E mail acIvancedms@msn con

www.zandancom

lummillwilTisit us at NAB
Booth SU991 5
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Product Highlights

CAMERA SUPPORT SYSTEM
Vinten/Radamec Pro-6DC
Low-cost, lightweight camera support system is useful for
MiniDN' cameras; comprises a pan -and -tilt head, Pozi-Loc
two -stage aluminum tripod with adjustable leg locks, a
floor spreader and soft case; the head provides smooth
control and movement through 360° of pan and +90° to
-60° of tilt with continuously variable fluid drag, an
illuminated level bubble is provided for convenient setup in
low -light situations.
845-268-0100; www.vinten.com; www.radamecbroadcast.co.uk

Booth: SU9643

SINGLE -BOARD COMPUTER

Trenton Technology CP16 CompactPCl
Uses the Intel Pentium M processor; key features include a
front -access PMC slot, local storage options, dual Gigabit
Ethernet ports and support for up to 2GB of DDR220/
266 memory; a rear transition module, RTM25, is available
with or without dual Ultra320 SCSI interfaces and provides
rear access to the SBC's I/O ports and status LEDs;
complies with a variety of PCI Industrial Computer

lanufacturers Group specifications, including packet
switching backplane, hot swap and Intelligent Platform
Management Interface.

770-287-3100; www.trentontechnology.com
Booth: SL5252

XPress Animation

Digits 'nput, ou t & key
21 EAS codes +Amber Alert

Contiws crawl ith logo

i Temp official NM temps
16 programmable GPI's

Quick and easy crawls
Drag & drop interface

Module for

70 56 ;2
0

69 75
65

DZI>D2>D3>I>

Master Control ivft,,

Time & Temperature

One click logos

True type fonts

Headlines (option

XPress Animatio tion)

XPress Automation (option)

r-

800-273-4033
www.broadcastsoftware.tv
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PROMPTING SOFTWARE
BDL-Autoscript +WinPlus+
New features include implementation
of MOS software and new news-
room interfaces; operates as a stand-
alone system or networked to major
automated newsroom system; able to
operate in any language, supported
by Windows and Unicode; prompter
text can be output as data for closed
captioning, new PCI PromptCard has
full NTSC or PAL color capability
with optional genlock; can be
controlled by an unlimited number
of local or remote desk/foot speed
controls using the ControlNet system
with standard coax video cable
connectivity.

516 799 3869; www.bdlautoscriptcom
Booth: C8039

PRODUCTION LIGHTS
ARRI Sky Panels
Soft, virtually shadow -free light is
based on OSRAM's flat Planon
source; ARRI and OSRAM have
combined to produce two new
Softlights optimized to the specific
requirements of film; the 5600°K Sky
Panel matches true daylight, and the
3200°K panel mixes perfectly with
tungsten sources.

845-353-1400; www.arri.com
Booth: C9128

2 -D/3 -D GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
Chyron Advanced Lyric
New features include improved 3-D
rendering and effects, as well as
multichannel back-to-back clips; the
movie objects feature enables
playback of multiple .AVI and .MOV
files as animated objects within a
Lyric scene; now includes compre-
hensive asset management and
browser functionality.

631-845-2000; wwwchyron.com
Booth: C4742

Color indicates advertiser

NONLINEAR EDITING SYSTEM
EVS Broadcast HD XT -servers
HD LSM-XT and other HD XT -
servers will be demonstrated net-
worked and supported by the XFile
automatic archiving unit; units serve
live slow-motion replays; can be used
as highlights editors and for the
playout of pre -produced material;
XFile enables remote content to be
restored without loss in quality;
XBrowse can feed various third -party
systems including central storage;
combination of SportServer/
CleanEdit enables efficient editing;
finished edits can be rendered and
returned to an XT -server for playout.

973-575-7811; www.evs.tv

Booth: C3332

SINGLE -PAIR AUDIO CABLES
Gepco 61801EZ
Available in 20 different colors;
includes a new riser -rated PVC jacket,
has 10 new jacket color options
including lime green, tan, royal blue,
plum and chrome; features stranded,
tinned -copper conductors that facilitate
quick soldering or punch down, and a
high-grade polyethylene dielectric; each
pair is shielded with an easy -to -strip,
bonded foil shield with drain wire.

800-966-0069; www.gepco.com
Booth: C1429

PRODUCTION LIGHTING KITS
ARRI Cool Kits
Professional lighting kits include the
Studio Cool 2 fluorescent fixture and
ARRI 150-, 300- or 650W Fresnels;
kits combine the low -wattage, soft -
source characteristics of the Studio
Cool fluorescent and the precise
flood -to -spot beam control and
durability of ARRI Fresnels; ideal for
interviews or tight locations where
space and power are limited.

845-353-1400; www.arri.com

Booth: C9128

Claty-HD
Unparalleled

Graphics
Flexibility

The power of dedicated hardware
& the convenience of Windows

Single and dual channel HD

Supports all HD resolutions
and frame rates

Configurable HD/SD switchable
and HD+SD simultaneously

Unlimited layering of text,
stills & cells in any channel

Full featured CG with
animated text effects

Embedded still store with
optional web -based browser

Interfaces with all common
automation systems

41111111.110

PIXerPOW
bi ()ad( ast graphics solutions

www.pixelpower.com
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Product Highlights

SIGNAL MONITOR

Audemat-Aztec GOLDENEAGLE Analog TV
Off -air monitoring system has remote -control capabilities;
from one antenna, it monitors automatically, in real time,
the quality and continuity of up to 40 TV programs and
notifies the relevant person of any problem by sending an
alarm; offers audio and video streaming, audio recording,
picture storage, automatic scanning, and measurement
consultation and storage.

305-692-7555; www. audemat-aztec.com
Booth: N1426

DIGITAL INTERCOM SYSTEM
Drake 4000 Series II
Production communications solution designed to meet the
needs of today's broadcasters; all 4000 Series II intercom
matrices have been designed to share the same core
functionality, range of user panels and accessories.

800-542-3332; www.drake-uk.com
Booth: SU6776

VIDEO DATA PROCESSOR

Alpermann+Velte Rubidium 1
Modular video -data processor organizes the handling of
DVITC, LTC, V[TC, VPS, ATC, UMID and other
metadata in individually configurable 19 -inch racks;
features front -bus communication between modules, user-
selectable module combinations (functionality) and an easy
setup procedure using redesigned Windows configuration
software.

+49 202 244 1110;
www.alpermann-velte.corn

Booth: SU7073

2004
SOUTH HALL - UPPER LEVEL

BOOTH SU8068

Broadcast
tbcconsoles.com
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VIRTUAL MONITOR WALL
Avitech MCC
Media Command Center can handle
120 video sources on a single display
and up to 960 video sources in a
single system; can put HD, SD, analog
video, computer -generated graphics,
analog audio, digital audio and
embedded audio on the same display;
output resolution can vary from
800x600 to 1600x1200.

877-284-8324; wwwavitechvideo.corn

Booth: SU6779

DIGITAL INTERCOM SYSTEM
Drake FreeSpeak Lite
Allows PiCo, the smallest of Drake's
4000 Series II range of matrices, to
have FreeSpeak connectivity for the
first time; gives smaller Drake systems
access to the FreeSpeak digital,
wireless and license -free intercom.

800-542-3332; www.drake-uk.corn

Booth: SU6776

CAMERA SIGNAL MULTIPLEXER
Camplex PRO -X1
Coax/triax signal multiplexer inter-
faces prosumer camcorder with
production switcher for live
multicamera studio work at distances
up to 3000 feet between the remote
camcorder and the director's control
center; uses a single 75n cable to
deliver the camcorder's video,
program audio and intercom signals
to the production -control center.

620-342-7743; wwwcamplex.com
Booth: SU10318

CAMERA SUPPORT
Cartoni P20 pedestal
A versatile, compact, portable and
cost-effective pedestal for DV
cameras up to 25Kg (551bs.); consists
of a single elevation pneumatic
column and a foldable dolly that can
be used in studio and remote -
broadcast applications.

+39 064 382 002; www.cartoni.com

Booths: C8235, C10439

CAMERA CONTROL
Cartoni e -Sensor
e -Sensor, a dedicated encoded head
for virtual studios and virtual reality, is
compatible with all existing 3-D
packages; the encoders perform high -
resolution and absolute camera
positioning.

+39 064 382 002; www.cartoni.com

Booths: C8235, C10439

Microfirst
Automat ion that Works

"Flexible,
reliable,
& stable!"
- Mike Maga.

Dir. Developmt nt
s Clear Channel

Spectacolor

"Easy to use!"
Paul Byers,
Dir. Ent? & On,
WU!.

"It really works!"

LI)
A_!rJHJ1 r r

Modular Expandability:
Schedules, Devices, Workstations

Cornprehens ye Intuitive G.U.I.
AllaWiMIMM

Context Sensitive On -Line Help

Remote Control, Diagnostics,
and Upgrades

Dynamic Logging,
Error Checking, and Alarming

24/7/365 Technical Support
ammo

Interface to any Traffic System

www.microfirst.com

"Far more

/Iefficient!"
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Streaming
Digital Media

File Interchange

Ail, ,11r 4 'If

THE
4111

CLOSED

CAPTIONING

HANDBOOK

Broadcast

Encnneer's
iitIkrYtt 104$ 1

Also available:

Get Streaming! Quick Steps to Delivering
Audio and Video Online
by Joseph Follansbee

An Introduction to Video and Audio
Measurement, 3/e by Peter Hodges

8 Years of Partnership
Focal Press - leading international publisher
of books in all areas of media and communi-
cation technology

NAB - America's #1 source for broadcast
related publications

Visit the NAB store located in the
LVCC Lobby April 17 - 22nd

for these and other Focal Press
books!

www.focalpress.com

0,ram
STORE

O
Focal
Press

MPEG ENCODER
DVEO Maestro
Real-time, PC -based, true HD -
resolution encoding workstation for
content re -purposing and streaming;
can encode MPEG streams at
50Mb/s at HD resolutions; supports
encoding of all the major 1080i/p and
720p resolutions to future -proof
stations' investment in HD.

858-613-1818; www.dveo.com

Booth: C6747

MPEG MULTIPLEXER
DVEO MuxMaster
MPEG transport -stream multiplexer
card is a low-cost subsystem based on
PC architecture; in a PC -based
workstation, the transport -stream mux
card enables the seamless multiplexing
of four separate single or multi-
program transport streams into a
single multi -program stream.

858-613-1818; www.dveo.com

Booth: C6747

Vag

dt4C
0660t
OD GOD e.

DVB-ASI INTERFACE CARD
DVEO Quad/i
Four -port DVB-ASI PCI 2.2 interface
card with hardware -based, automatic
packet -size detection, PID filtering and
packet -arrival time -stamping on each
port, combines the functionality of four
DVEO Master III PCI cards into one
board receiving four separate streams
from four separate sources, with each
port offering selectable channels.

858-613-1818; www.dveo.com
Booth: C6747

REAL-TIME MPEG-4/H.264
ENCODER

Envivio 4Caster
broadcast series
Provides real-time MPEG-4 encoding
for full resolution, full -frame -rate video;
the new broadcast series extends the
capability of previous systems to
include MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 encoding
with DVB-ASI output, designed to
meet the needs of all fixed and mobile
professional video contribution and
distribution applications.

650-875-3000; www.envivio.com

Booth: SL5843

Download the FASTtrack for your PDA.

Visit www.bro3dcastengineering.com

for more information.

Color indicates advertiser
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CMOS HD CAMERA
JVC KH-F870U
Box -style HD camera uses three next -generation 2/3 -inch
CMOS chips to deliver full 1080i or 720p (switchable)
HDTV output; CNIOS image sensors provide a signal-to-
noise ratio of 54dB and a dynamic range of more than
68dB; camera power consumption is approximately
200mW, about 20 percent that of a comparable CCD,
similar to that of SD cameras.

800-582-5825; www.jvc.com/pro

Booth: C4728

PORTABLE MPEG-4 WEBCASTING SYSTEM
Envivio 4Forum Lite
An affordable and portable appliance for multi -object
MPEG-4 Webcasting in enterprise, education and govern-
ment environments; enables a conference room to
broadcast live and on -demand MPEG-4 Webcasting with
synchronized video and presenter's PC screen capture over
IP networks; presenter simply plugs the VGA cable of the
appliance to a laptop.

650-875-3000; www.envivio.com

Booth: SL5843

PORTABLE HD PLAYER/RECORDER
JVC CU-VH1 U
Records and plays back HD media adhering to the ATSC
HD broadcast standard using IvliniDV cassettes; features a
3.5 -inch LCD monitor, a digital iLink interface for
nonlinear editing and dubbing, component outputs for
multiformat playback, and an SD memory card slot for
capturing stills from tape.

800-582-5825; www.jvc.com/pro

Booth: C4728

MPEG-4 MIDDLEWARE
Envivio 4Front
A cumplete service -management platform that allows
network operators to integrate Envivio MPEG-4 technology
into a commercial television broadcast business; creates the
client GUT and fills it with metadata and business rules
defined by the network operator, enables the network
operator to provide the complete solution for digital
television beyond just content and set -top boxes (STBs).

650-875-3000; vvwwenvivio.com

Booth: SL5843



Product Highlights

Jvc

VIDEO CAMERA
JVC KY -F560
Affordable three -chip, 1/2 -inch CCD box camera offers
remote functionality that is extendable for studio configu-
rations; produces 850 lines of horizontal resolution and a
signal-to-noise ratio of 62dB; sensitivity is F13 at 2000 lux,
minimum illumination is 0.5 lux; has 16:9 widescreen
capability, composite output and genlock input.

800-582-5825; www.jvc.com/pro

Booth: C4728

oano
DTV DECODER
Ktech DVM-150E
Professional receiver/decoder receives off -air DTV and
decodes it; can handle SD and HD MPEG-2 4:2:0 signals;
inputs include 8-VSB, QPSK, 64/256QAM, SMPTE 310M
and DVB-ASI; outputs include SMPTE 310M, DVB-ASI,
RGB, YPbPr, NTSC, SAP, analog stereo audio, SDI with
embedded audio and closed captioning, and HD -SDI with
embedded audio and closed captioning

818-773-0333; www.ktechtelecom.com
Booth: SU8831

SD BETCAM VTRS
Sony J -series VTRs
Updated J -series compact videotape players now have an
i.LINK IEEE -1394 interface as a standard feature; enables
professional users to migrate easily to a DV environment,
allowing half -inch SD Betacam materials to be converted
to a 25Mb/s DV signal and transferred to a compatible
DV device through a single digital -interface cable.

800-686-7669; www.sony.com
Booths: SU11051

VIDEO QUALITY MONITOR
KWILL QuMax
Automated monitor used mainly in the video production
market for DVD authoring and player validation, dubbing-

quality monitoring and inspecting the quality of videos to
be written to video servers; can monitor up to 12 single-
end sources in real time for video and audio errors;
compatible with a broad range of formats, including
SDTV, HDTV, NTSC and PAL.

310-297-9205; www.kwillcorporation.com

Booth: C2532

VIDEO QUALITY MONITOR
KWILL VP21S
Carries out automatic, real-time quality evaluation of
standard -definition (SD) video signal; can be used for
debugging encoder/decoder operations; can also be used
for quality evaluation of broadcast systems, automatic
dubbing, DVD authoring and DVD playback.

310-297-9205; www.kwillcorporation.com
Booth: C2532

VIDEO STORAGE SYSTEM
Nverizon TeraStore
Video library packs terabytes of near -line storage into an
affordable, compact, rack -mountable unit; modular system
allows unlimited number of TeraStores to be combined
into a single system; allows for seamless transition to
existing video -server systems; gives facilities the option to
store a massive amount of content with this network -based
server expansion system.

801-485-8420; www.nverizon.com
Booth: SU7075
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VIDEO CAMERA
JVC KY -F550
Offers 800 lines of horizontal resolution and a 62dB signal-
to-noise ratio; three CCDs offer sensitivity of F11 at 2000
lux and a one -lux minimum illumination (F1.4); comes with
multiple video outputs, including DV (IEEE 1394), RGB,
Y/C and composite video; IEEE -1394 interface lets users
transfer digital signals from the camera to storage devices.

800-582-5825; www.jvc.com/pro

Booth: C4728

VIDEO COMPRESSION CARD
Tandberg Intelligent Compression Engine (ICE)
Video and audio compression card provides a flexible and
upgradeable solution for implementations of Windows
Media 9 series and MPEG-4 part 10 (H.264/AVC) technolo-
gies; users can also switch between MPEG-4 part 10 and
Windows Media 9 series with a simple software change

407-380-7055; www.tandbergtv.com

Booth: SU8755

TEST -PATTERN GENERATOR

Laird GenDV
Multi -standard generator can output signals in NTSC 3.58,
NTSC 4.43, PAL, PAL -M, PAL -N and SECAM television
standards; provides 14 basic test patterns including circle,
eight -step gray scale, 16 -step gray scale, color bar,
multiburst, color difference, moving white field, white
pattern, checkerboard, crosshatch, dots, center cross and
purity patterns; can derive more than 100 test patterns.

845-339-9555; www.lairdtelemedia.com

Booth: SL5860

VIDEO SWITCHER
Sony MPS -2000
Multiformat production switcher is available in 1- or 1.5-
M/E configurations, offers three control panels for
additional flexibility and scalability: a one-M/E, 12 -button,
19 -inch rackmount configuration, a 1.5-M/E, 12 -button,
19 -inch rackmount configuration and a 1.5-M/E with 20
buttons; features preset pattern effects with a variety of
pattern modifiers for easy operation.

800-686-7669; www.sony.com

Booths: SU11051

VIDEO TRANSCODER
Laird Inertia
Converts any format to any format, including DV and
SDI; performs bidirectional analog -to -DV conversion at
the highest RS170A broadcast spec and bidirectional
conversion of component, YC, composite and SDI
formats independent of DV; live format outputs allows
monitoring, splitting, recording and more; has dual analog
outputs for easy monitoring.

845-339-9555; www.lairdtelemedia.com

Booth: SL5860

MPEG-2 ENCODER
Standard Communications L1000
Self-contained, low -delay encoder/modulator incorpo-
rates a high -quality MPEG-2 DVB encoder; has analog
and digital video inputs; provides a digital encoded
output and, optionally, a 70MHz modulated DVB-T
COFDM or DVB-S QPSK output.

800-745-2445; wwwstandardcomm.corn
Booth: C12017



Product Highlights

MATTE BOX
Ste -man Petroff Matte Box
Modular system can go from a one -
stage rotating system to four
rotating stages in a matter of
seconds without the use of tools;
4x4, 4x5 or 5x5 will work with most
of today's film and video lenses; 4x4
matte box will also work with most
of today's MiniDV cameras.

818-760-8240; www.ste-man.com

Booth: C8235

VIDEO CAMERA
Sony HDC-X300
Compact, high -definition camera
uses three 1.5-megapixel, half -inch
CCDs; designed for an array of
applications, including point -of -view
(POV) acquisition, large -screen
projection, 24p cinematography and
studio automation; switchable
between a range of 1080 linear
shooting modes, including 59.94i,
30p and 24p; minimum illumination
of 0.003 lux with slow shutter (one
to eight frames).

800-686-7669; www.sony.corn

Booths: SU11051

Directory

What are you

News

Crew Equipment
1st AD. Art Directors. Audio, Cameras.
Camera Operators, DP, Cases, Lights.
Grips. Gaffers. Set Expendables,
Designers. Stunts Hardware. NLE

Pre -Production Digital Media
Account .0....iit, Deu13,/DViicaD, joAnuthoring,

Commissions. ,7 Replication, Streaming,
Insurance, Legal Video Compression

looking

PostIn
, , a

It
u

ik. .
...: '
FM

for?

Events Classifieds

Production . Production
Audio / Sound Mixing. Ad Agencies, Directors,
Labs, Editors, Post Studios, Networks,
Facilities, Composiling, Production Co.,
Sound Libraries Producers, Publicists

Talent Services Support
Artist Management,
Casting Directors. Aerial Services,

Headshots

Accommodations.

Choreographers, Animals, Caterers,
Charters. Film Schools

To find what
and industry directory

®®
Where

you're looking
for film,

Production
Production

for,

television,

use ProductionHUB,

meets

video and

the

digital

H 111

the online resource

media production.

Recom

Internet.

VIDEO SWITCHERS

Ross Video Synergy 100 MD
Single-M/E production switcher
family features systemwide still stores
and ME -based still stores;
MediaCache feature allows for
animated logos and short clip playout;
FlexiClean clean -feed feature provides
a positionable clean feed; AuxKeys
feature offers branding capabilities;
UltraChrome provides super -fine
chroma key quality with automatic
setup and easy -to -use controls.

613-652-4886; www.rossvideo.com

Booth: SU11029

COAXIAL CONNECTOR
Trompeter Electronics
Mini-WECo LPMWHF
The 75c1 coaxial looping plug carries
the full 1.485Gb/s of uncompressed
data rate (equivalent to 2.25GHz of
frequency) that is needed for HDTV;
return -loss performance exceeds
SMPTE 292M requirements; enables
the "normal thru" feature built into
some products used in broadcast
stations, trucks and headend patchjacks.

800-982-2629; www.trompetercom

Booth: SU10621

VIDEO SWITCHERS
Ross Video Synergy 4 MD -X
Four-NI/E production switcher family
features systemwide still stores and
ME -based still stores; FlexiClean
clean -feed feature provides a
positionable clean feed; UltraChrome
provides super -fine chroma key
quality with automatic setup and easy -
to -use controls; AuxKeys feature
offers branding capabilities;
MediaCache feature permits animated
logos and short clip playout.

613-652-4886; www.rossvideo.com
Booth: SU11029

Download

FASTtrack for

your PDA.

Visit

www.broadcastengineering.com

for more information.
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MEDIA -MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
SGT Media Manager
Media Manager is made up of sets of modules that are
directly accessible through an HTML interface; all users,
regardless of their physical locations, can easily access their
workspace and the modules they need; deployment on a large
number of workstations is immediate; system operates equally
well on a local -area (LAN) or wide -area network (WAN).

+33 6473 7474; www.sgt.fr

Booth: not attending

WIRELESS CAMERA SYSTEM
Sony WLL-CA55 (shown above),
WLL-CA5O and WLL-RX55
Wireless camera system provides cable -free mobility for
production crews covering live events or news; the system
comprises two wireless camera transmitters (WLL-CA55
and WLL-CA50) that dock onto the back of compatible
Sony cameras or camcorders, and a wireless camera
receiver (WLL-RX55) equipped with a dual tuner, diversity
switcher and MPEG-2 decoder.

800-686-7669; www.sony.com

Booths: SU11051

NEWS PRODUCTION SYSTEM

Associated Press EINPS 4.0
Supports a wider variety of languages, including Arabic,
Chinese, Greek, Hindi, Korean and Japanese; journalists
may now access ENPS newsgathering assignments and
program running orders remotely with WAP-enabled
mobile phones and PDAs; a publishing system enables
re -purposing of news story scripts to media organiza-
tions' Web sites.

202-736-1100; www.enps.com
Booth: SL2775

j

VIDEOTAPE-TO-DVD RECORDER
JVC SR-MV3OU
This simple -to -use product has an S-VHS/VHS source
deck on one side and a DVD-R/RW disk recorder on the
other, enabling users to simply and inexpensively convert
their existing tape libraries into DVDs for distribution or
archive purposes; cannot make copies of protected
material (pre-recorded movies, etc.).

800-582-5825; wwwlvc.com/pro
Booth: C4728

FCITA
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Product Highlights
- SWIM

NOM
II

WPM

3-D ANIMATION SOFTWARE
Vizrt vizlartist 3.0
Designed for the creation of real-time 2-D and 3-D
animated graphics as SDI video; version 3.0 offers enhance-
ments including an improved user interface, ease of
upgrade, real-time object database, extended remote control
capabilities, an advanced animation editor, font style editor,
extended plug-in API and scripting -language support.

212-560-0708; www.vizrtcom
Booth: SL3436

ANTENNA TOWERS
SpectraSite Stainless
The company has designed, engineered and built towers in
over 100 countries for the past 54 years; Stainless towers,
built for every imaginable terrain, have constantly with-
stood extremely harsh conditions and natural disasters;
company maintains designs, drawings and documentation
for over 50 percent of U.S. broadcast towers.

888-468-0112; www.spectrasite.com

Booth: C1818

TRANSMISSION AUTOMATION SYSTEM
OmniBus Systems G3 Colossus Control
First component of OmniBus Colossus transmission
automation built with G3 technology; combines multiple
timeline, schedule grid and event -detail views on a single or
dual high -resolution display; allows a single operator to
monitor and control up to 32 channels from a single
workstation; for variable -channel mix operations, enhanced
Colossus Control provides selection among multiple
display formats at the touch of a button.

704-319-2231; www.omnibus.tv

Booth: C7634

a
Kino Flo® unveils a dazzling luminaire guaranteed to
raise your IQ (illumination quotient). The ParaBeam®
400 look is hip. The light is cool. A smart choice for stu-

dios, the ParaBeam
can dish out more
than a 3K softlight

on less than two amps! Its
intense beam of True Match®
light can focus into the far cor-
ners of a se-. All ParaBeams
come complete with flicker -free
DMX dimming, gel frame, egg
crate louver aid diffuser.

10848 Cantara Street Sun Valley CA 91352
818 767 6528 voice 818 767 7517 fax
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WIRELESS HEADSET

Eartec TD 900
A full -duplex wireless; provides hands -free two-way
communication; available as a stand-alone system; can
interface with wired intercoms such as Clear -Corn, RTS
and Telex; operates without base station repeaters;
powered by rechargeable ni-cad batteries; has a 1/4 -mile
range; no FCC license required.

800-399-5994; www.eartec.com
Booth: C3129

LCD VIDEO MONITORS
Sony LMD-320W and LMD-210
Two LCD video monitors designed for professional
applications; LMD-320W measures 32 -inch diagonally and
has a 16:9 aspect ratio; LMD-210 has a 21 -inch screen and
a 4:3 aspect ratio; both monitors can accommodate a
variety of standard- and high -definition analog and digital
signals, including 1080/60i, 720/60p and 1080/24psf.

800-686-7669; wwwsony. corn

Booths: SU11051

DESKTOP EDITING SYSTEM
OmniBus Systems Headline Media Editor
Based on G3 technology and open -software architecture,
multiformat desktop editing system features support for
Windows Media 9 Series, as well as MPEG-1 and MPEG-
2; enables high-speed SD and HD editing in single or
mixed formats, even on a laptop.

704-319-2231; www.amnibus.tv

Booth C7634

PROJECT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

ScheduALL VizuALL
production manager module
Provides project -based centralized scheduling, resource
management, cost control and budgeting tools; oversees
studio booking, set design timelines and location shoots;
monitors availability and warns of impending conflicts;
automated cost control features help develop budgets and
warn of cost overruns in advance.

800-334-5083; 954-334-5405; www.scheduall.com
Booth SU11611

THE PERFECT MARRIAGE OF PICTURE AND SOUND

VISIT OUR NAB BOOTH 4SU11043

TO LEARN HOW NEW SIGMA
TECHNOLOGY CAN HELP

www.sigmaelectronics.corn
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Utah DTV
translates into free
over -the -air television
BY KENT PARSONS

It is now a reality. Microwave and
TV translators in rural commu-
nities are relaying mountaintop -

to -mountaintop 8-VSB digital television
by using a statewide system. These over -

the -air broadcast signals are delivering
digital signals (including high defini-
tion) and also improving existing ana-
log reception to the end viewers.

It is widely believed that Utah has the

DIRECT
COVERAGE

AND
SECTORS

roltaleff 11.1.11.

Figure 1.This map shows the locations of all TV translator sites in Utah and
the "Daisy Chain" method that is in place for the localTV signals statewide.
The circles indicate areas served by omnidirectional translator patterns and
the fans show the directional translator signal paths. The big blue circle is
the area that Salt Lake City primary stations cover. The red lines show the
five sections of the state that were selected for technical purposes.

largest terrestrial -analog translator net-
work in the world. The system provides
rural viewers with over -the -air televi-
sion in approximately 80 percent of the
state. This is accomplished with some
600 authorized analog stations, which
are true translators, not LPTV stations
or ones fed by satellite signals. The net-
work encompasses 100 sites and aver-
ages six translators per site, with as
many as six hops in one chain. The
south-central part of the state receives
the Salt Lake City DTV stations 80
miles from the primary stations at a
site called Levan. These signals are then
relayed in two different directions. The
path to Frisco Peak is 105 miles long
and the other to Cove Mountain is
60 miles long. Microwave and transla-
tors relay the signals to additional
mountaintop hubs, thus transporting
the 8-VSB signals to all of the south-
western areas of the state. Other simi-
lar "hubs" feeding translators are lo-
cated throughout Utah (see Figure 1).

In stark contrast to an analog trans-
lator, where the quality of the
signal deteriorates hop after hop,
DTV translators using regenerative
transcoders can reconstruct the sig-
nal at each hop if necessary. They also
have the ability to correct the signal
back to perfect, regardless of how
many times it has been repeated.

Currently there are no FCC rules to
allow translators to rebroadcast digi-
tal signals. Utah TV translator coor-
dinators requested permission from
the FCC to conduct experimental tests
with digital translators, and were al-
lowed to document different methods
of increasing usable spectrum. Trans-
lators need to become part of the tran-
sition to digital operation as soon as
possible. The translator coordinators
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HDTV
Salt Lake City to Monroe, UT
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Figure 2. This diagram shows the experimental route from the primaryTV
stations in Salt Lake City to some of the areas in the central sector of the
state as outlined by the map. It is meant to show how 8-VSB and improved
local broadcast signals can be obtained for rural communities.

convert the 8-VSB signal to video and
audio, and then feed it into a modula-
tor to drive a conventional analog
translator. This dramatically improves
the translator -input signal and view-
ers' TV reception.

The digital microwave network in
development will create a "backbone"
system to transport 8-VSB signals
statewide. With this, the Salt Lake City
DTV signals will be available to all ar-
eas of Utah (see Figure 2). We have
successfully transmitted adjacent
channels 31, 32, 33 and 34 digital 8-
VSB stations, adjacent to analog
channels 35 and 36 on these
translators.This has largely been the
result of using microwave feeds, and
finding new ways to allow the trans-
lators to operate on adjacent chan-
nels. The signals have consistently

have been conducting these tests for top box DTV receivers to convert the been viewed throughout the Sevier
the past 36 months, and have found 8-VSB signals to analog for the trans- Valley area for the past two years. This

that it is possible to use regular set- lators. These conventional receivers area is 150 miles from the primary

icf netedit newsroom proxy editor
the world's first browser -based proxy editor

Vrff*.ko.
:z:5 -

to Cr demo at NAB
please. y at tcloy@twii.net
or telephone +1 (617) 783 9032

Easy to use
designed fcr producers and journalists

Fully featured
cuts, transit ons, effects, graphics & voiceover

Edit anywhere
remotely over a 2mbps network connection or
at the desktop, render on master centrally in
the newsroom. ECL and AAF export option

Edit anything
digital files, tape or live video sources

High quality
frame -accurate Windows Media 9 Series
editing

Flexible
part of the CF digital asset management
platform or integrated as an SDK w thin your
newsroom system

interactive content factory 'Digital asset management Configurable digital workflow 110Multi-platform distribution
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stations and serves an area four miles wide and 50 miles
long, a total 200 square -mile viewing audience.

The results of these experiments have been documented
and delivered to the FCC for the purpose of helping to
provide data for the new upcoming DTV translator rules.

By using digital microwave technology from Microwave
Radio Communications (MRC), Utah's TV translator co-
ordinators can distribute multiple DTV 8-VSB signals over
a single microwave channel. Currently, Utah is distribut-
ing up to three 8-VSB signals per microwave radio within
the 25MHz channel bandwidth.

Two MRC 13GHz radios in northern Utah serve a site
known as Pisgah Peak. The two transmitters are located
in the valley near Brigham City, UT. Six over -the -air UHF
signals are received directly at a distance of 60 miles from
the Salt Lake City primary stations. Drake heterodyne
channel processors are used to downconvert the TV chan-
nels to 3, 4 and 5. These three channels are combined
with a regular three-way splitter and then interfaced into
the 70MHz inputs on the MRC DAR Plus transmitters.
These six 8-VSB channels are then relayed to Pisgah Peak
11 miles away.
At the Pisgah translator site, the 70MHz (channels 3, 4

and 5) output of the MRC DAR Plus receiver is split using
a standard three-way splitter and then fed into consumer
RCA DTC100 set -top box receivers. The analog video and
audio outputs from the set -top boxes are then connected
to standard Blonder Tongue NTSC television modulators.
The appropriate outputs are then used to drive Larcan/
USA model MX100 translators. This improves all input
signals to the six analog translators located at this site.

The original direct, analog off -air signals are marginal at
this site; the new digital signals are far superior in both
picture and sound.

Levan Peak site
Another site, Levan Peak, is located approximately 83

miles south of Salt Lake City. At this location, two DAR
Plus transmitters relay six over -the -air DTV signals to
Cove Mountain 60 miles away and Monroe Peak 66 miles
away from the Levan Site. The Cove site is 8750 feet above
mean sea level (AMSL) and the Monroe Peak site is an
11,220 -foot AMSL. Cove and Monroe are nearly in -line
with each other when plotted from the Levan Peak site.
The two sites are only about 1.5 degrees apart, which al-
lows DAR Plus transmitters to feed the two different re-
ceive sites. The three -channel configuration of the two
microwave links is similar to what is being done for Pisgah
Peak, except for the use of Zenith transcoders or
remodulators. These devices are used to correct any bit
errors or other degradation in the 8-VSB signal, and also
reconstruct the signal back to studio quality before the
8-VSB is fed to the input of the microwave transmitter.

The University of Utah has been working on an MRC
microwave system that transports 8-VSB to communities
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located in northeastern Utah. It is also
using MRC microwave transmitters to
send 8-VSB programming to the
southwestern section of Utah. The

translators and cable headends. Dif-
ferent equipment options are being
developed that can be used to inter-
face with the microwave transmitter

The timeline for the state network is two years,
and the microwave equipment now in place is

only the beginning.

path from the Levan site to the first
mountaintop is 105 miles long, cross-
ing dry -lake salt beds. Improved tele-
vision is now being delivered to the
viewers in an area some 350 miles
from the primary stations.

What the future holds
Utah's TV translator coordinators

envision a statewide microwave net-
work capable of providing a

minimum of nine 8-VSB channels to
provide feeds for analog and digital

and receivers of intermediate fre-
quency (IFs). These options include
low-cost processors, which do not pro-
vide any correction to the incoming
and outgoing signal, and higher -cost
improved systems that will also pro-
vide pre -correction, correct clock jit-
ter and insert station identification. All
of these corrections will be needed in
a highly reduced spectrum crunch.

The timeline for the state network is
two years, and the microwave equip-
ment now in place is only the begin-

ning. Constant planning and working
to expand the microwave network is
time consuming. At this time, the
timeline is contingent on two factors
- finances and labor. Utah TV trans-
lator coordinators are hoping the fi-
nancing will become available from
either the Salt Lake primary stations
or the state of Utah, because moun-
tain construction time is limited to a
five -month window, and many of the
sites are well above the 7000 -foot level.

Without television translators, many
people in rural areas of Utah and other
states would not be able to receive free
over -the -air television. In Utah, the sup-
port from state leaders and all of the
broadcast stations is helping to provide
the best television services possible to
the entire populace. BE

Kent Parsons is the state of Utah TV
translator coordinator.
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Now that your DTV transmitter is on the air, you're probably looking into

multicasting. Our NV5128-MC is the only fully featured master control

switcher that has been designed expressly for cost effective multi channel

operation. Key features include:

 Up to 128 inputs-digital, analog, or mixed

 Up to 4 channels per 8 RU frame

 Both SD and HD versions available

 Built-in squeezeback and logo store

 Full 8 channel audio path

 Optional built-in Dolby -E decoding

For more information, contact your nearest NVISION

sales rep, or visit us on the web.

MASTER CONTROL

Nyllall'ON.
Masters in Digital Audio, Pioneers in HDTV
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Dolby's
DP564 decoder
BY SEAN RICHARDSON

The newest Dolby Digital
(AC -3) multichannel de-
coder, the DP564, features

Prologic II, the latest in matrix sur-
round decoding technology. The new
decoder is twice the size of its prede-
cessor, the DP562), and yet it is much
lighter. The front -panel display is
larger, and Dolby added soft gel keys
to the front -panel interface. On the
rear panel are 75 BNC connectors for
AES input and output. An optical in-
put and an Ethernet connector for
streaming audio were added. Com-
pared to its predecessor, the upgrades
add significant, much -needed utility
to the device.

Capabilities for broadcast
Although the decoder is widely used

in DVD authoring suites, it has at-
tributes that can also be useful in a
broadcast facility. The unit can
downmix a 5.1 stream in many differ-
ent ways, including Dolby Pro Logic II,
Dolby Pro Logic, stereo (Lo/Ro, LT/
RT), 3 -Stereo, mono and Dolby Digi-
tal Surround EX. The decoder has two
75 AES inputs, an optical input and an
Ethernet port for streaming audio.

The DP564 digital Dolby Digital (AC -
3) multichannel decoder from Dolby
offers Starz Encore improved func-
tionality, and aids in decoding ste-
reo tracks to 5.1.

Another feature is the dynamic -range-

compression simulation, which allows
users to simulate line, RF and custom
dynamic -range compression modes on
program material. The decoder also

displays AES3 audio information such
as sample rate, bit resolution and Dolby
metadata information. These features
let the user operate the decoder in
many ways.

Transmission check
The audio staff at Starz Encore

Group has been using the device for
about a year. One way we used the de-
coder was in a transmission path by
encoding Dolby Digital (AC -3) for air.
We regularly monitor our transmis-
sions using Motorola home set -top

hand revealed a problem. There was a
significant amount of RF-mode com-
pression information (i.e., metadata
gain words that indicated "cut") and a
fair amount of line -mode compres-
sion present in the encoded bitstream
as well. The dialnorm value indicated
by the LM100 was -21dB. The
authored metadata (included in the
Dolby Digital bitstream) as displayed
on the decoder was -27dB for the ste-
reo material and -31dB for the 5.1
material. We set the front -panel dis-
play of the decoder to RF mode (the

The upgrades add significant, much -needed utility

to the device.

boxes and the Dolby decoder. When
monitoring the audio levels of 5.1 and
stereo interstitial materials on the
home set -top boxes, we discovered a
problem: The 5.1 materials were air-
ing at significantly lower audio levels.
But the source material downmixed
fine and checked out as decoded
Dolby E. Knowing that metadata is not
applied at the outputs of a Dolby E
decoder, we did a quick check at the
Dolby Digital (AC -3) encoder prior
to uplink. Then, we used the DP564,
along with a Dolby LM100 broadcast
loudness meter for dialnorm mea-
surement, to analyze the emission
stream and to check the metadata. The
DP564 graphic display showed high -
quality decoded information and
good input. Therefore, no errors were
logged within the stream itself. Next,
we switched the decoder's status dis-
play to show the amount of dynamic -

range compression information that
was present in the encoded stream for
both line and RF-decoder operating
modes. Having this information at

output most consumers use) to look
at the amount of compression the en-
coder was applying. The answer was
clear. Incorrect dialnorm settings on
the encoder had led to a larger amount
of compression on the 5.1 spot versus
the stereo material because the set -top
box decoder's operating mode de-
faulted to RF mode. (RF mode has an
extra 11dB, so compression is heavier
at certain thresholds.) The amount of
compression also depends on the set-
tings of the dynamic -range control
(DRC). There was also a difference in
encoded dialnorm metadata. We had
to re -encode both the 5.1 and stereo
spots correctly for on -air output.

Audio mixing
In the audio -edit suite, we ran the

decoder through a different set of
tests. First, we inserted the DP564 in
place of our existing Dolby DP562. We
normalized five analog outputs to a
surround pre -mix input on a
Multimax EX monitor and made the
AES input patchable on the AES
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patchbay. Next, we loaded the
decoder's interface software onto a PC
located in the suite and connected the
decoder to the PC through the PC's
nine -pin port and the decoder's front -
panel RS -232 port. (The software in-
terface is only available for PCs.) The
remote software puts all of the
decoder's functionality right on a
desktop. In the audio suite, one of the
functions of the system is to check the
downmix of a 5.1 stream, but check-
ing how stereo mixes translate is a
good idea also. In fact, it's a must, con-
sidering the innumerable Dolby Pro
Logic decoders in the world. As an old
mixing trick, we often use the system
for decoding stereo tracks (such as
music) to 5.1 to add to the envelop-
ment of the mix. In recent days, the
audio staff at Starz has used the de-
coder quite frequently for construct-
ing 5.1 mixes. Of course, we double-
check any music or effect decoded
with the system by downmixing it
again. Checking the downmix of a
program should be a routine task in
any part of the broadcast chain. Sure,
you can set up a system with no confi-
dence checking and use it to decode
stereo material live to 5.1, but this
might cause problems once the mate-
rial reaches the consumer. It is too easy
to apply delay twice for the Hass ef-
fect in the surround channel - once
in the upmix and once in the
consumer's decoder. Any time you are
working in this environment, you
should use the Pro Logic II Music
Mode and adjust the delay in all of the
channels to zero.

Optical input
We found the optical input on the

decoder useful during an experiment
with an HD receiver. We connected the
optical port from a high -definition
set -top box to the optical input on the
decoder, making it easy to check
metadata information.

Almost perfect
After using the DP564 decoder

for nearly a year, we found that it
offers substantial improvement in

functionality over its predecessor. It's
a good tool for 5.1 mixing projects,
and a reliable source both for check-
ing Dolby Digital (AC -3) stream in-
formation, and for checking downmix
information for digital broadcast pro-
gram material. Its remote software of-
fers an improved user interface and
makes it easier to use. The only thing

the decoder doesn't have is dialnorm,
which plays an extremely important
role in digital broadcast and DVD
mastering. If it included a dialnorm
meter, it would be perfect. BE

Sean Richardson is the manager of post
production for the Starz Encore Group.
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The advantage
of Motion JPEG
BYTOM SAHARA AND WES MORGAN

PEG has sometimes
been cited as a pref-
erable compression

method to Motion JPEG (MJPEG) for
digital video recording. This view-
point has been based primarily on the
larger memory requirements for
MJPEG over MPEG. However, there
has been a resurgence of interest in
MJPEG and there are several factors
behind this trend.

First of all, MJPEG requires a sim-
pler hardware and data processing
scheme, thus reducing the total prod-
uct cost. Because MJPEG compresses
similar data within each frame only,
the hardware required for record and
playback is not only symmetrical but
also simpler and less expensive than

MPEG. Also, the ability to have access
to each frame of video allows for high -
quality, variable -speed replay of video
in both forward and reverse. This is
not only a benefit in sports broadcast-
ing and video analysis, but it also al -

111111111111

Then there is the issue of timing ac-
curacy. MPEG encoding can't guaran-
tee the accuracy offered by the frame -
based MJPEG compression scheme,
though it does come close with MPEG
intra-frame (I -frame) compression. I-

MJPEG technology offers easy post -record

editing and individual frame capture
and examination.

lows access to each native frame for
easy implementation of graphics over-
lay and editing functions. Finally, the
quality of recorded video using
MJPEG is often better than MPEG be-
cause less compression is used.

Analog Analog video Analog video Analog
video decoder:

in
composite

and component
encoder: composite

and component
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out
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Figure 1. The above diagram of Fast Forward Video's Recon digital video
recorder is an example of how MJPEG technology is used in the company's
DVR products.

frame compression compares con-
secutive video frames to consolidate
common elements and then preserves
difference information. Standard
MPEG compression is based on a
group of pictures (GOP) that com-
prises the number of bi-directional
(B) and predictive (P) frames between
each successive I -frame. See Figure 1
for an example of how MJPEG is used
in DVR products.

Because MPEG must include these B
and P frames, neither long GOP or
short GOP stands up to independent
viewing or editing as well as MJPEG.
As a result, it is more difficult to attach
a frame ID through time code or an-
other scheme, and the possibility of en-
countering questionable in-between
("tweener") frames is raised. Frame -

based MJPEG compression eliminates
this concern, allowing for quick and ef-
ficient processing and facilitating ap-
plications that can be difficult to ac-
complish using MPEG compression.
Variable -speed playback, such as that
required in live sports broadcasts, is
more difficult with MPEG but easily ac-
complished with MJPEG because each
frame is preserved.

MJPEG in action
Turner Sports selected the MJPEG-

based Omega Deck DDR from Fast
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Forward Video as the solution for all major sports broad-
casts seen on TNT, TBS Superstation and Turner South.

During live sports events Turner's playback operators
must be able to freeze any frame and know that it will be a
faultless picture each time. Using MJPEG, any frame taken
in any sequence will look perfect every time. The operator
can freeze a frame and then move forward or back with-
out being concerned that a selected point may fall some-
where between two complete frames.

The Omega Deck features the familiar controls, inputs
and outputs of standard analog tape decks. It provides full
random access. In addition to networking and playback
functions, the DDR features a LCD touch -screen menu

and front -panel con-
trol. Operator selec-
tions include com-
pression levels, re-
cording options,
playback looping,
genlock timing and
playlist creation, as
well as dynamic
tracking, slow mo-
tion, instant cueing
and jog/shuttle func-
tions. The system's

low 2:1 compression ratio and CCIR-601 4:2:2 recording
allows Turner Sports to play out animations, banners, logos
and other graphics smoothly and quickly.

When simultaneous rolls are running from multiple
channels on the Omega Deck, they are frame -accurate, and
the fill and key match every time. This would be virtually
impossible on an MPEG-based system.

Using the Omega Deck's loop feature, Turner Sports can
create a segment of video with an opening animation and
a back half consisting of a background that loops. For
instance, within a seven -second clip, a four -second in-
troduction is followed by three seconds that loop con-
tinuously. MJPEG compression makes this possible with
accuracy that ensures the clips will always match with a
perfect join.

MJPEG technology offers easy post -record editing and
individual frame capture and examination. It also pro-
vides a flexible solution that balances the need for high -
quality, frame -based, scalable compression to the require-
ments of the application. The ability to record and ex-
amine individual video frames with standard PC -based
programs, such as QuickTime, over a networked system
is a benefit in many broadcast applications. With memory
costs dropping, look for even more MJPEG solutions to
be available soon.

Aif \
Turner Sports uses the MJPEG-
based Omega Deck DDR for its
sports broadcasts.The benefit of
MJPEG in live sports events is
that it ensures that individual
frames, taken in any sequence,
will look good every time.

BE

Tom Sahara is senior director of remote operations and IT at
Turner Broadcasting, and Wes Morgan is vice president of
business development at Fast Forward Video.

THE NLE BUYERS GUIDE

THE PRO CAMERA GUIDE

THE DAW BUYERS GUIDE

Free online guides to
video editing systems,

pro cameras and camcorders
- nd io workstations.

http://SYPHAonline.com
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As the television industry continues to redefine itself,
Broadcast Engineering is there. Broadcast Engineering is the
industry's preferred resource for learning about the ever -evolving
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To start your FREE subscription with the industry's #1
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MPEG encoding
systems
BY JOHN LUFF

There are plenty of miscon-
ceptions about compressed
video. If you look back in the

recent history of our industry much
misinformation exists. Twenty years
ago there were plenty of articles in the
SMPTE Journal about "bit -rate reduc-
tion" (i.e. compression) systems. It
talked about the Nyquist limit and the
bit rate that might be achieved for ac-
ceptable results. The EBU Technical
Review published an article that showed
by mathematical derivation that you
could not adequately represent PAL sig-
nals in less than 34Mb/s. While that in-
formation was useful in the context of
the debate at that time, it clearly missed
the march of technology.

Much has changed in the last decade
to make compression so pervasive.
Compressed -recording consumer
camcorders now provide HDTV record-
ings at less than 25Mb/s, and the prom-
ise of advanced coding methods por-
tends high -quality 480i at scarcely more
than 1Mb/s. New coding algorithms
make Internet video possible on low-

bandwidth circuits. What has changed?
How is this possible? And even more

ability of funding for research into
perceptual coding (i.e. compression).
The fact that it gets better is driven by
money, for if it were a mathematical
oddity we would still be struggling to
get beyond that 34Mb/s barrier.

Coding standards
The Moving Pictures Experts Group

(also known as Motion Predictive Edu-
cated Guesswork) has created a family
of standards for coding pictures, audio
and metadata. The two generalized
standards we see most often in profes-
sional and consumer products are
MPEG-2 and MPEG-4. MPEG coding
systems are based on economics in an
important, and intentional way: put the
cost at the sending end; make the en-
coders complex and expensive because
there are few of them; and make the
decoders cheap and simple because
there are more receivers than transmit-
ters. What we perhaps didn't know
when MPEG was first shown to the
public was that with sufficient research
and development the result would cre-
ate such a huge demand that encoders
too would become (relatively) cheap

Much has changed in the last decade to make

compression so pervasive,

interesting, this being the month of the
annual pilgrimage to Lost Wages, what
might we see going forward?

For the answers, one needs only to
turn to the best technical journal in
North America, the Wall Street Jour-
nal. The solution is simple: Follow the
money. The increase in consumer
spending on electronics that use com-
pression technologies is a mirror of
the increase in capability and the avail -

and ubiquitously available in many
professional applications.

MPEG-2 now delivers credible results
with sophisticated coders delivering
real-time live variable -rate bitstreams
at less than 3Mb/s, and news backhaul
at less than 8Mb/s, suitable for use in
production. HDTV is routinely deliv-
ered with pretty good quality in the
United States and elsewhere at less than
19Mb/s, with 720p60 systems perform-

ing well at even 12Mb/s. Think about
the numbers for a second. 720p60 de-
livers a video payload of 885Mb/s with
eight -bit 4:2:2 coding. Compression to
12Mb/s means a reduction to only 1.36
percent of the original bit rate, yet the
picture quality is remarkably good.
1080i30 at 19Mb/s is 1.91 percent of
the original bit rate. Even professional
backhaul and server recording of

TANDBERGTelevision's EN5920 real-
time hardware encoder for the Win-
dows Media 9 series deliversTV con-
tent to traditional and new media
networks.

1080i30 at 50Mb/s is just five percent
of the starting data, but the results are
nearly transparent. Some researchers
predict that MPEG-2 can still yield per-
haps a 20 percent to 40 percent increase
in coding efficiency, which of course
means lower bit rates and/or better pic-
tures. Of course, lower bit rates mean
better economics as well, which is re-
ally the driver behind the research.
More streams in a given occupied
bandwidth, less cost, more profit.

The original MPEG-4 standard did
not take off in professional use due to
many factors, including licensing
costs, and the improvements demon-
strated in MPEG-2 systems during the
development of MPEG-4 systems.
MPEG-4 is used in only one profes-
sional product that I know of, Sony's
SRW series of HDTV recorders. It
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records the MPEG-4 Studio Profile at
a whopping 600Mb/s data rate.

New codec on the block
There is a new kid on the block. The

MPEG-4 AVC codec, recently stan-
dardized, and adopted by ISO as
H.264, includes professional exten-
sions that have been demonstrated to
produce a 40 percent to 60 percent in-
crease in coding efficiency over
MPEG-2 at similar bit rates. At
IBC2003, 720p60 playback from a
server at just 6Mb/s (film -based ma-
terial) was shown. Real-time encoders
are not yet available for HDTV H.264,
but two manufacturers of MPEG
equipment are expected to have H.264
real-time hardware encoders for stan-
dard definition at NAB2004. The ap-
plication most exciting to many is the
backhaul of HDTV at 20- to 30Mb/s
using H.264. This would allow a single
DS3 to backhaul high -quality 480i and

HDTV at the same time at a reason-
able cost. The impact on the business
would be enormous. Currently it is
difficult to do H.264 professional cod-
ing in real time, especially at HDTV
rates. There will be hardware coming
for this later this year. It is interesting
to note that H.264 also works at as-
toundingly low bit rates for wireless
and Internet delivery of content to
small screens with quite reasonable
perceived quality. Remember that
compression is all about perception.

One DBS startup has stated that they
will launch this year with MPEG-2
coding and switch next year to H.264
by downloading new microcode to the
consumer STBs. The increase in the
number of channels in the same band-
width will make additional delivery
channels essentially free. So why not
throw out MPEG-2 and move to
something really exciting? The cost of
replacing the entire consumer infra-

structure not capable of simple up-
grade is untenable. But rest assured,
new decoders will likely have micro-
code lobotomies in the future to al-
low more efficient use of bandwidth
and better pictures and sound. Lock-
ing the consumer into outdated tech-
nology will become too frustrating
and could kill sales.

At NAB this year, spend a little time
looking at the traditional coder manu-
facturers, and then visit Microsoft and
see Windows Media 9 (also in hard-
ware in other manufacturers' booths).
Think through the impetus behind the
development of professional coding
by a computer software company. Sci-
ence experiment? Control of the
world? Ego? Nope. BE

John Luff is senior vice president of
business development for AZCAR.

Send questions and comments to:

jihn lutt@primediabusiness.com
SEND
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 Tally Routing & Mapping
 One Button Operation
 Store Maps Internally
 Edit From a PC/Laptop

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and

Multiple Production Setups.

Videoframc
Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

DVI-10
SDI TO OW CONVERTER

Convert your low cost
LCD Monitor into a HD/SD

SDI video monitor
for $1,000!

tel. 818 562-1101
www.doremilabs.com

CAPACITORS FAIL MORE OFTEN THAN ANY OTHER COMPONENT

Check any Electrolytic Capacitor In Circuit with
100% Accuracy in 3 Seconds-GUARANTEED*

Automatically discharges capacitor first
Checks DCR with alerts for leakage or shorts
Measures DCR to 500 ohms with Alert
Measures ESR from .1 to 20 ohms @ 120K11z
Checks capacitors from 0.47uF to 2200uF
Beeps one to five beeps for capacitor quality
Co'or chart shows good -fair -bad readings
One -handed tweezer test probe included
Checks both through -hole and surface mount
* 60 -day satisfaction money -back guarantee

The trick to locating bad capacitors in -circuit is not to measure capacitance, but to
measure ESR at high frequencies, and compare readings in relation to capacitance.
The CapAnalyzer 88A is the only test instrument that will perform the series of
tests and conditions that will guarantee 100% accuracy. Even NASA uses it!

Maintenance engineers for the major TV networks ABC, NBC, CBS and FOX
specify the CapAnalyzer 88A, as well as technicians at AT&T, GTE, Verizon,
Comcast and AOL/Time-Warner. Service engineers for professional broadcast
equipment companies like Panasonic Broadcast, JVC, and Sony specify the
CapAnalyzer 88A, as do thousands of independent service technicians.

$179 MSRP ELECTRONIC DESIGN SPECIALISTS, INC.
561-487-6103 www.eds-inc.com

Over 17 Years of engineering solutions for
the video production industry

has earned the Horita Company a reputation for performance,
reliability, and affordability. From the depths of the oceans, to
movie sets in Hollywood, to the expanse of outer space,
Horita time code, sync, test signal, and video overlay products
deliver the results video professionals demand.

See what we can do for you.
NO!

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED
13;oth

010318

P.O. Box 3993 (949) 489- 0240
www.horita.com Mission Viejo, CA 92690 horita@horita.com
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GUARANTEED
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THOUSANDS
OF DOLLARS.

1-800-647-9110
43, Durkee Street, Office 719

Plattsburg, N.Y., 12901
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liThe HD MaeS
Real-time, PC -based

High -resolution (10800 HD
MPEG Encoding Workstatio

Input HD -SDI output DVB-ASI

Based on the LSI Locic DoMiNo1" chipset

Perfect for post prodLction HD content
distribution

PC platform provides flexibility
and connectivity

For more information on the HD Maestro or any

DVEO products. cal 858 613-1818 Or visit
www. dveo. c

Dl/E0
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Transmitting
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DTV or NTSC

applications
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ICOR
Sales@ERlinc.com I +1 (812) 925-60001www.ERlinc.com
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Your Single Source for Broadcast Solutions

Professional Services
D.L. MARKLEY

& Associates, Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604

Phone (309) 673-7511  FAX (309) 673-8128
www.dlmarkley.com

MemberAFCCE

GILMER & ASSOCIATES, INC
TECHNOLOGY / MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

BRAD GILMER
PRESIDENT

2207 RiNCSATTG DR
ATLANYA GA 30345
TEL 1770,414-9952
FAX 17)0) 493-7421
EMAIL Vimer@allnel corn
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34 Years of Television Experience
Design & Consultancy - System Integration
Ph: 516-997-5675 - Fax: 516-997-4666

www.gencom.tv

System
Integration

MPEG II & Satellite Headends
Remote Trucks & ENG

Production Studios

The NLE Bu ers Guide
A buyers guide to nonlinear video

editing systems and disk recorders /
servers for editing with a searchable

database of over 200  roducts
http://NLEguide.com

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,

FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

2684 State Route 60 RD "1
Loudonville, OH 44842

419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

Employment
WANT TO FILL A POSITION?

SOCIETY OF BROADCAST ENGINEERS

1obsONLINE & RESUME ,Service
wwA.sbe.org  (317) 846-9000, x33

WANT TO FIND A NEW JOB?
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without spending a fortune!

SONY.
13511370 DVCAM
Studio capable 112° 3CCD
Digital Camcorder

TRADE

NEW LOW/tee
818.840.1351

email for quotes Paulgstudio-exchange.com
816 N. Victory Blvd. Burbank, CA 91502 FAX 818.840.1354
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THE DIGITAL

ADDRESS THAT

ECLIPSES THE REST.
GE SATCOM C3

Full Time Digital DigiCipher II Channels

Fully Protected a, Non-Preemptat le

 Prestigious Cable Neighborhood at .

a Down -To -Earth Price

JONES Contact: Doug Greene at 303./84.8809 or dgreeoe@jooescorp.com

WiYa

SONY

Authorized

Professional

Reseller

For Sale
TM

AcousticsFirsf

TN°.';,17: 888-765-2900
Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

SpacewiseVIDEO.com
VIDEO PRODUCTION FURNITURE!
CUSTOM & STANDARD SYSTEMS!
"Stiporh Quality :1nr1 (3rnflt pricinrIT"
SPACEWISE STUDIO FURNITURE INC.

CALL US AT 800-775-3660

UHF TRANSMITTER: Comark model
CTT-U-120S, 120 kW peak, dual visuals,
external cavity klystrons. Dual exciters.

Motorized WG switches, combiner,
and diplexer. System currently tuned

for Channel 50 service.
312-565-5540 for details.

Help Wanted
KFOR-TV/DT, is currently accepting applications and
resumes for considerationfor the position of Assistant
Chief Engineer. The Assistant Chief Engineer is a hands
on engineering position with departmental management
responsibilities over technical operations, maintenance,
building facilities and information systems. The ideal can-
didate will have a minimum 10 years experience in all
phases of broadcast and local news engineering. Candi-
date must be motivated, customer focused, able to
troubleshoot problems, manage people, produce results,
and work flexible and varied hours. Send resume, salary
requirements, and references to: KFOR-TV, VP, Director
Engineering and Operations, 444 East Britton Road, Okla-
homa City, OK 73114. No Calls Please. EOE.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER Responsible for the repair
and maintenance of broadcast television equipment, in-
cluding cameras, switchers, videotape machines, audio
and graphics equipment. Perform routine and restorative
maintenance on electronics and electrical systems, and
maintain microwave systems and ENG and SNG equip-
ment. Minimum three years experience maintaining and
repairing broadcast television equipment. Must possess
solid working knowledge of electronics and electrical sys-
tems. Knowledge of FCC rules and ability to work flexible
hours and shifts essential. Must have the ability to work
with minimal supervision. Technical training in electron-
ics strongly preferred. Qualified candidates, send résumé
and cover letter to: Human Resources-BE, WFXT Fox 25,
25 Fox Drive, P.O. Box 9125, Dedham, MA 02027. For im-
mediate consideration, fax your resume to 781-467-7212,
or e-mail in MS -Word format only to: fox25hr@hotmail.com
No Phone Calls Please. EOE/M/F/D/V
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MI I Wanted
SENIOR DESIGN SPECIALIST: Designs
and produces engineering and con-
struction documentation for individual
and multiple telecommunications con-
struction projects. Creates structural
drawings and designs for utility access
of client's locality. Researches, coordi-
nates the routing of utility infrastruc-
ture to determine feasibility of Right -
of -Way permits for telecommunication
installations. Draws charts, schedules,
graphs, maps for fiber network engi-
neering, mapping, HFC design, permit-
ting and Right of Way acquisition, uti-
lizing AutoCAD Map, ATT_Map,
Microstation and Lode Data. Reads, in-
terprets blueprints, schematic draw-
ings, and layouts. Provides design ad-
vice to field operations on design meth-
ods, installation methods, and field in-
stallation problems. Job is in Holly-
wood, FL. 40 hrs. weekly, 9-5 pm,
$93,000/yr. Bachelor's degree or
equivalent, based on education or ex-
perience, in Architecture or related
field, plus 2 years experience in job of-
fered. Mail resume to Cable Wiring Spe-
cialists, Inc., 5900 Mayo Street, Holly-
wood, FL 33023. Attn: Silvio Chiarella.

THE LAST JOB YOU'LL EVER NEED -
Independent, rock solid, Burlington,
Vermont AM/FM combo seeks Chief En-
gineer. AM directional, FM C-3. You pro-
vide expert computer and technical
broadcast skills...ENCO DAD PRO 32
experience a plus. We provide an ex-
cellent compensation package, large
support staff, all the tools you need and
one of the most liveable areas in the
country. A dream come true for the
right candidate. Sison Broadcasting is
a 40+ year family operation and an
Equal Opportunity Employer. Please
apply to: Paul Goldman, Sison Broad-
casting, Inc. PO Box 620, 118 Mallets
Bay Ave., Colchester, VT 05446, 802-
655-1620, paulg@95triplex.com

CHIEF ENGINEER - Gray Television
is seeking a chief engineer for a new
television facility in beautiful
Charlottesville, Virginia. Seeking
hands on experience with broadcast
operations, maintenance, building fa-
cilities and operating systems. Imme-
diate opening to sign on this new af-
filiate station. Send resume and sal-
ary requirements to Bill Varecha,
2325 Interstate Avenue, Grand Junc-
tion, CO 81505. Good driving record.
Drug free workplace. EOE

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING - Spe-
cializing in broadcast automation, QA
and software and hardware develop-
ment as indicated. Must have
bachelor's degree in Computer Sci-
ence, Engineering or equivalent and 4
years broadcast automation experi-
ence. Must have ability to manage
technical personnel and complex ac-
tivities, utilizing understanding of cur-
rent and future trends in broadcast in-
dustry. Ability with broadcast equip-
ment: Video Tape Machines (all types);
Video Servers (all types); Video and
Audio Routers (all types); Master Con-
trol (all types); Video Keying Devices
(such as bug/inserter and character
generator); Audio Keying Devices
(emergency broadcast equipment, as
well as voice over equipment), Cart
Machines, Storage Devices, and inter-
facing to traffic systems. Knowledge/
ability in C, C++, and various Assem-
bly Languages; Graphical User Inter-
face (GUI), database, System Analysis
and design experience; Project Man-
agement. Must have strong initiative
and be willing to travel. Contact: Scott
E. Murphy, Computer Engineering, Inc.,
432 W. Lawndale Drive, Salt Lake City,
UT 84115.

SUPERVISOR MAINTENANCE ENGI-
NEER -TRANSMISSION - Will perform
repairs and adjustments to broadcast
electronic and mechanical equipment
primarily at transmitter sites located
in Owings Mills, Frederick and An-
napolis, Maryland. May be required
to travel to other sites throughout
Maryland. Must be available to work
nights, weekends and holidays for
emergency calls. We require at least
five years broadcast transmission
maintenance experience; FCC general
class radio license or SBE senior
broadcast engineering certification
and two years supervisory experi-
ence. Digital transmitter knowledge
preferred. Excellent benefits. Submit
resume and cover letter to: Human
Resources Department Maryland
Public Television, 11767 Owings Mills
Blvd., Owings Mills, MD 21117, Fax:
910-581-4382 dblum@mpt.org, MPT.
This is bigger than television. EEO
EMPLOYER

1
Employers/Employees

Click On

TV-ENGINEERS.COM

Ktia
MANAGER, ENGINEERING - Manages the

kl broadcast maintenance employees in perform-
ing proper maintenance of broadcast equipment
and systems. Ensures proper installation, sup-
port and maintenance of all broadcast equip-

ment and systems and related software systems. Keeps abreast of new
technology and makes recommendations to senior management regard-
ing its suitability for application. Provides operating training to employ-
ees on all equipment. Plans and manages technical projects, including
capital projects, and assigns project engineers. Undergraduate degree in
broadcast technology or equivalent related experience. Five years of ex-
perience as a line manager, as Chief Engineer, or Assistant Chief Engi-
neer in a major market, supervising plant and transmitter facilities. Seven
years of technical experience either as a broadcast engineer or a mainte-
nance engineer or a combination. Skilled in computer operations and
software applications. AutoCAD experience desirable.

PER DIEM MAINTENANCE ENGINEER - To install and maintain and
repair station equipment as directed. Familiarity with a variety of Broad-
cast television systems, i.e. Louth, Digital Betacam, Profile, production
switchers, DVE, etc. Three to five years job experience as a Maintenance
Engineer. BS degree in a technical discipline, i.e., electrical, engineer or
equivalent work experience. Ability to work alone and without supervi-
sion. Ability to work under deadline and time constraint. Ability to work
various hours including nights and weekends. Also strong computer skills.

Send us your resumes by applying to the job opening on www.ktla.com
or www.tribjobs.com Pre -employment background and drug screening
required . KTLA -TVa Tribune Broadcasting station, EOE.
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Electronics Research, Inc 161

Ensemble Designs 35-42,90 530-478-1830

ERG 130 949-509-6558 erg-venture.co

Euphonix 65 650-855-0400 euphonix.com

Evertz 119 905-335-3700 evertz.com

E2V 152 914-592-6050 comms.e2vtechnologies.com

Fischer Connectors 133 678-393-5400 fischerconnectors.com

Focal Press 142 focalpress.com

Fujinon Inc. 55 973-633-5600 fujinon.com

Gepco 34 800-966-0069 gepco.com

Hamlet Video 110 +441494729728 hamlet.co.uk

Harmonic 121-124 800-788-1330 harmonic.com

Harris Corp./Broadcast Div. 3 800-4HARRIS harris.com

Horita 160 949-489-0240 horita.com

IBC 117

Inscriber Technology 31 800-363-3400 inscriber.com

Intelsat 69 202-944-8545 intelsat.com

Interactive Content Factory 151 617-783-9032

Japan Electronic Show/Interbee 105 url:http//bee.jesa.or.jp/

Jones Earth Segment 162
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How real
is reality TV?
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

The timeline between the
production shooting for a
series of reality TV pro-

grams and the actual screening is finite,
but never short. Because of the time
spent in post production, it may be
several months between the time the
production staff and contenders return
to civilization in the case of a "survival"
series and the time that viewers see the
final episode. Many newspapers now
publish updates on these series, mak-
ing the conclusions about as spontane-
ous as a soap opera cliffhanger.

Reality TV has gone from the adven-
turous to the ugly; it has gone from
competitive to backstabbing and back-
ground politics between players. Even
the business -derived "Apprentice,"
where Donald Trump fires a con-
tender every week, is about as real an
example of the business world as
Michael Jackson is an example of a real
rancher. But seeing Trump's name as
executive producer on the credits tells
you what the programs are all about
(the money!).

No, reality TV is not real. But live TV
is real.

The days before videotape recording
in TV was magical. You might have
had a one -hour program that was to
be aired in peak viewing time. The stu-
dio would be set by the time you ar-
rived for work at a civilized time on
the day of transmission. The talent
would have gone through script and
basic movement rehearsals in some
grubby room off -site, probably for a
week or more. They would reach the
studio in a basic version of their final
costumes. Studio rehearsals would in-
volve lighting changes from the origi-
nal plans, and revised camera posi-
tions and shots, as well as resolving the
basic problems of getting bodies from
one place to another on the studio

floor without accidentally getting
them into camera shots.

While the technical crew was final-
izing alignment of cameras; setting
audio cues; double-checking that the
stack of credit cards - the original
ones with actor, director and designer
names on them, not the pieces of plas-
tic we carry today - were correctly
placed so that an operator could
switch them with two fixed cameras
cross -fading between them, the cast
would go to dinner and then have fi-
nal make-up corrections before hitting
the studio floor again.

For the one hour of the program the
adrenaline would flow continually.

directors not only sought the perfect
shoot, but they also added the twist
that scenes would rarely be shot in the
sequence that they would finally ap-
pear. This removed all sorts of logistic
problems that exist with live TV.

The biggest negative with live TV is
that you cannot take it back. A couple
of years ago, in this column, I urged
stations that aired live programming
to put video delays into their feeds.
The technology had arrived to do so.
If the industry had done so, we would
not have had to endure the bad taste
of the half-time show performers at
the Super Bowl, or the live broadcast
by five LA TV stations of a man being

The biggest negative with live TV is that you

cannot take it back.

When mistakes happened, everybody
in the studio and galleries saw them
and moved on; the viewers probably
didn't notice. And then, when the fi-
nal credits faded out, you were done:
you could go get a drink, go home,
whatever, but you were done. Once the
studio was powered down, crews
would come in and strike the set and
put in the new one for tomorrow.

Adrenaline still flows in many news
and breakfast shows and, of course, in
sports coverage, but with commercial
breaks and a fixed routine it is not
nearly the same as one hour of live
drama, or 40 minutes of a live com-
edy show in front of a real audience,
with no breaks and no downtime.
Things changed with the advent of

the quasi -reliable VTR. Directors felt
they needed to get that perfect result
in each scene, so they ended up knife-
and -fork editing two-inch videotape.
When electronic editing came along,

shot to death with multiple rounds by
the police. These types of events, un-
fortunately, are more reality TV than
most of us want to face.

It was good to see the five -second
delay in the live broadcast of the Acad-
emy Awards at the end of February.
As you cruise the aisles at NAB this
month think of that delay unit. There
are at least four vendors offering de-
lays available from a few seconds up
to whatever you want. Convince your
management to spend the money to
put delay into service on your live
feeds. Reality TV has a huge delay be-
tween production and broadcast; live
TV can avoid becoming reality with
just a few seconds of care. BE

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant
based on the West Coast.

SENO
Send questions and comments to:

pauLmcgoldrick@primediabusiness.com
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[ Integrated Content Environ ment (ICE)]

The ultimate goal of the chief engineer or vice president of engineering at every professional television

and video operation is a fully integrated environment for the streamlined production, processing,

distribution and management of content, allowing audio, video and metadata to be instantly and securely

accessible. When workflow is optimized - quality and productivity are improved.

Content Processing

Leitch remains the world leader in platform integration

and control, offering the widest range of functions in a

choice of flexible platforms - NEO & 6800+. The
products offered in these platforms make processing

simple and enable increased performance, productivity

and control.

Content Transmission & Infrastructure
Leitch's industry -leading routing offerings allow customers to

connect high -quality signals of all formats from analog to

HD. Panacea provides affordable, compact routing in

sizes up to 32x32. The new wideband Integrator Gold

provides scalable routing of any broadcast digital signal

up to 128x128 in a single frame.

Transmission is an ideal application for integration, as all

media is acquired and stored on a central storage system,

which can be accessed by multiple users to supply

multiple distribution channels with high -quality content

and branding.

Our NEXIO transmission server, which supports multiple

channels using multiple compression formats in both

standard and high -definition resolution, will also support

ASI interfaces and has the ability to record, process and

playback MPEG transport streams.

Leitch's Opus master control switcher offers an array of

effects and has the ability to control up to 16 on -air
channels from a single operator control panel. Opus
meets multi -channel digital integration challenges for both

high -definition and standard -definition formats.

Content Management and Display

Integrated Content Environments offer the greatest

opportunity for productivity and performance gains when

employing content management and control applications

that place content, operations and remote locations under

common software controls.

A major workflow enhancement is our Ingest Control

Manager, which controls up to 16 server channels with

associated proc amps (DPS-575), eight VTRs and eight

separate routers from one control station.

CCS control applications, like Navigator, place content,

operations or remote facilities under centralized software

control and monitoring. These applications are further

enhanced with the integration of a flexible, multi -source

display processor, NEO SuiteView.

Leitch is the most trusted name for increasing performance

and productivity through state-of-the-art solutions -
scaling from a simple point product to full design and

deployment of an entire operation. The Leitch product

portfolio features multi -standard functionality, open

interoperability, advanced software and user interfaces,

and rock -solid viability for any future requirements -

enabling each Leitch client's definition of an Integrated

Content Environment.

1 www.leitch.com



[ 6800+/NE0 e LEITCH.

Competition and cost pressures drive increased productivity, posing an ongoing challenge to a

facility's technical infrastructure. Advances in content compression, network ng and storage

technology present opportunities, but without integrated, networked platforms on which to
implement those advances, these opportunities cannot be fully realized in the future.

Flex your processing options with a wide range of products in both NE0 ani high -density 6800+,

which allow processing of analog and digital signals and provide comaatib.lity with SD, HD, fiber

optics and more. You can design your system to be a cost-effective, high -quality solution that is

easy to configure and operate.

NEO/6800+ - Together, NEO, 6800+ and Navigator
allow you to build an integrated, cost-effective system with

unprecedented real-time control, forming a winning video

processing team for your Integrated Content Environment (ICE).

NEO - An advanced and integrated platform, designed to

grow with your business, offers maximum functionality for

analog, digital and high -definition content, allowing

customers to quickly benefit from evolving standards and

technology. An advanced processing platform, NEO not only

hosts core, single -function modules, but also consolidates vital

audio/video processing and timing functions on a single

"Simplicity" module. New, award -winning, specialty modules

have been added to NEO: NEO VR digital video recorder,

LogoMotion II branding tool and the NEO SuiteView multi -

source display processor. These applications extend the

practicality of NEO beyond traditional, conventional modular

applications.

6800+ - An exceptional value and high -quality

processing platform designed to reduce costs while

adding enhanced functionality. An extension of the

original "Digital Glue" platform, 6800+ still supports all

core video processing and distribution solutions and is

reliable, dependable and easy to use. 6800+ now adds

the support of multiple industry standards, including

HDTV, increased audio processing and optical

transmission. This high -capacity platform extends features

and increases the performance and functionality found in

our rock-soOid 6800 industry standard. We have again

reset the standard in cost-effective processing.

NAVIGATOR - Reduce operational costs using

Navigator's extensive real-time control and monitoring

capabilities, which allow unsurpassed views of your
processing systems - from a single module to racks of

equipment in multiple locations - saving you time and
resources. Leitch's CCS Navigator - winner of NAB
2003's highest awards for control and monitoring of
content quality - and the CCS real-time system provide

open access through standard protocols to components of

a networked system.

Backed by 30 years of delivering industry -leading, high-

quality infrastructure for professional video and audio
facilities, Leitch is uniquely able to leverage our corporate

strength, experience and scope to protect our customers'

investments.

www.leitch.com 2
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DAS-3 01 Composite Video/Ana'og Audio Synchronizer
Processor/Multiplexer

Audio Tracking

 12 -bit fully adaptive frame/field/3 line/
notch composite decoding, synchronization,
processing amplifier with clipping
(hue, chroma, video, setup controls)

 Line by line VBI handling and processing
 Selectable 16/20/24 -bit A to D,

synchronization, delay and processing
amplifier (gain, swap, delay, invert, mix) for
audio input

 Variable audio delay of up to 1.3 seconds
 Audio multiplexer
a Provides internal audio tracking to additional

audio synchronizer

GENLOCK
LOOP ANALOG AUDIO IN DARS

OUT OUT OUT IN
AES OUT SDI/CMPST 1 SDI/AES 2 NTSC/PAL

0
crt

901 - SDI and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor

Audio Tracking

REF

SDI 0

GENLOCK

DEMUX
Frame Sync
Proc Amp

Audio Sync
Proc Amp,

Matrix

ED/
RECLOCK

MUX

-0 SDI
-0 SDI

O sot
O SDI
O SDI

-0 SDI

 Cleanly handles hot switch on input for video
and embedded audio

 3 -color space video processing amplifier
(YPrPb/ Composite / GBR)

 Up to 30 frames video delay in delay mode
 Embedded audio is demultiplexed and

subsequently remultiplexed to avoid audio
distortion during frame drop/repeat

 16/20/24 -bit embedded audio
synchronization/delay/ processing

te Variable audio delay of up to 1.3 seconds
tit Passes compressed audio data, i.e.

Diamond, DOLBY-ETM, AC -3"

 Provides internal audio tracking to additional
audio synchronizer

3 www.leitch.com
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SDI In 0-
GRoIeck

r

- SDI/AES Synchronizer/Processor

Audio Tracking

Video
Frame
Sync

Audio Rate
AES (or Diamond= Converter Audio Audio

Pr.cDOLBY -E) In 1 with bypass
Delay

I_

Audio
Amp

Audio Rate Sync Audio
AES (or Diamond, Converter Audio

Pr'cDOLBY -E) In 2 with bypass Delay
Amp

Reference C)-

DARS 0-

Gen lock

Matrix

-10 SDI 1

--0 SDI 2

AES (or Diamond,
- DOLBY -E) Out 1

AES (or Diamond,
- DOLBY -E) Out 2

m SDI embedded input with two processed SDI
embedded outputs

n Two AES streams input and output
a Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio

synchronization/delay/ processing
 Variable audio delay of up to 1.3 seconds
 Audio re -sampling for 32-108kHz AES outputs,

with bypass for data over AES operation
Diamond or DOLBY -E'"

 C,U & V bit transparency
 Provides internal audio tracking to additional

audio synchronizer

(-

GENLOCK INPUT \_

LOOP DARS

000000000D000
000000000000

DARS AES IN/OUT
OUT 1 OUT 2

SDI SDI
INPUT

SEM

AVM -3901-A, B, C, B4, C4 - SDI/Audio Synchronizer/Processor
& Multiplexer

soil, C)-

Audot Traclung

nen k H e Iync

I I

4 channel analog
- Converter

watt bypass

*Lobo Rate ,,.° Audo

audio inputs
D" eAln;

2 AES (or Diamond, - vnth bypass

Amiss Rate Sen
Convener And. I__ .pur:i.....

Delay

(AVM -3901-A)

DOLBY inputs ' '''' Matrix

I AES (or Diamond. troth bypass I- Delayr Anto r
(AVM -390143,C)

- Convener
Audio Rate ,,,,,,,,, 1 ptr,olo

DOLES-Elmpues
Audio Rate SPY

Ando r.01
w De,., r r

0-
Genlock

-r0 SDI 2

AES (or Diamond.
DOLBY -E) Soy

(AVM...710143,C ONLY)

AES (or Diamond,
DOLBY -E) Out 2

 SDI video input with two processed SDI
embedded outputs

 Two SDI video outputs with embedded audio
a Two AES or four channels analog input with

multiplexed and two AES outputs
 Four AES input with multiplexed output
 Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio

synchronization/delay/processing
 Variable audio delay of up to 1.3 seconds
 Audio re -sampling for 32-108kHz AES outputs,

with bypass for data over AES operation
 C, U & V bit transparency
 Provides internal audio tracking to additional

audio synchronizer

GENLOCK
LOOP

000000000000C) oO 000000000000/
INPUT

ANALOG AUDIO BALANCED DARS INPUT DARS
OUT 1
SDI

OUT 2
SDI

INPUT
SDI

GENLOCK
LOOP

INPUT
DARS

0)000000000000000000000000

DARS IN AES IN/OUT
OUTDI 1

S
OUT 2 INPUT

SDI SDI

See page 29 for other back panels: AVM -3901-C, B4, C4

www. I eixh com 4
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SDI In 0-

AES (or Diamond.
DOLBY -E) In 1

AES (or Diamond,
DOLBY -E) In 2

Reference

OARS 0

Audio Tracking

Frame
Sync

Proc Arno

rL Audio Rate
Converter

With bypass
Aud o

Audio Rate

I

Sync
Converter
ith bypass

Ges.ock

Audio Audio
Delay Proc

Amp

Audio Audio

Delay Arr;

Muy

Matrix

-0 SDII
-0 SDI 2

ti;TDLS:y-rEOutDiamond,

AES (or Diamond,
DOLBY -E) Out 2

Cleanly handles hot switch on input for video
AES and embedded audio

Embedded audio is demultiplexed and
subsequently remultiplexed to avoid audio
distortion during frame drop/repeat
3 -color space video processing amplifier
(YPrPb/composite/ GBR)

16/20/24 -bit AES and embedded audio
synchronization/ delay/processing
Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
Passes compressed audio data, i.e. Diamond,
DOLBY-ETM, AC-3TM

Up to 30 frames video delay in delay mode
Provides internal audio tracking to additional
audio synchronizer

GENLOCK
LOOP

INPUT
DARS DARS AES INPUT

/ OUTSDI 1 OSDIUT 2
INP SDIUT

SDI In

AES (or Diamond
DOLBY -E) in 1

AES (or Diamone
DOLBY -E) In

ABS (or Barnard
DOLBY -E) In 3

gtsLg'I'l%"`:"'

ng

ern

LAudio Rate
Converter

with bypass

r
- Audio Rare

Convener
ith bypass Audio

Audio Rate Sync

Converter
ell11 bypass

o -

Audio Rate

w lb
Convener

bypass

Genlock

Frame
Sync

Proc ArrIP

Aaron

I

Audio

Delay
Prnc

Amp

Ap.rdo,c.

Delayf
Arne

Maw',

Deiay
Proc

Audio
Delay

o°

SDI 1

SDI 2

Cleanly handles hot switch on input for video
AES and embedded audio

= Embedded audio is demultiplexed and
subsequently remultiplexed to avoid audio
distortion during frame drop/repeat
3 -color space video processing amplifier
(YPrPb/composite/ GBR)

16/20/24 -bit AES and embedded audio
synchronization/ delay/processing
Up to 30 frames video delay in delay mode
Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
Provides internal audio tracking to additional
audio synchronizer

GENLOCK
LOOP

INPUT
DARS BALANCED AES / DARS IN

OUT 1
SDI

° ?

cn
at

OUT 2 INPUT 2
SDI SDI >ct

5 www.leitch.com
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VFS-3901 - SDI Frame Synchronizer/Processor

Audio Tracking

SDI In 0 ECK Frame Sync
RECLOCK Proc Amp

A

Ref.
Input

0-
-

Gen lock CPU I

P Re -clocked
SDI Out

4

SDI
Outputs

 Frame sync with infinite timing
 Video Processing Amplifier:

black level, luminance level, chrominance
level, black/white clip, hue (525 only)

 Video Delay Mode
 Provides internal audio tracking to audio

synchronizers

OUT 1 OUT 2 INPUT
SDI ACTIVE LOOP

r. PRELIMINARY

ADC -3901 - Analog Component Video to SDI Converter (illustrated)
ADC -3901-2 - Dual Analog Component Video to SDI Converter

G/Y

B/Pb inC)- °.
R/Pr in r

Sync (7.)

0-
Sync Select

12 -bit
AD

Color
Space

Converter ° 2 SDI out

 12 -bit high -quality video conversion to SDI
 Smart clip to prevent output errors
 Looping inputs: YPbPr, RGBS
 SMPTE, EBU, Mil, Betacam standard levels
 12 -bit video processing
 Dual version has 2 A to D converters and no

looping inputs

www.leitch.com 6
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0

PrOC
NTS:. nunctrOO
PFL

osite Video to Decoder

SDI 1

SDI 2

-0 SDI 3

-0 SDI 4

 12 -bit fully adaptive frame/field/3 line/notch
composite decoding, processing amplifier
with clipping

 A to D 12 -bit input processing
 Input noise immunity and input video soft

clipping
 Line by line VBI selection (normal, simple,

bypass, delete)

DES -3902 Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synchronizer

Auto TreGonp

Proc

F'"'"
2D 3D

Adaclne Comb
FE,

Ge lock

Video
Processing

Frame Sync Comp..
Encoder

-0 SDI 3
-0 SDI 4

-0 SDI 1

-o SDI 2

Connors. 2

OUT 1 OUT 2 OUT 3
SDUCPST SDUCPST SDI

 12 -bit fully adaptive frame/field/3 line/notch
composite decoding, processing amplifier
with clipping

 2 user -selectable outputs (SDI with
embedded EDH or composite analog
monitoring)
Line by line VBI selection (normal, simple,
bypass, delete)
Provides internal audio tracking to
audio synchronizers

7 www. le itch . co rn
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DES -390 I -5 Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synchronizer
with SDI Input

NITSC Function
PAL

Gen,. Gen] ck

Re -C lock

E]

Video
Procerng

Frame Syn.

Ser rl zer

Con-osSe
neor,r

.0 SDI 3
-0 SDI 6

-0 7 1
Composite 1

-":b SDI 2

Composite 2

SDI Out

12 -bit fully adaptive frame/field/3 line/notch
composite decoding, processing amplifier
with clipping
SDI Input with internal decoder bypass
A to D 12 -bit input processing
Video proc amps for analog and digital
inputs

Input noise immunity and input video soft
clipping
2 user -selectable outputs (SDI with
embedded EDH or composite analog
monitoring)

Line by line VBI selection
(normal, simple, bypass, delete)
Provides internal audio tracking to
audio synchronizer

GENLOCK
LOOP

OUT 1 OUT 2 OUT 3
SDI/CPST SD1/CPST SDI SD1

OUT 4 OUTPUT INPUT
SDI ACTIVE LOOP

INPUT LOOP
CPST

rh

DNS -3902 - Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synchronizer/Noise Reducer

Proc

PAL 0
Function

A b 0 Adaptive Comb
Filter

NTSC

20.3D

Gem.* 0-3
o-

8 5013
5014

-0 5011

Composite 1

-0 SDI2

Composite 2

12 -bit fully adaptive frame/field/3 line/notch
composite decoding, processing amplifier
with clipping

a Noise reduction removes impulse and
random noise
Input noise immunity and input video soft
clipping

mi 2 user -selectable outputs (SDI with
embedded EDH or composite analog
monitoring)
Line by line VBI selection (normal, simple,
bypass, delete)

Provides internal audio tracking to
audio synchrorizers

www.leitch.com 8
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DNS -3901-S - Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synch onizer/Noise Reducer
with SDI Input

PAL 0_ ""' Jon
A to D Adaptrve Gern0

Re.Clock

EC/

Video
Processing.
Frame Sync

Noise Reduction

SeriaLzer

Composts
Encode,

CPU

.0 SDI 3
soi

O spit

-0 SDI 2

Composite 2

-0 SDI Out

 12 -bit fully adaptive frame/field/3 line/notch
composite decoding, processing amplifier
with clipping

 SDI input with internal decoder bypass
 Noise reduction removes impulse and

random noise
 Input noise immunity and input video soft

clipping
 2 user -selectable outputs (SDI with

embedded EDH or composite analog
monitoring)

 Video proc amps for digital and analog
inputs

 Line by line VBI selection (normal, simple,
bypass, delete)

 Provides internal audio tracking to
audio synchronizers

GENLOCK
LOOP

OUT 1 OUT 2 OUT 3 OUT 4 OUTPUT INPUT
SDI/CPST SDI/CPST SDI SDI SDI ACTIVE LOOP

INPUT LOOP
CPST

ENS -3901 - SDI to N SC/ PAL Color Encoder/Synchronizer

Audio Trackine

SDI In 0

Genlock 0-
E>----

EQ and
Reclock

Genlock

X Color .1. Encoder
Reduction

CPU

Re -clocked
SDI Out

6

Composite
Outputs

 High -quality chroma-locked, broadcast
composite encoder with processing amplifier
and frame synchronizer

 12 -bit Signal Processing
 Vertical Blanking Field/Line/Mode Control
 Timing Controls:

Vertical, Horizontal, Fine SC (from Genlock)
N IQ or UV modulation for the Composite

output
 Cross Color Reduction (525) and Aperture

control (2 dimensional)
N Frame Sync or delay mode
 Provides internal audio tracking to

audio synchronizers

GENLOCK
LOOP

OUT 1
CPST

OUT 2
CPST

OUT 3
CPST

OUT 4
CPST

OUT 5
CPST

0
CS
0?

OUT 6 OUTPUT INPUT if,

CPST SDI ACTIVE LOOP

9 www.leitch.com
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HUC-3901 - HDTV Upconverter

SDI

SDI 1

SDI 2

HD -SDI 1

HD -SDI 2

HD -SDI 3

HD -SDI 4

LEITCH.
tr. PRELIMINAR'

Single -channel HDTV upconverter
x Supports 480p, 720p and 1080i formats
 Ideal for upconversion of CG graphics - key

and fill
 Ideal for upconversion of existing SDI content

I-IDTV

PRELIMINARY°

HUC-3902-B, C - HDTV Upconverter with Audio Processing

SDI 1 o --
(active loop)

Source
Select

SDI 2 0-7(61

(active loop)

AES 1

AES 2

Ref

Metadata

F

ran,. Proc Amp/
Up

De"" Sync r Noise.uchon
Mu,

Genlock

Audio I
Sync

Audio
Proc
Amp

7- HD -SDI
Side Panel
Key Out

HD -SDI I

HD -SDI 2

HD -SDI 3

HD -SDI 4

AES 2

AES 2

x Single -channel motion -adaptive HDTV
upconverter

x Supports 480p, 720p and 1080i formats
 Hot -switched dual SDI -embedded inputs
 Separate AES inputs, timed and/or

multiplexed into HDTV
 Remapping of SDI metadata into HDTV output
x Integrated video proc, audio proc and noise

reducer
 User -configurable output image ARC and

picture position
 Separate sidebar key channel output

I-10TV

www.leitch.com 10
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SDI In ®

Ref C
Input

000010#-- REECQII_OCK

Gen lock

Audio Tracking

Frame Sync
Proc Amp

CPU I

Re -clocked
SDI Out

4

SDI
Outputs

HDTV video frame sync for 1080i-50/59.94
and 720p-59.94
Passes entire VANC and HANC

 Provides audio tracking and hot -switching
internally to a companion audio synchronizer

is Color, black or tri-level sync reference input
E Built-in video processing amplifier
 Cleanly handles hot switch on input
E Provides internal audio tracking to

audio synchronizers

cr,

INPUT OUT u.
HD -SDI ACTIVE LOOP -- --

I-ICITV

ADC 9R1 4 -Channel Analog to 2 AES Audio Converter

4 Analog Audio
Or

2x2 Analog Audio

Nrsc Composite
Analogue

PAL Reference

DARS

Analog
to Digital

Conversion

Proc Amp

2 AES
( 75 ohm)

2 AES
(110 ohm )

 Simultaneous balanced and unbalanced
AES outputs

32/44.1/48/96 kHz output sampling rate
16/20/24 -bit quantization
Audio processing amplifier with: Channel
Invert, Channel Swap, Gain, Delay
Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds

GENLOCK
LOOP

cite 11180.00110
000* 0 00 SOO O

DARS
ANALOG AUDIO IN AES OUT

AES1
OUT

11 www.leitch.com
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'JAC- 8 -000 2 AES 4 -Channel Analog Audio Converter

AES
7, rThr,

Ith ilm,

Digital
to Analog

Conversion

Proc Amp

CPU

GENLOCK
LOOP

4 Analog Audio
Or

- 202 Analog Audio

0000000000000
000000000000

ANALOG AUDIO OUT AES IN

 Input signal types: -2 AES-75 or 2 AES-110
(selectable)

 Four balanced analog audio outputs (4 ch.
or 2 x 2ch.)

s Audio processing amplifier with: channel
invert, channel swap, gain, delay

n Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
tti 32/44.1/48/96 kHz sampling rate support

DARS AES1 AES2
IN IN

MXA-3901-A, B, C -4 -Channel Analog or 2 AES Audio to SDI Multiplexer

CH

CH 2

Analog Audio

CH 3

CH 4

sr.. 0-
CPU I

MUS

AMP
C.RO

-Gs sal our
-C)

C>-

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Y.\
0 0 u000000009j) 0

ANALOG AUDIO BALANCED DARS INPUT

_

)000000 CC 000/ y

BALANCED AES IN/OUT
OSDUT

I
1

s 4 -channel analog or 2 -channel
AES audio multiplexing into SDI

1. Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio
delay/processing

s Passes compressed audio data, ie:
Diamond, DOLBY -E, AC -3

o Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds

-0

OUT 2
SDI SD I

See page 29 for other back panel: MXA-3901-C

www.leitch.com 12
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AES 1 -

AES 2

AES 3

AES 4

SDI in 0-

I,

Resample I

Resample I

Resample

SPG

Reclock

cpti

MUX /
PROC.
AMR

000000000000
00000000000(y

4 -channel AES audio multiplexing into SDI

Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio
delay/processing
Passes compressed audio data, ie:

-0
2 SDI out

Diamond, DOLBY -E, AC -3

Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds

AES IN
OUT 1

SDI
OUT 2

SDI
I

SDI

,MAX -3901-A, B, C SDI Demuitipiexer to 4-Lhannel Analog or 2 AES Audio

SDI .r0 -

SDI out D.A
Proc Amp

-.CH 1

-1,CH 2
Analog
Audio

-.CH 3

-.CH 4

SDI in 0--...>) Reclock

SDI out

EDH

cPu

DeMuz
Resample
Proc Amp

AES 1

AES 2

0000000000000
000000000000

AES OUT

Versions for Analog or 2 -channel AES
audio outputs
Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio
delay/processing
Passes compressed audio data, ie:
Diamond, DOLBY -E'", AC -3""
Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds

See page 29 for other back panel: DMX-3901-C
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DMX-3901-B4, C4 - Sul Demultipiexer to 4 AES Audio

AES 1

AES 2

AES 3

AES 4

SDI in Reclock

SDI out

CPU

DeMux
Resample
Proc Amp

4 -channel AES outout

2 Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio delay/processing
Passes compressed audio data, ie:
Diamond, DOLBY -E", AC -3"
Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds

r ((15 -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 )
00000,00000C)CY

BALANCED AES OUTPUT
OUT 1 OUT 2 IN

SDI ACTIVE LOOP

MXA-3901H-B4, C4 - HDTV 4 AES Audio Multiplexer

AES 1

AES 2

AES 3

AES 4

HD -SDI in C)-

Resample I

Resample

Resample

20- Reclock

Audio
Processing

and
Multiplexer

--0
3 HD -SDI

'-' out

-0 HD -SDI
active loop

* Four AES audio multiplexing into HDTV
- Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio delay/processing

Passes compressed audio data, ie: Diamond,
DOLBY -E", AC -3"

* Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds

0 1o0C 0000000000
T0000000000cy 0

OUT 1
BALANCED AES IN

OUT 2
HD -SDI

OUT 3 INPUT OLT
HD -SDI ACTIVE LOOP

HDTV

www.leitch.com 14
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HD -SDI In

HD -SDI out

DARS

DARS

Four AES audio demultiplexing from HDTV
a Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio delay/processing

AES 1
e Passes compressed audio data, ie: Diamond,

DOLBY -E", AC -3"AES 2

SI Variable audio delay up to 1.3 secondsReclock DeMux
Audio
Processing

AES 3

AES 4

-.)000000000000
000000000009/

BALANCED DABS / BALANCED AES OUTPUT
INPUT OUTPUT

HD -SDI ACTIVE LOOP
HDTV

AS -3901-B, C -2 AES Audio Synchronizer/Delay/Processor
AS -3981 -AD, DA. DA -600 -4 -Channel Analog/2-channel AES

Audio Synchronizer/Delay/Processor
Auflin ranking

4 Channel Analog

I(ASC1°-0014LY)
A -D Au et

Frame Audio 4 Channel Analog
AES inputs H SA c Proc

eI

Morroolex

LTA
--le me analog

outpun)

Audio outputs
(AS -3981-0A ONLY)

2 AES outpuls

(AS -3901-0,C
AS -3901 -DA ONI AI

Tone
(AS -3901-8,C ONLY)

Compost.
General

Analogue IT
'4I Reference 0-

Genlock

Cc.

CPU
IControl

a. Companion audio synchronizer to any NEO
SDI/HDTV frame synchronizer

a Analog or digital audio interfaces
fa Tracks to video synchronizer products

az Full audio processing (gain, channel swap,
invert, delay)

le Balanced or unbalanced AES
OF Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds

INPUT
DARS

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0(1';

DARS IN AES IN/OUT

b -c) 00
00 00 0 0 000 OCC

HDTV

See page 29 for other back panels: A5 -3901-C, AS -3981 -DA
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MSA-3901-A, b, C, B4, C4 - Audio Synchronizer/ Uelay/Processor
& Multiplexer

Ni1101.111daing

DARS

-0
-0 U.

(p0000mp00004
\DODO 000 00009/

ANALOG AUDIO IN

a SDI video input, 2 or 3 processed outputs
 Analog and digital audio versions
 Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio

synchronization/delay/ processing
 Audio re -sampling for 32-108kHz AES inputs,

with bypass for data over AES operation
 C, U & V bit transparency for AES versions
a Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds

OOUT 1 OUT 2 IN
SDI SDI SDI

GENLOCK
LOOP

b0000000000o0.-)
o0000000000cy

r-

DARS/AES IN/OUT
OUT 1
SDI

OUT 2
SDI

OUT 3 IN
SDI

uJ
2

See page 29 for other back panels: MSA-3901-C, 84, C4

D5A- Analog Audio Synchronizer Delay Processor & Demultiplexer

SDI In 'D
Clock Demur

Audio
Sync
Delay

I__ Au.
Proc

To e
Generator

CPU I

Audio
Main,

0000000000001
OD 0 0 00 0 00 00Q/

-0 SDI 1

SDI 2

(,) SDI 3

2XAn5250alog
2 X Analog
Audio

a 4 -channel analog audio demultiplexer
a Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio

synchronization/delay/ processing
a Audio processing amplifier: gain, swap, invert,

summing
Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
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- Aspect Ratio Converter

a Motion -adaptive 4 -field, 4 -line conversion for
enhanced vertical resolution with minimal
interlace artifacts

HANC/
VANC
Delay

 Fixed and variable picture re -sizing ratios
 10 -bit video processing

Video
IA Video Index and Wide Screen SignalingIndex/

SDI Out 0
WWS handling and insertion

Preview Out a Relay bypass upon loss of power or module
SDI In 0 Re-

Clock
I Input
r Processing

H & V
Resszer

Output
Processing

failure
3 SDI Out  VANC and HANC are passed transparently

CPU

 Monitor BNC output with selectable "used area"
overlay or key output

Control

Relay Bypass

500000000000
00000000000(

GPI Input / Output

000
000

LTC GENLOCK RS -422

IIIIIIII

Enhanced functionality including record and
playback, variable speed playback, and jog
and shuttle
Supports RS -422 control link
Dual onboard 2.5" IDE hard drive, 40GB each
Motion JPEG compression ranges from
4:1 to 10:1

g Record time per drive: 2-8 hours,
depending on selected bit rate

g 1 channel video and 1 stereo audio being
recorded/played

 LTC input and output
 FTP file transfer of content via Ethernet

connector*

Available Q2/2004

OUT
ETHERNET AUDIO CBVS SDI

MON MON IN
SDI

O
07
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MGI-3901 SDI LogoMotion II a Mix SD and HDTV modules in one NEO frame

MG1-3901F1 - HOW LogoMotion II Bypass relay equipped as standard

Front hot-swappable PSUs and modules
User -configurable 'apology/trouble slide' airs
automatically if loss or errors in Program or

AUDIO Reference inputsAES
MIXER

U3 to four logos in SDI, two in HDTV; each layer
.CLEAN (logo) can be:

PROGRAM

AUDIO AES

PROGRAM/FILL
- Static logo, animated logo, digital clock

(with or without time & temperature),
DEMUX MIXER- MUX

KEY - INPUT analog clock or external key
FILL - KEY/

FILL
-.ROUTER KEYERLAYER

 Logos may be any size and may be positioned
anywhere with varying transparencies and prioritized
overlap, if desired

VIDEO
RAM

-. KEY
PREVIEW

Program input

Ethernet connection LED Fill input Key 'n'ut
Reference Input I

Preview output
Key output

Clean output
Program I HI output

Qf__)

rem -390140.1

Seoul 100Base-T
Comm. Ethernet

Ethernet type LED
On = 100Base-T
Off = 10Base-T

GPI inputs
GPI outputs
Time code
Temperature

AES In AES Out

 Up to 999 logos can be "online" and instantly
accessible on any 'aye.

a Multiple native graphics formats supported
a Transfer files using the Compact Flash Card and/or

over Ethernet from other file systems, machines or
servers via NFS

 Four -channel AES capability (SDI)
- 24 -bit resolution, embedded and / or discrete,
associate audio clips with logos or independently

a Operates in Program / Preview or Key / Fill modes

I-ICITV
e

SD 9O1 /2aster C

10k1Hi

PPS

RS232

Time Code
Input

Bieck reference

Referee. Loop

Phone

NTP

ock Dr{

GPS

Time Corte

_J
Geniock I

Time Engine

Diekup

NTP Server end
Client

Slack err

LTC gene ator

HPge earn

110011110900

00.6000
0E490000e
1000000

T/C 1 T/C 2 T/C 1 IN RS -232

Bleck I

LTC 1

LTC 2

Hz

 GPS Interface for time reference (standard)
Timecode input
SMPTE/EBU Drop Frame or non -drop Timecode
(Time/Date)

s Programmable DST Settings
Built-in modem for dial in/out

a Dual timecode configurable for offsets and
drop -frame and non -drop frame timecode

ar Ethernet port for supplying NTP
(Network Time Protocol)

a Impulse drive output (CSD-3902 only)

11111111

1PPS/BB NTP MODEM
BB 1011/1Hz/P BB VP LOOP

o

www.leitch.com 18
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GPS-3902
Antenna

GPS-3902
Receiver

DC Power
Supply

RS -232 and
1 PPS

CSD-3901

M Compatible with CSD-3901 MTG-3901 and
CSD-5300
GPS Provides an accurate time reference
available globally
Separate antenna and receiver for mounting
flexibility

a Accurate to 10ms

Antenna

oCiDo
Port 1 Port 2 +/-

10MHz
Blackw "

A Fn'erV.ItT'Cr
eiack

PPS CPS

metrrT'Sra"negTc'Cr "rRS232 I eiacx 2

Black generator
Time Co. Time Engine ATR a. V1TC Bla k

Input Time Co.
Bieck generator with BIa=kgATR a. VITC

Bieck reference 0, Genlock LTC generator LTC 1

Reference Loop 0-

LTCLTC generator 2

001, OARS ge mato OARS
IPhone

NTP NTP Se
Impulse generator rnpulge

ver and
Ethernet Client

1 Hz generator I Hz

 Fully integrated reference signal generator
system

15 High -density modular packaging for any
application

U Comprehensive array of reference signals for
maximum flexibility and economy

 GPS synchronization for maximum precision
(Optional)

a Integrated automatic changeover unit for
enhanced reliability (Optional)

112 2 MTG-3901s must be used in conjunction with
ACO-3901

ACO-3901-BM

0 000000
HZ OAPS COMP 4 COMP3 COMP 2 COMP1

AC0-3901 OUTPUTS
PPS

P.,;.4.1;;X11

cS) ckajoi
RS -232 LTC IN

11111111
TELCOITHE

ETHERNET 2 ETHERNET 1

000000
HZ OARS COMP 4 COMP3 COMP 2 COMP1 LO6MLOCNKOENLOCE
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MTO 1

Composite 1-
Composite 2 --

=It 1, -
In E

MRS
mpulsa-

Composite I -
Composite 2--
ComposIte 2--
ComposIte 4-

LTC -
LTC 2 -

OARSmpulea--
Composite I -
Compos to 2-
Composite 3-

MTG 2 Composite 4 --LTC I -
LTC 2 -
GARS -

Impulse-
Hz -

2

Automatic Changeover Module

Zumpareble
selection

Signal
validation

Control

Relays

Out

Composite I
Composite 2
Composite 3
,CnTc rosite

LTC 2
OARS
Impulse

 Compatible only with MTG-3901
 Redundant switching of up to 2 MTG-3901s

internally and a 3rd reference source externally
for enhanced reliability
Optional standalone power supply for
enhanced reliability

ACO-3901-BM, 000000
H2 OAPS COMP 4 COMP 3 COMP 2 COMP 1

ACO-3901 OUTPUTS

0 0
PPS RS -232 LTC IN ETHERNET

rELCOLANE

I HIM
ETHERNET 1 M_M

HZ OARS COMP 4 COMP 3 COMP 2 COMP 1
Or

LGEHL°. GEHLOCE
LOOP HACK

IRB-3901 IRIG-B to/from SMPTE / EBU Timecode Converter

SMPTE/EBU
Tem Code

Input 1

SMPTE/EBU
Time Code

Input 2

RIG -B -
Input 1 -

IRIG-B
Input 2

Leap Year
Control--

SMPTE/EBU to IRIG-8
Conversion

SMPTE/EBU to RIG -8
Conversion

IRIG -B to SMPTE/EBU
Conversion

IIRIG-B to SMPTE/EBU
Conversion

RIG -B

Output 1

_C) RIG-Ei
Output 2

SMPTE/EBU
Time Code
Output 1

SMPTE/EBU
Time Code
Output 2

a Simultaneous conversion of IRIG-B to
SMPTE/EBU timecode and SMPTE/EBU
timecode to IRIG-l3

 2 IRIG-B inputs
 2 IRIG-B outputs, each with selectable timecode

inputs

 2 SMPTE/EBU timecode inputs
 2 SMPTE/EBU timecode outputs, each with

selectable IRIG-B inputs

 Output locked to input timecode

IRIG-B INPUTS TC OUTPUTS

000 000 000
IRIG-1 IRIG-2 TC-1 TC-2

TC INPUTS

0,00 000
TC-1 TC-2

IRIG-B OUTPUTS

000 CXDO
IRIG-1 IRIG-2

rn
Ce)

00

CC
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a 2 LTC inputs. Supports simultaneous operation
of drop and non -drop timecodeTime Code Time Code

Input 1 Reader
I 1=I GPI 1

a 6 GPI outputs with programmable events.
Time Code Tune Code

Relay GPI 2 Events are programmable for time and date,
Input 2 Reader

I

GPI 3
duration and recurrence.

GPI event
scheduler Outputs can be inverted

a 2 user -configurable marker beep outputsGPI 4

1 AES unbalanced marker beep output
a 1 AES unbalanced reference input

Relay GPI 5

Repay GPI 6

Speaker

Mark he,
event

scheduler

Marker beep 1 I Marker beep 1

2Marker beep 2' Marker beep

Marker beep 3
(AES)

I
Marker beep 3

(AES)

TC INPUTS MARKER BEEP OUTPUTS

000
+ -GND + - GND

1 2 DABS I/P AES 0/P

Metadala

AES 1 -

AES 2 -

AES 3

AES 4

REF

LTC

AES (MPX

AES 5

Resarnple

Q00 (:)00 .0,00000000000i
I

1 2 3 4 5
GPI Outputs

Compress
Moe

Delay Resample

AES
(MPX out)

AES 5

a Contribution -quality, 4 -channel AES
compression encoder
Selectable encoding, e.g., 16/20/24 -bit
accuracy, 16/20/24 -bit transport

a Extremely short processing delay
a Handling of asynchronous AES audio
a Handling of 24-96 kHz AES audio
a Bypass for linear operation
a RS485 metadata input
a LTC input

DATA IN REF

000000000000
000000.00Cooq

AES IN/OUT
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AES
(MPX in)

REF

AES 5

lid id Audio 4 AES Compression Decoder

Metadata

LTC

AES I
- AES 2
- AES 3
- AES 4

AES 5

 Contribution -quality, 4 -channel AES
compression decoder
Extremely short processing delay

 RS485 metadata output
 LTC output
 Autodetect of compressed input format

DATA IN REF

OpooJoD000000c,\000000p00000/

AES IN/OUT

AME-3981 C - Diamond Audio 4 AES Compression Encoder
with Witinlexpr

Metadata -

AES I -

AES 1 -

AES

AES .1

LTC

AES (MPX In t

AES 5

SDI

Dela

Compress
Mux

Re sample

SDI R X

AES
MPX Out)

AES 5

SDI

 Contribution -quality, 4 -channel AES
compression encoder with SDI multiplexer

w Selectable encoding, e.g., 16/20/24 -bit
accuracy, 16/20/24 -bit transport

 Extremely short processing delay
a Handling of asynchronous AES audio
 Handling of 24 to 96 kHz AES audio
 RS485 metadata input
 LTC input

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 03,
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ski u-i9b 1-B, -

DI
SDI R)(
DE-MUX

DATA

Metadata

LTD

AES 1
AES 2

--v. AES 3
AES

I N

SDI

AES 5

SDI

SDI

DATA SDI Input 5D1 Output Linear

no mum

OUT 1 OUT 2
SDI SDI

4 RtS CO pression Liecoder

Contribution -quality, 4 -channel AES
compression decoder with demultiplexer
Extremely short processing delay

 RS485 metadata output
LTC output

 Autodetect of compressed input format
 Autodetect decoder bypass with linear AES input

0000000000000008000c
0

AES IN/OUT

Highly scalable, modular,

multi -source display processor

capable of rendering multiple

video & computer graphic

signals in real time to plasma,

LCD, high -resolution computer

monitors and projection

displays.

NEO SuiteView Related Modules

External graphics input NTP over Ethernet
lie. CSD-3901)

1-10-501, SDI, composite, -4.
component video inputs

VGA, DVI graphics inputs

Analog stereo audio, --P.
AES/EBU audio inputs

Contact closure tally inputs -P.

Serial and Ethernet ports 4-4.
for external control, router

protocol, router for
dynaic UMD captions,
Layout Editor, or external

SVGA to UXGA output to
support any plasma. LCD
computer monitor or
projection system

-is- 2nd output provided
standard for fail-safe,
redundant operations

- AES monitoring output
avoilable wiTh optional
audio support

-isf Contact closure outputs
alarming

NSV-H4

NSV-S4

NSV-V4

NSV-G3

NSV-OUT
NSV-AUD16

NSV-AES16

NSV-A8+8

Quad HD/SDI/composite video input module
Quad SDI/composite video input module
Quad composite/dual component video input module
Triple VGA/DVI graphics input module
Output module with redundant outputs
16 stereo analog stereo audio channel input module
16 AES channel audio input module
Audio module with 8 analog stereo audio + 8 AES channels

 Up to 44 inputs in 3RU frame,
up to 12 inputs in 1 RU frame

 Unique auto -format detecting HD -SDI,
SDI & composite inputs

 NTSC, PAL, PAL -M, RGB, YUV, Y/C, VGA &
DVI inputs supported
Outputs configurable up to UXGA
Separate external graphics input

 Reliable flexibility with NEO
-Ideal for mission -critical applications

(24/7 operation)
- Redundant PSU & controllers
- Front -loading, hot-swappable modules
- Mix -n -match with other NEO modules in
the same frame

a Audio metering & alarm support for
embedded, analog stereo & AES/EBU audio

is Dynamic UMDs & multiple tallies
 Extensive alarming capabilities

HDTV
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HDC-3901 - HDTV Downconverter
HDC-3901-AD - HDTV Downconverter with Demultiplexer

HD-SDI/SDI 0-

Down
Convener

DAc

MUX

huller thAnx
NTSC/PAI)

GER
VP131,
VC

AES 2
-now

S 2
00

HD.SDUSDI 1

0,0.501/50) 2)
IHO S01/501 3)

-0 DID -S01/501 4)

-0-C) yedCNIPST

POSAVCIAEST 2/AES 2

POR/CCEAPST 2/AES1

HD-SDOSINCOID
NO-SOVS01

AES 2 (NSM-3901-AD ONLY)

AES 2 (FISM-3431-A0 ONLY)
4 CH Analog Pan
INSIA-3901-AD ONLY)

 Supports HDTV signals for 1080i/59.94,
1080i/50, 720p/59.94, 720p/50, 1080p/25
for downcanversion

 SD and HD input capability
 NTSC/PAL (3) or GBR, YPbPr (1) converted

video monitoring outputs
 Supports five display types for downconverted

HDTV signal:

Anamorphic, Letter Box, Crop,14:9 and Zoom
In

 Embedded audio (one group) is passed from
the HD -SDI input to the SDI output

 Monitoring outputs for analog and digital
audio: 2 AES audio outputs; 4 -channel analog
audio outputs

OUT 1
CPST/
Pr/R/C

OUT 2
CPST/
Pb/B/V

OUT 3
CPST/
Y/G

OUT 4
SDI/CFID

OUT 5
SDI

OUT 6
HD -SDI

SDI

OUT 7

SDI

OUT 8
HD -SDI

SDI

OUT 9
HD -SDI

SDI

INPUT
HD -SDI

SDI

C

0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 00 00 Cy
OUT 1 OUT 2 OUT 3
CPST/ CPST/ CPST/ SDI/CFID 1/4-

Pr/C/AES1 Pb/Y/AES2 Y/G

OUT 4 OUT 5 INPUT
HD -SDI HD -SDI

SDI SDI

HDTV

VSM-3901 - SDI Monitoring Distribution Amplifier

SDI 1

SD) 2

SD) 3

SDI 4

SDI 5/CFID

SDI 6/CPST 1

Y/G/Y/CPST 2

PEI/13/L/CPST 3

Pr/R/C/CPST 4

 10 -bit signal processing path
 Up to 6 re -clocked, equalized 4:2:2 serial

outputs

 Up to 4 NTSC/PAL-B analog composite color
outputs or 1 component (GBR / Y, Pb, Pr, / YC)
Delete, chroma on/off, setup on/off, burst
on/off and chroma filter bandwidth select

OUT 1
CPST/
Pr/R/C

OUT 2
CPST/
Pb/BN

OUT 3
CPST/

Y/G

OUT 6
SDI/SPST SDI/CFID SDI

OUT 4 OUT 5 OUT 7
SDI

OUT 8
SDI

OUT 9
SDI

INPUT
SDI

05

2
yy
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SDI 0 --
Input

(143Mb/s-
1.485Gb/s)

Driver

Driver

CPU

a Input signal types: SMPTE 259M, 292M, 344M
 Auto EQ for 300m (983ft.) for 270 Mb/s and

SDI 1 159m (483 ft.) for 1.485Gb/s
SDI 2  Auto reclocking at 1.5Gb/s, 143Mb/s,

SDI 3
177Mb/s, 270Mb/s, 360Mb/s and 540Mb/s

SDI 4
 Auto bypass if unable to lock at the above rates
a DVB-ASI compatible (outputs 2,4,6,8)

SDI 5
SDI 6

SDI 7

SDI 8

HDTV

SDI and ASI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier

SDI O__ EQ

(143Mb/s-
Input.'"

540Mb/s) Re -clock

2x1

A

CPU

Driver

Driver

SDI 1

SDI 2

SDI 3

SDI 4

SDI 5
SDI 6

SDI 7
SDI 8

 Input signal types:
SMPTE 259M, 344M, DVB-ASI

Differential input, transformer coupled inputs
and outputs

 8 re -clocked and auto -equalized outputs
 Automatic bypass if unable to lock

at the above rates
w Forced bypass capability
 ASI compliant
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AES-3981 - AES Audio Distribution Amplifier

AES In -

- OUT 1
- OUT 2

- OUT3
- OUT 4

- OUT 5
- OUT 6
- OUT7

OUT 8

Input signal types:
AES 75 and 110 Ohm interfaces
Data -only mode for compressed audio signals
AES frame rates up to 96kHz
Auto EQ, auto re -clock up to 96kHz

VEA-3901 - Composite Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier

NTSC/PAL
Analog

Gain H. Cli
Control

Input 0-1

- OUT 1

-0 OUT 2

_c) OUT3

(:) OUT 4

OUT 5
OUT 6

- OUT7
OUT 8

Input signal type: passive looping 1Vp-p video
SMPTE310M, E3 DS3 compatible
Clamp off soft / hard
White clip, hard and soft
AC/DC coupling (jumper selectable)
Remote control of gain (-3 to + 3dB)
Remote control of EQ (300m)
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ADA-3981-66, 600 - Analog Audio Distribution Amplifier

IN 1

Analog
Inputs

IN 2

Gain
Control

Gain
Control

11

Switch

CPU

- OUT 1
- OUT 2
- OUT 3
- OUT 4

- OUT 5
- OUT 6
- OUT 7
- OUT 8

1 in, 8 out (mono) or 2 in, 4 out (stereo)
20-20kHz bandwidth
+30Bu (66ohm), +24dBm (600ohm)
maximum input level
Gain range of -6 to +33dB
Remote gain(.5dB steps), channel swap,
mute

Channel swap and mute
Left and right inputs can be summed to
mono

I
Pcooccooccoo
+ -GND+ -GND+ -GND+ -GND + -GND+ -GND+ -GND+ -GND

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
+ - GND+ -GND

1 2

co

NSM-8X1SHD, N -7X2SHD HDTV and SDI Video Switches

SD/HD
Output 1

Input 1 Buffer
SDI relocker -or-/-1. EQ

Input 2 EQ Buffer

Input 3 -rff. EQ -ff. Buffer
Logic

ntrot

Input 4 4--ff. EQ -ff. Buffer
8 X 2

Input 5-r. EQ Buffer
MATRIX SD/HD

SDI relocker
Input 6 EQ Buffer

Input 7 EQ Buffer SYNC
separator

Input 8 EQ -ff.
(Output 2)

Buffer

SYNC I

High -quality HD/SDI wideband video routing
8x1 switcher with auto -detect switchover configuration or
7x2 switcher configuration
Supported signal types (10Mb/s to 1.5 Gb/s):
- SMPTE 259 - 143, 177, 270, 360, and 540 Mb/s
- SMPTE 292 - 1.485 Gb/s
Deterministic - line -accurate switching
Relay bypass

Re -clock both SMPTE 259M and SMPTE 292M bit rates
Bypass operation for signals at nontraditional video rates
Auto -equalize all inputs up to 1.5 Gb/s

HDTV
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Input 1

Input 2 -

Input 3 -

Input 4 -

Input 5 -

Input 6 -

Input 7 -

Input 8 Buffer

(Output 2)

SYNC I

Output 1

1, High -quality analog video routing switcher
 8x1 switcher with auto -detect switchover

configuration or 7x2 switcher configuration
4 Deterministic - line -accurate switching
 NTSC/PAL analog reference
 Relay bypass
 Bypass operation for signals at nontraditional

video rates

NSM-8X1AES-B, C, NSM-7X2AES-B, C AES Audio Switches

 High -quality AES audio routing switcher
 8x1 switcher with auto -detect switchoverOutput 1

configuration or 7x2 switcher configuration
DRIVER

Input Clock
General°,

CI RI.
 Supports these signal types:1

Qua»)
Input 2 AES

RCVR - AES3 - 30kHz - 100kHz frame rates
Input

Input
8 X 2

MATRIX
with

.2Z2J - Any 50% duty cycle digital signal within the
voltage and frequency range

3

4 -
Input 5

synchronous
processing

AES
RCVR Relay bypass

CiuAEl S nc

Input

7 RCVRinput separator

input 8
2)(Output DRIVER

ISYNC

- GND - GND
- - GND + - GND 1

See page 29 for other back panels: NSM-7x2AES-C and NSM-8x IAES-C
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Input A,1 --0>
Input A,8

Input 13,1

Input B 8 

Buffer

ei High -quality analog audio routing switcher
 Can be user -configured for the following

Al

16 X 4

Driver  Output matrix sizes:

- single stereo 8x2
-0- Output A2Driver

Logic

- single mono 16x4
- stereo 8x1 with dual outputs
- quad mono 4x1 (married)

Buffer

i" control

utliolev

l

Matrix - quad mono 4x1 (breakaway)
Relay bypass

 Swap / sum capability
detectBuffer 1-4-

Buffer 1-i
Driver -0- Output B1

Driver -0- Output B2

OUTPUT

0 0 0 0000000000
000000000000

INPUT A

000000000000
000000000000

INPUT B

AVM -3901-C

GENLOCK INPUT
LOOP OARS

GUT 1 OUT 2 IN 1 IN 2 OUT 1 OUT 2 INPUT
AES AES AES AES SDI SDI SOS 4

AVM -3901-B4

GENLOCK INPUT
LOOP OARS

o (V° err 49 o. . 00 Oi
Oyg', 1 OS Mgr

OARS IN AES IN

AVM -3901 -C4

0 0 0
OENLOCK INPUT

LOOP CARS

ieeoGeoe
IN 1 IN 2 1113 RIO OUT 1 OUT 2 INPUT
AES AES AES AES SDI SDI SDI 4

MXA-3901-C

Geei
IN I
AES rEl oyu 0A7.2 olv 017.4 Jt,

DMX-3901-B

YOGI
0:7. 1

DMX-3901-C

OUTS owl GUTS
ei

AES AES 801 501 SDI
OUT1 IN

AS -3901-C

INPUT OUT 1 OUT 2 IN1 N2
OARS AES AES AES AES

AS -3981 - DA

GENLOCK
LOOP

vepaceasseo=y99

MSA-3901-C

ANALOG AUDIO OUT AES IN
DARS AE8 1

IN

C) ei4
GENLOCK OARS 151 N2 OUT 1 OUT 2 OUT 1 OUTS IN

LOOP AES AES AES AES 501 SDI SDI S

MSA-3901-B4

GENLOCK
LOOP

coc ,000
f7

era

DARSJAESIN

GO 0;
OsUr 1), 1 osuj, 2 OE, 3

MSA-3901-C4

Oi
OENLOCK OARS IN 1 IN 2 IN 3 IN 4 01111 OUT 2 IN

LOOP AES AES AES AE8 SDI SDI SDI

NSM-7X2AES-C
IN P14 INSINS 114 7 OM 2REF IN 01171 1111 IN 2

NSM-8X1AES-C
REF IN OUT IN1 N2 1N3 NI INS INS INT INS yj00000000OG .1

Additional back modules intended to complement product
information provided on product pages.
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HDTV

frames have been designed with the future in mind, offering flexibility for multiple applications of

use, housing any combination of video/audio analog/digital conversion and distribution modules.

The frames offer an easy upgrade path of video & audio from analog to SDI and HD for the Broadcast,

Post -Production, Cable and Telco applications requiring monitoring and contra capability of incoming and

outgoing feeds. There are two frame sizes available for NEO products: A 1 RU frame that holds four NEO

products and a 3RU frame that holds twelve NEC products. Additionally, a local control panel can b,

provided at time of order or can be field retrofitted for the 1 RU frame.

CCS-Resource
Communications Module

When external communications

and/or a local control panel

are required, a resource

communications module is required.

External contact closures and

Ethernet communications

supported.

The FR -3901-E, FR -3901 -E -P

FR -3923-E frames contain

module. There is room for

are

and

this

one

resource module in the 1 RU frame

and room for two (redundant)

resource modules in the 3RU frame.

3901PS Power Supply

The 3901PS provides power to the

modules inside the 1RU frame. The

1RU frame can hold a single power

supply. It is hot-swappable from the

front of the frame.

3923PS Power Supply

The 3923PS provides power to the

modules inside the 3RU frame. The

3RU frame can hold up to two
power supplies. The 3923PS is

hot-swappable from the front of the

frame.

Features

Capacity of four modules in the FR -3901 and twelve modules in the FR -3923

No power or thermal limits for any module combination within the NEO frame

Front -loading, hot-swappable modules, fans, power supplies and resource modules

DejaView: Intelligent, automatic parameter recovery in cases where spare modules

replace failed ones

Remote Control Panel

The RCP-CCS-1 U remote control panel provides simple control and monitoring

of devices on a Leitch CCS network. This control panel supports all CCS
enabled products.

RCP-CCS-1U

FR -3901

FR -3923
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ADC -6801 - Analog Component to SDI Converter

 525/625 line operation
 2x over -sampling, 27MHz Y 13.5MHz Cr/Cb
 10 -bit conversion and signal path
 Auto calibration
 Built-in color bars as alignment a d
 Automatic line -standard switching
 Sync on G/Y or external sync
 RGB, SMPTE/EBU component, Betacam ana Mil
 Optional 8 -bit rounding
 Note: this is a 6800 series module

Ft/R-Y -

B/B-Y -

G/Y -

Sync -

CAV Matrix Oyer -sampling
A/D

Digital Filtering
and Data
Formatter

Black & Bars

4:2:2 Serial
Digital

Sync inLa

)Serial("
Out VA

ADC -680 I
Back Connector

DAC-6801 - SDI to Analog Component Converter

 525/625 line operation
 4x over -sampling
 10 -bit conversion and signal path
 Auto calibration

Built-ir color bars as alignment aid
 Automatic line -standard switching
 Sync on G/Y or external sync
 RGB, SMPTE/EBU component, Betacam end MII
 Note: This is a 6800 series module

AES in
2 or 4

Channel

Audio
Proc Amp

D/A
Converter

Output 1 Left
Output 1 Right
Output 2 Left
Output 2 Right

SERIAL
IN 0

0 GN 0
(01) B/B-Y CO)

Ft/RY

SYNC-,
.0 OUT 0

DAC-6801
Back Cor nector
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ADV6800+ - Analog Component Video to SDI Converter

 525/625 line operation
10 -bit converter and 12 -bit signal path

 Looping inputs supporting SMPTE/EBU component and RGB, Betacam and Mll, and NTSC RGB
 SMPTE 259M outputs (2)
 Sync on G/Y or external Sync/Video (looping input)

Built-in color bars as alignment aid
 EDH Insertion on output
 Card edge and remote communications

G/Y in

B/Pb In

R/Pr in

Sync

2 SDI out

DAV6800+ - SDI to Analog Component Video Converter

The DAV6800+ is an SDI to analog component video converter.

 4X over -sampling
 High -end 10 -bit conversion and signal path
 Selective Vertical Blanking
 Built-in color bars as alignment aid
 Digital gain offset calibration

Program In Auto EQ/Reclock
And SP

CCS Remote
Control &

Monitoring

Program locking and
control Sync
Insertion/blanking
color bar
Generator Color Matrix

Sync
Out

G/Y
Out

B/Pb
Out

R/Rb
Out

SYNC IN

G/Y

B/Pb
COLOOPCCI

R/Pr

SERIAL*OUT ce

ADV6800+
Back Connector

PRELIMINARY

SERIAL SERIAL

O
OUT IN

(0) b - 

Le Siff 0

DAV6800+
Back Connector
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0
Ct

DEC6800+ - Composite Video Decoder
DES6800+ - Composite Video Decoder/Synchronizer
The DEC6800+ and DES6800+ are compact, high -precision 12 -bit decoders that convert
NTSC or PAL composite video signals into superior quality component (4:2:2) digital video.

 2-D Adaptive comb filtering using Leitch Phase Quatrodure Modulation (PQM) algorithm
 Full line -by-line VBI handling and processing
 Black level adjustment
 DES6800+ additionally provides frame synchronization and TBC capabilities

4:2:2 Serial
- Digital

NTSC 12 -bit ND
converter

3 -lime adaptive comb
film, decoder

Frame Sync Output

-- Data I/O
0 PAL

Compositec
oSO Genlock CCS Remote

Control &
Ref
NTSC/PAL

Monitoring

CkiPST

Genlock

DATA0

SDI OUT 3

OUT 4

SDI OUT 1

SDI OUT 2

DEC6800+ and
DES6800+

Bock Connector

o

ENC6800+ - SDI Video Encoder
ENS6800+ - SDI Video Encoder/Synchronizer
The ENC6800+ and ENS6800+ are high -precision 12 -bit digital encoders that
convert component (4:2:2) digital video into NTSC or PAL composite video signals.

 2X over -sampling
 Jitter removal
 Full line -by-line VBI handling and processing
 Delay mode or one line synchronizer mode (without synchronizer)
 Color black output signal when signal is lost

4:2:2 Digital
Serial -
Composite
Ref NTSC/PAL

Equalizer 8
De -serializes

Genlock

Frame S-nc Cross Color
Reducer

Re -clock

Composite
Encoder

=S Remote
C-ntrol
k.onitoring

4:2:2 Serial
Digital

NTSC/PAL

Data I/O

SDI IN

Genlock
525 625

(4,.#

SDI RLCK 1 SDI RLCK 2

(4) (6

ENC6800+ and
ENS6800+

Back Connector
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VFS6800+ - SDI Frame Synchronizer/Processor

The VFS6800+ is a full -featured 10 -bit serial 4:2:2 Video Frame Synchronizer.

 Video Proc Amp
 Jitter removal
 Passes all ancillary data including embedded audio, VBI (HANC and VANC)

Infinite Phasing relative to reference (both V and H)
1 Frame Delay buffer

is Delay or Synchronize Modes

GPI Control

Composite
Analog -

Reference

SDI Ow
-0 DATA UO

-oRe-clocKed
SDI Out

SDI 001

SDI RECLK

rr

SDI IN

(92
DATA I/0

(.7
GENLOCK

03

SDI IN

0
Si

2

DATA I/0

GENLOCK

VES6800+ VFS6800+
Double -Slot Single -Slot

Back Connector Bock Connector

DAC6800+ BCA2, BCA4 - AES to Analog Audio Converters

 High -quality, 24 -bit D to A conversion
 2 -channel and 4 -channel versions
 Provides 110 Ohm balanced (AES3-1992) and 75 Ohm coaxial (SMPTE-276) AES inputs

AES in
2 or 4

Channel

-4 Output 1 Left
-4 Output 1 Right
- Output 2 Left
-4 Output 2 Right

ii
, 44,

UN SALSA

9)
-

1!"'"
SAL 100.

GND 

- CND *

- GND oio 0
of

- GND 5

2A

.GND+

44)

 GND 

DAC6800+
BCA2 and BCA4
Back Connector
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ADC6800+ A2BC, A4BC - Audio Analog to AES Converters

The ADC6800+ A2/A4BC are 2 -channel or 4 -channel analog audio to AES audio
converters with delay.

 Internal audio processing amplifier
 Fixed delay operation of up to 1.3 seconds

 32/48/96kHz sampling
 Selectable 16/20/24 -bit analog -to -digital conversion
 Channel ID tone generators (750 Hz, 1.5 kHz, 3 kHz, and 6 kHz)
 Selectable delay adjustment for each channel

0
cp Analog In

2 or 4co Channel

ND Conversion Audio Sync Audio
Matrix

AES 1

AES 2

Audio Proc
and Delay

Tone
Generator

Frame
Genlock Genlock/

DARS
DARS CCS Remote

Corrtrpl &

DATA I/O Mon toring

(Audio
input)

tracking

AES OUT 2

2

BM

SOO
- GNI3

AES OUT

See
GNO

DATA I/O

AES OUT 1

0
Unbal

DARS IN

O..
GND

1A

000
GNI3

1S

000
GND

2A

000
GND

2B

000
GNI3 

ADC6800+
A2BC and A4BC
Back Connector

PRELIMINARY

MXA6800+ A4B2, A2B, A4C2, A2C - Analog/AES Audio Multiplexers

The MXA6800+ A4B2/A2B/A4C2/A2C audio multiplexers provide audio
embedding up to 4 -channel Analog to a serial digital interface (SDI) output,
and up to 2 -channel AES with outputs.

 Selectable 16, 20 or 24 -bit resolution audio processing
 Accepts 32kHz & 48kHz audio
 Adjustable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
 Customer -selectable on/off mute function with adjustable mute duration
 Adjustable gain, invert, channel swapping
 Audio group selection, insertion / pass -through / delete
 Audio and time code selectable delay

SDI -

Analog
Input 1A
Analog
Input 1B
Analog
Input 2A
Analog-
Input 2B

Betsy Gain Invert Mutt Mute

EDH
Insertion

CCS Renate
Control it
Monitoring

Auto Embedder

NIXAMI001.
MXA68110
ONLY

-0 SDI

- SDI 2

-iv SDI 3

-P AES I

OARS - AES 2

MAA6E100i

CCI

0
2A

(se

ii
foie

MXA6800+
A4C2 and A2C
Back Connector

ii
2

oi

444

IA.ii
2Aiii

Sii

MXA6800+
A4B2 and A2B
Back Connector
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MXA6800+ A2, A4 - Analog Audio Multiplexers

The MXA6800+ A2/A4 Analog audio multiplexers embed up to two audio groups
onto a serial digital video stream.

m MUX-enabling embedder input can be selected from any audio input
m 24 -bit audio processing with adjustable fade rate, gain, invert and mute
m Black video generated on loss of video input
 Adjustable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
m Adjustable embedding group and mode

SDI -

Analog
Input 1A
Analog
Input 1B
Analog
Input 2A
Analog-
Input 2B

- SDI 1

- $DI 2

-O. SDI 3

AES 1

DABS - ABS 2

36

(CO
2A

1)

ii
16lii

28

MXA6800+
A2 and A4

Back Connectors

MXA6800+ B2, B4, C2, C4 - AES Digital Audio Multiplexers

The MXA6800+ B2/B4/C2/C4 AES audio multiplexers embed up to two audio
groups onto a serial digital video stream.

m Embedder input can be selected from any audio input
m Input audio sample rates from 32 kHz to 108 kHz
m 24 -bit audio processing with adjustable fade rate, gain, invert and mute,

independent per channel
m Adjustable audio delay up to .3 seconds
m Black video generated on loss of video input
 Adjustable embedding group and mode
m Choice of unbalanced or balanced AES inputs

SDI -

AES 1-

AES 2-

AES 3 -

AES 4 - I 1111111111

Audlo
Embedderla El

CGS Pe oh,
Control
Mon orIng

-11IP SDI 1

 SDI 2

-"SDI 3

BARS

eii

*is
ea*

(V)

MXA6800+
82 and B4

Back Connectors

2 ei

30

MXA6800+
C2 and C4

Back Connectors
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DMX6800+ A2B, A2C, A4B2, A4C2 - Analog/AES Audio Demultiplexers

The DMX6800+ A2B/A2C/A4B2/A4C2 Analog and AES Audio Demultiplexers
provide audio de -embedding from an SDI input with up to 2 -channel AES and
up to 4 -channel analog output.

 Selectable 16, 20 or 24 -bit resolution during audio processing
 Adjustable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
 Selectable on/off mute function for audio errors
 Adjustable gain, invert, channel swapping
 Left/Right channel swapping
 Audio group selection
 Add "Z" at end of part number for 600ohm output impedance option

SP -

OARS -

Saar
setialturr 111 II El II El

CCS
Pm* COD.

Mane..

Dalnc.0
ADS

Server

- AES 1
- AES 2

SDI IN

COJ
SDI Relk

AES I OUT 10

obi

obi

oii
AES 2 OUT RA

obi
oii

1Boii
2B

O
O

0

obi

DMX6800+
A4B2, A2B

Back Connector

SDI IN

SDI 001k

obi
AES 1 OUT

1A

AES 2 OUT

20

(0j 20

oii
oii
oii
oii

O
O

DMX6800+
A4C2, A2C

Back Connector

DMX6800+ B2, B4, C2, C4 - AES Audio Demultiplexers

The DMX6800+ B2/B4/C2/C4 AES digital audio demultiplexers support up to
four balanced or unbalanced AES audio outputs.

 Internal audio processing amplifier

EIc.,..,-.,

E

%WM°
 16 -bit, 20 -bit, or 24 -bit audio processing
 C -bit, U -bit, and V -bit transparency

obi
 Adjustable audio delay of up to 1.3 seconds oii

2

Re -clocked SDI Video 1
Re -clocked SDI Video 2 AES1 2oii--.AES 2

SDI - SDI RX Audio Audio Audio
De-aerialixer Demur Delay Proc Amp

Dither
DM168004434
C4 only

--.AES 3
obi 3

-.0ES 4
DM-6800*ABC

DARS -
CCS Remote

Audio Rx Clock Control and
Monitoring

D/A

Converter
-.Analog Audio
-.Analog Audio
-*Analog Audio

obi
Analog Audio

DMX6800+
B2 and B4

Back Connector

10cy

DMX6800+
C2 and C4

Back Connector
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ADS6800+ B2, C2 - AES Audio Delay Synchronizer

The ADS6800+ B2/C2 are the audio delay synchronizers used in conjunction
with the 6800+ DES, ENS, and VFS modules.

 2 -channel 24 -bit digital audio input
 Audio adjustment proc amp for levels and mute
 Framestore tracking and system delay operation
 Fixed delay of up to 1.3 seconds

AES In

Frame
Genlock

DARS -
DATA I/O

(Audio
Tracking

Input)

AES Outputs
42 or 4 channels

CCS Remote
Control &
Monitoring

Analog In
2 or 4

Audio
Sync AES Out 1 Coax/BalancedA/D Conversion I Audio Proc

Channel Audio AES Out 2 Coax/Balanced
Matrix

Tone
Frame Generator

Genlock
Genlock /

DARS
DARS CCS Remote

Control &
Monitoring

L

0

L

1110
-GND+

-GND+

000
-GND+

00
-GND+

00
-GND+

2 DATA CO

2

GENLOCK

Cs.)

ADS6800+ 82
Back Connector

ADS6800+ A2BC, A4BC - Audio Delay Synchronizer with
A to D Conversion

The ADS6800+ A4BC/A2BC are audio delay synchronizers with on -board analog -to -
digital conversion capabilities. To be used in conjunction with the 6800+ DES, ENS,
and VFS modules.

IN Internal audio processing amplifier
Fixed delay of up to 1.3 seconds

 32/48/96Khz sampling
 Selectable 16/20/24 -bit analog -to -digital conversion
 Channel ID tone generators (750 Hz, 1.5 kHz, 3 kHz, and 6 kHz)
 Selectable delay adjustment for each channel

38

DARS IN

3

r01

4IC_

2

DATA VO

5 WI
0

GENLOCK

2 )
ADS6800+ C2
Back Connector

,1
O

lz
UNBAL

1

;,,,-,) 2

5
O

000
-GND+

BAL

2

O.
-GND+

DATA I/0
(ADS ONLY)

00
-GND+

SO
-GND+

000
-GND+

000
-GND+

000
-GND+

J

IN

1A

IN

1B

IN

2A

IN
2B

ADS6800+
A2BC and A4BC
Back Connector
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MSA6800+ A2B, A2C, A4B2, A4C2 - Analog Audio Multiplexer with
Synchronizer & Delay

The MSA6800+ analog and AES audio multiplexers with Sync and Delay combine
the function of embedding one audio group onto a serial digital video stream
along with video synchronization and delay capabilities, all in one module.

e Selectable 16, 20 or 24 -bit resolution during audio processing
 Accepts 32kHz & 48kHz audio
 Adjustable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
 Customer -selectable on/off mute function with adjustable mute duration
 Adjustable gain, invert, channel swapping
 Audio group selection, insertion/pass-through/delete
 Audio and time code selectable delay

SDI - Auto Embedder EDH
Insertion -it. SDI 1

Analog Input 1A-
Analog Input 18-

Analog Input 2A -
Analog Input 28 -

DARS -

MSA6800+44
INSA6800+A4art+
ONLY

CCS Remote
Control &

Monitoring

Or ALS

MSA6800+A2C. A26 ONLY

MSA6800+
A2B and A4B2
Back Connector

AES 1

AES 2

sii

MSA6800+
A2C and A4C2
Back Connector

.,Q1

MSA6800+ A2, A4 - Analog Audio Multiplexer with Synchronizer & Delay

The MSA6800+A2/A4 analog audio multiplexers with Sync and Delay combine the
function of embedding one audio group onto a serial digital video stream along with
video synchronization and delay capabilities, all in one module.

 MUX-enabling embedder input can be selected from any audio input
 24 -bit audio processing with adjustable fade rate, gain, invert and mute
 Adjustable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
 Black video generator at loss of video input
 Adjustable embedding group and mode

SDI -i Auto Embedder EDH SDI 1Insertion

Analog Input 1A-
Analog Input 18-

Analog Input 2A -
Analog Input 28 -

Gain Invert Mux

Gain

NISA680(1+-
ONLY

CCS Remote
Control &
Monitoring

EnAcodES e

OARS -

AES 1

-8.AES 2

A

iA

toiii

ie
MSA6800+ A2 and A4

Double -Slot

Back Connector

ea
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MSA6800+ B2, B4, C2, C4 - AES Multiplexers with Synchronizer & Delay

The MSA6800+ AES digital audio multiplexers with audio sync and delay combine
the function of embedding up to two audio groups onto a serial digital video
stream along with video synchronization and delay capabilities, all in one module.

 Embedder input can be selected from any audio input
 Input audio sample rates from 32 kHz to 108 kHz
s 24 -bit audio processing with adjustable fade rate, gain, invert and mute,

independent per channel
 Adjustable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
 Black video generator at loss of video input
 Adjustable embedding group and mode

SDI -

Analog input 1A -
Analog Input 1B -

Analog Input 2A -
Analog input 28 -

OARS -
I HI

Auto Embedder

IASA6800-,A4
MSA6800-4.48/C
ONLY

Gain

EDN
neerlion

CCS Remote
Control &
Monitoring

AES
E

MSA68004A2C. A2B 0

-te SDI 1

-Pe AES

*AES 2

rej
DABSoi

ii
ii
eipio

(63 '1

30)
plig

j?"

40

MSA6800+ 82 and B4 MSA6800+ C2 and C4
Back Connector Back Connector

AVS6800+ B2, C2 SDI/AES Synchronizer/Processor

The AVS6800+ B2/C2 are single modules that combine SDI frame synchronizer
and an audio delay synchronizer function in a single module.

 Video Proc Amp
s Frequency jitter removal
s Delay or Synchronize Modes
s Audio adjustment proc amp
 Audio Synchronizer tracks video frame sync
s Fixed delay of up to 1.3 seconds
 AES input and output ports provide full 24 -bit capability, as well as

compressed (Diamond, Dolby -E) pass -through capability

SDI Input-

AES In
2 ch

Anag=g--

DARS -

Equalizer

Audio Sample
Rate Converter

Genlock

Frame Sync/
Delay

Audio Sync

CCS Remote
Control &
Monitoring

- SDI out
-*DATA I/O

AES Out
2 ch

(15))

BAL

L

L

r

0

L

00 
-GNCN.  
-GND+

IMO
-GND+

00
-OND+

SDI IN

g2

2 DATA I/O

0) 1

1

GENLOCK

2

AVS6800+ B2
Back Connector

OARS IN SDI IN

(0)3 (.0

6J 1

2

DATA I/O

:(6) (0))
8

GENLOCK

AVS6800+ C2
Back Connector
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VSM6800+ - SDI Monitoring Distribution Amplifier

The VSM6800+ serial monitoring DA combines the functions of an equalizing,
re -clocking serial DA and a composite video encoder on a single card.

 Vertical blanking (pass/blank) - Line 10 to 22 (NTSC); Line 10 to 23 (PAL)
 V -Blanking Chroma, plus Chroma on/off
 Mono burst on/off

Cable Serial
Diver Out (4x)

SDI - Equalizer Serial
Decoder

Encoder
Flier &
&Lifer

,Composite
Out (4x)

CCS Remote
Monitoring &

Control

co J
SDI OUT 4 CMPST 1

4MAI a%
t
CMPST 3 CMPST 2

SDI OUT 3 SDI OUT 1

CO
CMPST 4 SDI OUT 2

CMPST 1

CMPST 2

J.
0-;
SDI OUT

0-2!

VSM6800+ VSM6800+
Double -Slot Single -Slot

Back Connector Back Connector

VTM6800+ - SDI Triple Monitoring Distribution Amplifier

The VTM6800+ triple serial monitoring DA combines the functions of three equalizing,
re -clocking serial DAs and three composite video encoders on a single module.

 SAVE SPACE AND MONEY!
 Vertical blanking (pass/delete)
 Set-up on/off option (per channel) NTSC only
 Local Gain control fo- each channel
 Zero SCH and proper picture position
 Burst and chroma on/off (jumper per channel)

SDI -

SDI -

SDI -

VSM6800+

VSM6800+

VSM6800+

CCS Remote
Monitoring & Control

Serial
-'Out 1
._,Composite

Out 1

(0).).
SDI IN 1

-j
SDI OUTI CMPST 1

SDI IN 2 CMPST 2

SDI OUT 3 SDI OUT 2

CMPST 3 SDI IN 3

Serial
--P Out 2 VTM6800+
__,Composite Double -Slot

Out 2 Back Connector

Serial
-'Out 3
- Composite

Out 3
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VAM6800+ - SDI Video & Analog Audio Monitoring Distribution Amplifier

 525/625 operation
 SDI input with serial and composite analog outputs
 Analog audio outputs
 Command Control System (CCS)-enabled

SDI - l.f i --o WI

CCS
Remote Control
and Monitoring

PALJNTSC

2x Stereo
Audio

VSE6800+ - SDI Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier

The VSE6800+ is a serial digital video DA with cable equalizing and reclocking.

 High
 Handles

(4 outputs
 Other

- Input
- Automatic
- Alarm
- Automatic/manual
- Reclocking
- Automatic/manual

SDI-

video performance and low cost
143, 177, 270, 360, and 540Mb Mb/s SDI signals;

only)

features include:
signal presence detect

cable equalization
output

reclock rate select at 143/177/270/360/540
status report

bypass

and ASI signal

Mb/s

Output 1 SDI, ASI
Output 2 SDI

SIGNAL INPUT

CO
OUT 2 OUT 1

OUT 4 OUT 3

OUT 6 OUT 5-

OUT 7

EO
Driver

Re -clocker

Driver Output 3 SDI, ASI
Output 4 SDI VSE6800+

Double -Slot

Driver Output 5 SDI, ASI Bock Connector

CCS Remote Output 6 SDI

Monitoring &
Control

Driver Output 7 SDI, ASI
Output 8 SDI

SDI IN

0

VSE6800+
Single -Slot

Back Connector

0

co

ci)
O

00
co
scs
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VSD6800+ - SDI Video Distribution Amplifier

The VSD6800+ is a serial digital video didribution amplifier with cable equalizing.

 High video performance and low cost
 Distributes any 10-540Mb/s data within the amplitude limitation
 Other VSD6800+ features include the following:

- Input signal presence detect
- Automatic cable equalization
- Alarm output

SDI Re -clocker

CCS Remote
Monitoring &

Control

Driver

Driver

Driver

Driver

Output 1 SDI
Output 2 SDI

Output 3 SDI
Output 4 SDI

Output 5 SDI
Output 6 SDI

Output 7 SDI
Output 8 SDI

SIGNAL INPUT

(6)
OUT 2 OUT 1

OUT 4 OUT 3

OUT 6 OUT 5

www.leitch.com

0 8 OUT 7

VSD6800+ VSD6800+
Double -Slot Single -Slot

Back Connector Back Connector

VSI6800+ SDI/ASI Equalizing Reclocking Distribution Amplifier

The VSI6800+ is a serial video distribution amplifier that meets the requirements of
SMPTE259ABC and DVB-ASI.

 Trans,:ormer coupling at the input and output
Identical polarity between the input and outputs

 Automatic cable equalization
e Automatic reclocking at 143, 177, 270 (SDI and ASI), and 360 Mb/s
e Automatic bypass if the signal is not able to be reclocked
 Enforce bypass

SDI- ED Re -clocker

CCS Remote
Monitoring &

Control

X -former

X -former

X -former

X -former

-0 Output 1 SDI, ASI Compliant
4 Output 2 SDI, ASI Compliant

+ Output 3 SDI, ASI Compliant
4 Output 4 SDI, ASI Compliant

Output 5 SDI, ASI Compliant
4 Output 6 SDI, ASI Compliant

4 Output 7 SDI, ASI Compliant
4 Output 6 SDI, ASI Compliant

(4.))

SIGNAL INPUT

OUTPUT 2 0 UT 1jest
)

OUTPUT 4 011.147 3

OUTPUT 6 OUTPUT 5

C. (0
OUTPUT 8 OUTPUT 7

( (ea

SIGNAL INPUT

OUTPUT 1

C''))

OUTPUT 2

OUTPUT 3

OUTPUT 4

VS16800+ VS16800+
Double -Slot Single -Slot

Back Connector Back Connector

iy
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USM-6800 - Universal SDI Encoder/Distribution Amplifier

a PAL/NTSC Monitoring Encoder
 Selectable outputs, all with 4 serial outputs

- 4 NTSC/PAL composite analog
- 1 RGB or YUV and 1 composite analog
- 1 YC and 2 composite analog

 Automatic data re -clocking of 143, 177, 270 & 360 Mb/s
 525/625 line auto switching/4 equalized, re -clocked serial outputs
 Note: This is a 6800 series module

4:2:2
Serial -
Input

-o
-4 4:2:2
--+ Serial

-4 and
-o
-4

NTSC/PAL-
- or
-4-NTSC/PAL

__.}RGB/YUV

-4 or

-'}NTSC/PAL

2
0

a

Serial Oft
Input 41/47

2

CO 0
2 cii

i2

4

USM-6800
Double -Slot

Back Connector

VDA6800+ - Composite Video Distribution Amplifier

0

a

43

The VDA6800+ is a high-performance, high -reliability, cost-efficient general purpose SIGNAL INPUT

onalog video distribution amplifier.

 DC input coupling
 Looping and internal terminating selectable with double -slot back module,

OUTPUT 1

internal terminating with single -slot back module
 ± 3dB gain adjustable range, > 50 MHz bandwidth

OUTPUT 2

OUTPrettlUT 3

2 AV°
3 OUTPUT 4
4

5

6
Termination

Select 7

VDA6800+ VDA6800+
Double -Slot Single -Slot

Back Connector Back Connector
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VEA6800+ - Composite Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier

The VEA6800+ is a high-performance, high -reliability, analog video equalizing
distribution amplifier.

 DC input coupling
 Looping and internal terminating selectable with double -slot back module,

internal terminating with single -slot back module
 ± 3 dB gain adjustable range, 50 MHz bandwidth
 Continuous cable equalizing up to 984 ft (300 m) Belden 8281 cable, or equivalent

Termination
Select

2

3

4

5

6

7

LOOPING INPUT

(CC14411... 6

OUTPUT 2 OUT UT I

OUTPUT 4 OU T3AM mil
clIWOr

OUTPUT 6 OUTPUT 5

OUTPUT 8 OUTPUT 7

ccv

SIGNAL INPUT

OUTPUT 1

OUTPUT 2

OUTPUT 3

(e:29

OUTPUT 4

VEA6800+ VEA6800+
Double -Slot Single -Slot

Back Connector Back Connector

VRG6800+ - Composite Video Remote Gain Distribution Amplifier

The VRG6800+ is an analog video remote gain and EQ distribution amplifier.

 Remote gain, EQ and clamping timing adjustability
 Looping and internal terminating selectable with double -slot bock module,

internal terminating with single -slot back module
 Back porch clamp with selectable soft, hard and non -clomp modes

Outputs
-) 1
4 2
4 3
+ 4
4 5
4 6
4 7
4 8

LOOPING INPUT

o

g.OUTPUT 2 OU UT 1

OUTPUT 4 3

OUTPUT 6 OUTPUT 5

OUTPUT 8 OUTPUT 7

(9)

SIGNAL INPUTfat

OUTPUT I

OUTPUT 2

OUTPUT 3

OUTPUT 4

./141

VRG6800+ VRG6800+
Double -Slot Single -Slot

Back Connector Back Connector

el

oL
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VPD-6830 - Composite Video Programmable Distibution Amplifier

 Differential input, eight outputs
 30 MHz bandwidth (-3dB)
 Jumper -selectable soft back porch clamp
 Jumper -selectable AC or DC coupling
 Note: This is a 6800 series module

Analog Video
put (looping -
use T -adaptor
n 6800 Series

Frames

75 ohm
Termination

AC or DC
ClampOff/Soft/

Coupled Hard EQ
Programmable

Functions

Jumper
Select
(6800
series
only)

Differential
Input

Jumper
Select

Jumper

Beldon 8281 (default)
plug -In option for:
Belson 8241
Beldon 1505A
Beldon 1694A
SPF 1/3
Nokia e.6/2.8
VPM 2000

Plug-in submodule
for one of:
- Clipping
- Delay
- Entra EC/

(Beldon 8281 only)
- Dual EO

(Nokia 0.6/2.8 and
other cable type

-b
-b

-b

-P

8 Analog
Video
Outputs

SERIAL
INPUT

°- 'W/ 2
0

C*4
COMP/ON COM P113/B-Vcal
W2 WA

COMP -Y

0,
VPD-6830

Back Connector

VCA6800+ - Composite Video Equalizing & Clamping Distribution Amplifier

The VCA6800+ is an analog video clamping and equalizing distribution amplifier.
This distribution amplifier is capable of hard and soft clamping to the composite
NTSC and PAL video signal.

 AC and DC input coupling selectable
 Looping and internal terminating selectable with double -slot back module, internal

terminating with single -slot back module
:L.- 3 dB gain adjustable range, >50 MHz bandwidth

 Continuous cable equalizing up to 984 ft (300 rn) Belden 8281 cable, or equivalent
 Back porch clamp with selectable soft, hard and non -clamp modes
 Optional gain/EQ control

LOOPING INPUT

OUTPUT 2 1

4..J

OUTPUT 4 0;,.ekT 3

OUTPUT 6 OUTPUT 5

0
OUTPUT 8 OUTPUT 7

SIGNAL INPUT

OUTPUT 1

OUTPUT 2

OUTPUT 3

OUTPUT 4

VCA6800+ VCA6800+
Double -Slot Single -Slot

Back Connector Back Connector

z
0

c7.

v)

0

0
CO
Co
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VES-6801, VES-6801-2 - SDI Video Slide Generators

 Single -channel and dual -channel models
 Storage for two 8 -bit or single 10 -bit images per channel
 Four serial digital 270Mb/s outputs with embedded EDH
 Analog reference input (black or sync) provides genlock capability
 Infinite phasing relative to reference, s/w controlled V and H adjust
 Supports both 525- and 625 -line standards, and can accommodate slides

of both standards on a single module
 Card edge controls for timing and slide selection
 GPI input for slide selection
 Fully compatible with complete set of Logo Graphics Utilities

(LogoWIN and LogoDOS)
 Front PCB -mounted DB-9 serial port for image downloading,

RS232 also available on two BNCs
 Note: This is a 6800 series module

Analog
Reference

(video -
or sync)

XY Remote

GPI
Control

RS232 -
Download

Sync
Sep

Flash
mage Storage

1 I Obit 2tOblt

Flash
Image Storage
1st Obit 2s813

FPGA
Flesh Control

Date Formatting

Control Logic

Parallel
to Serial
Encoder

Parallel
to Serial
Encoder

Serialutpts

Seri lOutputs

VES-6801
VES-6801-2

REF
IN 4

OUTPUTS

OUTPUTS (0,
B1 B2

GPV

GPI#1
IN rx

Raaaa-
RX

AAM
Y oui W'

VES-6801 and VES-6801-2
Back Connector

VTG-6801-1 - SDI Test Signal Generator

 Up to 32 selectable 4:2:2 digital test signals (10 -bit)
 8 serial outputs
 Optional embedded digital audio (AES/EBU) test signals
 Optional embedded EDH check words in test signal
 4:3, 270Mb/s interlaced
 Free run or genlock operation
 fnfinite timing range
 Note: This is a 6800 series module

Audio
Tone

Generator'

Analog Black & Burst
Reference Input

8 Serial
4:2:2
Outputs
(270 or
360 Mb/s)

Ref
Input

4

7

2

VTG-6801-1
Back Connector
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VPD-6830 - Composite Video Programmable Distibution Amplifier

 Differential input, eight outputs
 30 MHz bandwidth (-3dB)
 Jumper -selectable soft back porch clamp
 Jumper -selectable AC or DC coupling
 Note: This is a 6800 series module

Analog Video
!put (looping -
rise T -adaptor

in 6800 Series
Frames

75 ohm
Termination

Clamp
AC or DC Off/Soft/
Coupled Hard SO

Programmable
Functions

Jumper
Select
(6800
series
only)

Differential
Input

Jumper
Select

Jumper
Select

Belden 6281 (deliault)
plug-in option for:

eidon 8241
Beidon 1505A
Beidon 1694A
SPF 1/3
Nokia 0.6/2.8
VPM 2000

Plug-in submodule
for one of:
- Clipping
- Delay
- Extra EO

(Beldon 8281 only}
- Dual EO

(Nokia 0.6/2.8 and
other cable type

8 Analog
Video
Outputs

SERIAL r.
INPUT

0

CW14 03
COMP/G/Y COMP/B/B-Y

COMP -Y COMP

04 3

VPD-6830
Bock Connector

VCA6800+ - Composite Video Equalizing & Clamping Distribution Amplifier

The VCA6800+ is an analog video clamping and equalizing distribution amplifier.
This distribution amplifier is capable of hard and soft clamping to the composite
NTSC and PAL video signal.

 AC and DC input coupling selectable
 Looping and internal terminating selectable with double -slot back module, internal

terminating with single -slot back module
 ± 3 dB gain adjustable range, >50 MHz bandwidth
 Continuous cable equalizing up to 984 ft (300 m) Belden 8281 cable, or equivalent
 Back porch clamp with selectable soft, hard and non -clamp modes
 Optional gain/EQ control

-1 1
AC 2

--le 3
DC 4
AC -e5differential

Cable equalizer Output
amplifier Driver

6
Terminat Dd.

Seleciotn -+ 7
-le 8

LOOPING INPUT

OUTPUT 2 OUT 1

OUTPUT 4 JO

OUTPUT 6 OUTPUT 5

C9 CO
OUTPUT 8 OUTPUT 7

 (44

SIGNAL INPUT

OUTPUT 1

OUTPUT 2

OUTPUT 3

OUTPUT 4

VCA6800+ VCA6800-1-
Double-Slot Single -Slot

Back Connector Back Connector
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AES6800+ B, C AES Audio Distribution Amplifier

The AES6800+ B/C is a differential input, nine outputs AES/EBU
digital audio distibution amplifier far use in balanced or
unbalanced iinstalllations.

 Manual or automatic equalization modes
 Bypass mode for non-AES (non bi-phase encoded) signals up

to 30MHz 50% duty cycle
 Data re -clocking provides jitter reduction
 LED indication of input lock and other important errors

AES- EQ Re -clocker

CCS Remote
Monitoring &

Control

Driver

Driver

Driver

Driver

IN

OUTI

+
I

OUTS

9
ours

+
-18

1

OUTS OUT7
+

3*
I

UT 3
OUTS

31
I

UT
5

-I.
+

I I

OUT 4

AES IN

+i
09 1

OUT I

3
C..1.1TS

OUT 3

11 to
I. I

:3 +,

OUT 9 IN (AES)

OUT 8 OUT I

OUT7 OUT 2

(4)
OUT 6 OUT 3

Ours OUT 40 *

ANIN

OUT I

OUTS

OUTS

OUT 4

AES 1 AES6800+B AES6800+8 AES6800+C AES6800+C
4 AES 2 Double -Slot Single -Slot Double -Slot Single -Slot

Rear Connector Rear Connector Rear Connector Rear Connector

AES 3
4 AES 4

4 AES 5
AES 6

4 AES 7
4 AES 8

AES 9

ARG6800+ - Analog Audio Remote Gain Distribution Amplifier

 Balanced nputs and outputs
 Remote control for mute settings
 Remote indication for channel state and overload
 Remote and local control for independent channel gain adjustment
 Local control for selecting output configuration
 Configurable outputs to one of the following options:

- Eight outputs designated to one channel (1x8)
- Four outputs designated to channel A, four outputs

designated to channel B (dual 1x4)
- Eight outputs designated to the combined stream of both channels (2x8 sum)

Channel A --

Channel B:

Analog
- Audio

Out (4x)

- Analog
- Audio
-4, Out (4x)

18A

2A

6 JA

O

4A

SA

a

213

36

4B

58

6

a

6

IA

2A

^ 3A
O
S

4A

SA

a

a

ARG6800+ ARG6800+
Double -Slot Single -Slot

Back Connector Back Connector
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LGI-6801 - SDI Logo Generator/Inserter

 525 / 625 line formats supported (auto detect)
 TARGA, TIFF, JPEG, PICT file formats supported
 GPI control interface
 Note: These are 6800 series modules

DSK-6801, DSK-6803 - SDI Downstream Keyers

Both DSKs feature:

Full 10 -bit program path with 12 -bit keyer for
optimum quality

 MIX keying mode
 Control via card edge controls or GPI contact

closures

 RS232/422 serial port for automation and
editor control

 Luminance or linear keying
 Adjustable transparency, gain, offset, fade rates
 Fade -to -black

Program
In

Fill In

Key In

Aux In

Analog
Ref In

DSK-6803 adds:

 Preview path
 Additive keying mode
 Simple chroma keyer
 Simple wipe transitions
 Note: These are 6800 series modules

Sync
Sep

Key Shaping
& trensperency
Gain & Meet

Una., Luau &
Clwoms-Key
PrO011441.19

Control Logic

XY Remote
GPI

Control

Program Out

Preview Out
(DSK-6803 only)
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LGI-6800
Double -Slot

Back Connector

DSK-6801
PGM

IN je
DSK-6803

03
PM

PGM
(.-®;)

OUT

0IN L

GPIP1O
OUT
PREY

IN i

174 O AZ'X'14

DSK-6800 and
DSK-6803

Back Connector

XY Remote
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VES-6801, VES-6801-2 - SDI Video Slide Generators

 Single -channel and dual -channel models
 Storage for two 8 -bit or single 10 -bit images per channel
 Four serial digital 270Mb/s outputs with embedded EDH
 Analog reference input (black or sync) provides genlock capability
 Infinite phasing relative to reference, s/w controlled V and H adjust
 Supports both 525- and 625 -line standards, and can accommodate slides

of both standards on a single module
 Card edge controls for timing and slide selection
 GPI input for slide selection
 Fully compatible with complete set of Logo Graphics Utilities

(LogoWIN and LogoDOS)
 Front PCB -mounted DB-9 serial port for image downloading,

RS232 also available on two BNCs
 Note: This is a 6800 series module

Analog
Reference

(video -
or sync)

XV Remote ..

GPI
Control

RS232 -
Download

Sync
Sep

Flash

mage Storage
lot Obit. 20bIt

Fluh
Image Storage

1 10blt 2 ebb

FPGA
Flash Control

Data Formatting

Control Logic

Parallel
to Serial
Encoder

Parallel
to Serial
Encoder

erialOutputs

Serial
Outputs

VES-6801
VES-6801-2

REF
IN

OUTPUTS (0 Al A2 sC)

BOi BdTPUTS2*

GPV

._

, , ,p,#, (<3
V.--,

RSIN-

xv rg1

VES-6801 and VES-6801-2
Back Connector

VTG-6801-1 - SDI Test Signal Generator

 Up to 32 selectable 4:2:2 digital test signals (10 -bit)
 8 serial outputs
 Optional embedded digital audio (AES/EBU) test signals
 Optional embedded EDH check words in test signal
 4:3, 270Mb/s interlaced
 Free run or genlock operation

Infinite timing range
 Note: This is a 6800 series module

Analog Black & Burst
Reference Input

8 Serial
4:2:2
Outputs
(270 or
360 Mb/s)

Ref
Input

4 3

in

O
6 5

0 0
VTG-6801-1

Back Connector
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DAR -6880 - AES Audio Reference and Test Generator

 Locks to video or AES audio
 Auto -detects PAL/NTSC

 Provides 8 Digital Audio Reference Signal (DARS) outputs:
- 5 DARS outputs with card edge selection of tone or silence
- 3 dedicated DARS outputs (1 -tone, 1 -silence, 1 -word clock)

 Generates self-clockirg AES grade -2 reference at loss of sync or in free-rur mode
 Versatile DARS tone signal - Output level adjustable from 0 to 31 dBFS in 1dB

increments

 Note: This is a 6800 series module

Sync
Reference

Input Clock Genesto
Sync Reference]

External DARs Reference
Cbc. Generator

CLOCK OAPS

DARs Tone Generator

IONE LEV.

DARs Silence Generator

DARs Word
Clock Generator

Selectable
DARs
Outputs 1 - 5

DARs
Tone
Output

DARs
Silence
Output

DARs
Word Clock
Output

LOOPING SYNC INPUTS

re CO

62 01
DAR OUTPUTS

5It: SILENCE

W/C TONE

DAR -6880

Bock Connector

HSD6800+ - HDTV, ASI, SDI Distribution Amplifier
HSE6800+ - HDTV, ASI, SDI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier
HSD6800+ and HSE6800+ are SD/HD/ASI serial digital video distribution amplifiers
with cable equalization.

 Input signal presence detection
 Automatic cable equalization
 Automatic/manual reclock rate setting at 143, 177, 270, 360, and 540 Mb/s;

and 1.485 Gb/s (HSE6800+ only)
 Reclocking status report and Automatic/enforced bypass (HSE6800+ only)

Output 1 SDI, ASI or HDDriver
SDI, ASI

or HD
Ea Re -clocker -.Output 2 SDI, ASI or HD

Driver 4 Output 3 SDI, ASI or HD
4 Output 4 SDI, ASI or HD

4 Output 5 SDI, ASI or HDCriver
CCS Remote 4 Output 6 SDI, ASI or HD

Monitoring &
Control

Criver -0 Output 7 SDI, ASI or HD
4 Output 8 SDI, ASI or HD

HD/SDI IN

(9 kg
HD/SDI OUT

CO 4

kt: 43

(Os CO

8 re7

HD/SDI IN

HD/SDI OUT:

re

Co

Co4

HSD6800+ and HSD6800+ and
HSE6800+ HSE6800+
Double -Slot Single -Slot

Back Connector Back Connector

HDTV
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HFS6800+ - HDTV Frame Synchronizer/Processor

The HFS6800+ is an HDTV frame synchronizer.

 Automatic detection of all video standards
 Synchronizes 1080i/50, 1080i/59.94, or 720p/59.94
 Provides reclocked serial outputs
 Up to 7 additional delay frames can be added
 Output phase is programmable with respect to the reference input
 Provides hot switch and I/O delay signals for tracking audio processing

HD SDI
Input

Composite
or tri-level
reference

EO/Re-clock

Genlock

Frame Sync/Delay -2 HD SDI Out
DATA I/O

Re clocked
HD SDI Out

CCS Remote
Control &
Monitoring

I-IDTV

PRELIMINARY

HMX6800+ B2, C2, B4, C4 - HDTV AES Audio Multiplexers

The HMX6800+ AES multiplexers embed 2 to 4 AES audio signals into a single
1.485Gb/s HD video signal.

 Automatic detection of all video standards
 Bypass relay protection on one SDI output for power failures
 24 -bit AES input audio embedding
 Audio processing amplifier with various controls
 Individual audio group assignment for each group
 Group lock mode for 5.1 audio applications and sample rate conversion disable

for Dolby embedding
 Programmable audio delays
 Ancillary packet cleaning mode to remove audio before embedding
 Ancillary packet reformatting mode to remove unused packets before embedding

HO SDI
input

AES 1

AES 2

AES

AES 4

HO Sal E0
De-serlaker

Audio
SW:Kidder 1

Audio
anbeddsr 2

CRC
Insertion

CCSRemote
Contra, &
Moriltorins

HO SOI
OUT

I-IDTV
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HDX6800+ B2, C2, B4, C4 - HDTV AES Audio Demultiplexers

The HDX6800+ audio demultiplexers de -embed 2 to 4 AES audio signals from a
single 1.485Gb/s HD video signal.

 Automatic detection of all video standards
 24 -bit AES audio de -embedding
 Audio processing amplifier with controls for delay, gain, invert, channel multiplexing

and averaging
 Individual audio group assignment for each group
 Group lock mode for 5.1 audio applications and sample rate conversion disable

for Dolby embedding
 Programmable audio delays

1AES
AES 2

HD SDI HD SDI EQ & Audio Audio Audio NOX611C43.134 & C4 Only

In De-serializer Demux Delay Poc Amp Dither AES 3
AES 4

Re -clocked

C CS Remote HD SDI Video

DARS Audio Rx Clock Concral and
Monitoring

HDTV

VSR-4041 - SDI 4x1 Switch

 4x1 serial digital switcher
 Digital component or composite video
 Two serial outputs
 Local and/or remote operation
 All inputs equalized for up to 200m (675ft)
 Reclocked outputs
 Note This is a 6800 series module

Auto
EQ

Local or
Remote
Control

Panel

4 Serial Inputs
(143 - 270Mb/s)

Auto
EQ

Auto
EQ

Auto
EQ

ert interval
witch proc

Re -

Clock
2 Serial
Outputs

(0

 WO
2

4
UJ

CONTROL
40 .4

OUTPUTS

ite)) 4
1 2

VSR-404

Double -Slot

Back Connector
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VTS-6801 - Video Timing Switch

 Fixes SAV/AEV errors
 Fixes illegal codes in active picture
 Recalculates EDH (Error, Detection and Handling)
 2 x 1 clean -switch router
 Used to time input signals for devices with no time buffers on inputs
 Can be used as two independent delay lines (no reference input)
 GPI control for video switching
 Horizontal phase adjustment
 Note: This is a 6800 series module

PGM 1
Serial
Input

GPI 1 Polarity

PGM 1
Serial
Outputs

Serial
Interface

Line
Delay

Video
Processor

Enable

Video Sync
Processor

GPI 2 Polarity

PGM 2
Serial
Input

Serial
Interface

Line
Delay

Video
Processor PGM 2

Serial

External
Reference

Outputs

External
Reference
Interface

PGM 1 IN

SoEuRTIAiL '0!

2 1

GPI 1 PGM 2 IN

4 3

SERIAL

OUT_ W-
6 5
GPI 2 EXT REF

11111

8

VTS-6801

Double -Slot

Back Connector

ICE6800+ - CCS Ethernet Communications Card

The CCS Ethernet card p-ovides connectivity of up to nine 6800+ frames to Leitch
CCS Networks.

 Full CCS client support including Pilot, Navigator, CCS Control Panel, etc.
 Supports remote control access via Ethernet to PC for get/set/adjust, automatic

status monitoring and alarming
 Status and change monitoring is achieved off of the network, minimizing traffic for

optimal use
 Device and Interface Dynamic Discovery
 Supports full Leitch External Protocol (EP) with 3rd Party Automation capability

Ethernet- Ethernet
PHY + MAC

Microprocessor
Core

Coax PHY #1

Coax PHY #9

MI PHY

lag

PORT 5 PORT 1

CO CO crl:
PORT 6 PORT 2 0

z
CO,ff&x

go c$
PORT 7 PORT 3

PORT 8 PO 4

ETHERNET

ICE6800+
Back Connector
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SOM6800+ - SDI to Multi -mode Optical Transmitter

The SOM6800+ is an SDI to fiber optics multimode transmitter.

 Handles SDI pathological and DVB/ASI signals
 Auto rate selection with reclocking for all SDI
 Supports non-reclocked, selectable modes for all other data rates
in Detection (and alarming) of equalization and video format
 Auto coaxial input equalization to 275M at SD 270Mb/s rates (Belden 1694A) on

electrical to fiber conversion modules
 Support for a single slot operation, with up to 20 modules within one 6800+ frame

SDI EQ Re -clocker

Laser
Driver

Microprocessor

Output
Driver

Laser
Diode

CCS Remote
Control &
Monitoring

-*SDI Output 1

-'SDI Output 2

-Fiber Out

OSM6800+ - Multi -mode Optical to SDI Receiver

The OSM6800+ is a fiber optics to SDI multimode receiver.

di Handles SDI pathological and DVB/ASI signals
 Auto rate selection with reclocking for all SDI and HD -SDI rates, from 143Mb/s to

360Mb/s. Supports non-reclocked, selectable modes for all other data rates
 Detection (and alarming) of equalization and video format
 Support for a single slot operation, with up to 20 modules within one 6800+ frame

Fiber In - Fiber -Optical
Receiver

Limiting EQ Amp Re -clocker

Microprocessor

Output
Driver

CCS Remote
Control and
Monitoring

-. SDI Output 1
SDI Output 2

- SDI Output 3

54

SDI
OUTPUT 1(At
W

SDI
OUTPUT 2

SDI
INPUT

SOM6800+
Back Connector

SDI
OUTPUT ,

C.
SDI

OUTPUT 2

SDI I

OUTPUT 3

OSM6800+
Back Connector
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SOS6800+ - SDI to Single -mode Optical Transmitter

The SO56800+ is an SDI to fiber optics single mode transmitter.

 Handles SDI pathological and DVB/ASI signals
 Auto rate selection with reclocxing for all SDI
I Supports non-reclocked, selectable modes for all other data rates
 Detection (and alarming) of equalization and video format
IN Auto coaxial input equalization to 275M at SD 270Mb/s rates (Belden 1694A) on

electrical to fiber conversion modules
 Support for a singe slot operation, with up to 20 modules within one 6800+ frame

SDI EQ Re -clocker

Microprocessor

Laser
Driver

Output
Driver

Laser
Diode

CCS Remote
Control &
Monitoring

SDI Output 1

SDI Output 2

Fiber Out

I-
0
0
(.1)

`0
cc

SDI
OUTPUT 1

SDI
OUTPUT 2

0
SDI I

INPUT

SOS6800+
Single -Slot

Back Connector

OSS6800+ - Single -mode Optical to SDI Receiver

The OSS6800+ is a 'iber optics to SDI single mode receiver.

 Handles SDI pathological and DVB/ASI signals
 Auto rate selection with reclocking for all SDI and HD -SDI rates, from 143/vth/s to

360Mb/s. Supports non-reclocked, selectable modes for all other data rates
 Detection (and alarming) of equalization and video format
 Support for a single slot operation, with up to 20 modules within one 6800+ frame

Fiber In
Fiber -Optical

Receiver
Limiting Ea Amp Re -clocker

Microprocessor

Output
Driver

CCS Remote
Control and
Monitoring

SDI Output 1

SDI Output 2

SDI Output 3

SDI
UTPUT 1

SDI
OUTPUT 2

SDI I

OUTPUT 3

OSS6800+
Single -Slot

Back Connector
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HOS6800+ HDTV to Single -mode Optical Transmitter

The HOS6800+ is an HDTV to Fiber Optics Single Mode Transmitter.

 Handles HDTV and SDI pathological and DVB/ASI signals
 Auto rate selection with reclocking for all HD -SDI rates, from 143Mb/s to 1.485Gb/s
 Supports non-reclocked, selectable modes for all other data rates
 Detection (and alarming) of equalization and video format
 Auto coaxial input equalization to 150M at HD (1.485Gb/s)
 Support for a single slot operation, with up to 20 modules within one 6800+ frame

HD In EQ Re -clocker

Laser
Driver

Microprocessor

Output
Driver

Laser
Diode

CCS Remote
Control &
Monitoring

HD Output 1

HD Output 2

Fiber Out

OHS6800+ - Single -mode Optical to HDTV Receiver

The OH56800+ is a Fiber Optics to HDTV Single Mode Receiver.

 Handles SDI pathological and DVB/ASI signals
 Auto rate selection with reclocking for all HD -SDI rates, from 143Mb/s to 1.485Gb/s.
 Supports non-reclocked, selectable modes for all other data rates.
 Detection (and alarming) of equalization and video format
 Support for a single slot operation, with up to 20 modules within one 6800+ frame

In
Fiber -Optical

Receiver
Limiting EQ Amp Re -clocker

Microprocessor

Output
Driver

CCS Remote
Control and
Monitoring

1-1C/TV

HD Output 1

HD Output 2

HD Output 3

HDTV

HDTV
OUTPUT 1

HDTV
OUTPUT 2

HDTVI
INPUT

HOS6800+
Single -Slot

Back Connector
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a

HDTV
OUTPUT 1

HDTV
OUTPUT 2

HDTVI
OUTPUT 3

OHS6800+
Single -Slot

Back Connector
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The 6800+ frames house and power 6800 family modules and enable a new generation of 6800+ style

products. These frames allow genlocking, remote control, higier product and power capacity and

modular interfaces.

Main Features
General
 Capable of handling HDTV, SDI, Analog & AES Audio,

Fiber Optics and other (non-BNC) interfaces

(in the FR6802+X(F) frame only)

 Holds up to 20 single slot cards (in the FR6802+X(F)

frame only) or 10 double slot cards or any combination of

the two totaling 20 single slots

 Provides continuity to legacy products, housing 6800

modules

 All modules are hot-swappable

 Frame -based looping video reference distribution across

frame midplane

 Lightweight for mobile production applications

 Rear support extension rail and cable strain relief/tie-down

options available

Power & Thermal Considerations
 The frame can house two (redundant) power supplies

 Power cord is locked in place

 Single Power Supply Unit can support entire frame load

 Able to support any combination of modules in every slot

of the frame

 Optional integral fan cooling; front to back primary

airflow

 Frames equipped with integral fan cooling; may be

rack -mounted on top of one another without restrictions

 Processing products must be housed in frames with fans

I-IDTV

Control and Monitoring
 Frame status monitoring by means of GPI contact closure

supports serial control and monitoring,

with free +Pilot Lite application

 Option to connect to Leitch CCS control through an

interface card (ICE6800+)

 One ICE6800+ module enables control and monitoring

for up to 9 frames

RCP CCS-1U

Remote Control Panel

The RCP-CCS-1 U remote control panel provides simple

control and monitoring of devices on a Leitch CCS

network. This control panel supports all modular

platforms.
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FR6802+X(F)

The FR6802+X(F) is the core 6800+ frame. Specifically

designed for maximum flexibility, the back of the frame

accommodates removable back -connectors that are
module -function specific.

 ALL 6800+ and ALL 6800 modules can be housed in

this frame

 Houses up to 20 modules, in any combination

(both single & dual slot modules at the same time)

 Requires back -connectors to be ordered for both 6800

and 6800+ modules to be housed in this frame

FR6802+DM(F)

The FR6802+DM(F) incorporates the benefits of the
6800+ platform, with further considerations for ultimate

cost-effectiveness. For applications requiring housing for

coaxial products only, this frame is ideal. The rear of the

frame is a fixed BNC panel, eliminating the need to order

separate back -connectors (as in the FR6802+X(F) frame).

 ONLY coaxial 6800+ modules and ONLY some of the

6800 modules can be housed in this frame

 Holds ONLY double -slot modules

 Does not accommodate HDTV, Fiber Optics, analog

audio, balanced AES or ICE card

FR -6801-1

 1 rack unit frame is also available for only coaxial

6800+ modules and most 6800 modules

 No access to Leitch CCS control with this frame

PRODUCT NUMBER ORDERING DETAILS

mo(6800+ D

xxx6800 + S

-D implies that the product is delivered

with a "2 slot" back connector for an

FR6802+X(F) frame

- S implies that the product is delivered

with a "1 slot" back connector for an

FR6802+X(F) frame

i!! 1:1h11IH 1,1 1 I!I.I 11611
FR6802+0) back view with blank plates

0,1s
it 11111. 17.1. 1 1

1.1.11P1'

11 11
FR6802+X(F) bock view with blank plates removed

to insert back connectors

HDTV

FR6802+DM(Fl back view

 Module back -connectors are not required for operation

 Field upgradable to an FR6802+X(F) frame

moc6800 + DR - DR implies that only the back connector is

delivered for an FR6802+X(F) frame

xmc6800 + SR - SR implies that only the back connector is

delivered for an FR6802+X(F) frame

xxx6800+ - implies that only the module is delivered

for an FR6802+DM(F) frame
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Digital Processing Synchronizer

DPS-575 is the most versatile processor available for digital and analog interfacing requirements

that include networked control ad in a single rack unit,

More Than Just a Synchronizer

AV Synchronizer

Audio Embedder/De-Embedder

Uni-directional (Normal Mode)

Bi-Directional Analog/Digital

Conversion (Digi-Duplex- mode)

Auto -Switch Time Base Corrector

Graphics Framestore

Linear Keyer

Video AGC

VITS Inserter

Video Test Signal Generator

Audio Test Signal Generator

Animated Logo Inserter Option

Digital Noise Reduction with Digital

Bandwidth Filtering Option

Audio Limiter Option

DV (IEEE 1394) Transcoder Option

Applications Facility -Wide

Offering maximum functionality and

flexibility in a single unit of rack space,

the DPS-575 Digital Processing

Synchronizer is equally suited for use in

analog, digital or hybrid facilities. Fully

capable of bridging analog video
signals (such as satellite and microwave

feeds) to digital production facilities,

these dexterous devices are the ideal

choice for broadcasters beginning the

transition to digital.

Applications Worldwide
The DPS-575 is available in either

video only or audio/video configurations

and is an auto -sensing, dual -standard

(PAL/NTSC) device.

Normal Modes

Component In

Composite In

S -Video In

SDI In

DV In

Analog Audio In

AE5/EBU Audio In

SDI Audio In --

VIDEO

AUDIO

BONS)

Component Out

0- Composite Out
 S -Video Out
 SDI Out
 DV Out

Analog Audio Out
AES/EBU Audio Out

SDI Audio Out

The normal mode is
designed to convert from
one video format to
another and from one
audio format to another.
Both the audio and the
video signals are
synchronized to the input
genlock reference signal.
Video and audio
adjustments can be carried
out on the input signals.

DigtDuplex allows for simultaneous A to D and D to A conversions

Edit Suites/Ingest/Mobiles/Satellite/Microwave

Microwave/
Satellite Feed

Studio

Camera

Router

VTR

Archive/Legacy
Tape Formats

NewsFlash

Non -Linear News Editor

Reality" and Velocity -

Non -Linear Editor

Leitch's DPS-575 adds flexibility and agility to any edit suite. Format translation, level adjustment, TBC control,
audio/video sync, noise reduction and automatic voice over insertion allow you to use any video the outside
world can throw at you.

®®
77"

Four video input and output formats are standard: Composite Video, Serial Digital Video
(SDI), Component Analog Video (Betacam) and Y/C (S-VHS/Hi-8). A separate RGB
output supports sync on green or RGBS modes and is ideal for driving video projectors.
The RGB output can also be configured to provide an additional composite video output.
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UDA-683 Utility Video Distribution Amplifier
The UDA-683 is a one in, eight out analog video
utility distribution amplifier, ideal for analog

composite/component, color black, subcarrier and
analog HDTV video installations.

VDA-683 Video Distribution Amplifier
The VDA-683 is a one in, eight out analog vdeo
distribution amplifier with a differential input ideal for
analog composite/component, color black, subcarrier

and analog HDTV video installations.

VEA-683 Video Equalizing Amplifier
The VEA-683 is a one in, eight out analog video
equalization distribution amplifier with a differential input

for long cable runs using analog composite/component,

color black, subcarrier and analog HDTV video signals.

VEA-684 Video Equalizing Amplifier
The VEA-684 is a one in, eight out analog video
equalizing and clamping distribution amplifier with a
differential input and AC or DC coupling for long cable

runs using analog composite/component, color back,

subcarrier and analog HDTV video signals.

VPD-683 Video Programmable Amplifier
The VPD-684 is a one in, eight out analog video
equalization and clamping distribution amplifier with a

differential input and AC or DC coupling for long cable

runs using analog composite/component, color black,

subcarrier and analog HDTV video signals. Optional,

removable submodule with different gain and EQ settings

are available.

VEH-683 Video Wide Band Equalizing Amplifier
The VEH-683 is a wide bandwidth one input, eight output

video equalizing and clamping distribution amplifier with

differential input and equalization for up to 100 meters

(325 ft.) of coaxial cable. Ideal for analog

composite/component and computer -generated video

installations.

VEH-6810 200Mhz Video Distribution Amplifier
The VEH-6810 is a wide bandwidth one input, eight
output video equalizing and clamping distribution

amplifier with differential input and equalization for up to

100 meters (325 ft.) of coaxial cable. Ideal for analog

composite/component and computer -generated video

installations.

INT-EX1x2 and INT-EX1x4
Analog Video, Digital Videc,
Digital Audio Distribution Amplifier Packages
The INT-EX x2 is a 1RU package containing 16 one
input, two output distribution amplifiers for analog

composite/component, 75 ohm AES digital audio and
SDI digital video signals.

The INT-EX1x4 is a 2RU package containing 16 one
input, four output distribution amplifiers for analog
composite/component, 75 ohm AES digital audio and
SDI digital video signals.
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AMD-880 Mono Audio Distribution Amplifier
The AMD-880 is a one in, eight out monaural analog audio

distribution amplifier for balanced 66 or 600 ohm signals.

ASD-880 Stereo Audio Distribution Amplifier
The ASD-880 is a one in, four out stereo (2 channels)

analog audio distribution amplifier for balanced 66 or

600 ohm signals.

APD-880 Mono/Stereo/Summing Programmable
Audio Distribution Amplifier
The APD-880 can be programmed using plug-in

submodules to provide monaural, stereo or summed, or a

combination of outputs.

ARG-880 Audio Remote Gain Amplifier
The ARG-880 is a one in, eight out monaural analog
audio distribution amplifier for balanced 66 or 600 ohm

signals with remote gain control.

AES-880 AES/EBU Digital Audio
Distribution Amplifier
The AES-880 is a one input, eight out AES/EBU digital

audio distribution amplifier for use in 110 ohm balanced

installations.

Additional Distribution Amplifiers

ATG-880 Audio Tone Generator

The ATG-880 provides audio tones of 400 and 1000 Hz

on four dual outputs at levels of +8, +4, 0 and -10 dBm.

440 Hz tone may be requested in place of 400 Hz.

ADC -880 Analog to Digital Audio Converter

The ADC -880 is a two -channel analog audio to 110 ohm

balanced AES digital audio converter with 20 -bit

precision.

DAC-880 Digital to Analog Audio Converter
The DAC-880 is a 110 ohm balanced AES digital audio

to two -channel analog audio converter with 20 -bit

precision.

INT-EX1x4A2 Analog Audio
Distribution Amplifier Package

The INT-EX1x4A2 is a 2RU package containing 32 one

input, four output stereo (two channels) distribution

amplifiers.

HDC-3901 HDTV Downconverter and VRG6800+ Composite Video Remote Gain Distribution
Distribution Amplifier Amplifier

HDC-3901-AD HDTV Downconverter and VPD-6830 Composite Video Programmable Distribution
Distribution Amplifier with audio outputs Amplifier

VSM-3901 SDI Monitoring Distribution Amplifier AES6800+ AES Audio Distribution Amplifier

HSE-3901 HDTV / SDI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier VSE6800+ SDI Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier

VSE-3901 SDI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier VSD6800+ SDI Video Distribution Amplifier

AES-3981 AES Audio Distribution Amplifier HSD6800+ HDTV, ASI, SDI Distribution Amplifier

VEA-3901 Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier HSE6800+ HDTV, ASI, SDI Reclocking Distribution

ADA-3981 Analog Audio Distribution Amplifier Amplifier

ARG6800+ Analog Audio Remote Gain Distribution VSI6800+ SDI/ASI Equalizing Reclocking Distribution

Amplifier Amplifier

VSM6800+ SDI Monitoring Distribution Amplifier USM-6800 SDI Component Video Monitoring Distribution

VTM6800+ Triple Monitoring Distribution Amplifier
Amplifier

VCA6800+ Composite Video Equalizing & Clamping
Distribution Amplifier

VAM6800+ SDI SDI Video and Analog Monitoring
Distribution Amplifier

VDA6800+ Composite Video Distribution Amplifier

VEA6800+ Composite Video Equalizing Distribution
Amplifier
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Comprehensive Format
Coverage

Panacea offers comprehensive

format coverage, with HD, SD/ASI,

AES, and analog video and audio

available in the most complete and

flexible array of matrix sizes.

Advanced Control Options
Panacea's advanced control

options - including remote, local,
RS232/422, X/Y and Ethernet

control direct to the frame - raise
the standard for small routing.

Because Panacea shares a common

control base with all other Leitch

routers, integration into existing and

new router installations is effortless.

Superior Performance
Leitch is an industry leader in

incorporating the most advanced

technology to meet the latest broadcast

and professional media applications.

With Panacea, performance was not

sacrificed to provide a compact,
cost-effective solution.

Excellent Value

Panacea provides the same flexibility,

performance and reliability customers

have come to expect from Leitch

routers - all at an exceptionally

cost-effective price.

I-IDTV

Panacea is for Everyone

Television production facilities, cable

operators, outside broadcast

vans/trucks, DBS satellite operations,

post production facilities,

Webcasters, Telcos, corporate

boardrocms, schools, military,

government, videographers, or

anyone else who wants a compact,

on -air quality routing switcher with

the ability to mix and match signal

formats within the same frame.

Key Benefits

 Clean switching of SDI and HD Video option

 Quiet switching of AES/EBU digital audio signals option

 CCS/Pilot integrated control capabilities

 Control via local panel, RS232/422, X/Y, or
IP/Ethernet option

0 Signal diagnosis capabilities

(i.e. signal presence, error detection)

Numerous local control panel options

0 Frame architecture provides both front and rear rack
attachment capabilities

External (Brick) universal power supplies or
built-in universal power supplies

 Redundant power supplies option

 Blue3 Dynamic Routing Fabric -enabled - taking
advantage of building larger systems through a
distributed routing architecture

z
c-14_
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HDTV

Expandable Architecture

Integrator is a series of economical,

scalable, multi -format routers packed

with advanced features and

redundancy that provide unrivaled

performance and control options for

all mid -to -large sized routing

applications.

The IntegratorTM allows you to mix

different types of signals and I/O
connections within the same frame by

offering modular I/O back panels.

Our Integrator prepares your facility to

switch today's and tomorrow's formats.

The Integrator solutions include routing

systems in 4, 6 and 8RU frames that

provide expandability from 32x32 to

512x512, and our 8RU Integrator
GOLDTM wideband digital multi -rate

router will easily expand from 8x8 to

512x512. Other features include

optional redundant hot-swappable

logic cards and power supplies and

incorporated alarms for control, fans

and power supplies. Other options

available include dual outputs, output

monitoring, and left/right swapping

and summing.

Reliable Dynamic Routing

Blue' Dynamic Routing Fabric is

Leitch's

routing

between

field -proven method for

and controlling signals

multiple, networked frames

easily, reliably and efficiently. Our

distributed architecture removes

single points of failure and supports

installations across multiple

locations.

Comprehensive Control

Leitch provides a powerful and

complete control system through

programmable control panels and our

RouterMapper, RouterWorks, CCS

Pilot2TM and CCS NavigatorTM control

software. Our control options free you

from hardware constraints with virtual

crosspoint mapping and soft -matrix

partitioning; crosspoint restrictions

such as locks and protects; up-

loadable drivers for diagnostics and

control of other vendors equipment;

system polling for new or added
component configuration without

interrupting operations; and traceable

system signal paths. Integrator is fully

compatible with existing Leitch control

software and hardware, allowing you

to easily integrate into or upgrade
existing or new router installations.

Integrator GOLD

Integrator GOLD is the standard

when it comes to wideband digital

multi -rate routing. With the capability

of routing signals from 3 Mb/s to 1.5

Gb/s, Integrator GOLD offers a clear

growth path from lower bit rate AES,

SDI and ASI to high -bandwidth, high -

definition format signals.

The 8RU Integrator GOLD can easily

scale from 8x8 to 128x128

in multiples of 8 I/O. Features

include redundant power supplies,

redundant logic cards and easy -to -

use, front -loading, hot -swap

capability. Integrator GOLD provides

complete digital format support: HD,

SDI, AES, ASI and common Telco

rates and an option for SDI -only.

Control Topologies

TCP/IP (Ethernet) Standard 1-Wr

RS -232/422 Standard I-Wr

X/Y Coaxial Standard /r
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Feature -rich digital master control switcher acclaimed for

exceptional operational ease.

Comprehensive Value

Optimized for demanding

environments, Opus performs

effortlessly in live, on -air

environments, managing one or
more channels from a single control

panel, from multiple panels, or

under full automation. Opus

provides eye-catching dual -channel

squeeze effects, unrivaled audio

processing capabilities, keys, audio

overs, quick selects and much more.

Most features are provided

standard, yielding a cost-effective

and integrated system from day one

that is superior to others that must

add many expensive options trying

to match Opus.

Attention to Detail
Opus addresses SD and HD

environments with a completeness

that is refreshing and reassuring.

Audio can be discrete AES and/or

embedded with four AES pairs per

input/output, or stereo analog audio,

with total control over audio channel

assignments. Multi -channel control,

audio metering, machine control and

upstream router panel come standard

in the Opus control panel -
streamlining your work surface.

Unique features include automatic

key removal when switching to

specified commercial sources;

eliminating make -goods; and

Program Special mode which frees

the panel for training or other off-line

use without affecting the program

stream. Smooth integration within

your facility is further enhanced with

the flexibility of five aux outputs, 36

each GPIs/GPOs, and more.

The Best Image

The 1 -channel

Squeeze Effects

intriguing motion

and 2 -channel

options deliver

with multi -stage

setups that alter size, position and

HDTV

video content - so much more than

a one-step squeeze and reveal.

Combined with exceptional

video/audio quality and

functionality, you can count on Opus

for a most impressive on -air image.

 Panels and frames assignable in "n" x "m" network configuration

 OPUS NAV user -configurable software control panel

 Industry -standard automation interface

 CCS Pilot option provides configurable alarm notifications on -screen, to a
database, or by e-mail

Features

 10 -bit quality video processing
throughout

 Two independent linear keyers,
downstream of effects

 Sixteen primary inputs and four
key (key & fill) inputs

 Five aux outputs

 Extended input range using
external routers

 Full program/preset transitions

 Full monitoring output

 Clean outputs available prior to
each keyer

 One line buffer on all inputs

 Program Special for off-line use

 Optional 2D squeeze effects

 Optional key border/shadow

 Sixteen primary and eight audio
over inputs

 Four AES pairs, or two -channel
analog audio, with selectable
20 -bit or 24 -bit resolution

 Embedded configuration supports
both discrete and embedded I/O

 Complete channel control,
including sum, swap, left/right to
both, phase reversal, etc.

 Full control panel metering
(VU & PPM ganged)

 Full audio breakaway capability

 Two separate over/under stages

 Program Specia for off-line use

 Clean outputs available prior to
each A/0 stage

cr)
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Applications:
Master Control / Studio / Production

Control Rooms

OB Vans (trucks)

Traffic / Security monitoring

Corporate board
rooms/schools/video conferencing

Trade shows / Kiosks

Edit Suites / Quality Control stations

Features Common to all
SuiteView Offerings:

Audio metering and alarm support
for embedded, analog stereo &

AES/EBU audio

Dynamic UMD captions &
multiple tally support

Store/recall preset configurations

(non-volatile)

Fully integrated with CCS

(i.e., CCS Navigator)

Customized, facility -wide monitoring

system for 24/7 operation

SuiteView Multi -source Display Processor

i h Junk Ln:),_Auyj ICAJ.3:;r,o1S is designed to

support rendering of multiple video and computer graphic signals in

real time to -either video or high -resolution plasma, LCD, computer

nd projection displays.

SuiteView

Compact, cost-effective, versatile multi -source display

processor capable of rendering multiple video signals in

real time to one or more video monitors or for distribution

across video networks.

From 4 to 16 inputs in compact 1 RU frame
n Unique auto -format detecting inputs support SDI and

composite video inputs

Flexible output support for SDI (x2), analog component,
composite and line -doubled VGA

NEO SuiteView Solo
Compact multi -source display processor capable of
rendering multiple video and computer graphic signals in

real time to plasma, LCD, high -resolution computer

monitors or projection displays.

Up to 12 inputs in compact 1 RU frame
Unique auto -format detecting inputs support HD -SDI, SDI

and composite video inputs
Analog video module supports NTSC, PAL, PAL -M and

RGB, YUV and Y/C inputs

Graphics module supports VGA and DVI inputs
Outputs up to UXGA support plasma, LCD, computer
monitor or projection display systems
Separate external graphics input

NEO SuiteView

Highly scalable, modular, multi -source display processor

capable of rendering multiple video and computer
graphic signals in real time to plasma, LCD,

high -resolution computer monitors or projection displays.

Up to 44 inputs in 3RU NEO frame/
12 inputs in 1 RU NEO frame

Unique auto -format detecting inputs support HD -SDI, SDI

and composite video inputs
Analog video module supports
NTSC, PAL, PAL -M and RGB, YUV and Y/C inputs

Graphics module supports VGA
and DVI inputs

Outputs up to UXGA support plasma, LCD, computer
monitor or projection display systems

Separate external graphics input

Reliable flexibility with NEO platform

(ideal for mission -critical applications)

- Redundant power supplies & controllers

- Front -loading, hot-swappable modules

- Mix -n -match with other NEO modules in the same frame

- Extensive alarming capabilities
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NX4000TXS
Transmission Server

The NX4000TXS is a modular,

multi -channel transmission server

platform that connects to the NEXIOTM

shared SAN, providing up to four

independent I/O channels per chassis.

Ingest and playout control is delivered

by Leitch native or third -party

applications. Optimized for scalability,

the NX4000TXS enables you to easily

grow from two channels to over 100

channels, thousands of hours of shared

storage and hundreds of megabytes

per second of IP network bandwidth

- all within a single NEXIO SAN
(domain). Up to eight NEXIOTM

platforms (including NX4000TXSTm,

NX4000MTSTM MPEG Transport

Stream Server, NewsFlashTM and

NewsFlash FXTM non-linear editors,

and InstantOnlineTM, NEXIOTM

Gateway Server and NEXIOTM Mirror

Server) may be connected directly to

shared storage, eliminating the need

for external Fibre Channel switches.

Larger systems are constructed using

Fibre Channel switches. All server and

editing platforms in the NEXIO family

run the patented and Emmy® award -

winning RAIDSoft- system that allows

all channels and network ports to

simultaneously access content without

restriction. RAIDSoft also provides two

methods of protection for stored

media: either RAID 3, providing

protection from single drive failures, or

Leitch's unique ECC (Error Correction

Coding) protection, which protects

even in the event of two drive failures.

The unique file system keeps cached

copies of the FAT tables on each server

platform and on disk, providing

protection from multiple failures.

NX4000MTS
MPEG Transport Stream Server

The NX 4000MTS MPEG Transport

Stream server adds significant

functionality to the NEXIO shared

storage server system. It provides

ASI interface with the ability

to de -multiplex a multi -program

transport stream (MPTS) for both HD

and SD content, store individual

programs as elementary streams,

multiplex a new transport stream from

stored content and output via the ASI

interface. When used in combination

with the optional NXA1000VTS view

and trim application, both HD and
SD content can be trimmed to allow

seamless splicing in the output

transport stream. Like all server

platforms in the NEXIO family, the

NX 4000MTS runs the patented and

Emmy® award -winning RAIDSoftTM

system that allows all channels and

network ports to simultaneously

access content without restriction.

HDTV

X4000ITS

Integrated Transmission Server

The NX4000ITS is a standalone

transmission server with integrated

storage, supporting up to four

independent I/O channels per

chassis arid easy integration with IP

networks using gigabit Ethernet. The

NX4000ITS supports the same

formats and interfaces as the

NX4000TXS and offers multi -use

flexibility - for example, as an
independent storage domain for

redundancy, as an edge server, or

for small ingest and playout

applications.

The NX4000ITS is fully upgradeable

to the NX4000TXS - thus
protecting your investment as needs

increase.

NEXIO Application

As part of the NEXIO family, Leitch offers a complete range of native

applications for your exacting broadcast needs - including NEX10-,

MediaBase, CLIPSync; PlayList; Delay; Digttizerr; TapeBase; Ingest Control

Manager'" (ICM), MediaNetTM and Rundown ManagerTM. Refer to the

NEXIO Server System Brochure for full details, or contact your Leitch sales

representative.
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0

HDTV

All-MPEG-2 Processor for your Broadcast Localization Needs, with Dynamic Control.

The all-MPEG-2 stream manipulation

of the Digital Turnaround Processor

(DTP) allows broadcasters to overlay

graphics/logos on pre -compressed

high -definition and standard -

definition streams inexpensively and

with superior video quality. This

allows a remotely encoded DTV

signal to be localized with such

applications as logo overlays;

character generator text crawls;

time/temperature overlays; stock

index overlays; and local

weather/news overlays. Such

enhancements allow content owners

to derive additional value from their

national content by localizing it and

making it more relevant to local

audiences. And by avoiding

decoding/re-encoding, the original

MPEG encoding picture quality is

preserved to the greatest extent

possible.

The DTP is a broadcast -quality, real-

time operating system and general-

purpose computing platform with

patented software for real-time

compressed video processing. This

flexible software architecture allows

the unique Leitch algorithms to be

continuously enhanced to improve

performance and to roll out new

features quickly and efficiently - in

most cases by doing software -only

updates to units in the field.

The DTP also allows for "lights out"

operation and a drastic reduction in

operational expenses through

implementing the latest standards for

"remote" automation and control,

even in stations that do not have two-

way control network connectivity.

Leitch's DTP complements the NEXIO

MTS MPEG-2 transport stream

server, offering complete store -and -

forward compressed stream

processing applications such as

time -zone delay and archiving.

Leitch routing and modular products

can also be used for redundant and

high -confidence operations.

Key features to demonstrate (via the live system) at NABIMIll
 All-MPEG-2 solution with a DTP -200 and a NEXIO MPEG-2 Transport Stream server,

running under an automation system

 Motion logos, as well as static logos, with dissolve "on and off" effects

 "Burned -in" localized tag ad overlays

 Seamless switching (MPEG-2 splicing) for local content and ad insertion

 Second -generation DTP product running on a general-purpose computing platform and a

real-time operating system
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We Have You Covered

HDTV

Whether you are designing and implemerting a complete, new master control facility or starting

out with a small HDTV island within your existing SDI facility, Leitch has the products to meet your

HDTV applications needs.

VelocityHD NEWSFLASH.

PANACEA. !INTEGRATOR GOLD..

SIGNAL PROCESSING
(interface and conver NE0,. 6800+ DPS-575

MASTER CONTROL TP OPUS HD

DTP LOGOMOTION II, 6E300+

STORAGE AND TRANSMISSION DTP NEXIO
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U
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0
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Integrated Content Environments offer the greatest opportunity for productivity and performance

gains when employing content management and control and monitoring operations under a

common control system with a consistent, but flexible user -configurable interface.

Any product identified with the CCS check mark will bring you all the

value of Leitch's award -winning Command Control System.

CCS is a distributed, soft real-time

Command and Control System

providing configuration, control,

monitoring and secure access to Leitch

and third -party party equipment on a

network, regardless of network

topology. Based upon Leitch's

extensible architecture, CCS provides

open and scalable access via

standard protocols (TCP/IP, SNMP,

HTML, and Serial) to almost any

component on a networked system.

The framework architecture for CCS

provides an extensible design based

on a layered approach. Through

this, both the applications and
product interfaces provide access to

a host of services. By developing an

application and/or product interface

on the CCS framework architecture,

all of the services and

communications methods provided

by CCS are available to that

application or product. Therefore, as

new methods of communicating

and/or services are developed, they

immediately become available to

every CCS-enabled product line.

In addition to the extensibility of the

design, the communication

capabilities provided by CCS are
also designed to be highly scalable.

From simple control of one or two

devices to control of large distributed

systems with many devices

distributed over multiple remote sites,

CCS is designed to offer soft real-

time response.
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Adds to CCS Pilot a customizable GUI that empowers our customers to mastermind their operations.

The Navigator application enables the user to create screen views that replicate their environment. This

customizing feature provides tremendous flexib lity in terms of how this software can be used.

The CCS Navigator software provides

the graphical tools that will enable you to

create easy -to -use graphical pages that

visually represent your network's many

devices, systems and environments. These

graphical pages, called Navigator

pages, will then allow you to consolidate

network -wide status monitoring, leading

to more efficient deployment of human

resources for monitoring and

troubleshooting tasks.

Included with the CCS Navigator
software is a collection of buttons,

symbols and images for use in creating

the customized Navigator pages. Each

page represents an interface to your

network environment. You can import

other image files to supplement that

gallery, such as your corporate logo, your

own network diagram, etc.

The Navigator tools also allow you to

associate actions, such as loading a
page, configuration or preset, with the

graphical objects you place on a

Navigator page. This enables you to

interact with your network environments.

The software is highly customizable, so

you can mold each Navigator page to suit

your exact situation and particular needs.

All of CCS Pilot features plus the following:

GUI Page Creation
 Rendering of events across multiple pages

 Status Monitoring (alarm rendering)

 Allows browsing (backward & forward) across Navigator pages

 Buttons, images, text and Leitch device's symbol gallery

 Enable a single button to launch simple or multiple presets

 Enable a single click to launch HTTP applications

 Support for multiple image formats (JPG, BMP)

 Customizable monitoring with soft real-time control

 Configurable alarm notifications for CCS-enabled products
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Product

6800+ frames

AC0-3901

ACD-3981-B, C

ACE -3981-B, C

ADk398166, 600

ADC -3901

ADC -3901.2

ADC -3981

ADC6800+ A2BC, A4BC

ADC -6801

ADD -3981-B, C

ADS -6800+ A2BC, A4BC

ADS -6800+ B2, C2

ADV6800+

AES-3981

AES6800+8, C

AME-39818, C

ARC -3901

ARG6800+

AS -39018, C

AS -3981 -AD, DA, DA -600

AVM -3901A B, C, B4, C4

AVM -3902.84, C4

095-3901-B, C

AVS-3902-B, C

OS -6800432, C2

Bock panels, NEO

[CS

CSD-3901/2

DAC-3981 (-600)

DAC6800+BCA2

DAC6800+BCA4

DAC-6801

DAR -6880

DA's Audio

DA's Video

DAS-3901

DAV6800+

DEC -3902

DEC6800+

DES6800+

DES -3901-S

DES -3902

DMX-3901-k B,

DMX-3901434, (4

DMX-39018-84, C4

DMX6800+A2B, A2C, A2B, A2C

DMX6800+A4B2, A4C, A4B2, A4C2

DMX6800+B2, B4

DMX6800+C2, (4

DNS -3901-S

DNS -3902

DPS-515

DSA-3901-A

DSK-6801, DSK-6803

DTP

DVR-3901

EN(6800+, ENS6800+

ENS -3901

GPI -3901

GPS-3902

HDC-3901, HK -3901 -AD

HDTV

HDX6800+B2, C2, B4, C4

HFS6800+

HMX6800+82, (2, B4, C4

HOS6800+

HSD6800+

HSE6800+

Description Page

6800+ frame

Automatic Changeover Module

Diamond Audio 4 DES Compression Decoder

Diamond Audio 4 AES Compression Encoder

Analog Audio Distribution Amplifier

Analog Component Video to SDI Converter

Dual Analog Component Video to SDI Converter

4 -Channel Analog to 2 AES Audio Converter

Audio Analog to AES Converters

Analog Component to SDI Converter

Diamond Audio 4 AES Decompression with Demultiplexer

Audio Delay Synchronizer with A to D Conversion

AES Audio Delay Synchronizer

Analog Component Video to SDI Converter

AES Audio Distribution Amplifier

AES Audio Distribution Amplifier

Diamond Audio 4 AES Compression with Multiplexer

Aspect Ratio Converter

Analog Audio Remote Gain Distribution Amplifier

2 AES Audio Synchronizer/Delay/Processor

4 -Channel Analog/2-Channel AES Audio Synchronizer/Dekry/Processor

SDI/Audio Synchronizer/Processor 8 Multiplexer

SDI/AES and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor 8 Multiplexer

SDI/AES Synchronizer/Processor

SDI/AES and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor

SDI/AES Synchronizer/Processor

Additional Back Modules

Command end Control System

Master Dock Driver

2 AES 4Chonnel Analog Audio Converter

AES to Analog Audio Converters

AES to Analog Audio Converters

SDI to Analog Component Converter

AES Audio Reference And Test Generator

Audio Distribution Amplifiers

Video Distribution Amplifiers

Composite Video/Analog Audio Synchronizer/Processor/Multiplexer

SDI to Analog Component Video Converter

Composite Video to SDI Decoder

Composite Video Decoder

Composite Video Decoder/Synchronizer

Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synchronizer with SDI Input

Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synchronizer

SDI Demultiplexer to 4 Anolog or 2 AES Audio

SDI Demultiplexer to 4 AES Audio

HMV 4 AES Audio Demultiplexer

Analog/4ES Audio Demultiplexers

Analog/AES Audio Demultiplexers

DES Audio Demultiplexers

AES Audio Demultiplexers

Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synchronizer/Noise Reducer with SDI Input

Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synchronizer/Noise Reducer

Digital Processing Synchronizer

Analog Audio Synchronizer Delay Processor 8 Demultiplexer

SDI Downstream Keyes

Digital Tumaround Processor

Digital Video Recorder

SDI Video Encoder, SDI Video Encoder/Synchronizer

SDI to NTSC/PAL Color Encoder/Synchronizer

GPI and Marker Beep Module

GPS Receiver and Antenna

HDTV Downconverter, HD1V Downconverter with Demultiplexer

HDTV Portfolio Overview

HDIV AES Audio Demultiplexer

HD1V Frame Synchronizer/Processor

HD1V AES Audio Multiplexers

HD1V to Single -mode Optical Transmitter

HD1V, ASI, SDI Distribution Amplifier

HDTV, ASI, SDI Redocking Distribution Amplifier

Product

HSE-3901

HUC-3901

HUC-39023, C

ICE6800+

Integrator

IRB-3901

161-6801

MG1-3901, MG1-3901H

MSA-3901-A, B, C, B4, (4

MSA6800+A2, A4

MSA6800+A2C, A2B, A4C2, A4B2

MSA6800+C2, (4, B2, 84

MTG-3901

Vi -39014, 8, C

RA -390144, C4

MXA-3901H-B4, (4

MM680042, A4

MXA6800+62,134

MXA6800+C2, C4

NAVIGATOR

NEO Frames

NEXIO TX

NSM-8xl-A2

NSM8x1AE5-6, C, NSM-7x2AES-B,

NSM-8x1SHD, NSM-1x2SHD

NSM-8x1V, NSM-7x2V

NSV-A8+8

NSV-AES16

NSV-AUD16

NSV-63

NSV-H4

NSV-OUT

NSV-S4

NSV-V4

NSVloca

DH56800+

Opus

0SM6800+

OSS6800+

Panacea

SFS-3901

SOM6800+

SOS6800+

SuiteView

USM-6800

VAM6800+

VCA6800+

VDA6800+

VEA-3901

WA680D+

VE5-6801, VE5-6801.2

VES-3901

WS -3901H

VFS6800+

VPD6830

VRG6800+

VSD6800+

VSE-3901

VSE6800+

VSI6800+

VSM-3901

V966800+

VSR-4041

VTG6801-1

V1M6800+

1/15.6801

Description

HDTV and SDI Redocking Distribution Amplifier

NEO Upconverter

HON Upconverter with Audio Processing

ES Ethernet Communications Card

Large Routing

IRIG-B to/from SMPTE / EBIl limecode Converter

No Block diaginmSDI Logo Generator/Inserter

SDI LogoMotion II, HDTV LogoMotion II

Audio Synchronizer/Delay Processor 8 Multiplexer

Audio Multiplexer with Synchronizer 8 Delay

Analog Audio with Coos AES Output

AES Multiplexers with Synchronizer 8 Delay

Master Timing Generator

4 -Channel Analog or 2 AES Digital Audio to SDI Multiplexer

4 AES Audio to SDI Multiplexer

HMV 4 AES Audio Multiplexer

Analog Audio Multiplexers

AES Digital Audio Multiplexers

AES Digital Audio Multiplexes

Graphicol Interface Application

NED frame overview

Transmission Seniors

2 -Channel Analog Audio Switches

C AES Audio Switches

HON and SDI Video Switches

Composite Video Switches

Audio module with 8 analog stereo audio + 8 AES channels

16 DES channel oudia input module

16 analog stereo audio channel input module

Triple VGA/DVI graphics input module

Quad HD/SDI/composite video input module

Output module with redundant outputs

Quad SDI/composite video input module

Quad composite/dual component video input module

NEO SuiteView Multi -Source Display Processor

Single -mode Optical to HON Receiver

Master Control

Mulliinode Optical to SDI Receiver

Single -mode Optical to SDI Receiver

Small Routing

SDI and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor

SDI to Mufti -mode Optical Transmitter

SDI to Single -mode Optical Transmitter

Multi -Source Display Processors

Universal SDI Encoder/Distribution Amplifier

SDI Video 8 Analog Audio Monitoring Distribution Amplifier

Composite Video Equalizing and Clamping Distribution Amplifier

Composite Video Distribution Amplifier

Composite Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier

Composite Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier

SDI Video Slide Generators

SDI Frame Synchronizer/Processor

HDIV Video Frame Synchronizer/Processor

SDI Frame Synchronizer/Processor

Composite Video Programmable Distribution Amplifier

Composite Video Remote Gain Distribution Amplifier

SDI Video Distribution Amplifier

SDI and ASI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier

SDI Video equalizing Distribution Amplifier

SDI/ASI Equalizing Reclocking Distribution Amplifier

SDI Monitoring Distribution Amplifier

SDI Monitoring Distribution Amplifier

SDI 4x1 switch

SDI Test Signal Generator

SDI Triple Monitoring Distribution Amplifier

Video Timing Switch
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FUNCTIONAL INDEX eLEITCH

Page Product Description Page

Audio / Video Simplicity Products

Product Description

AES audio compression products
3 DAS-3901 Composite Video/Analog Audio Synchronizer/Processor/Multiplexer 21 ACE -3981-B, C Diamond Audio 4 AES Compression Encoder

3 SFS-3901 SDI and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor 22 ACD-3981-1, Diamond Audio 4 AES Compression Decoder

AVS-3901-B, ( SDVAES Synchronizer/Processor 22 AME-3981-13, ( Diamond Audio 4 AES Compression with Multiplexer
4 AVM -3901-A, B, C, B4, C4 SDVAudio Synchronizer Processor 8 Multiplexer 23 ADD -3981-1I, C Diamond Audio 4 AES Compression with Demultiplexer

S

40

AVS-3902-B, C SDVAES and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor Switching products
AVM -3902-84, (4 SDVAES and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor 8 Multiplexer

27 NSM-8x1SHD, NSM-7x2SHD HDTV and SDI Video Switches
AVS6800 + B2, C2 SDVAES Synchronizer/Processor

28 NSM-8x1V, NSM-1x2V Composite Video Switches
HDTV Products 28 NSM-8x1AES-B, C, NSM-7x2AES-B, AES Audio Switches

INC-3901 HDTV Upconverler 29 NSM-13x1-42 2 -Channel Analog Audio Switches

001-3902-11, C HD1V Upconverter with Audio Processing 52 VSR-4041 SDI 4x1 switch

VFS-3901H HDTV Video Frame Synchronizer/Processor 53 VT5-6801 Video Timing Switch
4

5

7

4

5

0

6

6

1

1

2

NM -3901044, (4 HDTV 4 AES Audio Multiplexer Distribution Amplifiers
Dh1X-390111-84, C4 HDTV 4 AES Audio Demultiplexer

El -3901H HDTV logoMotion II
24 HDC-3901,111X-3901-AD HMV Downconverter, HDTV Downconverter with Demultiplexer

24 VSM-3901 SDI Monitoring Distribution Amplifier
NSM-8x1SHD, NSM-7x2SHD HDTV and SDI Video Switches

50 HSE6800+ HMV, AS1, SDI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier
HDC-3901, HDC-3901-AD HDTV Downconverter, HD1V Downconverter with Demultiplexer

HSE-3901
25 VSE-3901 SDI and ASI Reclocking Diztribution Amplifier

HDTV and SDI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier
26 AES-3981 AES Audio Distribution Amplifier

HSD6800+ HDTV, ASI, SDI Distribution Amplifier
26 VEA-3901 Composite Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier

HSE6800+ HMV, ASI, SDI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier
27 ADA-3981-66,-600 Analog Audio Distribution Amplifier

H0S6800+ HD1V to Single -mode Optical Converter
47 ARG6800+ Analog Audio Remote Gain Distribution Amplifier

0HS6800+ Single -mode Optical to HDTV Converter
41 VSM6800+ SDI Monitoring Distribution Amplifier

HFS6800+ HDTV Frame Synchronizer/Processor
41 VIM6800+ SDI Triple Monitoring Dist' bution Amplifier

HM(6800+112, C2, B4, C4 HDTV AES Audio Multiplexers
46 VCA6800+ Composite Video Equalizing and Clamping Distribution Amplifier

HDX6800+ 32, C2, B4, C4 HDTV AES Audio Demultiplexer
44 VDA6800+ Composite Video Distribution Amplifier

0

Decoder/Synchronizers and A to D converters 45 VEA6800+ Composite Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifie
DEC -3902 Composite Video to SDI Decoder 45 VRG6800+ Composite Video Remote Gain Distribution Amplifier

DES -3902 Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synchronizer 46 VPD-6830 Composite Video Programmable Distribution Amplifier
8 DES -3901-S Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synchronizer with SDI Input 47 AES6800+B, C AES Audio Distribution Amplifier
8 DNS -3902 Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synchronizer/Noise Reducer 42 VAM6800+ SDI Video 8 Analog Audio Monitoring Distribution Amplifier
9 DNS -3901-S Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synthronizer/froise Reducer with Input 42 VSE6800+ SDI Video equalizing Distribution Amplifier
33 DEC6800+ Composite Video Decoder 43 VSD6800+ SDI Video Distribution Amplifier
33 DES6800+ Composite Video Decoder/Synchronizer 43 VSI6800+ SDVASI Equalizing ReclocIdng Distribution Amplifier

6 ADC -3901 Analog Component Video to SDI Converter 44 USM-6800 Universal SDI Encoder/Distribution Amplifier
6 ADC -3901-2 Dual Analog Component Video to SDI Converter 50 HSD6800+ HMV, ASI, SDI Distribution Amplifier
31 ADC -6801 Analog Component to SDI Converter 50 HSE6800+ HDTV, ASI, SDI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier

32 AD86800+ Analog Component Video to SDI Converter 60 UDA-683 Utility Video Distribution Amplifier

Encoder/Synchronizers and DtoA converters 60 VDA-683 Video Distribution Amplifier

9

33
33

32
31

32

ENS -3901 SDI to NTSC/PAL Color Encoder/Synchronizer
60 VEA-684 Video Equalizing Amplifier

ENC6800+ SDI Video Encoder
60 VEA-683 Video Equalizing Amplifier

ENS6800+ SDI Video Encoder/Synchronizer
60 VPD-683 Video Programmable Ampliier

ADV6800+ Analog component video to SDI converter
60 VEH-683 Video Wideband Equalizing Amplifier

DAC-6801 SDI to Analog Component Converter
60 VEH-6810 Video widebond Distribution Amplifier

D886800+ SDI to Analog Component Video Converter
60 INT-0102 EX, INT-EX 1X4 EX Wideband distribution amp ifier

6 AMD-880 Mono analog Audio Distribution Amplifier
Video Synchronizer - delays 6 ASD-880 Stereo analog Audio Distribution Amplifier

6 VFS-3901 SDI Frame Synchronizer/Processor 6 APD-880 Mono/SteredSumming Programmable Audio audio distribution =OW
11 WS -3901H HDTV Video Frame Synchronizer/Processor 6 ARG-880 Analoog audio Remote Gair Amplifier
34 VFS6800+ SDI Frame Synchronizer/Processor 6 ATG-880 Analog audio Tone Generator
51 HFS6800+ HDTV Frame Synchronizer/Processor 6 AES-880 AES Audio Distribution Amplifier

Audio Synchronizer - delays 6 ADC -880 Analog To AES Audio Conve-ter

15

15

AS -3901-B, C 2 AES Audio Synchronizer/Delay/Processor,
6 DAC-880 AES to Analog Audio Converter

AS -3981 -AD, DA, DA -600 4 -Channel Analog/2-Channe1AES Audio SynchronizeNday/Prucessor 6 INT-EX1X4A2IX Stereo analog audio Distribution Amplifier

38 ADS6800+ B2, C2 AES Audio Delay Synchronizer LOGO GENERATOR, KEYING, FLASH -SLIDE
38 4056800+A2BC, A4BC Audio Delay Synchronizer with A to D Conversion

18 MGI-3901 SDI LogoMotion II
Audio Conversion products 18 MGI-3901-11 HDTV LogoMotion II

11 ADC -3981 4 -Channel Analog to 2 AES Audio Converter 48 LGI-6801 SDI Logo Generator/Inserter
12 DAC-3981 (-600) 2 AES 4 -Channel Analog Audio Converter 48 DSK-6801, DS0-6803 SDI Downstream Keyers
34 DAC6800+BCA2, BCA4 AES to Analog Audio Converters 49 VES-6801, VES-6801-2 SDI Video Slide Generators
35 ADC6800+A2BC, A4BC Audio Analog to AES Converters Reference and test signal generators

Multiplexers and Demultiplexers 18 CSD-3901/2 Master Clock Driver
2 MXA-3901-A, B, C 4 -Channel Analog or 2 AES Digital Audio to SDI Multiplexer 19 GPS-3902 GPS Receiver and Antenna
3 MXA-3901-134, C4 4 AES Audio to SDI Multiplexer 20 AC0-3901 Automatic Changeover Module
3 DMX-3901-A, B, ( SDI Demultiplexer to 4 Analog or 2 AES Audio 19 MTG-3901 Master Timing Generator
4 DMX-3901-134,C4 SDI Demultiplexer to 4 AES Audio 20 IRO -3901 IRIG-B to/from SMPTE / EBU Timecode Converter
4 MXA-3901H-B4, C4 HDTV 4 AES Audio Multiplexer 21 GPI -3901 GPI and Marker Beep Module
5 DMX-390111-84, (4 HDTV 4 AES Audio Demultiplexer 49 VTG-6801-1 SDI Test Signal Generator
6 MSA-3901-A,B, C, 114, 14 Audio Synchronizer/Delay Processor 8 Multiplexer 50 DAR -6880 AES Audio Reference And Test Generator

35

36

36

36

39

39

40

6 DSA-3901-A Analog Audio Synchronizer Delay Processor 8 Demultiplexer Optical conversion products
MA6800+4462, A2B, A4C2, A2C Analog / AES Audio Multiplexer

MXA6800+A2, A4 Analog Audio Multiplexes
54 SOM6800 -I SDI to Multi -mode Optical Transmitter

MXA6800+ 82,84 AES Digital Audio Multiplexers
54 OSM6800 4 Multi -mode Optical to SDI Receiver

MXA6800+(2, C4 AES Digital Audio Multiplexers
55 SOS6800 - SDI to Single -mode Optical Transmitter

MS46800 +A2, A4 Audio Multiplexer with Synchronizer 8 Delay
55 OS56800 . Single -mode Optical to SDI Receiver

70586800+QC, A2B, A4C2, A4B2 Analog Audio with Coax AES Output
56 HOS6800 + HD1V to Single -mode Optical Transmitter

MSA6800+ (2, (4, 82, B4 AES Multiplexers with Synchronizer 8 Delay
56 OHS6800+ Single -mode Optical to HDTV Receiver

37 DMX6800+A28, A2C, A4B2, A4C2 Analog/AES Audio Demultiplexers Frames
37 070X6800+ B2, B4, 12, 14 AES Audio Demultiplexers 30 NE0 Frames Series of Mounting Frames

51 MX6800+112, (2, 84, 14 HDTV AES Audio Multiplexers 57-58 FR6802 6800+ frames
52 0086800+ B2, C2, B4, (4 HDTV AES Audio Demultiplexer 53 ICE6800+ (CS Ethernet Communications Card

Specialty Products Infrastructure & Transmission
17 DVR-3901 Digital Video Recorder 1 ICE Integrated Content Environments

18 MGI-3901, MGI-3901H SDI LogoMotion II, HDTV LogoMotion II 59 DPS-575 Digital Processing Synchronizer

23 11SV-ixa NE0 SuiteView Multi -Source Display Processor 62 Panacea Small Routing

65 SuiteView Multi -Source Display Processors 63 Integrator Large Routing

17 ARC -3901 Aspect Ratio Converter 64 Opus Master Control

66 NEXIO TX Transmission Servers

69 CCS Command and Control System

70 NAVIGATOR GUI for CCS

67 DTP Digital Turnaround Processor
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TAKE CONTROL OF SI
PROCESSING IN EVEN THE HARSHEST

CONTENT ENVIR MENT.
IMP

A Winning Video Processing Team for
Your Integrated ComEnt Environment (ICE)

NEO and 680)- yoi an Integ -ate d, Cost-effective
System With nprec-fclent:d Contrd

 Reduce oper-rionoi costs: Navigator's extrisive control and rorloriwg
capabilities colcw ton..urpced views y-mir processing systens-f-cm
a single moci_le to racks of equipmen n locations-\.ing you
time and res oJrzes.

 Flex your process rg ootiors: A wide -once of products in bch t-EO
and 6800+ 'whs. p-ccessing of anocg and digital signals aid
provides con pctib. liy wit-i SD, HD, flare optics and more.

 Design your s.rte-r, to it ycur needs: lie ..`,800+ and NEO Fl°tErrr s
allow you to -1 a cost-effective, h gh-mality solution that is easy
to configure a -1J ooaate.

Put this team to lour Integratec .tent Environment 12E::
www.leitch.ccrs/6830+ice aid www. e ch.com/neo+ice
Get a free ICE F aster ct ivww.leitch.con /pester

Canada +1 (E00) 3E7 0233
USA East +1 (E00) 231 9673
USA West +1 (E83) E'3 7004
Latin America +1 (Z-05) 512 0045
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